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Thesis Abstract
This thesis covers the architecture of the Old Holy Masjid* (see Glossary) in Makkah
(Mecca) and to a minor degree the architecture of al-Ka'abah* (see Glossary) also in
Makkah. The shapes and spaces of those two Buildings are examined monadically
applying a partial new Theory of Architectural Monadology. The Buildings' shapes
and spaces are examined on their attached qualities, the way these configure and or
correspond with other shapes and spaces. When attachments are made to shapes and
spaces they become monads, configuring and corresponding with other monads. This
draws-in the cosmos, the landscape, myth, folklore and the Qihlaat system (direction
to Makkah).
By accessing architecture under the umbrella of the Theory of Architectural
Monadology, together with other techniques of analysis, the conclusion is reached
that the Old Holy Masjid is a Building of Arab Islamic and Muslim architecture and
al-Ka'abah Building of Arab architecture. The differences and similarities between
these two architectures are discussed, so are their exports as design models motifs.
The historically created misconceptions about the Buildings, the Buildings'
chronologies and the materials used in their construction are detailed.
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Preface
In 1989 CE (1

AH) and 1993 CE (1414 AH) (CE stands for Christian era and AH

for After Hegira) (See Appendix One) 1 I visited Makkah and the Holy Complex, a
Complex that consists of al-Ka'abah and the Old and New Holy Masajied (plural for
Mosque). To me, the Old Holy Masjid, a Building depicted in a drawing, by Ali Bey
al-Abassi (1814: Plate LIV) resembled a Classical Renaissance Building mainly
because of its facade arches and the facade medallions. A photograph

by the

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Information (n.d. and no pp.) in Expansion of

the al-Harameyn al-Sharifein, reinforced the earlier impression that the building was
one of Classical Renaissance architecture. At a first glance, I believed that this was so
because the facade medallions reminded me of the medallions of the arcaded court
of Bruno Brunelleschi's Foundling Hospital (Spedali degli Innocente) in Florence
(Allsopp, 1959: 19) and Pesvner ( 1963: 176).
A closer examination of the Building was made during my second trip in 1993 CE
( 1414 AH) revealed that the Building was not a Renaissance one at all; it was
Building of Arab Islamic architecture, an architecture that is synonymous with
Muslim architecture rooted in the Arab architecture of al-Ka'abah. Arab Islamic
Muslim architecture embeds in the Old Holy Masjid as the Building consists of
Umayyad. Abbasid and Ottoman architectural components. The latter are the Arab
domes and the front colonnade columns. Superficially, the domes look like Ottoman
domes. The latter have octagonal bases whereas the Arab domes of the Old Holy
Masjid have square bases with rounded corners. The Arab Islamic and Muslim
architecture of the Old Holy Masjid is further recognizable by pinnacles,
crenellations, medallions, interlocked arches and the floor plan pattern and the
Ottoman facade and the interior palm tree-like columns. The 'Arab dome', which
corresponds with the camel's hump, is the preferred name in this thesis.
This Arab Islamic and Muslim architecture differs from the architecture of the
buildings of Islam of Iran, Spain, and Samarkand that are labelled by a number of art
historians, buildings of 'Islamic architecture'. That term was, and is, art historians'
nomenclature to what essentially is Muslim architecture that intertwines with Arab
and Arab Islamic architecture. Most art historians have portrayed the buildings of
Islam from a Euro centric perspective and stereotyped it 'Islamic architecture'. In this
thesis this phrase is replaced by 'the architecture of the buildings of Islam'.
Once it was clear to me that it was not a classical Renaissance Building, research on
the Old Holy Masjid became focused. Although the intention was to study the Old
Holy Masjid exclusively, it became increasingly clear that the architecture of
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al-Ka'abah could not be ignored. Most important, the Qiblaat system, a system of
worldwide axes to al-Ka'abah, that is an integral part of al-Ka'abah, could neither be
ignored. Initial research between 1989 CE (1410 AH) and 1993 CE (1414 AH) was
spent on reading. It was followed-up with fieldwork in Makkah and Jeddah. It
consisted of observations, particularly the observation of the stars and star patterns
and local architectures, note taking, discussions, interviews, sketching, and the taking
of photographs. They became an essential part as research methods.
Institutions and places visited in support of the study were the Umm-al Qura
University in Makkah, Massey University, Wellington Campus, Victoria University
of Wellington, National Library of New Zealand, Wellington City Council's Central
Library, the National University of Singapore Library, the Singapore Central and Ang
Mo Kio New Town Public Libraries, De Rijks Universiteit of Leiden, Het Rijks
Museum of Amsterdam, De Universiteit of Amsterdam Bibliotheek, De Regionale
Bibliotheek of Zeeland, the Hajj Research Center and the Kiswah factory both in
Makkah. All institutions were probed on related material. Network consultations were
conducted with the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Embassy in Washington via Ohio
University, the Semitic Museum and the Aga Khan Organization both at Harvard
University, the Aramco Organization in Houston, Texas and the U.S. Naval
Observatory. Astronomical Applications Dept. (2004), Washington DC: usmg
www.srrb.noaa.gov/highlights/sunrise/azel.html
Considerable difficulties were experienced in taking photographs in Makkah. Saudi
Arabia Officials, but also individuals do not take kindly to some one taking photographs in public. Islam does not favour images of persons. Subsequently effective
camera focusing was not always possible. It resulted in 'snapshot photography' with
all its shortcomings. Due to the high contrast locally between sunlight and shadows,
images became under exposed. This was less so in Mina*, Muzdalifah* and Arafah*
(see Glossary). There, the taking of photographs was easier to undertake and the
results have been better.
Because of the difficulties in taking photographs, route reconnaissance preceded the
taking of photographs. If the objects to be photographed were near police or military
points the intended photography was abandoned. In the areas intended for study the
police and the military are everywhere. The taking of photographs could neither be
done when people were nearby. Thus selecting the most advantageous position for
taking photographs was out of the question. After three times having been pulled into
a police station, being questioned and the thread to destroy the camera dampened the
enthusiasm for taking of photographs.
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Although there was access to the Umm al-Qura University, no permission was given
to take photographs by a difficult Arab of wall pictures, only note taking was allowed
and than for one specific aspect only. Thus a browse of the Makkah Room was out of
the question.
To overcome this difficulty, and difficulties, generally a number of contacts were setup, at that same University to be followed-up later in New Zealand, but there was no
response to questions or correspondence or e-mails. Promises came easy, but were not
often honoured. Even so, a good interloan library system would have alleviated some
of the problems experienced. But none is in existence between New Zealand and
Saudi Arabia. This in part was overcome by buying books in Makkah and Jeddah and
by relying on pilgrims bringing back some publications. In both instances the
maximum weight that can be taken aboard

an aeroplane started to govern.

Locally produced books and publications invariably emphasize the Saudi Arabian
Kings and their Kingdom, but a bibliography, page numbers, publishing dates and
publishers are often absent. The material produced is more or less propaganda for the
Kingdom, like Louis XIV of France and his Versailles palace. The Saudi Arabian
material is often too detailed, and critical analyses and or reasoning are missing.
Nevertheless some publications that came to hand in 2005 contained photographic
material not seen before.

Overview of Chapters
This thesis consists of seven Chapters and ten Appendices. Chapter I introduces the
thesis, outlining the framework under which it is undertaken. It introduces the Theory
of Architectural Monadology and the Qihlaat system. The research methods used in
this study are explained.
Chapter 2 put forward the intellectual basis and theoretical framework of the thesis.
This involves a full coverage of the Theory of Architectural Monadology and its
application to architectural shapes and spaces. Chapter 3 sets the Holy complex in its
surrounding landscape and in its cosmic settings. The same Chapter introduces the

Haraam (Sacred areas of land) and non-haraam areas and highlights the consequent
sous entendu of place (meaning that imparts identity of place or the feel of the place).
A sous entendu is a construct or structure or an assemblage consisting of contributing
components.
Chapters 4 and 5 are the core of the work. Chapter 4 investigates al-Ka'abah as a
monadic and as an architectural construct. Its forms, shapes and spaces, and
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symbolic and monadic content are detailed. The inconsistencies in the different
statements by different authors are noted. Consequently, it is demonstrated that the
Building is one of Arab architecture. This draws-in configurations and
correspondences between the different spaces and shapes of both Buildings. A
chronological account of the construction, renovations, and building materials used in
both Building is discussed. The Qihlaat system is further detailed.
Chapter 5 focuses on the Old Holy Masjid as a monadic and as an architectural
construct. Its inherent numerology and al Ka'abah as a series of abutting and adjacent
ka'abaat that makes for the Old Holy Masjid's floor plan are detailed. Consequently,
it is demonstrated that the Old Holy Masjid is an architectural construct of Arab
Islamic and Muslim architecture with Umayyad and Abbasid and Ottoman
components. Its forms, shapes and spaces, and symbolic and monadic content are
detailed. This draws-in configurations and correspondences between similar spaces
and shapes. These are highlighted. The anthropomorphic, the zoomorphic and the
botanic contents of the Building are discussed. The column patterns, the different
types of columns, column patterns, column capitals and bases are detailed. A
chronological account of the construction, renovations, and building materials used in
the construction of the Building are detailed. The chronological and general
inconsistencies are noted. Some aspects of monadic numerical ordering are broached.
Chapter 6 covers the Old Holy Masjid, the Safa* (see Glossary) entrance and exit
and al-Ka'abah's influences as architectural models for other Buildings of Islam and
as design motifs for illustrations, miniatures, ceramics, textiles and metal objects.
Chapter 7 provides the aggregated conclusions on the issues examined, mostly
inconsistencies in the accounts and chronological data of the different authors and the
effects of monadology. This chapter also indicates follow-up research.
Off all the Buildings (see below illustration) only al-Ka'abah and the four elevations
of the Old Holy Masjid have remained. The changes to the Old Complex but also to
other historic building of Makkah have been destructive, almost a wanton act of
official vandalism. It made the Daniel Howden (in RIBA World Issue 380 - August
12 2005 - Ref: 29)/eferring to a well known Saudi architect/emark:

"What we are witt1essit1g are the lastdays of Mecca at1d Medit1a, the fit1al
farey,,ell to Iold I Mecca is itMWlit1ettr'.
That Saudi architect is an acknowledged specialist on the region's architecture of the
Buildings of Islam. He presented a paper in 1981 called 'The Conservation and
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Development of the Holy Cities of Mecca and Medina', in Arab Urban Development
Institute/Arab Town Organization/ The Symposi um High Committee (Editors), in

Paper Abstracts; Symposium on the Arab City,· Its Character and Islamic Cultural
Heritage, Medina: The Symposium High Committee, pp.8. Hi s plea contained in hi s
paper has fallen on deaf ears.

al-Ka'abah and surrounding buildings in a 16th Century Turkish tile

_,,/

No
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Description
al-Ka'abah and al-Mataf* (see
Glossary)
al-Hatim* (see Glossary)
Balustrade
Maqam Ibrah eem
· Steps to al-Ka'abah's doors
Bab Sha'ba
Minbar
Maqam Maliki
Maqam Hanafi
Maqam Hanbali

. ,J

No

Description

11

Qubbat al-Abbas

12

Qubbat al-Sa 'ad
al-Madjen?
Zem-Zem House and Maqam Shafa 'i
Water jars
Manarah Wi'da'
Manarah 'Ali
Manarah al-Umrah
Mana rah Salam
Hawasi

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Sources; LH illu stration , Hattstein , (2000: 12).RH illustration, Sadiqe Bey (in Badr
el-Hagi, 1997). Labelling and numbering by Eduard Schwarz
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CHAPTER

1

Introduction to the Thesis

1.1

INTRODUCTION

1.1.1

Introduction to the Thesis

In this thesis some references are made to al-Qu 'ran. However, the thesis is a nonreligious one. Further, from the outset a clear distinction needs to be made between
architectural studies carried on the Buildings of Islam by European scholars in those
areas of the Orient that were accessible to them (those were areas mostly controlled by
European colonial powers) as opposed to those scholars who studied buildings in areas
of the Orient that were less accessible and not controlled by European colonial powers.
The former has led to extensive studies of many of the Buildings of Islam that are
reasonably accurate, while the latter involved studies that relied on hearsay, on travel
accounts and on rhetoric philology. This has led to an unrealistic portrayal of the Holy
Complex in Makkah in Saudi Arabia for some time. 1 This thesis examines the Holy
Complex in a more realistic way. It incorporates updated information. Some discussions
are reiterated to substantiate different perspectives.
The Holy Complex is comprised of the following elements shown in Figs.1.1--1.3.

Fig. 1.1
://www.islam.tc/irna 0 es/satellite_ hotos.htmLabelin° b Eduard Schwarz

Aerial view of the main elements of the Holy Complex
No
1
2

3

Description

No

Description

al-Ka'abah (see also Fig. l .2)
The Old Holy Masjid
Saudi I extension

4

Saudi II extension
Safa
Marwa * (see Glossary)

s
6
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Places pilgrims visit and routes they follow during al-Hajj

The pil grimage to Makkah is known as al -Hajj or al-Umrah (the minor al-Hajj).
Al-Hajj, takes pl ace on the 9th , I0th and 11 th of Dhu 'l-hijjah the last Iunar month of

the Islami c yea r.

2

Foremost, pil grims arri ve at the Miqaat, a pl ace where they change

into special prescribed clothin g, lhram. Ten inner and outer M iqaat surro und Ma kka h.
Fro m there they go to Arafa h (no.1 in Fig. 1.2). Th e rites of al- Hajj commence by:
standin g at Arafa h on Jahal Rahman, then pi ckin g up of pebbl es overni ght at
Muzdalifah (no. 2) fo r the stonin g of thejamaraat (dev il s) in Min a; (no. 3), the ritual
slaughterin g of an animal in Min a (no. 3) and clippin g of one's hair also at Mina (no.
3), pa1ti cipatin g in al-Sa'y, a rite conducted between the Safa and Ma rwa covered roc k

outcrops in Ma kkah (no. 4). That rite consists of walkin g and part jogging betwee n Safa
and Marwa, seven ti mes up and seven times dow n (no. 4), hair clippin g at Marwa (no. 4)
and fin all y the seven times circumambul ati on of al-Ka' abah and al-Hatim (no. 4). The
compl eti on of these rites leads to the statu s ' Hc~jji' (Hajjah fo r a fe male). The rites of
al-Umrah consist of doin g al-Say and th e seven times circumambul ati on of al-Ka'a bah.

No other compul sory rites are involved. All rites imitate the Prophet's acti ons.

<
Fig. 1.3
Source; Kin gdom of Saudi Arabi a Mini stry of Finance
(c 1989)
In the background of thi s
illustrati on are the steps to the
Zem-Zem well. T he concentri c
circl es, the sufuuf. They empha size al-Ka' abah as the center.
They are the res ult of the Islamic
requirement of facing al-Ka'abah
whil st pray in g. T here is no trace
left of the prev ious oval al Mataf. A t the left hand middle is
the I mam's stati on.

Enlargement of no.4 of Fig. 1.1
The circumambulatory area or al-Mataf of alKa'abah c1957CE (1377 AH)
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Hierarchical ordering inheres in monotheism itself and in Arab culture. Hierarchical
ordering corresponds with the 'Hajji' status. That status is divided into a range of
categories depending on the level of perfection the would-be Hajji had in mind before
the commencement of al-Hajj. Both al-Hajj and al-Umrah embed status, in that al-Hajj
is superior to al-Umrah. Al-Hajj itself is divided status-wise into categories that are
hierarchical ordered, and contradicts the dogma that every Muslim is equal to every other
Muslim. That inequality exists in a hidden form throughout the religion of Islam. How
to earn a better place in heaven is constant vision by the world's lmaam (plural for

Imam, a religious leader). To participate in the design of a Mosque earns the designer a
house in heaven!

This inequality comes particularly to the fore during Ramadhan (the last month of the
Muslim lunar year). The last ten days of that month are the most impo11ant days for
Muslims. The Hajj accommodation industry make use of that by charging 5000 SR ,
about NZ$ 2500 per night for the last three days of that ten day period. 2005 al-Hajj
pilgrims from New Zealand paid NZ$ l0,000 each for a month stay in Makkah. Al-Hajj
then has deteriorated into something that caters for those who have the means to do so
and does less so for the would-be Hajji for example from a Malay Kampong who has to
save a life time to participate in the same event, with, for example, the Tabung Hajj
Banking Organization in Kuala Lumpur.
The al-Hajj rites have been in existence unaltered for many centuries. When under
Napoleon Bonaparte the scientific studies of the Orient commenced, al-Hajj was already
practiced for more than a IOOO years. This was not referred to in la Description de

l'Egypte. Napoleon's forces occupied Egypt in 1798 CE (L213 AH). He decreed the
setting up of !'Institute de l'Egypte (Said, 1978: 83). Europe became familiar with
Egypt through the 1809 CE (1224 AH) written and the 1822 CE (1238 AH) published

la Description de l'Egypte, executed mostly by recent graduates of the I'Ecole
Polytechniqe in Paris (Gillespie, 1987: I). The team who put la Description de l 'Egypte
together not only recorded many of Egypt's ancient buildings but also some Mosques .
Influenced by the !'Ecole Polytechniqe of Paris, Education Authorities of the major
cities of Western Europe set-up their own technical colleges. The drawings of Ali Bey
al-Abassi carry the influence of that teaching

imparted by the I'Ecole Polytechniqe.

In line with the curricula of these colleges, Ferguson wrote in (1893 CE / 131 lAH),

History of Architecture in all Countries. Fletcher wrote (1896 CE / 1314 AH) A
History of Architecture on the Comparative Method, Creswell (1932 CE /1351 AH)
wrote Early Muslim Architecture in Egypt Umayyads, AD 622-750, and Prisse
d 'A vennes 1867 CE (1284 AH), The Decorative Art of Arabia. It is evident from this
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published and re-published material that quite an effort was put into investigating,
measuring, describing, and recording of the ancient buildings and monuments of
Egypt, but also those of Athens, Rome, and the Romanesque and Gothic Buildings of
Western Europe. However, most of the works of that era took on the form of catalogues
raisonnee (there are exceptions) and with it unnecessary material crept in. Together, and
over time, these works have been quite influential in encouraging a subsequent romantic
perception of the Buildings of Islam that is unreal but has lasted until to day.
Although romantically influenced the descriptions of the Buildings of Islam of Persia,
India and Malaysia wer~easonably accurate standards. However, that does not apply
to the Holy Complex and the City of Makkah that is inaccessible to non-Muslims since
the advent of Islam. Those descriptions were in the first instance impaired by a Qu'ran
verse itself that states:
"O ye who Ge(ieve, the yo(:ytheists on(y are unclean. Let tliem not then after

diis

year come near the Sacred 'Mosque" (Hitti, 1973: 27 quoting Surah 9: 28, al-Taubah),

This verse (ayer) forbids non-Muslims to enter the City. It has created a major barrier
in obtaining accurate information that in due course has resulted in distorted views of the
Holy Complex. What came to hand were inaccurate descriptions written by a number of
authors on the Holy Complex and the City of Makkah. Although this Qu'ranic verse led
to distort views intellectual dishonesty was another self-created barrier. A laissez-faire
climate came into existence when dealing with the Buildings of Islam.
Orientalists and art historians thought the Orient and Makkah were timeless, exotic and
immutable. Under this umbrella a number of erotic stories surfaced, such as Burton's
( 1859 CE / 127,ci AH) The Book of the Thousand and one Arabian Nights and Lane's

(1883 CE / 1301 AH), Arabian Society in the Middle Ages; Studies From One
Thousand and One Nights. Evidenced by rather recent reprints they are still in popular
demand. This written material conveys a perception that is out of touch with reality. That
out of touch perception is kept alive by the modern catalogues raisonnee on the
Buildings of Islam, supported by high-resolution camera and digital photographs.

These images carry descriptions that are often inconsistent with the religion of Islam, but
are in line with about one hundred years old orientalists' philosophies and rhetoric that
would have been even more expansive if the classical science environment of that time
had not laid down some rules. These, to some degree controlled the order of written
documents, thus the advancement of a hypothesis, an introduction to it and a conclusion.
These rules also involved chronologies on when, where, which and how and under
who's regime Buildings of Islam were constructed. Although these days' chronologies
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are not popular, this thesis nevertheless uses chronologies in the examination of
drawings and photographs. Chronologies are useful in determining which buildings
were there or not there anymore over historic time.
Adopting this approach, inconsistencies in information, in construction dates and in
dimensions, advanced by the orientalists and art historians in their analyses of the two
Holy Buildings of Islam will come to the fore. Once identified this works will remedy
these inconsistencies if possible. Thus a 1717 CE ( 1130 AH) isometric drawing by
Relandi shows two small sized domed buildings. When Sadiqe Bey in 1880 CE (1298
AH) took photographs, they were still there, but

they were not there anymore when

Hurgronje took photographs of the same area in 1885 CE ( 1303 CE). Thus between
1880 and 1885 they were demolished.
On the other hand within that-historic-time created orientalist culture, Ali Bey al-Abassi
and Burckhardt produced street and feature maps of urban Makkah which went well
beyond the miniatures produced by the 16th and 17th Century Persians. For example,
Ali Bey al-Abassi and Burckhardt who had visited Makkah respectively in 1804 CE
(1219 AH) and 1814 CE ( 1230 AH) described and illustrated their experiences. 3 Ali
Bey al-Abassi's and Burkhardt's maps and plans were subsequently published in
1816 CE ( 1232 AH) and 1829 CE ( 1245 AH). 4 They have been repeatedly copied
without due recognition pa11icularly by Arab sources.
The fifth pillar of Islam demands that the City of Makkah must be visited before one's
death. A very large number of pilgrims have visited the City but no high standard and
accurate accounts on the City and the Old Holy Masjid have surfaced except a
document produced by a firm of Pakistani Engineers in c 1989 CE ( c 14 l O AH) and an
engineering document

on the Zem-Zem well by Y ahya Hamza Kushak.( 1983 CE /

1403 AH) . Preceding these reports, historic descriptions had been written by azJubair (1952 CE I 1372 AH) and Ibn Batutta (1958 CE / 1378 AH) and others. These
were used by a number of later authors and commentators over and over again. Their
accounts barely qualify as comprehensive ones, except the one by Hurgronje, (1888
CE I 1306 AH), Het Mekkaanse F eest and Der Bilder Atlas ( 1889 CE / 1307 AH),
and than only in a social science context.
Thus, those Europeans who described the Old City and its Holy Buildings followed
each other quoting from mostly inaccurate descriptions, hearsay, from travel accounts
and from annotated records specially the one of Abdul al-Waleed al-Azraki, annotated
by Rushdi Malhas in 1967 CE / 1387 AH and transliterated and commented on by Badi

in 1992 CE (1413 AH). Earlier, Muslims and Arabs themselves who lived in Makkah or
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who visited the city also relied on al-Azraki such as al-Fasi Taki al-Din (l956 CE I
1376 AH) in 'Shifa' al-Ghazam hi-Akhhar al-Balad al-Haram. AI-Azraki's annotated
upon annotated manuscript have been quite influential. Most Saudi Arabia Officials and
Institutions use al-Azraki's annotated chronologies when referring to or working with
historic data.
Abdul al-Walid al-Azraki and al-Fasi were translated in 1858 CE / 1275 AH by
WUstenfelt. His translation had a considerable influence on the orientalists. Thus, for
example, Creswell in 1961 CE / 1381 AH wrote Early Muslim Architecture Ummayad

AD 622-75 in two oversized volumes on the monuments of Egypt. He thought
al-Ka'abah was no more then an insignificant artifact of architecture. But in the 1969
CE I 1389 AH reprint, al-Ka 'abah was placed in the front of the first volume, thereby
impliedly recognizing the Building's significance in a limited manner. The illustration
showed a plastered Building with a staircase in the center of the NE wall (the al-Maa 'sa
side). But al-Ka'abah was never plastered and there was never a staircase in the center
of the NE wall.
The same picture appeared in Rogers ( 1976), The Spread of Islam, another example of
'author following an author', but this time the same illustration was placed in the back
of the book. Creswell was not referred to. For Muslims worldwide the City of Makkah
is a Holy City of the utmost importance. According to Muslim scholars, its origin
corresponds with lhraheem (Abraham). He and Hagar his wife and son Ishmael resettled a barren Valley on command of Allah. According to Werblowski and Wigoder
(l 997: 5, 6) Ihraheem lived between 2000-1600 BC. That makes this settlement a late
Neolithic but also a religious one that has evolved over centuries into the City of
Makkah of today of which the urban core is the Holy Complex.
Those most important Buildings to Muslims are visited by in excess of two million
pilgrims annually, a trend of the last ten years who perform al-HaJj, the annual
pilgrimage to Makkah) or al-Umrah, the minor pilgrimage to Makkah. Further, and
daily about, one billion Muslims world wide face this Holy City and its Holy Buildings
from a multitude of geographic distances during the five times compulsory- per-dayprayers. Thus, al-Ka'abah is kept permanently in focus by about five billion invisible
axes day and night. Those axes are known as Qiblaat (plural for Qiblah).
Thus, the importance of al-Ka'abah and the City of Makkah to Muslims is undeniable.
That the City and its Holy complex are impressive religious nodes is evident from the
following data supplied by the Saudi Aramco World (2002: 27). In 2002, 2,371,468
pilgrims participated in al-Hajj of which 45% were women. 1,596,525 were pilgrims
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pilgrims participated in al-Hajj of which 45% were women. 1, 596,525 were pilgrims
from outside Saudi Arabia. The yearly ratio of pilgrims to the local population is 2.4: I.
In the same year 6226 flights carrying pilgrims arrived at Jeddah airport. In comparison
the number of flights arriving at Chicago's International Airport was 2490 for the same
time period. 43,000 tents were used to accommodate the pilgrims. The area given over to
tents in Mina was 2.5 km 2 . The total area of the Mina Valley is only 3.8 km 2 . The
number of animals sacrificed during al-Hajj was 1,120,000. Over ten million meals were
served during three day of al-Hajj. JO.OOO people were trained to provide assistance
to pilgrims and the number of workers involved in cleaning and trash removal was
14,000.
Numerous buses drive the pilgrims from Jeddah 's af-Hc~i.j terminal airport to Makkah.
In the past. a network of overland trade routes from Asia and Africa was in existence to
reach the City. The local streets of Makkah were the final, and to Muslims the most
imp011ant tributaries to that network. To day, a worldwide network of aircraft routes and
motorways has displaced that street network. except for the very inner part of the City.
Thus, not only do pilgrims arrive at the Jeddah al-Hai.j terminal, they also arrive at
al-Madinah* and al-Taif* (see Glossary) airpo11s. The latter is some!50 km East of
Makkah. the former some 400 km North of Makkah (Fig.1.4). Al-Hajj then is a very
large exercise in logistics.
The pilgrim routes terminate at al-Ka'abah ·s circurnambulatory area, called al-Mataf.
It surrounds al-Ka'abah. In that sense al-Ka'abah is the hub of wheel consisting of
routes that encircle the world. Once the pilgrims arrive at the center they will observe
al-Ka'abah as Building of Arab architecture, and the Old Holy Masjicl as Building of
Arab and Muslim architecture augmented by Umayyacl, Abbasid and Ottoman
architectural features. As a pattern of abutting and adjacent kabaat, al-Ka'abah and its
symbolic content return in the floor plan Old Holy Masjid. Crenellations, a mass of
columns, facade medallions and Arab domes make the Building into one of Arab and
Muslim architecture, elements that are absent from al-Ka'abah, a Building that is
constructed of grabbo stones laid in stretcher bond for the exterior walls. The inner
walls are more or less rubble ones. The walls thus consist of two layers reinforced with
high quality steel rods as pins between the layers in 1957 CE (1377AH).
Since 1955 CE (1375 AH) some very large additions have been added to the Old Holy
Masjid, known as the Saudi extensions I and II or the New Holy Masjid. This
Building, al-Ka'abah, al-Hatim, Safa and Marwa and the Old Holy Masjid form the
Holy Complex. Western trained architects of different ethnicities collectively designed
the New Holy Masjid's design. The new Buildings are of a modular design both
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Fig.1.4
Sources; Zaki (1986: Map) and Eduard Schwarz (2005: Map
based on a CIA website map of Saudi Arabia)
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vertically and horizontally and consist of two large squares of two different sizes that
are diagonally imposed on each other; their diagonals intersect at the center post of
al-Ka'abah. Thus, the combined squares form one large geometric shape with al-Ka'abah
in its center. This large square is approximately 330 x 330 meters; the smaller square is
about 280 x 280 meters. Together they form a Euro centric macro Islamic pattern. It
arose out of the need to create a larger circumambulatory area inside the Sacred Court

(al-Sahn), but also the need to provide more shaded areas for pilgrims, a functional
requirement by itself. Whether it should have been two large-upon- each- other imposed
squares needs to be questioned.
The Extensions accommodate 1.000.000 worshippers now. Besides the actual Saudi I
and II extensions, a large open area was built just outside the new Extensions on the
East side of the Holy Complex, an area that remains in shade up to 10am. It was
finished in 1993 CE (1414 AH). The large open area followed a historical pattern in
that outside a Mosque, a large area is needed for the Eid celebrations. Eid is a festival
celebrated by all of the local Muslim community in one place on Eid day, hence the large
open area that often attach to Juma 'ah (Friday) Mosque:,,'.fhe large open area had its
beginnings in the Kufa and Basrah military new towns.
From interviews, conducted by the author and a number of 2005 CE (1426 AH)
pilgrims from Wellington, New Zealand, it is clear not many pilgrims remember the
actual physical shapes of the Holy Butldings. Al-Ka'abah serves as a transcendental
object. It is also remembered more or less poetically in written material such as an
extension of the earth crust or as a protuberance that attempts to reach the heavens.
Al-Ka'abah's cube-like form represents a crystallization of the cube of man (Samar
Akkach, 1990: 304). With this statement, anthropology comes to the fore, yet the
Building is a mimetic of the cosmos overhead, that great central area of the zodiac
(Orion), also the grazing area of the herdsman, Ra 's al-Jauzah (Betelgeuse of the
constellation Orion) for Arabs of previous times.
Al-Ka' abah is thus not only a micro model of the macrocosmos overhead, it is also for

Shi 'i and Sufi Muslims, a replica of the Throne in Heaven around which the angels
circumambulated, the place where Allah sits upon the Throne, his feet, resting on a
Footstool (al-kursi). In a similar poetic tone, al-Ka'abah on earth is the heart of the
world its center post being a lotus hyacinth. Under the Wahabi philosophy, this poetic
interpretation was severely curtailed with the result that Sunni Muslims of to day do not
readily accept these Shi'i notions. They see,,and are instructed to see/al-Ka'abah as a
small Mosque. Yet the Building remains shrouded with a mystic only pious Muslims
understand.
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Yet as Religious Officialdom likes to see it as such, remnants of the poetic are still there
and al-Ka'abah is also known as al-Ka'abah al-Musharrafah (The Honourable alKa'abah) and the City of Makkah as Makkah-al-Mukarramah (the Blessed City). In
general, Muslims do not see al-Ka 'abah as an actual Building. They perceive the
Building with an aura of mystique in which Sacredness dominates. It is Allah's house
(Beyt Allah) on earth. All these notions give the Building an importance beyond the

imaginable for Muslims.
AI-Ka'abah and the Old Holy Masjid and their symbolic content are everywhere. It is in
Muslim architecture, in prayer rugs, in textiles, in Miraab, in Qiblaat, in innumerable
objects of art and in the heads and hearts of about one billion Muslims. Thi s Holy
Complex has attracted

a continuous and huge attention. It has been subjected to

analyses, investigations and inquiries in various ways, for example, the poetic, its
construction and its role within the confines of Islam, but not as monads. As al-Ka'abah
and the Old Holy Masjid and their symbolic content encircles the world

a new and

other way of examining the architecture of Islam is warranted. This new way involves
the Theory of Architectural Monadology in which al-Ka'abah and the Old Holy Masjid
are the points of depa1ture and referents that contain numerous attachments such as al Ka ' a bah is an ' image of heaven '.

1.1.2

Introduction to the Theory of Architectural Monadology

In thi s thesi s architecture is a construct of shapes surrounded by abutting and adjacent
spaces. When attachments are made to them they become monads. Individuals or
groups of individuals do the attaching. The attachments may consist of qualities ,
affinities, characteristics, the anthropomorphic and the zoomorphic, the cosmological ,
irregular geometry, myths, folklore, notions, concepts and many more. But whatever is
attached

must be present and embed in al-Ka'abah and or the Old Holy Masjid, hence

both are referents setting limitations as to what can be attached to shapes and spaces of
Arab Muslim architecture. These may and may not configure or correspond with likewise attachments. Configuring or corresponding of shapes and spaces are special
aspects of the Theory of Architectural Monadology.
The monads with all their attachments form into a larger whole for example, a
design (Fig.LS). 'The Monadology of Architecture' or the 'Theory of Entities'
governs this process. It is a new theory that perceives an architectural design of a
Building of Islam, or the Building of Islam itself, as the dominant monad made -up of
shapes and spaces with monadic content. That content is the same content that inheres in
al-Ka'abah and the Old Holy Masjid. When al-Ka 'abah and the Old Holy Masjid
based attachments are made to other shapes and spaces these become monads.
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Fig.LS
Source; Van Nice (1963: 132)

The Aya Sophia in Istanbul
The Building as entities that are inseparable from its parts, the parts are inseparable from
the whole, they are each other mirzam
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This new theory is inspired by Leibniz's 1714 CE (1126 AH) Theory of Monadology
and Jung and Kerenyi 's 1954 CE ( 1374 AH) numerical-wise use of that theory. In this
thesis 'The Theory of Architectural Monadology' is used in the examination of the
architecture of the Old Holy Masjid and al-Ka'abah but sets aside that part of Leibniz's
theory that deals with substances, the indivisibleness of monads and the concept that
monads were created- by-God souls.
Leibniz theory states that the master monad could be divided. In this thesis the master
monad, or the superior whole is also a dividable monad but in contrast to Leibniz the
attached characteristics of the master monad can be transferred back to the
contributing monads, a two way process. Once individuals or groups of individuals
attach selective attachments to spaces and shapes, these transform into monads. The
selected attachments used in this work are: the anthropomorphic, the zoomorphic, the
botanic, and the irregular geometric, the cosmological, notions, stories, colours and
textures. As a shape is simultaneously space the same criteria apply. That selection is
based on attachments that embed in al-Ka'abah and the Old Holy Masjid. The once
selected attachments can be removed or attached to other contributor monads and the
dominant monad. 'The Monadology of Architecture' is further developed and detailed
in Chapter 2.

1.2

ARCHITECTURAL SPACE

1.2.1

Mosques; Architectural Abutting and Adjacent Spaces.

Giedion in 1962 CE (1382 AH) introduced

the theory 'Space and Time'. That space

was a quantum of space and time, historic time. In this study architectural space is a
quantum of abutting and adjacent space that surrounds built structures in all directions.
True that space ultimately connects to outer space by way of the tropo and stratosphere
spheres, but buildings are not built in these layers at least not in the foreseeable future.
When a building is put into position on earth it only occupies a very small part of that
quantum. It punctuates, demarcates and simultaneously encloses that same small part,
which is the building's territory on earth. For the purpose of this thesis

space 1s

architectural space, which is space and spaces immediate adjacent to or abutting a
building in all directions. An architectural construct or assemblage occupies and
demarcates that architectural space. That architectural space is three-dimensional space.
The three-dimensional in and outside abutting and adjacent spaces differ from building
type to building type. They are determined by the use of the building. The use

of a

Mosque differs from the use of a home, hence both as spatial units they are entirely
different. A Mosque's essentials are sex segregated

Pray, Whu'du (wash before pray

areas), toilet areas and entrances. Whu 'du (wash before pray areas), toilet areas are and
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and entrances are based on Hadith (customary rules based on Prophet Mohammed
statements and habits). They apply to every one who uses the Mosque. Consequently
the women enter the Mosque from the left hand side, the men from the right hand side.
However the use of segregated Prayer areas is in part dictated by al-Qu'ran that states
that during the pray one must face the direction 'Makkah and al-Ka'abah'. This
direction is an al-Qiblah.

1.2.2

Introduction to al-Qiblah and the Qiblaat System

The importance of Makkah to the world's Muslim population is emphatic. This is
significantly emphasized by the Qiblaat system, a system consisting of millions of
invisible axes that connect more than one billion people per day to Makkah and alKa' abah, 5 billion every twenty-four hours, year in year out. Those unseen axes are
directions to Makkah from wherever in this world. In most cases the Qiblah starts from
a Mihrah, usually a niche in a wall, but a does not need to be part of a wall. A Mihrah
can be free standing.
A Mihrah is not necessary. The direction to Makkah may be indicated by a single arrow

on the ceiling or a prayer rug on the floor laid in the direction of Makkah (Fig. 1.6). The
invisible axes are permanent and determine the orientation of Mosques (Figs.1.7, 1.8). It
follows that al-Qih!ah is the determinant of the Mosque's shape in part or wholly. Thus
to one shape of the Mosque, attaches al-Qiblah which may a wall with a niche,
al-Mihrah, to which attaches the notion' Qihlalz'. This immediately involves the

monadic, the 'architecture of direction' and the architecture of the Buildings of Islam.
The Qiblah system is presented in greater detail in Chapter 4, section 4.4 (See also
Appendix Four).
~~

Qiblah

<

f~ig.1.6
Source; Eduard Schwarz
(2005: Schematic Drawing)

al-Qiblah in this figure is established

with an arrow on the ceiling or a
Prayer rug on the floor that orientates
towards Makkah. It is not necessary to
have both.

al-Qiblah without an al-Qiblah wall
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Fig.1.7

>

Source; Eduard Schwarz
(2001: Photograph)
From this Mihrab springs a permanent
invisible axis, al-Qiblah that connects this
Milzrab to Makkah and al-Ka'abah. Note
that the Mimbar is on the right side of the
Mihrab. This Mosque has no exterior
Mihrab.

The Mihrab of the al-Muttaqin
Mosque in Ang Mo Kio and Yishun
New Town, Singapore
Fig.1.8
Sources; Design by the Housing Development Board (HDB) of Singapore. Plan
authorization provided by the owners, the Majilis Ulama Islam Singapore (MUIS). The
Building Control Authority of Singapore made plans available on payment of a standard
fee.
l\

t

Second storey floor plan of the al-Muttaqin Mosque in Ang Mo Kio Yishun
New Town, Singapore
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1.2.3

The Old Holy Masjid and its Remains

The Old Holy Masjid is a Building that surrounds an al-Sahn (Sacred Cou1t) with
al-Ka'abah in its center. The Old Holy Masjid 's floor plan consists of a pattern of
kabaat modules. Two heavy octagonal columns of shumaysi stone and three cylindrical
polished marble columns mark the corners of each module. Referred to earlier, the Old
Holy Masjid itself consists of architectural elements that are absent from al-Ka'abah,
such as the octagonal and cylindrical columns, arches, pinnacles, medallion s,
colonnades, crenellations, Arab domes, lamps, the patterns formed by octagonal and
cylindrical columns and the manaraat (minarets).
The kabaat modul es transfer sy mbolic content. Thus inherent in the sy mbolic content of
the Old Holy Masjid is the symbolic content of al-Ka 'abah , which includes the
monadic, the complementary, and the illusive. Thus the Old Holy Masjid is ex pressive
of Arab Islami c and Muslim architecture that is rooted in the Arab architecture of
al-Ka'abah but moderated over time by Umayyad and Abbasid and Ottoman
architectures. There are no other buildings in the Semitic Arabiy land area that are
similar to the Old Holy Masjid in that way .
By Saudi Arabia Royal Decree of 1948 CE ( 1368 AH), it was decided to build the

ew

Holy Masjid. The design meant the demolishing of the Old Building, acco rding to
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Ministry of Finance and

ational Economy Report

(c 1989: 110) referrin g to Drawin gs 2121 and 2122 of 1955 CE ( 1375 AH) . A circular
building was to take its place. However, when the design was completed the religious
authorities appealed to the King to retain the Old Building. Subsequently a Royal
Decree of 1950 CE ( 1370 AH) (Drawing, 2123) was issued; the Old Holy Masjid was
to remain in part, but had to be enclosed by a new Building in the form of an Islamic
pattern on a macro sca le.
The exterior perimeter of the Old Holy Masjid was made to fit the interior perimeter of
the New Holy Masjid. It became a forced fit between the Old and the New Building.
The Old Building was compromised. Its historic exterior perimeter was completely
changed . Many of its old columns were relocated into new positions to fit the new
exterior perimeter. Extra column s were also introduced. All four corners of the existing
and centuries old interior cou1t were chamfered thereby damaging a Building that carries
amongst a number of notions, the name 'Image of heaven ' (Zwemer, 1929: 35).

5
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1.3

THESIS OBJECTIVES

1.3.1

Detailed Thesis Objectives

Thus much damage, that could have been avoided , has been done to the older part of the
Holy Complex by the building of the New Holy Masjid and by building an
infrastructure that makes easy access to the city by car and buses possible. That damage
has not only affected the Old Holy Masjid but also extensive areas of traditional
Makkah architecture.

This incursion of modern European oriented architecture into Saudi Arabia's traditional
architectures has been subject of a symposium that was organized by the Arab Urban
Development Institute and the Arab Town Organization in 1983 CE (1404 AH) but to
no avail. The objective of this work is to follow -up on the concerns expressed by the
symposium and subsequently provide as much historic and modern information as
possible on the Old Holy Masjid and to a lesser extent al-Ka'abah , with the aim of
creating a sympathetic climate that will safeguard the Old Building from future damage
and possibly establish a world heritage status for it. The Aga Khan Organization at
Harvard University was contacted about the possibilities.

1.4

RESEARCH METHODS

1.4.1 Methods Used
To achieve this objective three

methods are used . The etymology method is based

on Lane's 1967 CE (1387 AH) etymology embedded in his Arabic-English Lexicon, the
second one is the comparative method in which architecture is compared with other
architectures and the third involves examination and comparison of photographs,
illustrations and drawings. Collectively, these serve as an index for dates which
buildings were built, rebuilt renovated or demolished where and when. 6 The three
methods are mutually supportive of each other; one method may become a supporting
method of the other and vice-versa. Figures, maps, tables, drawings, sketches and the
written text support these methods.

1.5

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

1.5.1

Orientation Criteria

In terms of the modified Mercator grid the alignment of the Makkah Valley is
approximately in the NNE-SSW direction. The corners of the Old Holy Masjid and alKa'abah approximately locate on the NE, SE, SW, and NW in terms of the same grid.
These are usually shown in drawings as al-Ka'abah diagonals. The Building is however
not a square, therefore the NE, SE, SW, NW as diagonals are not truly diagonals, they
intersect obliquely in the center. The orientation of the Buildings in relation to true
North is NEE, SEE, SSW and NWW This has led to difficulties in perceiving which
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side is which of the Holy Complex. In thi s work the NEE, SEE, SSW and NWW are
sometimes respectively referred to as North , as East, as South, and as West.
However, through social usage, and customs it is also possible to perceive the orientation
of a Building differently for example by associating the Building with nearby buildings,
landscape, objects or stori es. Thi s method appeals, in that people form relation ships and
affinities not only with the pl ace they live in but also with other dwell ers, with a variety
of buildin gs, the surroundin g land scape and with the cosmos overhead. People
generally do not eas il y or readily associate themselves with a geographic grid system.
According to Lynch ( 1964 CE I 1384 AH) other way s of orientation are possible. They
are ex pressed as nodes, landmarks, edges, and path s. Thi s folklore approach has made
it possible to escape from the rigidity of the Mercator grid , the , S, W, and East
system. It is thus possible to ex press the location of the Holy Complex in Lynch ' s
mode using the sun , topography , wudjun, (plural for wadi, a dry stream bed) entrances,
hi storic buildings and res idential di stricts (haraat) as foci of orientation. This nexus
bond s with the loca l world as perceived by the locals (Figs. 1.9 and 1.10). It is described
as fo ll ows:

7

S u n o ri e nt atio n : The

W is the side of the settin g sun , the NE side, the dark

side, the land s of Syria locate, the SW side is the side of the full sun , the lands of the
Yemen , the SE side the side of the ri sin g sun . The full sun side assoc iates with the
directi on of the favourable winds, with the Yemen and the ri ght hand , the ri sin g sun with
Arabia and Persia. The setting sun associates with Egy pt or the land of ruins, the dark
side with Syria or al-Shams and the left hand and the direction of the cold winds.
Top o g r a phi c a I ; The NW is al -Marwa and Jabal Qa'qi 'an side, th e NE side alSafa and Jabal Abu Qubays side, the SW side the Mis.fa/ah and Jabal Omar side, the
SE side the Jabal Ajiad side.
R e I at i o n to i n n e r re s i cl e n t i a I a r e a s

(haraat); The NW side is the

al-Shamiyyah side, the NE side the Suwq al-Lail side, the SW side the al-Shubaikah

side, the SE side, the Ajiad side.
Re I at i on to wudiun (plural of wadi); The
the

W side is the Suwaiqa stream side,

E side the wadi al-Ma 'ala side, the SW side the wadi Mis.fa/ah side, the SE side,

the Wadi lbraheem

side.

Re I at i o n to h i s tor i c b u i I cl i n g s ; The NW side is the

Sultan

Suleyman madrassah and Dar al Nadwa side, the NE side the Sultan Quatbey
madrassah side, the SW side the Suwq aL-Saghir side, the SE side, the al-Ma'ala side.
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H i s to r i c e n t r a n c e s ; The NW side is the Bab Ziada side, the NE side the Bab
Nabi side, the SW side the Bab Jbraheem side, the SE side the Bab al-Safa side.
A Ii g nm en t of the Mak k ah Va 11 e y; North correspond with al-Ma'ala,
South with al-Misfalah, West with al-Shamiyyah, East with Jabal Abu Quwais and the

Shi'b 'Ali and the Shi'h Amir neighbourhoods.
Although it is not always possible, the historic entrances and wudjun are the preferred
orientation nodes in this work.

Fig. 1.9
Source; Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Finance
and National Economy,(c1989: no pp.)

Nodes of orientation map; orientation using entrances and wudjun
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Fig 1.10
Source; Eduard Schwarz ( 1993: Field notes 1993, modified in 2002)

21 degrees 27 min N

·,
"'...,..,." .. Valley with current Latitude,

and MSL.
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1.5.2 General Inconsistencies
Referred to earlier there are a number of distortions in the descriptions of al-Ka'abah
and the Old Holy Masjid. Abdu l al-Wal id al-Azraki played a role in this. As an Imam,
(religious leader) not as an architect he analyzed architectures of some eight hundred
years before his death. Grabar (1985: 1-7) refers to a fictional al -Azraki account
confirmed indirectly by Badi (1992: 100) who referred to al-Azraki's inventions.
AI-Azraki (in Badi , 1992: 94), referring to al-Qu 'ran, maintains that lbraheem and
Ishmael were the first set of persons to raise the foundations of the fourth al-Ka'abah . It

was the fourth one when three ka'abaat in heaven are

drawn into building

chronology of al -Ka'abah , as Abdu l al-Walid al-Azraki did (see Appendix Three). AtTabari in Badi ( 1992: 92-94) and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of
Information (n.d.), in Expansion of al-Harameyn al-Sharifeyn, maintain lbraheem' s
and Ishmael 's al - Ka 'abah was the first one. This view is the Official Arab Authorities'
view , the thesis accepts , but questions some of al -Azraki 's and different authors '
observations on dimensions and construction details of both al-Ka 'abah and the Old
Holy Masjid. There are clearly inaccuracies between the different authors (See
Appendix Two). Recent publications by Saudi Arabia Authorities such as Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia Ministry of Information, Foreign Information (n .d.), The Two Holy
Mosques and th eir Architecture During th e Saudi Reign, Riyadh: the Ministry , pp. I2,

are not a great deal better.
There are differences between different authors and differences between documents
produced by the Saudi Arabia Ministry of Information ' s different branches as to
whether the Umayyad Khalifal-Waleed Ibn Abdel Malik was involved in an extension
of the Old Holy Masjid. This thesis incorporates the al-Waleed extension. There are
also differences of opinion in what year the actual construction of the Old Holy Masjid
began. This work maintains that the Old Holy Masjid began with the erection of the
Affan colonnade in 647 CE (26 AH).
The next chapter details more fully the Theory of Architectural Monadology , and also
outlines the concepts of shapes and spaces, correspondences and configurations.
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Notes, Chapter 1
A fair account exists on the buildings of Islam in Egypt, Syria, Iraq, and Iran,
areas that were accessible.
2

The last lunar month of the Islamic year shifts back each year by circa 11.6 days
measured against the solar calendar.

3

Both Bey and Burckhardt visited the City disguised as pilgrims.

4

Ali Bey al-Abassi's and Burkhardt's maps and plans were followed by the
maps and plans of Hurgronje, in 1885 CE (1303 AH), Margoliouth in 1905 CE (1323
AH) and Rutter in 1928 CE (1347 AH). Bey's, Hurgronje's and Margoliouth maps
were copies of Burkhardt' s map. Rutter in 1928 CE (] 347 AH) produced his own
plan which was copied by the Navy Intelligence Bureau in 1941 CE ( 1360 AH).

5

Stage 1 of the new construction, the Safa-Marwa corridor commenced in 1955
CE (1375 AH). In 1993 CE (1414 CE) all extensions had been completed. In 2005 CE
(1426 AH) two new domes are under construction that will be added to the already in
existence three domes on the roof of the New Holy Masjid.

6

From the seventeenth century and up to the early nineteenth century Persian
miniatures and Persian and Turkish prayer rugs and a few European drawings were
readily available in assessing which buildings were in existence and which ones were
not. Since 1880, CE ( 1298 AH) photographs served that purpose. The latter are more
precision oriented and were first used by Sadiqe Bey of Cairo.

7

From that, a worldview derives which differs from person to person depending
on the points of departure taken.
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2

The Theoretical Basis

Frontispiece Chapter 2
Source; Umm al-Qura University, Makkah Room

Root shapes of Arab culture and architecture
Th is tapestry near the access to the M akka h roo m at th e Umm a l-Qura Uni versity states the
impo rtance Arabs attac h to a l-Qu 'ran ,thefo ldabl e sta nd th at goes with it, th e first ph ase of the
moo n, the do me, the cre ne ll ati o ns, the geo metri c, th e sy mme tri cal and manaraat. These
shapes e mbed in Arab and in the cultu re of Isla m. They contribute to Makkah' s sous entendu
of pl ace but most importa ntl y they re present Arab Is lami c and Mu slim arc hitecture .
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CHAPTER

2

The Theoretical Basis

2.1 Introductions and Chapter Focus
Section 1.1.2, of C h a p t er 1, introduced the Theory of Architectural Monadology or
The Theory of Entities. This Chapter elaborates, develops and applies this theory in
more detail by offering a number of examples and by making comparisons between
this theory and the phenomenology of perception of Merleau-Ponty (in Langer

1989: 12).

In this Chapter the Theory of Architectural Monadology is applied to

shapes and spaces, the cosmos, the landscape and Arab Makkah architecture. Spaces in
this Chapter are architectural spaces that are adjacent or abut architectural shapes.
From the very large stock of architectural knowledge, the construct 'architectural
shapes and spaces' is selected and subjected to the Theory of Architectural
Monadology. From the very large stock of social knowledge the sous entendu of place,
which makes for the identity and feel of place, is selected as a cultural phenomenon. The

sous entendu of place itself is a construct. In this thesis, the selected attachments
attached to architectural shapes and spaces are limited to notions, the anthropomorphic,
the zoomorphic, the botanical , stories , the irregular geometric, the geographic , colours ,
and textures, collectively the nexus. These attachments are based on attachments that
embed in al-Ka ' abah and in the Old Holy Masjid and were in general use in Arab
culture and Arab architecture. These attachments are transferable.
In this Chapter, the cosmos the sun, the moon , stars topography, historic buildings and
residential districts (haraat) and specific futures of Arab culture suppo11 the selected
attachments, the nexus. The selected attachments and their supports are capable of
making configurations and correspondences between like-wise shapes and spaces.
Configurations involve the geometric. Correspondences involve notions, the
anthropomorphic, the zoomorphic, the botanical, stories, the irregular geometric, the
geographic, colours, and textures.
This application of the Theory of Architectural Monadology does not stand in isolation
from other features of Arab culture. The

left and the right and the colours black and

white were important, and they are discussed towards the end of this Chapter. In this
thesis, architecture is a construct of shapes and spaces with attachments, the same
attachments and supports that embed in al-Ka ' abah and the Old Holy Masjid . The same
shapes and spaces do not exist as attachments only. They have also a multitude of
permanent characteristics, such as acoustic qualities, and strength properties, water
absorption and heat transfers per unit time and so forth. Hence this Chapter presents
the theoretical foundations of this thesis.
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2.2 MONADOLOGY
2.2.1 Expanded Theory of Architectural Monadology
Expanding Section 1. 1.2, of Chapter 1, for an entity, such as a shape and or a space
to be a monad, it must embed attachment (s). Those can be historic ones, recent or
future ones and must be attachments that are also present in al-Ka'abah and or the Old
Holy Masjid. From the almost infinite stream of attachments inherent in both Buildings
a subset of attachments can be extracted such as the illusive, affinities, characteristics,
notions, tangibles, intangibles, stories, myths, folklore , the anthropomorphic, the
zoomorphic, the irregular geometric, the botanic, colours, textures and so forth. From
this subset specific attachments need to be selected to avoid the absurd and make the
architecture and art of Islam comprehensible.
The attachments selected

are notions, the anthropomorphic, the zoomorphic, the

botanical , stories, the irregular geometric, colours, and textures. They are present as
well as the more dominant features of Arab culture. They concord with Arab culture.
Used individually or collectively they make for a reasoned stance, a hypothesis or a
successful design. This process is akin to a stream of phenomena that is bracketed ( or
selected) by selecting those phenomena that together make for a reasoned stance , a
hypothesi s or a successful solution .
Selection of attachments is made by an individual or by consensus. That choice cannot
be made without takin g into account the way the selected attachments may correspond
and or configure with other similar attachments. The selection of correspondences or
configurations may (or can) precede the selection of attachments that form nexus.
Although shapes invariably are made of real material s what is or will be attached is
mostly of a subjective nature that may or may not configure or correspond with similar
attachments of a subjective nature.
There are similarities here between the selection of attachments and the selection of
phenomena. The stream of attachments and the stream of phenomena are very large,
to the point of infinite. For both , to avoid the absurd, a choice or selection is a must .
Thus, the selection of attachments or the selection of phenomena fo ll ow a simi lar path.
That does not mean that they are the same, a monad is not a phenomenon. A
phenomenon usually associates with a hypothesis that needs to be proved by scientific
means for its validity. The monad's subjective matter , is objectified by clarification, by
exposure, and by extracting and explaining the meanings embedded in the
attachments . Clarification also means bringing the intended meaning to the fore.
For example, rows of crenellations consist of a series of single crenels flanked by
single openings. They are used to finish the top edges of a fortress' wall and · are
generally known as bastions or ramparts. For a number of Mosques , crenellations are
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used to decorate the roof edges as inverted vases.

1

To these attach the notions of

figurines, the upward direction and above all Sacredness. In this example, to the shape of
the crenel, the attachments 'vases' and the 'direction up and down ' attach, which makes
the crenel into a monad . These perceptual s are in line with Merleau-Ponty's 'figure,
field, background ' theme. The process of attaching, what was attached and the meaning
that came with it, or could be derived from it)s the study of Architectural Monadology.
It involves the theme 'contributing entities and the greater whole'.
The crenel as an individual shape and monad contributes to the larger shape also a
monad , the string of crenellations, and the larger monad . In this process, crenels transfer
their embedded up and down direction and notion as vases as attachments to the greater
whole, the string of crenellations. Thus, the greate r whole attracts all what is embedded
in the individual entities, the crenels with the notion 'vase' and ' the up and down
direction '. The loaded with attachments greater whole is itself is a monad that
contributes to an even larger monad. In this study of monads, or Monadology, an entity
is always part of a larger entity. One entity cannot be perceived without perceiving all the
others that make the whole a reversible process in which each monad is inseparable
from its parts; the parts are insepara ble from the whole. They are each other's mirzam
(ad ult non-identical twin s).
This theme 'contributing entities and the greater whole' can be compared to the
different layers of a slide show computer program . Each layer is an entity contributing
to the final entity when all the layers are finally merged. To each layer something
special was attached to make the final whole a success. This technology can be
changed by s ubstituting the flat regular and the four-sided polygon layers for three
dimensional and multi -directional ones, not unlike the laying of building blocks at
random. The composition of each layer corresponds with the embedded specialties of
the final composition intended . This process also ,~ present in disassembled ,
axonometric or isometric drawings (See Chapter 1, Fig. 1.5).
The theme of the contributing entities and the greater whole also applies to the actual
design process. Single entities when added together make for the dominant entity ,
the final design intended. That design embeds all the attachments of the individual
entities or monads. Through this process uniqueness comes to the fore. But what one
person perceives as unique may not be unique to others. Uniqueness is subject to
change. The uniqueness of three of the Old Holy Masjid 's columns of the 400 plus
columns are their red colours. That uniqueness vanishes when considering the red
columns as supports for the domed roof. Their red colour will not hold-up the domed
roof. The red column must be strong enough , like all the others, to hold-up the roof.
The uniqueness ' red ' changes to non-uniqueness when the column becomes a
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support like all the other columns that carry the roof.
These examples present the theme of the greater whole, or the greater monad
consisting of a range of individual monads. It represents Architectural Monadology, in
which the individual monads, when combined, make for the larger entity, a building, a
fabric or an illustration. Built into the final design are all the attachments that were
attached to the contributing monads. They transferred to the greater whole, the
dominant monad. Thus, a column of a building, also a contributing monad, must
combine with other columns to form the skeleton of a stable building, the whole, yet
each entity is also a monad because of the attachments that were once attached or will
be attached to those columns. In Arab culture the column was a camel's leg, itself a
zoomorphic attachment, which made the column into a meaningful monad for Arabs. It
contributed to the constructs 'Arab culture' and 'Arab Muslim architecture'.
The zoomorphic returns in the Arab arch, it represents a cross section of an animal's
carcass; two camel

;egs support the carcass on both sides . These zoomorphic

attachments, make tLi Arab arch a monad but one with significant symbolic content,
as the Arab arch is also a stylized plan view of the combination al-Ka'abah and
al-Hatim (Figs. 2.1-2.3). The Arab arch embeds symbolic content of al-Ka'abah
and of al-Hatim that was changed negatively by calling it a horse shoe. To call it a
horseshoe readily links to the narrative of the horse ridden Arab, ready to pounce. In
reality, Arabs are camel ridden. The camel survives the desert for weeks, horses do not.
Stories of that nature derive from folklore that is sometimes correct, or not correctly
interpreted.

<

Fig.2.1
Source; A 17th Century
Persian tile

The original tile shows alKa'abah in the center of this
ceramic. In this figure the
Building has been pulled out
of its permanent
center and
shifted into the balustrade's
opening. That way they
correspond with the Arab
arches of Figs.2.2 and 2.3.

al-Ka'abah in a position that gives rise to the
proto-type Arab arch
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(1993: Photograph)

Fig.2.3
Source; Eduard Schwarz
(l 999: Pfotogra h)

The Arab Arch in a foreshore M asjid
in Jeddah

The Arab Arch in Masjid Jamek
in Kuala Lumpur

Fig.2.2
Source; Eduard Schwarz

The anthropomorphic and the irregular geometric shapes of Orion
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Stars are important in Arab culture for navigation and are embedded in folklore. They
too have their attachments. Extracting from the range of selected attachments, the
attachment 'story', is the Euro centric story of Orion's blindness that was cured when
he faced the sun directly. Orion was also grazing field of Ra's sheep, the sheep being
the four stars of Orion's geometric field. In this, the illusive
serves as

comes to the fore. It

a support to one or more of the selected attachments. The illusive or the

intangible here support the selected attachment, ' the story' of Orion's blindness. This
story gives the anthropomorphic shape of Orion or al-Jabar, mythological significance
that is reinforced by Euro centric narrative that presents Orion as the Medieval knight,
his sword drawn whilst displaying three rubies on his belt (Fig.2.4). But to Orion's
geometric field attaches the Arab notion of manazil or a heavenly mansion or a castle in
the sky.

2.2.2

Leibniz's Theory

The Theory of Architectural Monadology is a theory that draws- on

Leibniz 's 1714

CE ( 1126 AH) Theory of Monadology and Jung and Kerenyi 's 1954 CE ( 1374 AH)
expansion of it. Referring back to Chapter 1, section 1.1 .2, but also the

theme

outlined above 'contributing entities and the greater whole', Leibniz labeled entities
'entelechies' (a substance with a soul) Leibniz thought that the human and animal
body consisted of singular entelechies or monads.
An entelechy was a soul consisting of matter (s ubstances) and appertition (parts of the
whole). According to Leibniz matter and appertition changed

spontaneously over

time, but the indivisibility of the single monad did not change. Later in life Leibniz
maintained God only could change this indivisibility. According to Leibniz, entelechies
consisted of God given compounds (or substances). Those transferred to the superior
and dominant entelechy, the greater whole in thi s thesi s. Thus the dominant entelechy
was made-up of an aggregate of singular but subservient entelechies that could be
divided.
Jung and Kerenyi expanded Leibniz's Theory of Monadology by saying that one
monad could not exist without the other in their supposition 'now three now four ' or
three simultaneously is four, together forming one entity. It carries conviction when
applied visually for example, to a facade divided by columns. Three columns create four
openings. Three and four are individual and contributing monads that make for one
dominant entity, the whole. They are monads as those openings and columns carry
attachments. In this work Jung and Kerenyi 's idiom is used but extended into 'three is
simultaneously four, is simultaneously one' , or vice-versa. This theme is present in the
Old Holy Masjid arrangement of columns.
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Leibniz Theory of Monadology is a hierarchically ordered system. Critically the
singular and compound entelechies were monads but also metaphysical constructions.
Leibniz treated entelechies mathematically but also, and unknown to himself,
phenomenological. Although this thesis is indebted to Leibniz, it does not recognize
Leibniz's subservience and indivisibility of monads. Under the Theory of Architectural
Monadology the attachments of the greater whole can transfer back to the
contributing monads. A contributing monad can become the greater monad. Old
attachments can be removed ,new attachments can be made .This was impossible under
Leibniz.

2.2.3

Correspondences and Configurations of Monads

Although correspondences and configurations are special ties of the Theory of
Architectural Monadology, in the discussion so far correspondences and configurations
of shapes and monads took second place. Yet, correspondences and configurations
cannot readily stand-alone or be isolated from attachments. In Arab culture they are
each other's mir-::,am. Consequently, it is important to recognize the different categories
of correspondences and configurations that can exist in conjunction with the selection of
attachments that makes shapes and spaces into monads.
Correspondences and configurations with other correspondences and configurations
make 'fits'. The types of 'fit' the monad makes are as follows: Monads fit perfectly
when their centers and their perimeters match. Monads make a heteromorphic fit when
their centers

match but their perimeters do not. Monads make for a random fit

when neither their centers nor their perimeters match. For example in Fig.2.4, the
irregular geometric field of Orion makes a heteromorphic fit with anthropomorphic
Orion, their centers fit but their perimeters do not. Correspondences differ from
configurations, geometric figures configure, and all others correspond. This theme is
illustrated in Figs.2.5-2.7. Centered shapes are also nodes of centrality, they associate
with numbers. In Arab culture, the centers of most irregular and regular geometric
figures associate with number one, the triangle with number three and the rectangle with
number four. Off the number series in use by Arab culture, the nmnbers one, three seven
and nine are the more important ones.
Numbers according to Jung and Kerenyi's dictum, 'one is the other'

inheres in the

Old Holy Masjid. In the same Building the etymological, the anthropomorphic, the
zoomorphic and the botanic also inheres. To say the column density of the Building
represents a forest of trees is a reasonable notion as the columns are close together and
there are many of them. For al-Ka'abah those notions are, the etymological, the
monadic cosmos, the anthropomorphic, but not the zoomorphic or the botanic. To say
al-Ka'abah is 'an image of heaven' is a reasonable notion when configuring it with the
constellation Orion (al-Jabar) overhead.
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Fig.2.5
Source; Eduard Schwarz
(2005: Elementary computer drawing)

This figure shows the correspondence of the
geometric oval with the human figure. The
fit
is a heteromorphic one. The centers
coincide, the perimeters do not. Both shapes
become monads once attachments are made.

A heteromorphic fit

<

Fig.2.6
Source; Eduard Schwarz
(2005: Elementary computer drawing)

A heteromorphic fit

As the figures superimposed on each other
are both geometric ones, a configuration
exists. Their fit is a heteromorphic one as
their perimeters do not match but the centers
do. Both shapes become monads once
attachments are made. Both figures as shapes
create another shape.

<

Fig.2.7
Source: Eduard Schwarz
(2005: Elementary computer drawing)

As the figures superimposed on each other
are both geometric ones, a configuration
exists. Their fit is a heteromorphic one, as
their perimeters do not match. This pattern,
which is al-Ka'abah and al-Mataf surrounded
by the Old Holy Masjid, was widely used in
the carved panels of the rawasheen and as a
design motif for fabrics.

A heteromorphic fit
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2.3
2.3.1

COSMOS AND LANDSCAPE MONADOLOGY
The Monadic Cosmos

The nexus consisting of notions, the anthropomorphic, the zoomorphic, the irregular
geometric, and the geographic the botanic, stories, colours and textures can serve as
attachments to shapes and spaces. They can attach as a collection, part of that collection,
or as individual attachments. As the cosmos and the landscape also consist of shapes, in
the same way attachments as a collection, part of that collection or as individual
attachments are and can be attached to the shapes of the cosmos and landscape shapes.
Some of the cosmos and landscape shapes are more important than others. The more
important ones served as nodes to find geographic directions. For Makkah 's landscape
those are the five low-rise mountains that surround the center of the City with the
constellation Orion overhead.
Both the cosmos and the landscape with their attachments are ingrained in Arab culture;
they spill over into Arab Makkah's sous entendu of place. The cosmos' fields
embedded the anthropomorphic, the zoomorphic, the irregular geometric, the geographic
and so forth, borrowed from what was below the cosmos on ea11h. The cosmos
embedded all that life stood for, it mirrored daily life on earth, a life of humans, camels,
women and black tents within a harsh environment. The ea1th was the cosmos, the
cosmos the earth; they were each other's mirzam.
Of the cosmic field overhead, the sun and the moon were significant as perman e nt
shapes. To these

so me

very old permanent features attach such as:

Fi r s t I y , the rising sun became important durin g the two days of absence of
the moon . Thi s led to an emphasis on it as a circle, the only circle in th e sky.
S e co n d I y , the status of the moon was related to its 'facial' nature, but also
the shapes of each of its twenty-eight faces were used to determine travel time ; for
instance, the time taken to travel from one place to another counting the moon's
'swel lings' .
Th i r d I y , the most impressive moon phase was, and is, the last crescent
phase with Zahrah (Venus). The phase of thi s last moon the first moon and the full
moon are a one-off shapes. Although not as spectacular as the last phase, to the first
phase of the moon Arabs have assigned the pronoun al-Hila!.

It signals the start of a

new Islamic month and may carry the notion ' the beginning' . That way it is more
important than the last phase. The first phase together with 'Zahrah invariably surmounts
the dome and the manarah of the Mosque. In reality the first phase never associates
with 'Zahrah.
F o u rt h I y , the seven star constellation of geometric al-Jabar (Orion) was of
equal importance. As with Zahrah, during the moon's two days absence al-Jabar
would increase in status and importance as al-Jabar, the 'one' giant.
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The moon, the sun and the constellations are permanent shapes that carry very old and
permanent attachments, thus notions and so forth (Fig.2.8). The anthropomorphic
embeds when the moon and the sun are given facial characteristics. The sun when
referred to as ' a nuisance made of copper' (The Dutch in Indonesia referred to the sun
as such) embeds a notion that conveys high temperatures, but when the sun sets, the
notion of a 'glorious sunset' commences, balancing positively the negative noon sun, a
harsh and punishing sun.
An interpretation of the cosmos once accepted as valid was the Medieval one. European
and Arab star maps bear little resemblance now to the star maps produced during that
era. Yet, the 1985 CE (1406 AH) Ali Abandah and A bid star map still preserves features
that were once part of medieval star maps (Fig.2.9). For example, the Ali Abandah and
Abid star map refers to al-Thawr (the Bull) and al-Qalb (the stomach). The
constellations of Canis Major and Canis Minus and Orion are known by their Arabic
names, al-Jabar, al-Kalb Akbar, al-Kalb Asghar that are now absent from European
star maps.
The same map also refers to Suheil, the Arabic name for Sirius. This major star of
Can is Major associates with the geographical direction to Yamaniy or the Yemen.
Procyon, the major star of Canis Minor associates with

the direction to Syria or a/-

Shams. This Ali Abandah and Abid star map also portrays the twenty-eight mwza::,ils
(large celestial houses), of which some! as constellations.transit over Makkah during
the lunar year. Each manazJ/ is visited by a phase or the full moon once per lunar year,
the moon being the proverbial Semitic lamp. What attaches to these manazils is the
notion 'the lamp of life', a notion derived from Surah XXIV: 35 ( codified by A. Yusuf
Ali (1982), " ... is as i/there were a Niche within it the Lamp ... "(the Mihrab and its
lamp) (Fig.2.8) The cosmos then is one made-up of manazils and large cosmic fields
between and adjacent to them.

<

Fig.2.8
Source: Eduard Schwarz
(2005: Elementary drawing)

<

The lamp of heaven

•••
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Fig. 2.9 shows seven of the traditional Arab twenty-eight manazils along the ecliptic.

It also carries geographic names now absent from western maps such as 'the area deep
under the sand', that is located near Canis Minor, and transferred to the cosmos
landscape feature. Sirius is located, in Arab terminology, at 'the neck insert of the dog'
of the constellation Canis Major, a zoomorphic attachment. In this map, Can is Major is
labeled the Syrian star, indicating the direction North, to Syria. Procyon of Canis Minor
is labeled the Yemen star indicating direction South to the Yemen, which also relates to
the right and the right side. The right is dominant over the left and is quite an important
feature in Arab and Muslim culture.

Focusing on the constellations overhead Makkah (Figs.2.10, 2.11), those are
orthodoxically shown in star maps as irregular geometric shapes, to which historically
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic notions and stories were attached, such as Orion the
mighty human and Canis Major and Minor respectively the biggest and the smallest dog
of this giant, hunting a rabbit (Le pus). Thus, the concept of a manazil, and the stories
attached to Canis Major and Minor make these three constellations into monads. As
such they form part of the greater whole, that part of sky that once was seen as a giant
camel in Arab culture.
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Fig.2.10
Source; Philip's Planisphere for Lat 32° North
..S.~P'\11111

The cosmos over Makkah

•<

Fig. 2.11

Source; Eduard Schwarz
based on Ali Abandah and
Abdul Qadr A bid (l 985:
Star map)

Possibilities 1
\

An imaginary cosmos over Arabiy

Stars over Makkah can be
so linked as to form one
long imaginary river, road
or a narrow track.
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<

Fig 2.12

Source; Eduard Schwarz
1996: Drawing

Possibilities
The geometric pattern of
Orion, transformed into a
set of wudjun cum roads
leading to and from the
center.

Imaginary cosmic wudjun simultaneously roads

In existence then is a monadic cosmos to which other attachments can be made that will
reinforce the cosmos's monadic state, for example, by using

phraseology that denotes

landscape features such as the reference to a cosmic area with a few stars as a 'desert
with a few stones '(Ali and Abandah map). Thus to the cosmos attach names that
denotes and belong to the landscape and landscape features. For Arabs the cosmos and
the real landscape are intertwined. Arabs attached the names and notions of their local
landscape on earth to their cosmos overhead.
Arabs have always enriched the cosmos in that besides the story of the hunter that
attaches to al-Jabar there are quite a number of other stories attached to other parts of
the Arab cosmos.

2

In Arab culture al-Jabar had two distinct shapes, one representing

the human al-Jabar, the other representing the centered geometric shape of al-Jabar. In
the latter the four perimeter stars were viewed as sheep of the herdsman Ra 's al- Jauzah
(Allen, l 936: 310, 312), grazing the great central area of the zodiac. Eleven stars outline

al-Jabar, as the human. This constellation is highlighted by three central stars, which
according to Allen in (1936: 315) are the vertebrae (fakar) of al-Jauzah. The
European three rubies of al-Jabar's belt are

the Arab stars al-Nitak, al-Nilam, and

Mintaka. The notion of rubies is an attachment that put Orion into a monadic context.
The orthodox representation of constellations is one of irregular geometric shapes.
Those shapes are reasonably extensive and widely spread. The Arabs selected twentyeight irregular geometric shapes and called them manazils 3 , the European castles of
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heaven. However, the sky is not the only patterned feature, so is the landscape. Transfer
of landscape features into the cosmos as notions occurred. There are

just a few of

those, but the few that exist are of interest, such as Nahr, the river, the Arabic name for
the constellation of Eridanus (Fig. 2.11).
New attachments are possible beyond those in existence that involve water. By
connecting the stars Gomeisha, Sirius, al-Jauz.,ah, Saiph, Rijl, and Suheil, one long
cosmic river, or one long road and narrow track can be constructed in harmony with
existing narrative and folklore of the Arab world. By connecting the four perimeter stars
of Orion to its center star, a radial system of rivers or roads is possible that relate to
geographical directions (Fig. 2.12). Those new attachments restructure an existing and
monadic cosmos that in due course will create new Arab or European folklore or a
mixture of both.

2.3.2

The Monadic Landscape

The earth's landscape features that embed in the cosmos are only a handful. Notions
attached to the landscape and embedded in the cosmos are even less. That is different
for the real landscape. To desert landscapes attach quite a nmnber of anthropomorphic
and zoomorphic referents (Fig.2.13). Thus the eye (ain, a well) was used as a referent to
a well, the eyebrow described a ridge. A smooth or good piece of land was compared
to the forehead, and shoulder blades. The centerline between the shoulder blades was a
boundary, a road or a landscape ridge. A narrow track inferred a woman. Thus some
landscape features provided a basis for the anthropomorphic. All are attachments that
make landscape shapes into monads, an extendable theme that need not rely on past
attachments as was shown for the cosmos.

Fig.2.13
Source: Gauthier ( 1981: 18)

The breast bone and rib case as wadi or track system with tributaries
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Fig.2.14
Source; Eduard Schwarz (I 993: Photographs)

Wadi Ma'ala with Jabal Thabeer
Note the similarity between the camel's hump and the shape of Jabal Thabeer

2.3.3

Anthropomorphic and Zoomorphic Shapes

To the permanent shape of Jabal Thabeer, a mountain in Mina, the European notion of
a benchmark attaches against which the movement of the sun can be measured. It was
given that objective notion by the person(s) who happened to look at the mountain in
the early morning. However, later in the morning it bears a good similarity to a camel's
hump. The permanent shape of the mountain was changed into something else, equally
as permanent, by the same observer. An Arab may attach to Jabal Thabeer an entirely
different notion, but he or she may well agree with this European interpretation of

Jabal Thabeer (Fig. 2.14). What is attached depends on the person(s) doing the
attaching. That varies from culture to culture and from person to person. The Bororo of
Africa interpreted the stars of Orion as otters; the field of Orion was the net to catch
them (Levi-Strauss, 1964: 232-233). Involved is an individual's or group's stock of
knowledge.

Jabal Thabeer is perceived as a camel's hump, a meaningful- to- that -person-notion,
It is also a correspondencfa·fomes into being, which is the shape of camel's hump

that corresponds with the shape of Jabal Thabeer. The roots of that correspondence are
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two corresponding shapes. Perceiving the mountain as a benchmark, another
correspondence, but also a notion is created. This correspondence is functional, it
relates a movement, that of the sun, to a benchmark. The notion is that the mountain is a
benchmark. The correspondences and notions make Jabal Thabeer into a sizable monad
amongst the communities of monads.
As shown above the zoomorphic can attach to the landscape, Jahal Thabeer the
mountain is a camel's hump. It does not follow that the zoomorphic only attaches to the
landscape. It attaches to the cosmos, to areas of water, to buildings and other objects.
Some shapes carry both, anthropomorphic and zoomorphic attachments. These
attachments are based on body organs and body parts of animals and humans. These
served as models. Body organs and body parts were well known to Arabs. The
slaughtering of camels and goats and the animals' vivisection led to a detailed
knowledge 4 of the different

animal body organs and body parts and their shapes.

These were compared with those of males and females killed in warfare, accident or
capital punishment. Most body parts the animal and the human have in common, but one
animal shape not shared by humans was the camel's hump. The hump as an index or
referent was widely used to compare other objects or subject matter.
Thus, shapes particularly valued by Arab culture are the camel's hump, the sun, the
moon, the first crescent moon, some irregular geometric shapes of the zodiac and the
womb, the latter often as a language feature. In other words, one-off features of systems
of apparent regularity were greatly appreciated by the early Arabs to such an extent; they
were used in their culture, in their architecture and in their objects of art. These were
used as attachments, sometimes singly, or sometimes all at once. By way of
attachments to these shapes, but unknown to them, Arabs made them into monads.
Thus, in Arab culture, shapes carried cosmic, landscape, anthropomorphic, zoomorphic
and no doubt objective attachments. For example, the ellipse colloquially is an oval and
a shape that corresponds with specific shapes of the human or the animal, but also with
the oval moon (the moon is oval when it is quarter way during its twenty-eight day
cycle). A body organ when perceived as an oval embeds the anthropomorphic and or the
zoomorphic, but simultaneously infers fertility. Further, whilst a circle may be defined
by way of Euclidean geometry, by attaching the notion 'fertility 'to it, the circle embeds
also both the anthropomorphic and the zoomorphic with fertility as a specific referent.
By attaching a further notion to the circle that of Sacredness, a mandala or a mater

1s

created. All invariably infer to a center of sorts, metaphorically a city center and its
accesses.
This female aspect is particularly evident in the names of villages, towns, cities and
regions in the lands of Arahiy. They associate with the feminine noun in Arab
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language 5 and correspond with Munford's (1961: 3-50) urban container. The
geographic names of villages, towns, cities and regions names are all invariably female
nouns, enhanced for example, by the prefix Umm (Mother) or Umm al-Qura, the
Mother of all Villages, which is Makkah. This explicates into fertility and subsequent
growth that translates into urban expansion. Hence, Munford's reference to the urban
container should be seen in the same light. Those notions and the reference make the
City a monadic one.

2.3.4 Other Specific Shapes Used and in Use by Arabs
In existence was the range of selected for this thesis attachments, the nexus, that attach to
shapes and spaces, These, with their supports, qualities, affinities and so forth were
the most prevalent ones in Arab culture. Yet that does not exclude other features that
contributed to the construct' Arab culture', one that developed with shortages of water
and large areas of desert land, overarched by a specific cosmos. The night sky over
Makkah is an emphatic sky with a standard but moving pattern of constellations and
stars, a sky that is reliable, and is always there and that could be watched from the roof
terraces of houses.
That Arab cosmos is not the same for every culture. There are zodiacal maps and
pictograms in existence that convey different cosmoses that readily identify with

the

different cultures and their folklore. Orion for the Chinese was a turtle with eight
directions (Harley, 1990:338). The main stars of Orion were otters for the Bororo
(Levi-Strauss, 1964:232-233 ). Arabs extracted from the cosmos the circle, the oval, and
a collection of irregular geometric figures loaded with the anthropomorphic, the
zoomorphic and objects. Those are also root shapes (Figs.2.15-2.17) used in Arab
and Arab Muslim architectures and in civil engineering. The birkah or bi'r (constructed
water basins) are either close to the circular, the square, and the right angular. Although
the cosmos carried names of landscape features, landscape shapes akin to irregular
geometric shapes were not extracted for daily use.
Early Arabs did not use Euclidean nomenclature when they referred to the constellations
and their shapes. Instead these fields, also shapes, were given human, animal and plant
names. In this identification of cosmic patterns Arabs observed similarities, affinities,
correspondences and configurations between irregular geometric figures. 6 The
shoulder bone, for example stood for the triangle (Lane 1967: 2716). The triangle was
represented by the cross-section of an animal's carcass, the camel's hoofs imprinted in
the sand formed the rectangle and the circle stood for the belly with the navel in its
centre (Badger, 1967: 133, 660, 1138). As irregular geometric shapes per se, they infer
permanence. By giving names to these shapes, attachments were created and attached;
they became the monads of this thesis.
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Amongst all these shapes one pronounced simple shape stands out that one of the
camel's hump, a shape that is quite unrelated to any other root shape. To the hump
many myths, meanings, folklore, colour and textures were attached, that are too
numerous to detail. The hump was always on hand, always visible not unlike the sun
and the moon, as a permanent object to draw inspiration from. Although too numerous
nevertheless a few examples are offered that is useful recognizing the anchors of Arab
culture.
Thus the smooth surface of a building was as smooth as the camel's belly. The camel
hump's colour was an index used to match the hue of other colours. A well-groomed
hump stood for the well-being and non-well being of humans and animals and between
things good or not so good. In Arab Islamic and Muslim architecture the root shape of
the camel's hump with the notion 'Dome of Heaven'
Old Holy Masjid

7

returns as small domes of the

(Fig.2.18).

In these examples the monadic comes to the fore as a series of attachments not only to
the dome's shapes but also to the

spaces below the domes of the same Building.

the camel's hump with the notion 'Dome of Heaven' returns as small domes of the

Fig.2.15
Source; Eduard Schwarz ( 1993: Field notes, 4 September)

Root shapes of the sun viewed from a ridge road, Makkah
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Fig.2.16
Source; Eduard Schwarz (1993: Photograph and Zaki 1986: Map)

1

sun as a radiant disk used as a design for a door

<

Fig. 2.17
Sources: Eduard Schwarz ( 1993:
Photograph and the Saudi Arabia
Ministry of Pilgrimage
and Waqaf, 1980:Map)

II

N

t
th

Geometric shapes

Th~ 16 Century Sultan Suleyman palace
m Makkah, decorated with geometric
shapes those of the rectangle and the oval.

-.._,.~

t
Al-Qashlah

i

Location: al-Mahkim Street in hara
Jarwal The palace became the
Turkish barracks later
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Fig. 2.18
Source; Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Ministry of Information (n.d.), in Expansion of
al-Harameyn al-Sharifeyn (n.d.: no pp.) and Gauthier (1981: 31).

Correspondences; the camel's hump and the Arab dome
Old Holy Masjid (Fig.2.18). In these examples the monadic comes to the fore as a
series of attachments not only to the dome's shapes but also to the

spaces below the

domes of the same Building.

2.3.5

Arab Specialties; Left and Right and Black and White

In Arab culture the camel was an etymological index. For example, the

camel's hump

and its woolly cover depicted many and varied aspects of Arab daily life. A rough
woollen surface denoted a stony ground or a building's rough surface. The camel's
legs equated with columns and pillars and its leg patches with geometric figures. Camels
were decorated with shaven geometric figures. The camel was very important and a
major component in the formation of the Arab cultural construct.
Equally impo1tant were the the notions of left and right. The left and the right are
standing alone notions. Those notions are emphasized in the positioning of objects
particularly religious ones and calligraphy. Left and right identify with the better and
the worse side of almost anything. Thus, the Makkah Valley had a good side, which is
the right side of the Valley. Mountains on that side are associated with religious myths,
whereas the other side has no such significances. On the left side of the Valley were the
grave yards. The idea of' good' or 'not so good'

involved not only the mythical but

also the conceptual relationships of:
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left /~unriseJ au;piciousnesssid~~f the Valley /~afa .·
complemented by
right I sunset/ inauspiciousness side of the Valley /. Marwa
./ auspkious11ess /ltlale / right side / al-Safa once occupied by a male statue
,, .
.
..
. complemented by . ·· ·
.
·Jn!IUSP!ciousness I.female/ left side' al-Marwa once occupied by·a female.statue
auspicious/ male I right/ right hand /white
complemented by
inauspicious / female/ left/ left hand / black

Those notions when attached to shapes and spaces make them into monads. The left and
the right were, and are, further significant in that they correlate with the anti-clock wise
movements of the sun. Thus, when the back of the body is facing the black stone, or

Hadjar Aswad, subsequently the front of the body faces the rising sun (East, Syria and
Iran). When standing in the same position and then following the sun's movement with
one's head, the head turns into the direction of the lands of the full and harsh sun
(South and the Yemen). This is a movement towards the right, a clock-wise movement,
which is also a movement towards the auspicious side of the Valley.
The movement of the head to the right associates with the right arm, the right side, and
the male. Standing in the same position, turning the head anti-clockwise is a movement
towards the left. The left is the less favourable side of the Valley, locates in the direction
of the lands of darkness that relates in Arab culture to the left arm, the left side and the
female. One eats with the right hand; one cleans with the left hand. On the left side of
the Valley are the graveyards. Those notions when attached to shapes and spaces make
them into monads.
The left and the right as objectified notions return as root orientation components m
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Arab and Arab Islamic and Muslim architecture. These roots inhere in all Buildings
of Islam worldwide. For example, the Mimbar (a raised area for the preacher) is seldom
positioned on the left hand side of the Mihrab (Fig.2.19), which is part of the al-Qiblah
wall. Occasionally the Mimbar is located inside or in the front of the Mihrab. Also
standing in the front row and on the right hand side facing the Masjid's al-Qiblah wall
is a highly preferred position when praying. It establishes a correspondence between the
right and auspiciousness.

Similarly, entering the Masjid from the right side is preferred over entering the Building
from the left side. Men enter through the right hand entrance of the Masjid; women
enter the left hand entrance (in the Lebanon, Maronite Christians follow the same rule/
Also, calligraphy that contains the name of Allah is placed on the right side and higher
as part of the overall display of calligraphy. As a single entity it is sometimes displa-

<

Fig. 2.19
Source; Eduard Schwarz
( 1989: Photograph)

Location: Along the MakkahMadinah Road in Saudi Arabia

The Milirab and Afimbar in this
figure are in the cen ter of the
Qiblalz wall. It faces al-Ka'abah
which for this Masjid is towards
the South

rab culture: t e Mimbar is on the right side
of the Mihrab

yed in the middle of and above the Mihrab arch. Moreover, in respect of the
significance of left-right and the up-down orientations, almost every Muslim house has
some sort of a calligraphic inscriptions with the names of Allah and Mohammad. They
are positioned as close as possible to

'Direction Makkah and al-Ka'abah which

subsequently becomes the al-Qiblah wall of the house. (Fig.2.20). Those above and
below notions when attached to shapes and spaces or designs make them into monads.
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Fig. 2.20
Source; Eduard.Schwarz (I 992: Photograph)

-----

Calligraphy ; left and right
A flat of a Muslim family in Singapore. Facing the wall in this figure, on the right hand
side is calli graphy with the name of Allah on the left hand one with the name Moham
mad. Between the two calligraph ies is a copy of the 811rq1111. a gold embro idered cover
that covers al-Ka'aba h's doors. The B11rq11u itself is attached to al-Kiswah.
Another example correspond ing with the upward and downwards with exce pti ons when
positioning of ca lligraphy is the action of pointing upward s, which is usually done with
the right hand. Here the following a relati onships exists between:
The right side/ higher complemented by the left side/ lower
The right hand / upward direction / the upper part of the body / the heavens
complemented by
The left hand / downward direction / the lower parts of the body / and the earth

The upward and downward appear in the manaraat of Masc~jied (plural for Masjid,
which is a Mosque) and the crenellations of the Old Holy Masjid, but also in Makkah 's
traditional architecture.
As impo,tant as the left and the right are black and white colours in Arab culture. That
white and black are colours is derived from the phenomenology of perception
(Merleau-Ponty in Langer 1989: 12, 17). Attaching these colours to shapes, the result is
' black and white shapes '. A colour may emphasize a shape and thereby enhance it.
Further enhancement is poss ible if colours together with notions, stories, the
anthropomorphic and so fo,th are attached to shapes. All may enhance or dimini sh the
shape 's significance and with it may create positive and or negative sy mbolic content or
positive or negative monads. All impart a sous entendu
Arabs then preferred blacks and whites in association with some reds evidenced by the
wearing of red head gear by Arab men and the red colour of the territory of the female
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in the Arab black tent, the haramlik. The appreciation for black and white is manifested
in today's clothing. Females are clad in black, males in white, imitating and
harmonizing with landscape colours. Makkah's rocks are grey- black with some white
veins, limited in extent. Correspondingly, al-Ka'abah is clad in black by way of al-

Kiswah, al-Mataf surrounding it, is of white polished marble. Black and white return in
some of the Arab arches of al-Hamra (Alhambra) in Granada, in Cordoba and in Seville,
but also markedly in the main entrance of the New Holy Masjid 9 (Fig. 2.21). Black and
white

complement each other. They are each other's mir::,am. They are contributing

monads to the community of monads, the greater whole. They contribute to the sous

entendu of architectural place.

Fig.2.21
Sources; Drawing by Kingdom of Saudi-Arabia, Ministry of Finance and National
Economy (c I 989: 218) and Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Information (n.d),
in Expansion al-Harameyn al-Sharifey!}, no pp .
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Arab culture; black and whites
Black and white decorating the main entrance arches of the New Holy Masjid.
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In Arab Islamic culture, these root shapes together with their notions were assembled
and re-assembled into a variety of graphical media such as ideograms, pictograms,
pilgrim certificates, tiles, and illustrations all depicting the Holy Complex, but without
due acknowledgement of its symbolic content

created by notions stories, the

anthropomorphic, the zoomorphic, the geographic, the botanic, colours, textures and
sedimented gossip.
For example, a Persian miniature depicts Noah in the Ark circling al-Ka'abah, restating
an Old Testament story but in a different context and with it the Genesis' notion that
permanence cannot be abandoned. Noah returns in one form or another in the world's
narrative not unlike the severed head of Orpheus that remains singing forever. Those
notions when attached to root shapes make them into' colourful' monads.

2.3.6 Arab Makkah Architecture, its Monadic Contents

It is possible to make comparisons between Arab Makkah architecture and the Arab
Muslim architecture of the Old Holy Masjid by assessing which shapes both
architectures have in common or are similar as configurations and or as
correspondences. What attachments are common or similar ones to both architectures?
Those are, for example the ovals, that decorate the carved timber panels of the

rawasheen (screened protruding from the wall bay windows) and the much larger oval
of al-Mataf. The latter was once was an oval, now it is a circle.
The same timber panels also show rectangles that surround the oval, a micro Old Holy
Masjid carved into the wood panels' edges. The actual Old Holy Masjid also
surrounds a center, but as proportionally much larger rectangle. The crenellations of the
Old Holy Masjid return as crenellated edges that decorate a number of houses in
Makkah. The house of Arab architecture and the Old Holy Masjid have some shapes in
common, but the Arab house is not an Old Holy Masjid, the latter is for communal use
the former for private use. Both have in common the segregation of the sexes that
highlights the architecture of the Old Holy Masjid and in part make for the architecture
of the Arab house. Arab Makkah architecture of the house has a Mamluk Cairo imprint
(Figs. 2.22 and 2.23).
Arab

Muslim architecture of the Old Holy Masjid goes beyond that of the architecture

of the Arab house. The Old Holy Masjid's manaraat are surmounted by the first
phase of the moon together with Zahrah (Venus). That first phase of the moon
together with Zahrah invariably surmounts the manarah of any Masjid but not the
Arab house. There are other examples that lead to the conclusion that Arabian
architectural features of to day still embody early aspects of Arab culture with its
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affection for the cosmos and geography. Both helped to create the constructs Arab
Islamic and Muslim architecture.
Thus a much-used shape exclusively belonging to the Ma~jid is the first phase of the
moon with Zahrah. Each is an individual entity that forms into the greater whole, which
worldwide is recognized as a symbol of Islam. Its meaning however is not always
understood. For example, the meaning, which can be ascribed to the combination of the
first moon phase and Zahrah, differs from the meaning of this moon phase w i t h o u t

Zahrah. When the last phase of the moon to g e t h e r with Zahrah surmounts the
manarah it means that the Ma.\jid, which is a male domain, has female company
(however as a noun the moon is male).

<

Fig.2.22

Sources;
Eduard Schwarz
(1993: Photograph and
the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia Ministry of
Information ( 1992:
Map)

Location: Corner Khalid Ib1
al-Walid street
and rn
unnamed street

<
The crenellations suggests
sacredness of the home. They
signify a boundary
indicating the extent of the
female domain of the house.
The crenellations arc
mimetic of the Old Holy
Masjid' s crenellations

Carved panels of a rowshan
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<

Fig.2.23
Sources: Eduard Schwarz
( I 993: Photograph)

The carved panels indicate the centre from which
four directions spring. The panel is an ideogram of
the stylized Ka'abah, the city's central core.

Accepting this contradiction as a valid one different meanings and attributes can also be
ascribed to the male moon. It loses its maleness for example, by way of the notion that
says that the last moon and Zahrah are close companions; one cannot be seen without
the other, they form a mirzam. The close companions notion turns the mirzam into a
monad. The mirzam here

1s interpreted monadically using the Theory of

Architectural Monadology.

Zahrah and the moon are shapes surrounded by abutting and adjacent spaces, so are
buildings but on a larger scale. Buildings designs and architecture can be expressed as
assemblages or constructs

of spaces created by shapes. Thus columns and the

distances between them determine the space of an arched opening. That architectural
space immediately associates with architectural spaces surrounding the arched opening,
which act as a boundary defining its space and adjacent spaces. Thus boundaries
determine the extent of shapes and spaces (Fig.2.24).

Fig. 2.24
Source; Eduard Schwarz

Shapes

One shape determines the
other. The black shape
is
defined by the white shape's
perimeter and vice-versa.

One cannot be isolated or disassociated from the other. One is always the other. One, at
one glance belongs to the other. One is simultaneously the other, an extension of 1954
CE Jung and Kerenyi's 'one is simultaneously four' dictum. These notions make for
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monads. One is the other represents a monadic set-up. Both are entities that make for
the larger whole. Beside these three notions ' other attachments are possible. These
influence

the greater whole. For example, the idea of heaven traditionally attaches to

domes, to columns the idea of strength, in Arab idiom the long legs of a camel. The
attachments

of the dome are transmitted to the columns. The attachments of the

columns are transmitted to the dome.
The space enclosed by the dome and columns is enriched by specific qualities, the dome
by its internal ribs, the column by capitals which occupy a strategic location, which is the
point where the column ends and the arch begins or where the shape of the arch is
emphasized by a selected colour or interlocking arch stones or the dome by a flower or
mosaic pattern. Thus numerous concretes and abstracts embedded in monads make up
the greater whole in which each entity complements the other. As with shapes numerous
attachments can be made to spaces, which consequently turn them into monads under
the Theory of Architectural Monadology. It involves the theme 'contributing entities and
the greater whole' .How this theory is applied to al-Ka'abah and the Old Holy Masjid is
discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. The next Chapter covers the setting of the Holy
Complex in its natural environment.
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Notes, Chapter 2
Cre nels do not need to be rectangular o penin gs and when used for reli gious
buildin gs they may be vase-like.
2

Th ere are furth er exa mpl es of thi s remarkabl e tran slati on of one shape into
another. Four stars defin e aL-DawL's geometri c shape. As a win ged horse, more then
sixteen stars re present it. The center of its geometric shape confi gures with the horse's
Attac hed to al-Daw/ is an
nave l. Thu s, al- Da w/ like al-Jabar has a dual shape.
extensive mythology.

3

The Egy pti ans knew thirty-six decans.

The acqui siti on of thi s early medical knowl edge was an outcome of the detailed
kn owl edge of anim al and human biology and anatomy Arabs had developed. They
passed it on to Renaissa nce Euro pe. Arab medi cal knowl edge appears to have influenced
the Itali an Renaissa nce School of Anatomy, acco rdin g to Bernal ( 1969: 278 and 387)
who sa id : "'Nen r(y aff '1sfo 111 ic scfi o(ars were cfocton nncf _prac t ici118 doctors". T hey had an
important and not sufficientl y recognized influence on their scientifi c and phil osophi cal
views ' .

4

5

Female noun s are recognizabl e by the noun ' s endin g, whi ch is a tra nsliterated h.

6

In thi s wo rk geometry is used onl y fo rmall y to indi cate what A rabs meant when
refe rrin g to fie ld s, fig ures , and shapes , and their correspond ences ; it is not intended to
suggest th at is th e way in whi ch the Ara bs themselves und erstood o r perceived these
phenomena in the manner of detail as we understand it.

7

We may say here that a sign is involved of whi ch its symboli c content refers to
fe rtility (the ca mel used in thi s fi gure is a preg nant one). Snodgrass ( 1990: 45 ) sa id that
a sy mbol is distin gu ished fro m sign; a sign conveys mea ning belonging to the empiri cal
rea lm , whereas a sy mbol conveys meanin gs belongin g to the supra-e mpiri cal rea lm.
8

Th e signi fica nce of left , th e ri ght, upw ard and dow nwa rd directi ons is not
confined to Islam onl y. It was generall y present in the lands of Arabiy.

9

These colours ex press anthropomorphi c unity, that can be understood as the
uni ted character of the pair, as claimed by (Fritsch, 1968: 14) in her di scuss ion of the left
and ri ght. As directi ons, the left and the ri ght were also embedded in the cos mos, as a
cosmic ax is betwee n Sirius and Procyo n. The left and the ri ght and their relati onship to
the Bl ac k Stone are important features of al-Ka'a bah.
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tis ala

Makkah; Modern and 19th Century Architecture of Misfalah
Thi s urba n core of M akkah is surro unded by a number of ho mogeneous but po ly nucleated inner
reside nti al areas. Those areas cons isto f a mi x of European Isla mic and traditio nal Makkah

arc hitecture
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CHAPTER
3.1

3 Makkah and the Holy Complex in their Natural Settings

Introduction and Chapter Focus

In Chapter 2 the Theory of Architectural Monadology was outlined as a background to
the monadic analysis of Makkah and the Holy Complex in later Chapters. This Chapter
focuses on the practical and the social by hi ghlightin g the City of Makkah's
demography , climate, its natural setting, the Holy Buildings in their urban setting and the
architectures of the rawasheen, the mashrabiyaat and the dribaat 1 .The social is
discussed by emphasizing the 'sous entendu of place ' , itself is a construct consisting of
components. The latter draws-in special features of the Arab way life-world , such as
building sk ills that were necessary to construct the pre-Islamic and the ea rly Buildings
of Islam , which is al-Ka'abah and later the Old Holy Masjid. The objectified sous
entendu of place imparts a recognizable identity to place, thus what gave Makkah its

identity is discussed. The orientation criteria used in this Chapter are topographical
features and the names of residential districts .

3.2

THE HOLY CITY OF MAKKAH

3.2.1 Demography and Infrastructure; Inconsistencies
By 1950 CE ( 1370 AH) a considerabl e number of pilgrims were enterin g the Greater
Haram by motorcar. 2 Consequently, the three-day rite of al- Hajj had degenerated into
something that approached chaos; pilgrims and the motorcar freely intermixed with the
result that neither could move freely. It led to a number of seri ous and fatal accidents
(Rasc h, 1980: 112 and 113) but also to five yearly pl anning proposals. Suffice to say
that Makkah has experi enced rapid urban change. Since 1955 CE ( 1375 AH) the city
witnessed the start of a completely new era of development corresponding with the
increase of the Muslim world 's wealth and from oil wealth in Saudi Arabia. At that time
planning and its implementation was mainly concerned with providin g efficient traffic
and communication systems that were later modified when pedestrianization became
internationally popular. Locally new ly constructed overpasses and road links were
demolished to make way for open space. In 1927 CE (l 346 AH) 90,764 pilgrims
entered the Holy Environment.
The following figures indicate the growth and change in the last 75 years. According to
Arab News 6 Jan . 2004, close 2,000,000 participated in the 2004 CE ( 1425 AH) al-Hajj
including pilgrims from Saudi Arabia itself. Including Saudi pilgrims, llam (1979: 60
and 73) states that there were 197,039 pilgrims who performed al-Hajj in 1926 CE
(1345 AH), 107,98 1 in 1950 CE (1370 AH) and 862.520 in 1979 CE (1400 AH). AlShareef referred to 2,502,845 pilgrims in 1983 CE ( 1404 AH).Pilgrims are a temporary
but short-term addition to the permanent population of Makkah . The 1974 CE ( 1394
AH) Census Forecast for a permanent population of this City was for 566,460
persons by 1983 CE ( 1404 AH).
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According to al-Shareef (1990: 102) Makkah 's permanent population for 1963 CE
(1383 AH) were 200,000 persons. 11am (l979:163) refers to a permanent population of
185.000 for 1965 CE ( 1385 AH). Rasch 's ( 1980: 26) estimate was for 1980 was
350,000 persons. Abdullah Sultan ( 1987: 66) for 573 ,500 persons in I987CE ( 1408
AH), the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Planning for 700,000 persons in 1985
CE and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs (1986)
1,584,700 by 2005 CE ( 1426 AH). To date the population of approximately 550,000
(anAtlas 2005 webpage) is well below that figure.3
A 1978 CE (1399AH) study done by Rowly and El-Hamdan (in llam , 1979: 410) says
that 2,800,000 pilgrims is the maximum the Holy Environment can sustain. The Saudi
Aramco World of 2002 CE (1423 AH) states that limit is almost reached. Arab News of
27 March 2005 repo11ed that more than two milli on pilgrims, 1.3 milli on from abroad,
pe1formed the 2005 CE ( 1426 AH) al- Hc~jj. The Arab

ews of 2 June 2004 expects

13 million al- Hqjj and al-Umrah pilgrims by 2014 CE ( 1435 AH) for the whole year.
These demographic figures contain quite some built-in inconsi ste nci es that are not very
helpful for forward plannin g.4
In view of the considerable demographic and modes of transpo11 changes since 1970 CE
( 1390 AH). the Kingdom introduced five-year plans for planning purposes. Makkah
then associates with an infrastructure that must accommodate a massive number of
transients for about one month , of which almost all arrive by airplane, then transfer to
motorcars and buses. The construction of many tunnels, ring roads, and bridges, under
and over passes, clover leafs and car park buildings have made access to the Holy
Environment fairly easy. They form now a large and entirely new component of
Makkah's built environment. Urban growth and subseq uent development then has been
rapid due to the natural increase of the local population and the increase in the number
of pi I gri ms.
11am (1979:230) has stated that between 1953 CE ( 1372 AH) and 1964 ( 1384 AH), six
new residential areas were established. Like in so many urban cities, expansion took
place on the most fertile (wadi) areas. Particularly, the wadi al-A ziziyyah was affected.
Elementary agriculture was displaced by urban development. Planning and the
reconstruction of the constructed environment were carried out without necessa rily
adhering too strictly to the existing 1972-- 1986 CE ( 1392-1407 AH) Makkah
Developments Plans. Implemented planned physical development took place on a rather
ad-hoe basis, sustained by finance sufficiency and United Nations assistance. To-day
more suburbs, small towns (they are not new towns) and pilgrim villages have been
built, are being built and are planned. The center of Makkah then is surrounded by old
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inner residential areas (haraat) and new outer ones that differ considerably in layout
from the older areas and by small self-sufficient towns .
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Agriculture and Water; Land Management
Depai1ment (1984: 7- 18 and maps 158,159), classifies the Makkah Environment as
unsuitable for large scale irrigation farming, but suitable for small scale farming. (Land
class VI , categories of 39 and 41) evidenced by the small agricultural plots on wadi
land in the vicinity of Makkah. 5 Makkah's land area is 10,096.14 ha (Abdullah Sultan,
1987: 74) 6 of which about 15 ha consists of al- Haram eyn al-Sharifeyn, an area that is
mainly occupied by the Holy Buildings. 7 The area occupied is small when compared to
the overall area of the
The Makkah region itself is located between Lat.20° to 22° N and 39° to long. 40° E,
Makkah itself is located in the Makkah region (Fig.3.1 ) that occupies 802,000 ha and
contains 29% of Saudi Arabia 's population. Makkah 's location is Lat. 21 °27'

and

Long. 39° 49' , in the belt where the maximum solar radiation occurs, hence high
temperatures prevail. Minimum temperatures are from 18.6 °C in January to 28.9° C in
August and maximum temperatures are from 30.2° C in January to 43 .6°C in July. The
climate of Makkah is hot (Table 1) and uncomfo11able hot when there is no wind. The
mean total precipitation based on monthly averages covering the period 1985- 2000 was
163.7 mm.

Extremes have been recorded of 3 and 3 10 mm. The latter, when it occu rs,

result in flash floods that are a regular occurrence. The regi on is drained from East to
West via wadi Ha warrah, wadi al-Yamaniyyah, and wadi Fatimah discharging into the
Reel Sea.
The dominant features of Makkah 's climate are little rain ; few rain clays and high
sun shin e hours with subseq uent inten se so lar radiation of building and earth slllfaces.
Makkah is located within the zodiacal belt the width of which is determined by the
Solstices. It lies between 23.5 °South and 23.5 ° orth of the Equator. The sun is
South of the Equator from 22 September to 21 of March, and No11h of the Equator from
22 March to 21 Sept. Hence, Makkah ' s buildings receive solar radiation mostly from
the South and some from the North during the solar year. This needs to be recognized
when designing buildings within that belt.
Because of this low rainfall, water supply to Makkah has been solved by desalinated
water from the Red Sea that is pumped and piped to Makkah. The Zem-Zem
underground stream is another additional water source but this is exclusively used
within the Holy Complex and only for religious purposes. Previously water came from a
series of wells located in wadi Fatimah which are dry now, corresponding with a drop
of water levels generally of Saudi Arabia ' s aquifers. Another water supply source came
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was the Zubaydah canal, a narrow canal that runs from Arafah to Makkah. Referring to
the wastage of water in Riyadh, the Arab News of 15 May 2005 referred to studies that
state that 20 percent of water is lost through leakage. It amounted to a loss of
about one million cubic meters per day.
Protection from the sun has traditionally been achieved by providing maximum areas
that are permanently in shade. obtained by roofs over arcades, and by constructing
buildings with sun-resistant and sun reflecting materials. New subdivisions and housing
areas have been built using western planning and subdivision standards, thus wide
streets, and front. side, and back yards around the houses in such a way they cannot be
naturally kept cool. Massive air conditioning has replaced passive cooling to the point of
irresponsibility. In recent planning the Municipal Authorities of Makkah failed, although
enough historical examples were available to draw-on. In the past Makkah's narrow
streets, their abutting houses and courts created permanent shaded areas that helped to
keep the sun out.
That Makkah has a high temperature climate is not only clue to high solar radiation. it is
also due to its location in a deep-seated- into-the-landscape Valley. The Valley is
surrounded on all sides by low-rise grabbo mountains and foothills as rock outcrops.
Although mountains and outcrops reflect heat, the aggregated mountain mass is too
massive to release its stored heat overnight. It remains permanently stored not unlike a
heat night storage unit that never releases all its stored heat. Together with high solar
radiation it turns the City into a heat sink. regardless its height above MSL of 350
meters (Rasch (1980: 26).
According to Ghazi (1976: 32) Makkah's is 277 meters above MSL. A map compiled
by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs from aerial
photographs refers to a height of 289 meters above MSL. Madji ( 1986: 14, 16) has
graphically indicated the heights of the grabbo mountains in the immediate vicinity of
Makkah (Fig.3.4). Which MSL was adopted ,Madji does not state. Madji 's heights
differ from those indicated by the Navy Intelligence Bureau ( 1949: Map of Makkah).
For planning purposes the differences in the respective altitudes need to be solved.

3.2.2

The Sun and Makkah

Direct sunshine is the major factor controlling the weather and climate of Makkah.
From the Tables 2 and 3 the Zenith (noon) sun is almost vertical overhead (Fig, 3.2,

3.3). As Makkah is deep-seated into the Wadi lbraheem Valley and with its
surrounding mountains, the sun becomes visible and goes out of site well past and well
before the tabulated Marsden / OUAA sun rise and sun set data. Yet the sun remains
longer visible as extended twilight measured against the Marsden/ OUAA norm.
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<

Fig.3.1

Source:
http://www.lib.utexas.edu/
Li bs/PCL/Map _ collection
/Atlas_middle east/
Saudi_Arabia_land.jpg

< The regions of
Saudi Arabia
Table 1
Mean climate data for Makkah 1985- 2000
Source; World Weather Information Service and the Hong Kong Observatory
and www.worldwide.com
Month
Mean Temperature °C
Mean Total
Mean
Rainfall (mm) Number of
Daily Minimum Daily Maximum
Rain Days
3.9
Jan
18.6
0.9
18.3
Feb
1.8
20.6
Mar
1.9
Apr
24.0
0.8
27.4
May
0.1
28.0
Jun
0.3
28.6
Jul
1.6
Aug
28.9
2.6
28.5
Sep
Oct
25.5
2.2
Nov
22.5
4.7
Dec
20.0
3
4.3
Climatological information is based on WMO Climatological Normals (CLINO). Mean
temperature is based on monthly averages for the period 1985- 2000. Mean total
precipitation is based on monthly averages also for the period 1985- 2000.
Tables 2 and 3 below indicate the Azimuth, and Elevation of the sun at hourly intervals
for Makkah. It is clear from the sun's path that the Elevation and Azimuth, are at their
lowest during the rising and setting sun and highest at Zenith noon sun, but not as high
as for places that locate on the Equator. Those components are important in the
assessment of the intensity of solar radiation and the amount of shadow necessary to
protect the pilgrims from the sun and for calculating the thermal mass, hence the cooling
load of the Holy Complex. From this table it is clear the maximum sun angles occur
between 12.00 hrs and 13.00 hrs. The maximum sun angle equates with the local
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Zenith sun that for Muslims sets the time for the afternoon Prayer (Zhohor). Thus the
local maximum sun angles are the local determinants of prayer times.

Fig .3.2 Source; Eduard Schwarz (2004:
Diagram) based on Threlkeld ( 1977: 288)
'

NSEW is the horizontal earth
equatorial plane projected onto the
equatorial plane horizontal celestial
plane NSEW
P=The position of the observer on
the celestial plane NSEW

ln=Is the cos angle
/J=The Altitude angle, the angle in a
vertical plane between the sun's rays
and the projection of the sun's rays on
the equatorial horizontal plane

r=

Azimuth angle, the angle in the
celestial horizontal plane measured
from N011h clock wise

/

,'

;'

f

y

'IJ)= The sun's declination angle

0
The celestial horizontal surface

The sun's rays striking a horizontal
plane on top of the atmosphere with an
intensity that Iies between 1300 to
1395 Wm2/h

Fig.3.3
(2004, labeled by Eduard Schwarz in 2005)

The sun's daily apparent movement at circa 21.5 N Latitude
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Table 2
for Makkah on 21 March 2004, Equinox date and 21 June 2004, Solstice date
Offset to UTC: -3 hours. No daylight saving
Makkah' s Latitude is N 21 °25' and Longitude: E 39° 49'
Source; Marsden /NOAA
Sun path on 21 March 2004

Sun path on 21 June 2004

Equinox

Solstice

Time Azimuth Elev
06:00 87.13 -6.32
07:00 92.62 7.710
08:00 98.46 21.54
09:00 105.52 35.19
10:00 115.38 48.29
11 :00 131.59 60.0 l

Time Azimuth Elev
06:00 66.17 3.730
07:00 70.76 16.57
08:00 74.47 29.87
09:00 77.45 43.41
10:00 79.6 57.09
11:00 80.03 70.84

12:00 161.18 67.95
13:00 201.56 67.61

12:00 67.71 84.41
13:00 284.92 81.11

14:00 279.76 67.42
14:00 230.00 59.27
15:00 245.59 47.41
15:00 280.82 53.68
16:00 255.18 34.26
16:00 283.21 40.03
17:00 262.13 20.59
17:00 286.36 26.54
18:00 267.95 6.770
18:00 290.27 13.32
19:00 273.47 -7.26
19:00 295.13 0.800
Azimuth 1s measured m degrees clockwise from North. Elevation 1s measured rn degrees
up from the horizon. Azimuth and Elevation both report dark between astronomic a
twilight (sun elevation more than I 8° below horizon)

Table 3
for Makkah on 21 September 2004, Equinox date and 21 December 2004,Solstice date
Offset to UTC: -3 hours. No daylight saving
Makkah's Latitude is N 21 °25' and Longitude: E 39°49'
Source; Marsden /NOAA

Sun path on 21 September
2004
Equinox

Sun path on 21 December
2004
Solstice

Time Azimuth Elev
06:00 88.16 -2.890
07:00 93.7
11.03
08:00 99.75 24.85
09:00 107.3 38.41
10:00 118.23 51.29
11 :00 136.88 62.44

Time Azimuth Elev
06:00 l l 0.55 -12.42
07:00 115.47 0.84
08:00 121.75 12.74
09:00 129.97 24.04
10:00 141.0033.85
11:00 155.6841.21
12:00 173.85 44.92

12:00 170.45 68.83
13:00 209.83 66.23

13:00 193.13 44.06

14:00 234.52 56.69
14:00 210.16 38.86
15:00 248. I 8 44.39
15:00 223.43 30.47
16:00 256.92 31.06
16:00 233.32 20.02
17:00 263.48 17.31
17:00 240.74 8.36
18:00 246.46 -4.18
18:00 269.13 3.540
19:00 251.00-17.25
19:00 274.65 -10.61
Azimuth is measured in degrees clockwise rom North. Elevation is measured in degrees
up from the horizon. Azimuth and elevation both report dark between astronomical
twilight (sun elevation more than 18.00° below horizon).
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3.3
3.3.1

THE LANDSCAPE
Geography, Geomorphology, Archaeology;Wadi Patterns and Mountains

Low-rise grabbo mountains together with grabbo buttressed rock outcrops at lower
levels are the dominant nodes of the Makkah landscape. The rock outcrops are steep to
very steep, which makes access to buildings, building sites and houses difficult to very
difficult. It is a landscape without water dissectedJby many wudjun that are most of the
year dry and used as paths, roads and narrow tracks. They are often contorted.
The main part of the Valley, the deepest part is occupied by al-Harameyn al-Sharifeyn
straddles Wadi lbraheem. This Wadi consists of a mixture of sand and gravel that is
reddish in colour, suggesting a once volcanic origin. The other wudjun, tributaries to

Wadi lbraheem, also consist of deposits of similar material but that is rather thinly
spread over grabbo rubble and grabbo rock. These up-ward sloping rocks terminate
as narrow ridges that are also narrow lanes connecting to narrower lanes that give
access to dwellings. These are often in state of disrepair. The same narrow ridges are
buttressed by similar ridges, which slope steeply down to the center of the Valley . They
visually center the Valley . Some of the same wudjun are also old , now new, pilgrim
routes, to Mina, Muzdalifah and Arafah (Figs.3.4, 3.5) . The same routes are used by
traffic that transports pilgrims, their goods and tents. Through traffic to the same places
and beyond follow the Aziziyyah valley. The tents are supplied and erected by the Saudi
Government.
The landscape is a mass of rocks and grabbo rubble in all directions . The different

haraat are recognizable by their buildings and by areas that are bare. Their bare rock
faces glitter in the sun sometimes causing glare. Houses cover the accessible rock faces ,
They spill over the ridges down a valley up another ridge. Massive cuts have been
made in Makkah's rocks to accommodate buildings that never were built. Collectively
these areas of rocks and houses present a high thermal mass with temperatures that
would become unbearable was it not for the many narrow lanes and alleyways that
provide shade. Their narrowness prevents the sun from entering these lanes.
This labyrinth of narrow lanes and alleys corresponds with Makkah's volcanic geology.
According to Whalen et-al (1988: 77-85) the landmass of Saudi Arabia is about
600,000,000 million years old. Stone tools discovered in the wadi Fatimah region date
back some 20,000 years. Rock art dates from 7000 to 2000 BC. Arab News of 8 June
2005 reported finds of 750.00 BC settlements in wadi Fatimah. This Neolithic rock art
portrays local animals and human beings interacting with each other, presenting a way of
life of a then in an existence Paleolithic-Neolithic settlement (Figs. 3.6, 3.7). 8
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Fig.3.4
Sources; Municipalities and Towns and Islam, (4) Half Yearly Report, Makkah, Fig.5
and Mohammad Said Farsi (1986: Map/ insert). Enhancement Eduard Schwarz
'.\ladfl!:dl

Key

Urban al"e'd
mountains
Roads
}~.
The Makkah Valley; roads and surrounding mountains
This figure shows Makkah in the center of a wadi complex. The old route to Mina; Muzdalifah and
Arafah arc clearly visible. In Rutter's map the road to Arafah is !abe!ed Ma'ala and al-Abtah.
According to Madji ( 1986: 14--16) number 1 in the insert represents Jabal Qalat Ajiad (406 meters);
no.2, is Jabal Omar (380 meters); no.3 is Jabal al-Ka'abah (340 meters); no. 4 is Jabal Qa 'iqu'an (472
meters; no.5 is Jabal Hujun; no.6 is Jabal Abu Qubais (372 meters). These heights differ from the 1941
Navy Intelligence Service.
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Pre-Islamic settlement of Makkah near and adjacent to steep rock faces
The small circles along the Valley edges are the first houses
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The Valley itself locates along NNE-SSW axis of the Mercator grid. Expressing these
directions geographically and in the Lynch mode (see Chapter 1, Fig.1.2), the NNE is
on the wadi Ma'ala side; the SSW is the wadi Misfalah side. Wadi Ma'ala and wadi

Misfalah when linked together are part of

Wadi Ibraheem that was once a wide wadi

tributary discharging into wadi Fatimah. Wadi !hraheem runs through the
approximate center of Makkah. There are further a number of narrow most- of- the-year
dry streams from the adjacent mountains. They are used as streets that can become

Fig. 3.6
Whalen, et-al (I 988: Plate 78)

~~,

An incomplete rock art panel uncovered in wadi Fatimah
in Abhur near Jeddah in Saudi Arabia
Fig. 3.7
Source; Y ahya Hamza Kushak. ( 1983: Plate).

Ancient Pottery recovered
In this figure the pottery is of the pre-Islamic and Islamic eras. It contained Greek and Roman finds. It
was found at the bottom of the Zem-Zem well.
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dangerous run-offs during the December-January rains when rainwater comes
cascading down the low-rise mountains and rock outcrops finally discharging into Wadi

lbraheem but as flash floods. Those have repeatedly caused quite some damage.
Wadi Mi5falah and wadi Ma'ala are wide wudjun. They are respectively the upper and
lower ends of Wadi lbraheem that associate with the upper and lower part of the City.

Wadi Fanah al-Thana is a narrow gorge discharging into the Valley of Wadi lbraheem
from the Jeddah side. It is wedged in between Jabal Omar and the cliff edge of

al-Shamiyyah and al-Marwa. On the other side, the Ajiad one, there is a confined wadi
area at a higher level that once was occupied by the Sheriffs' palaces, an area not subject
to flooding. It also discharged into Wadi lbraheem. There are further the rock areas of

Jabal Hujun, Shi'b Ali and Shi 'b Amir.Their surface water also discharges into the
same wadi but than on the Ma 'ala and Jabal Abu Quhais side.The center part of Wadi

lbraheem is confined between the cliff faces of al-Safa and al Marwa. The distance
between these two cliffs is c 400 meters. In front of those cliffs but unattached are
standing by themselves the now- roofed-over rock out crops of al-Safa and al-Marwa.

Wadi Jbraheem once skirted al-Ka'abah; its streambed was crossed by a sandy track
connecting Safa and Marwa that became a curved street that later became known as

al-Maa'sa. During the rainy season this sandy track became a wadi itself. The street's
centre, now the Safa-Marwa corridor, is a depression in the Valley floor, with the street
itself rising rather steeply towards both ends. Marwa is at one end and Safa at the
other. It is the present route along which the al-Sa 'y rite is conducted of which the
depressed part is that part where the Hajji and Hajjah, (male and female pilgrims) are
required to jog.
Thus of the Valley's overall area there were, and are, two small depressed areas that were
deeper than the remainder of the Valley floor. Those were the area where al-ka'abah
stands now and the center part of now demolished street al-Maa'asa. After floods pools
of water remained behind that stayed longer in these same locations than water deposited
in the remainder of the Valley. Viewed from the Valley's rim this flooded center visually
appeared as a hollow in the earth or 'The Hollow of Makkah' (Kassis (1983: 504,
I 095) (Fig.3.8).

9

This hollow and Wadi became gradually urbanized, by small settlements along the edges
of al-Shamiyyah, al-Marwa, Ajiad, Shi'b Amir, Shi'b Ali and Hujun. The settlement of
the center can only have occurred at a later date and not until sediments of a sufficient
height had been deposited that made it possible to build houses and al-Ka'abah in the
center of the Valley. That the first houses were built along the edges of the Valley is
95

stated by Mohammed Sa'id al-Farsi (in al-Shareef 1990: 15) who by way of a drawing
has shown that the first houses were built on the al-Shamiyyah and Ajiad sides, which
is logical, as floods do not affect those sides. As the center was a streambed, that made it
subject to flooding. Therefore it is unlikely that al-Ka'abah and the houses built around
it were the first structures as Muslim scholars maintain. The same scholars also maintain
that the first al-Ka'abah was built on a mound. That remains a good possibility, but
had taken

<

Fig.3.8

Source; Tarek Ali
Fadaak ((1988: 5)
The ccntcr used to be a
natural hollow that
transformed gradually into
the present Zem-Zem
well. The three routes
leading into and out of the
Valley form a threefold
pattern. The darker areas
in this figure arc those
areas that remained
longest under water after a
tl(xx!

K stands for

al-Ka'abah
M stands for Marwa
S stands for Safa
l is Jabal Ajiad
2 is Jaba! Omar
3 is Jabal Lala
• 4 is Jabal Qa 'qa 'ian
5 is Jabal H11)1111
6 is Jabal Abu
Qubays

Arrows indicate stream
flow

By building al-Ka'abah on a mound, the streambed of Wadi Ibraheem was realigned
and floodwaters could not enter the Building. That mound submerged gradually once
more gravel and sand had been deposited by floods from the Hejaz (mountain range
East of Makkah). It is possible the early inhabitants, had their houses also built on
mounds such as the al-Ka'abah one. On both sides, and over time, more houses with
narrow lanes between them were built, that formed a radial pattern that was centered
by al-Ka'abah. Muslim scholars maintain the houses were circular. This view accords
with Smith (1971: 61 ), who states that early Semitic and Syrian houses were circular
and had domed roofs. A spill over of the idea from Syria may have occurred.
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Although edge development preceded development of the center, it needs to be accepted
that the benchmark of Makkah's urban development commenced by the building of
al-Ka'abah and by extending its al-Fina'. That formed the urban core and. except for
houses, it still does. The construction al-Hatim, of more houses and narrow streets
expanded that core. What developed was a pattern of houses along very winding and
narrow streets that in turn were demolished in stages by the building, rebuilding and
expanding of the Old Holy Masjid. This continuous process took centuries to complete
until 1993 CE (1414 AH) when the Holy Complex's surrounding open area with under
ground toilets and Whu'du (male and female pray wash areas) and underground car
parks were constructed.
In other words the Old Holy Masjid and later the New Holy Masjid were carved out
from once built-up areas, a displacement process. The building of the Old Holy Masjid
meant also the deliberate shifting of wadi Ibraheem's streambed away from the center
and towards the cliff side of al-Marwa, to form ultimately the curved street of

al-Ma' asa. That street was in turn demolished in 1955 CE (l 375 AH) to make way
for the Safa-Marwa corridor. The wisdom of building the heavy walls of the Old Holy
Masjid across a streambed needs to be questioned considering the extensive flood
damage to the Buildings over the centuries. A massive under ground storm water
drainage system of recent has alleviated much of the past problems.
The Makkah Valley is accessible by three routes (See again Fig. 3.8). It is a confluence
area of geologically ancient underground wadi or wudjun and later the confluence area
of surface wudjun. The three routes, now streets but also pilgrim routes, all lead to the
center of the City that is al-Ka'abah. 10 Of thesethe narrowest is the present Khalid Ibn
al-Walid Street, the streambed of the ancientlabal al-Ka'abah stream. It leads directly
into al-Harameyn al-Sharifeyn and is approximately fifteen-meters wide and about one
kilometer long. The old city streets are the final parts of the pilgrim routes coming-in
from Asia and Africa (Birks, 1978: 17-27). Pilgrims traveled these routes, but trade
was also conducted and ideas conveyed.
The Khalid Ibn al-Walid Street was a narrow entrance; the two other accesses are wide.

Wadi al-Ma'ala is about five hundred-meters wide, and wide wadi al-Mfafalah, about
one hundred-meters wide, with Jaba! Nur and its Hira cave form the background of
Makkah observable from hara al-Qararah 's plateau.

Closer in is the hump-like

landscape of Jabal Thabeer. Both mountains are permanent landmarks with meanings
that vary depending on what was attached. Referred to in Chapter 2, section 2.3.2, both
mountains are also landmarks or nodes that assist in geographical orientation and the
finding of direction.
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3.3.2

The Early Urban Development of Makkah

Except for purpose built new towns, the formation of most cities starts with a small
cluster of houses with or without open space nearby, Makkah is no exception to that
rule. For Makkah, urbanization started with the construction of some houses along

Wadi lbraheem edges followed by the building of a pre-I slamic al-Ka'abah. Many
centuries later this late Neolithic settlement became the focus of early Islam. The City
became a Holy City emphasized today by reference to Makkah as Makkah al-

Mukarramah or Makkah, the Blessed .
Based on archaeological evidence uncovered in wadi Fatimah, (Whalen et-al, in Atlal,
1988: 77-85), and Bibli cal narrative regarding Abraham (/braheem) it seems almost
certain that al-Ka'abah was a late Neolithic architectural artifact. Werblowski / Wigoder
(1997: 5,6) state that lbraheem was alive between 2000-1600 BC. Linking this date to
the Muslim view that maintains that lbraheem and hi s wife Hagar were the first settlers
of the Valley that settlement must have occurred between 2000-1600 BC. However,
Muslim scholars a lso maintain that lbraheem, and Ishmael raised the fo und ation s of alKa'abah on ex isti ng green stone fo undat ions, which itself suggests an earli er settlement
of the Valley, subseq uent abandonment, and a later re-entry. Judgi ng by geological and
archaeological evidence the Valley had become barren over time.
Whilst the pre-Islam ic kabaat were built and re-built, Makkah sim ultaneo usly
expand ed into a small Arab settlement where reli g ious cu lts were practiced. Cell s of
Christianity and Judai sm were also present. When the Islami c era offic iall y came about
in 622 CE ( I AH), the late Neolithic settlement of Makkah was already an important
pre-Islamic religious-commercial city with al-Ka'abah in its center. All created a sous

entendu of place that gave meaning to and imparted an identity to the place.
That identity associated with a Building that served as a temple and a shrine, which was
dedicated to a number of gods, the su n, and the moon. It also contained a number of
relics on which preci se data is not available including the many images of gods and
goddesses (idols to Muslims) from foreign countries near or inside al-Ka'abah. Makkah
was a small town with a mixed population that pioneered and made in their very own
way their contribution to the 'sous entendu of place'. Besides its climate, geographical,
cosmic and landscape features, such as water well in its center, Makkah identified with
polytheism and commerce. The water well made sales of water possible and induced
skills used to manufacture and sell jars for the collection of Zem-Zem water.

3.3.3

The Place of Primordial and Later Arab Skills

The City 's early development was one inside an arid area, with materi als that were
products of the same environment. Some were scarce, such as wood; others were in
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abundance such as natural stone. As with any other society there was daily life to cope
with that produced an arid area attitude necessary for survival. Initially a number of
skills evolved based on the symbiotic relationship between animals and humans.
Collection and supply of water required other skills and a job.
Construction skills became available, an evolutionary process itself, that were the
outcome of living in black tents in a harsh environment. Those are the physical facts,
yet there is also a mental process, such as the perception of and structuring and
restructuring of objects, such as spaces and shapes, mastery of concepts, and the
invention and application of myths, folklore to shapes and spaces. According to
Merleau-Ponty shapes and spaces can be perceived as figures, fields and backgrounds.
That visual perception stands by itself, but when qualities are attached they are monads.
The configuring and corresponding of different spaces and shapes in terms of
etymology was important to Arabs (see Chapter 2, section 2.3.5). The camel's hump,
human shapes and shapes of the cosmos and landscape meant many things, particularly
one-off shapes of systems of apparent regularity. Those served as anchors that anchored
'Arab culture'. For Makkah that culture was further enriched by the specifics. Those,
amongst a number of other specifics, they are its rawasheen and mashrabiyaat
(protruding and flush with the wall screened windows) architecture and its urban
development in concentric circles that started with the first extension of al-Fina'.
Architecture and urban development, together with acquired skills impa1ted a sous

entendu, of Makkah, the City of al-Ka'abah, but also the City of rawasheen,
mashrabiyaat and dribaat (shared alleys with access to a number of houses).
The resulting culture embedding this specific sous entendu of Makkah developed in a
sun drenched climate. The city produced only a very few products from plants and
trees, yet it was endowed with good quantities of different types of stones from grabbo
to a series of different coloured marbles. In due course, the earliest skills mastered
developed into more sophisticated ones by the processing of stones. Stone handling,
stone cutting and laying of stones was one of the first acquired more sophisticated
skills. With those skills al-Ka'abah and later the Old Holy Masjid were built.
Apart from stones there was also a range of local construction materials such as camel
and goat hair, bones, sticks, and small logs. The anthropomorphic and zoomorphic lock
was used to join these materials together. The idea may have came from human and
animal joints and the art of hair plaiting. For example, to construct the tent, the skill of
weaving and knotting had to be mastered first. With these skills, materials and tools on
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Fig.3.9
Source: Eduard Schwarz

Tw ined rope made of hemp can be
transform ed into a knot. The knot, the
rope's strands and plaited hair, became
models in the development of building

skill s

The rope knot

<

Fig.3.10
Source: Eduard Schwa rz

T he skeletal j oint as a model, w hi ch
conveyed the idea of constructi on joints
assisting in the development of buildin g
cons truction j oints.

J

The bone joint

<

Fig.3.11

Source: Hou sego ( 1978: 10) The Jajim
wea ving technique, Hashtrud , NW. Iran

Thi s fi gure shows the weav in g of indi vidual bands
of dyed goat hair into long hori zontal strips, whi ch
are later sew n together length-wi se. The strip under
constructi on in thi s fi gure i s probabl y an interi or
tent di vider. The dominant colour red of the di vider
associ ates w ith the woman, who not onl y weaves
the tent but also is in charge of the tent household.
The colour of the outside of the tent is usuall y
bl ack, whi ch also is a colour in Arab culture that
is associated with women.
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hand, the early Makkah Arabs were capable of producing their own tents and buildings
and with it their own architecture, that of Arab architecture. In support of this argument
Figs. 3.9 to 3.11 imply an evolutionary process, which finally resulted in a range of
'constructed' textiles, the constructed tent, and late Neolithic buildings such as kabaat
and later al-Ka'abah and much later the earliest parts of the Old Holy Masjid, the 647
CE (26 AH), the Khalif Othman Bin Affan colonnade.
Those edifices comprised of root architecture not only correlated with the art of weaving
but also with the amassed knowledge of a range of shapes and the knowledge of how to
put these to together. With it architecture was created . The shapes used were

based on

anthropomorphic, the zoomorphic, cosmic and landscape shapes and theirconfigurations
and correspondences with similar shapes. Explained in Chapter 2, section 2.3.1 , there
were numerous ways of interpreting the cosmos overhead and a number of ways of
comparing the topography of the landscape with animal, human and cosmic shapes.
Those form the etymological content of Arab culture. The cosmos overhead was
abstracted into ideas, which served as architectural models for the tent but also for
al-Ka ' abah and later the Old Holy Masjid. Those Buildings were constructed as
' Images of Heaven That Were Procured From Heaven'.
3.3.4

Cosmic influences

The cosmos over Makkah is distinct, its influence on buildings is an impo11ant aspect,
more than is generally realized. Orion ' s irregular geometric field was influential in
establishing the shape of al-Ka 'abah ' s floor plan ; the sun and the moon appear to have
influenced the location of the Building' s corners that involves an axis that links the sun
and the moon twice per lunar month (observed in 1993 CE). This cosmic line-up line
is one between the setting sun and the rising-over-the Khandamaraat oval moon . It is
an imaginary cosmic axis

11

that corresponds with al-Ka'abah's

SE corner, the Black

Stone corner, and with the Building's NW corner, the corner that points in the
direction of the setting sun. Thus, an oval moon highlights one end of this cosmic
line-up line, later in the evening by a circular moon (Fig.3.12). The setting circular sun
highlights the other end. This moon-sun alignment is a pronounced celestial occurrence;
it also serves as a recurring reminder that the moon and the sun are moving yet
permanent objects consisting both of a series of fixed shapes. The moon more so than
the sun. The line-up line occurs twice per lunar months with approximate one-hour
interval between each day. Due the solstices this cosmic line-up line, shifts in relation
to al-Ka'abah's center post. However it does not shift a great deal. It stays within the
boundaries of the solstices broad band.
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Fig.3.12
Source ; Eduard Schwarz (2000: Drawing)
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The cosmic line-up line and al-Ka'abah's axes
T he cosmos over M akkah. The cos mi c line- up line of the sun and the moon is show n in thi draw ing
as a black line between a circle and an oval. Thi s line can be seen as di vidin g the world into two parts
corresponding with two gendered social areas one on either side of the line. T he same line can also be
seen as a dividing line between the lands of darkness and the lands of the full sun. These lands relate to
the colours bl ack and white and to the left and the ri ght directi ons. The circle and the oval, signi ficant
geometric morphs were translated into Arab architecture. In the context of geographi cal direction
find in g, the si multaneous line- up line is also a radi al, corresponding w ith one anci ent locati on ax is of
the K a'abah. Further, the landscape hill ocks can be so connected as to form irregul ar polygons.
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Al-Ka'abah and the Old Holy Masjid, both microcosms modeled on the macrocosm
overhead provided for the mythical-spiritual needs of the ancient Arab community of
Makkah. From early times onwards al-Ka'abah was, to use Geddes (1949: 194) phrase:
'T he place of IArabl People, of IArabl Folk and of IArab I Work". Makkah was the
place where Arabs produced, developed and anchored their way of life as their culture
that embeds a specific sous entendu that of Makkah. The place identifies with religion
and providing accommodation for pilgrims at a price, a basic industry by itself.

Besides skills and the anthropomorphic, and the zoomorphic interpretation of shapes
there was a need to find geographical directions, a paramount need in an arid and
desolated region . The cosmos overhead was used as an index from which directions and
the angles of directions were extracted. Canis Minor was the direction to al-Shams
(Syria), Canis Major pointed in the direction of Yamaniy (the Yemen), both traversed by

al-Majarrah (Milky Way) , the Arab track that cut across both constel lations.
Both constellations were referents to places beyond Makkah. The cosmic line-up line
and other nearby axes were referents to close by landmarks, buildings and other nodes.
Standing

on al-Ka'abah corners axes come into existence that point in the direction

of Jabal Omar on one side and to and the Khandamaraat and mountain ranges
beyond, on the other side. In due course, al-Ka'ab ah's four corners and later the Old
Holy Masjid ' s manaraar and columns became objects from which directions in all
directions could be and were determined.

AI-Ka'abah's four corners refer to the Yemen , Syria, Egypt and Iraq on Persian
miniatures . The Building was thus not only the center of the Qiblaat system it was also
a functional one when it was used to find geographical direction. The corners were used
for that purpose but as reversed Qiblaat. If used like so, no Sacredness attaches.
Direction finding made its own contribution the sous entendu of place

that

Qiblaat

in reverse were used for finding geographical direction is evident from Persian
miniatures designed as compass roses.

3.4 THE HARAM AREAS.
3.4.1

The Origins of the Haram Areas

The cosmos then was quite influential in practical and spiritual ways. It was, and is,
permanent with irregular geometric and etymological features that are also permanent.
That permanence translates into an anchor, a sous entendu component that is difficult
to separate from the invention and subseq uent evolution of the Arab haram. Arabs
developed a type of enclave where daily life and certain rules of conduct and behaviour
had to be followed and adhered and enforced. To be stoned to death was not
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uncommon. Those enclaves are known as haraam (plural for haram). The bundle of
prevailing rules formed a manasik (the rules of the place), thus the haraam were also or
manasik areas, sacred areas with rules, in case for the Makkah Haram a manasik biased

towards the Sacred.
Serjeant ( I 982: 43-57) has investigated the origins of such areas in Hydramaut and has
noted the similarities between these haraam and the Makkah one. Up to a point Makkah
relates to Serjeant's social , political , philological and economical deterministic
hypotheses ; the religious as pects are barely touched. The notion of a sous entendu of
place is also missing from Serjeant's work, as it is with Crone (1987 CE / 1408 AH)
and Mahmood Ibrahim (1990 CE / 141 I AH). In their works the economic aspect
dominates and spec ulation on what might have been.
Serjeant, Crone and Mahmood Ibrahim discussed Makkah without recognizing some of
the religious subtleti es inherent in the place, in Makkah's architecture, the City's
urbanization and the way buildings were and are constructed. This is mostly due the
prohibitions placed on visiting the place by non-Muslims. However, all three authors are
helpful in obtaining an insight into the way of life as lived in the haraam, politically
commercially and economi cally , equating with Mumford's (1961: 3-50) metaphor the
' urban container'.
The su btleties important are the specifi c reli gious rites that are conducted . Those are the
circumambulation of al -Ka'abah in Makkah , the stonin g ofthejamaraat in Mina, and
other religiou s acts in Mina , Muzdalifah and Arafah. The

three authors did not pay

enough attention to these rites. Mina, Muzdalifah and part Arafah are located in the
Greater Makkah Haram, the broader sy mbolic env ironment, shown as a polygon in a
sketch by Abdul al-Walid al-Azraki (in Badi , 1992: 90). How those acts were conducted
identifies with the manasik of place, translatable into a sous entendu.
The pre-Islamic and Islamic practices could only have come about in areas, which had
been declared safe and sacred according with ancient Semitic, and later Arab rules that
regulated for a way of life, and how to live it. Regulation meant controls from the top.
Regulated also were the relationships with other tribes and the behaviour and conduct
of the locals in and visitors to the ancient and non-ancient Haram areas. Those areas
were 'haramnized'. They are not an Islamic invention but a Semitic Arab one,
sanctioned and continued under Islam. According to Adeleke's (1992: 24) but also
Esin's (1963: 38-44), throughout pre-Islamic Arabiy numerous, using a Euro centric
phrase, religious cults existed. Those were practiced in safe-for-those cults haraam.
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3.4.2 The Pilgrim Routes and the Miqaat
A haramnized territory is the Greater Makkah Haram, which is dominated by the Holy
Complex or al-Harameyn al-Sharzfeyn. It locates in the 'Hollow in the Earth', thus in
that part of the !braheem Valley that is deepest. This deepest and central part is the
dominant node of the Greater Haram, emphasized by large-scale buildings. The extent
of the Greater Haram is defined by the inner Miqaat of Taneem, the somewhat further
away Jauran'ah Miqat, and the entrance to the Arafah plain at wadi Aranah (Figs. 3.13--

3.16). There are further another eight outer Miqaat (see Glossary on Miqaat). The
Miqat furthest away is Miqat Dhu '! a!-Huleyfah near Madinah (Medina) A Miqat is a
place where the pilgrim changes his or her cloths into a special dress that of lhgram, that
must be worn during the trek from the Miqaat to al-Ka'abah in Makkah. When
participating in al-Hajj or al-Umrah, al-Ka'abah must be circumambulated wearing

lhgram.
Suhacim ( l 990: Drawing) has indicated the extent of the Greater Haram. It was based
on Abdul al-Walid al-Azraki who indicated its extent as an irregular geometric shape, a
five sided irregular polygon with al-Ka'abah in the center, a misrepresentation of the
reality in that wuc{jun and grabbo mountains dissect the actual landscape in such a way
that makes such a polygon impossible. However, it is possible this diagram was an
annotation.
A considerable improvement in indicating the extent of the Greater and Inner Haraanz
has come from Abdul Malik Bin Abdullah Bin Dehaish who has traced in detail the
actual boundaries of the entrances of the Greater and Central or Inner Haram in a l 996
CE (1407 AH) publication. The Inner and the Greater Harcun is accessed via the

Miqaat. The Miqaat themselves were, and are, also Haram enclaves and foremost
Sacred Entrances to the Greater Haram. Pillars mark those entrances. Besides the
pillar defined Haraam there were a number of other non-Muslim haraam.
Stones, stone constructed pillars (Fig.3.17), or just outcrops of rock defined the hararn
boundaries. Abdul Malik does not give any credit to those pre-Islamic edifices as such
but merges them with those parts of Islam that are concerned with the defining of
boundaries. The boundary defined Haraam of Makkah, Mina, Muzdalifah, part Arafah,

Naklah and Ukaz existed during the pre-Islamic period. Except for Naklah (South-East
of Makkah), Okaz (Tihama coast) and al-Taif, East of Makkah in the Hejaz Makkah,
Mina, Muzdalifah and part Arafah have remained in existence because of Islam and the
rites associated with it. In pre-Islamic times religious rites were conducted in all these
the valleys, the pre-Islamic haraam. These haraam included the haraam of the
goddesses of Manet (in al-Naklah), al-Uzza, (in Okaz, Tihama coast) and al-Lat (a rock
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.Fig.3.13
Source: Eduard Schwarz (1997:Drawing)

.Madinah and

Tana"eem

Jau'ranan

As-Shumaisha

I~~

'

Ya1am1am \

:;:;;:
At-Hada

The pilgrim schematic routes into Makkah
This figure indicates the C\tent and direction of the traditional pilgrim routes coming in from Asia and
Africa. The figure on the right hand bottom is the pilgrim route and modern highway from al-Hada.
Riyadh and Eastern Arabia. They end in the ccnter of the Muslim \Yorld that is Makkah .

.Fig.3.14
Source; Zaki (1986: Map)

Makkah and some Miqaat
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Fig.3.15
Source; Eduard Schwarz ( I 993: Photogra

Miqat al-Sayl al-Kabire; the al-Miqat Masjid
in Tait} These three valleys do not exist anymore as haraam (Esin 1963: 38). Yet,
Makkah, Mina, Muzdalifah and part Arafah remain of high religious importance locally
and for Muslims world wide, particularly for those participating in al-Ha)j and al-

Umrah.
Besides the local routes, Makkah was reached via the historic trade, silk and pilgrim
routes that came in from China and Africa. Near Makkah, they were sacred for
Muslims. Along the same routes were other non-Muslim sacred places. Pilgrims
destined for Makkah entered them at the Miqaat stations.

12

The change of worldly

cloths there into the white of Ihgram makes the Hajji highly visible and by historical
tribal agreements, inviolate; he is temporarily subject to the rules of manasik of the
Greater Haram of Makkah, which demands amongst a number of requirements the
compulsory wearing of lhgram whilst on al-Hajj or al-Umrah. Over time, Mina,
Muzdalifah and a minor part of Arafah with manasiks of their own became part of the
Greater Makkah Haram that induced subsequent changes to the manasik.
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Fig.3.16
Source; Eduard Schwarz ( 1993, Based on Kingdom of Saudi-Arabia
topographical map of c 1990

The Arafah plain
In the left middle are the Haram pillars serving as an entrance to the al-Ma-:..ameyn or

al-Alamein

<

Fig.3.17

Source; Eduard Schwarz ( 1993:
Photograph)

Burton, in 1893 CE ( 13 I I AH) sketched two
then still in existing pillars. This figure
shows what is left, only half of one pillar.
Once there were two pillars on either side of
the road. They stood at the entrance to the
Greater Haram at al-Mazamayn, a wadi road
leading into the Muzdalifah valley from the
Arafah plain. Rutter, in I 928 CE (1347AH),
referred to this same road as al-Alamein.
The entrance was recently displaced by
ahighway
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3.4.3 The Haraam, Their Sous Entendu of Place
Discussed earlier, the way of life, the way it was lived in the life-world, involved
direction finding , building and weaving skill s, and enforced by consensus behaviour
and conduct. Those are a few factors out of the very many that helped to create and
established the sous entendu place of Makkah in its earliest and early stages of its
development. Over hi storic time that sous entendu became a sedimented one leading to
the dogmatic. Thus al-Hajj cannot be undertaken without wearing lhgram or nonMuslim cannot enter the Holy Territory . The circumambulation of al-Ka'abah has to be
seven times round. Failing in this the pilgrim 's al-Hajj becomes invalid and must be
redone the next or any other year. When the Makkah Haram came about is shrouded
in mystique, itself a contributor to Makkah's sous entendu. However, Serjeant
(1982:42-57) has provided some useful in sig hts on the creation of haraam that are
indicative of the sous entendu generally of the Arab haraam.
He states that tribal chiefs, who came from the most influential families , instituted the

haram. Pres umably, like monarchs, they were initially warlords that, with the help of a
private army had conquered or pegged-out territory or additional territory and made it
into a sacred territory per se, forestalling future upri sings. The tribal chiefs' private
armies

policed the haraam 's daily affairs, and with it the behaviour and conduct of the

permanents living there. They kept co ntrol over the co min g and goi ng of visitors. To all,
rules applied what could be done and what was forbidden . The end result was a haram
with a sous entendu of place of its very own .

Controls infer enforcea bl e rules and the ir application to conduct and behaviour. Those
are invariably imposed from the top then sedimented and endorsed by consensus over
time. They cover moral s, mores, and human characteristics ranging from vice to virtue.
According to Zakariah Bashir ( 1978: 9-25), women expected from men karama
(dignity) , karam (nobility), muruwwah (chivalry), nadjah (deliverance), andjud
(generosity). A man would look for a good wife and a good mother for hi s children .
Those were and still are integral to Arab culture. They governed overall and specific
social relationships. They formed, and still do, the foundation of social order, conduct,
and relationships in the Arab Muslim life-world . Those characteristics involve the
monadic and the complementary imparting a sous entendu.
A different code of conduct existed in the non -haram areas, the no-man 's or hi! lands.
Regardless the different codes of conduct they equally were

contributors to the Arab

cultural construct embedding a sous entendu. One was always the other. These
qualities formed the foundation of a social order, conduct, and relationships in the real
local world of the non- haram areas.
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Fig.3.18
Sources; Redactie Winkler Prins Encyclopaedia (1950: 15), Winkler Prins Atlas,
Brussels: Elsevier, and Eduard Schwarz, 2005: Collage)

Contributors to the origins of the haram, stars and tents
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A sous entendu of place imparts a meaning and identity that is specific to that place, but
there can be little doubt that conduct and behaviour, attending to and participating in
ceremonies for example, were important and were enforced by those in charge of the
haram. For Makkah those were the Religious Authorities assisted by the Sheriffs of

Makkah in the 19th Century. They were powerful people. To day the controls are
exercised by The Custodians of the Holy Mosque. They are members of the present
Royal household, also powerful dignitaries. Whereas previously the Religious
Authorities had the upper hand, to day the political arm of Kingdom has. Nevertheless,
in daily affairs the Religious Authorities still have a considerable input and influence.

3.4.4

Makkah's Special Sous Entendu

What has come about for Makkah is a sous entendu that is quite different from the 19th
Century one. The change is a prominent architectural one, the sedimented religious sous

entendu has not changed, quite the opposite. What has changed is that part of the sous
entendu that intertwined with Arab Muslim architecture. It has been and is being
displaced by imported European Islamic architecture, which is architecture

of large-

scale buildings on a large scale (Fig 3.19). This has been made possible from income
derived from oil wealth. The amounts of money spent on Makkah 's infrastructure, the
New Holy Complex and on hotels surrounding it are truly astronomical, but also
irresponsible.

Fig.3.19
Source; Email with attached ima 0 e of 18 May 2005
,:

;,"~"

Proposed accommodation for the world's wealthy pilgrims
A proposed scheme for housing pilgrims during al-Hajj and al-Umrah, a scheme that will
displace nearby traditional architecture of Makkah. It is a scheme of overpowering scale
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From Crone and Mahmood Ibrahim it is clear that Makkah, Mina, Muzdalifah, and
Arafah were trading posts based on exchange of commodities. It was barter trade I to
make the participation in al-Hajj at all possible. However, they were also exchange-ofideas places. In particular, in the Makkah, Haram Arab architecture, Arab Muslim
architecture, rawasheen, mashrabiyaat and dribaat architectures were available that was
put on memory and subsequently reproduced as ideograms, illustrations, pilgrim
certificates, ceramics, and as architectural models and design motifs used outside
Makkah. It was a mental images-no-cost- attached -export by pilgrims from the Holy
Environment to other adjacent places and areas and to the pilgrims' hometowns well
beyond Makkah.
Makkah was a Sacred Place, which made a living

by providing accommodation for

pilgrims. Accommodation means construction of buildings and buildings represent
architecture. What Makkah identified with was a place that had produced a range of
architectures particularly that architecture which is seen today as traditional architecture.
It is emphasized by rawasheen, mashrabiyaat, a fenestration architecture and dribaat.
The same Enclave also attracted, and subsequently acquired architectural elements, which
were initially foreign to their own, such as the Maqam (station of) lbraheem, a Maqam
of Ottoman design. 13 The early Old Holy Masjid also attracted Umayyad, Abbasid and
later Ottoman architectures. This import and export of architectures imparted a sous

entendu that belongs to Makkah alone. The next Chapter details the most important
component of Makkah's urban territory, al-Ka'abah.
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Notes, Chapter 3
Rawasheen and mashrabiyaat are screened windows. Dribaat are shared alleys
that give access to a number of houses.
2

Once the pilgrims' mode of transport was the anima!')back of the camel and
donkey.
3

Robert Matthew, Johnson-Marshall and Partners' (RMJM&P) 1972 estimate
for 1991 CE (] 412 AH) was respectively for 1,200,000 pilgrims from abroad and
800,000 from within Saudi Arabia. The Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs (1986)
in their Final Project Report anticipated 2,590,000 pilgrim arrivals in 1994 CE and
3,730,000 in 2005. The Saudi Arabia Ministry of Information Affairs, Internal
Information ( 1991: 19) in At the Services of Allah's Guests, refers to 827,36 pilgrims
who arrived from abroad in 1989 CE (1408 AH). The New Zealand Embassy in Middle
East Economic and Business Update , March 2000), pp. I, refers to 1,267,000 overseas
pilgrims and 750,000 pilgrims from within Saudi Arabia, a total of 2,017 ,00 pilgrims.
The Saudi Aramco World (2002: 27) states that in 2002 CE (1423 AH) 2.371468
pilgrims participated in al-Hajj.
4

The Umm al-Qura University Library holds demographic statistical data, but
their catalogue cannot be accessed via the web, neither is there an interloan system in
existence between Saudi Arabia and New Zealand

5

39 stands for: Rock outcrop-Torriorthents mountains , rock outcrops are highly
dissected mountains and steep moderately saline to saline soils on hill sides with low
water retention. Limitations are not correctable. 5% of category 39 is suitable for smallscale farming.
41 stand for : Category 41 is similar to category 39 except that the drainage
pattern is worse than for category 39. Of category 41 , 40% is suitable for small-scale
irrigation farming.
6

20.300 ha according to 11am ( 1979: 37, Fig. l .5). The difference could be due to
the re- definition of the City's boundaries.

7

11am refers to 45 ha. The construction of the Holy Complex has let to large scale
clearing of areas of traditional Makkah architecture.

8

Atlal (1985 : 67) refers to the variation in the Red Sea climate during the
Holocene's cycle IV, in which a rise and re-establishment of normal temperatures and
fauna took place in comparison to the coolest part of the Late Pleistocene that was one
of an impoverished micro fauna, low temperatures and high salinity and a surface water
temperature of 13-14 ° C. During that time the MSL was 80-125 meters below the
present MSL. Sea levels associate with deposits of seashells that turned into marble
when subjected to the earth crust pressure. With the drop in sea levels the marbles
become exposed. Around Makkah there are deposits of black marbles with white veins,
which likely are thrust-up ones by volcanic action.
9

Sometimes this hollow is incorrectly referred to as the navel of the earth. The
latter is a European notion that originated with Plato's navel of water.
10

The routes now are identifiable by their architecture.

11

According to Linsey (1971: 35), a Babylonian text says: 'on the 14th {funar

_pliase) thegocfwas seen with thegod.. .. when the nwon anathe sun are seen w{th one
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another~ Linsey's quotation indirectly applies to the pre-Islamic cult of the sun and the
moon, and to the existence of the cosmic line-up line.
12

Visitors to Makkah came from many different directions and countries, well
before the advent of Islam. As visitors' and trade attracting center Makkah is an ancient
one. This was less so for Mina and Muzdalifah. Because of Makkah's isolation and for
visitors to find their way in and out of the city, the finding of geographical direction
became a necessity; it was star based, corresponding with geographical direction finding
on land. This manifested itself by way of a number of Miqaat, which surround the city.
13

The now demolished Maqam Jbraheem was remarkable alike to the existing
Ahmet III 9e9me (fountain), a building near the Aya Sophia in Istanbul.
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Chapter 4
4.1

al-Ka'abah as a Monadic and as an Architectural Building

Introduction and Chapter focus

Chapter 3 documented the Old Holy Masjid and al-Ka'abah of Makkah as critical
components of urban Makkah and discussed their setting in the surrounding
landscape. AI-Ka'abah itself is the most critical component of the Holy Complex.
This Chapter describes this Building as a monad, including the Building's
architecture as signified by its specialties, its construction chronology and its
dimensions and their variations, the materials used in its construction , the Building's
function and its Arab architecture.

4.2

MONADOLOGY; AL-KA'ABAH AS A MONAD

4.2.1

The Monadic al-Ka'abah

AI-Ka'abah is a Building made-up of horizontal and vertical irregular geometric
shapes whose extent is confined by boundaries created by other similar shapes. The
same applies to the irregular geometric constellation of Orion overhead . Local Arabs
used the shapes of a number of constellations and shapes known from their own
surroundings to create their architecture of shapes and surrounding spaces. These
spaces and shapes make for an al - Ka ' abah that embed the attachments, amongst other
attachments and specialties, cosmos , the anthropomorphic , notions , colours and
textures. Those make these spaces and shapes , and with it al -Ka ' abah itself, into
monads. AI-Ka ' abah itself can be perceived as a monadic construct.

To that great central area overhead al - Ka'abah , which is al-Jabar (Orion), similar
attachments , correspondences and configuration were once made. AL-Jabar
corresponds with al-Ka'abah 's floor plan via an imperfect or heteromorphic fit in that
the center post of al-Ka'abah corresponds with the central star of Orion , al Nitak. AIKa'abah's floor plan and roof are irregular trapeziums or irregular four sided
polygons; they correspond with the irregular trapezium of a/ -Jabar, which is also a

manazil with the numbers six and seven (Kunitzsch (1961: 78). From that, alKa'abah can be described as a micro cosmos corresponding with the macro cosmos
overhead connected to it by an axis mundi , an imaginary axis from al-Ka'abah
reaching into the heavens. This heavenly connection is appropriate and relevant to al Ka'abah as a Sacred Building. The other heavenly connections involve spaces created
by the walls, the floor , the roof and the ceiling of the Building. Together they enclose
cubic space connected to abutting and adjacent spaces by way of double doors and an
opening in the roof. Thus the particular way in which the shapes and spaces of alKa'abah are related and interlink to each other, the thickness of the walls, their
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roughness, the posts, the way the Building is constructed, its function, its direction to
precessed North and Canopus, and its specific symbolic content, make the Building
one of Arab architecture specific of Makkah. That content consists of attached notions,
the cosmos, the anthropomorphic, colours and textures, or the nexus. The zoomorphic
or the botanic do not attach to al-Ka'abah. As a complete whole, al -Ka'abah itself is a
monad amongst the community of monads. That community consists of al-Mataf, alHatim and the Old and New Holy Masajied or the Holy Complex that is centered by
al-Ka'abah.
As a monad and as the whole, al-Ka'abah consists of contributing entities that embed
a single or collective attachments selected from the nexus. The monad al-Ka'.::iit'llh
embeds attachments mostly as notions and stories that have been made and attached
since time immemorial. Thus to the area left of the doors, which is the Muttal::,am, and
the area and below the doors attaches an element of disfavour inherent in Arab and
Muslim culture, where the left is inferior to the right. Worshippers cling to that area
whilst praying that is suggestive of seeking approval to access the Building. This
attached notion is an historic one; the beginnings of al-Ka'abah go back some four
thousand years. The Building itself consists of nine shapes. Those are the floor, the
four walls, the roof, the ceiling, the double doors, and the staircase to the roof. The
four walls enclose a single space; the roof and the ceiling enclose another single
space.

In some Prayer rugs al-Ka'abah's four corners are emphasized leading here to a new
and poetic notion that those four corners support the flat roof of heaven, which is
al-Ka'abah's flat roof. This heavenly flat roof is represented by the constructed space
between al-Ka'abah's roof and the ceiling and is based on Surah II: 20 that refer to
the earth as a bed and heaven as a flat roof or ceiling. A similarity exists between
this roof and ceiling space of al-Ka'abah. This notion is analogous to the notion of
heaven in architecture that is attached to the dome by architects.
Further and notionally, the centre post of al-Ka'abah is the centre of the world and
corresponds with the pivot of heaven, al-Jauza of Orion. Its parapet is a Sacred
Boundary corresponding with

al-Qu 'ran 'sedges that are decorated with calligraphy

that form a Sacred Boundary. Clad with al-Kiswah (a gold embroidered cover), alKa'abah resembles a mater imaginaria. The latter infers the anthropomorphic.
Referred to in C h a p t e r 2, section 2.2. l, Letha by ( 1954: 147), although not directly
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referring to al-Ka 'a bah, di sc ussed the cosmic connection between architecture and
the cosmos by stating:

''ldeas

of sfiarina tfie yermanence of tfie universe 6y

corresyomience.

Chef hod (in Needham, 1973 : 250) made a similar connection between architecture
and the heavens. Applied to al-Ka'abah , it makes the Building a micro cosmos. These
coll ective noti ons under the Theory of Monadology make al -Ka ' abah into a monad
and the dominant spiritual monad of the Holy Complex.

4.3

AL-KA'ABAH AS AN ARCHITECTURAL CONSTRUCT

4. 3. 1 General Characteristics of al-Ka'abah
The Building, however, is also a fun cti onal one as it was used , and still un offici ally is,
to track the movement of the sun and its shadows. The shadow s casts by the Building
were important in thi s. Thus , when there is no shadow on the al-Mataf fl oo r directly
below th e Black Stone, the sun is at its daily Zenith, which varies sli ghtl y throu ghout
th e so lar yea r for that Latitud e, hence a variation in loca l praye r tim es. Loca l Zenith
sun signal s the time of th e Zhohor prayer. AI-Mataf as a flat sU1face, bes id es being the
circumambul ato ry area, served also as an area where the sun 's movement is traced by
way of al-Ka' aba h shadows , in tec hni ca l lang uage, a trace.
At Zh ohor the sun 's shadow at the foo t of Hacfjar Aswad (Bl ac k Stone) is zero.
Al-Asr, the late afternoon prayer co mmences when th e shadow cast by al-Ka ' aba h is

eq ual to the height or twice the height of th e Buildin g. The shad ow s cast by
al-Ka ' abah determin ed the times of the five daily pra ye rs. Thus the tim e of the day
was determined without usi ng tw enty-fo ur time units. In that way al-Ka ' a bah was
used functi onall y, which was done in conjunction with al-Hatim . This low
semi circular wall is about I. 25 meters hi gh can be used to track the movement of the
moon and the tw enty-eight cosmic manazils.

The Old Holy Masjid ha s surrounded al-Ka'abah, its Hatim , and al -Mataf since the
completion of the al-Waleed extension and more recently by the New Building
(Fi g. 4.1). ln the center of thi s Complex, the rites of al-Tawaf are conducted, which is
the circumambulation of al-Ka'abah, and al-Tawaf al- Wi 'da' the farewell
circumambulation of al-Ka 'abah. Al-Tawaf al- Wi 'da' are conducted after the
completion of al- Hajj or al-Umrah, which in Eliade's (1969: 43) terminology are rites
of the centre. The other rite is al-Sa 'y that consists of walking, part jogging seven
times between al-Safa and al-Marwa . The part where pilgrims do the jogging is that
part of the Safa-Marwa corridor where the ancient Wadi lbraheem crossed wacli
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al-Mew 'sa. The remainders of the prescribed Islamic rites take place outside
Makkah, in

Mina, Muzdalifah. and on the Arafah plain. Those rites are fully detailed

by Glasse (1989: 313-317) and by Aramco, Vol. 53, 2002,pp. I I.The Ararnco
description of ai-Hqji is shown below as The Steps of al-Haji.

The Steps of Hajj
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Fig.4.1
Source; Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Ministry of Information (c 1990: Map)
~~

~~

0

·j

:,

al-Haram al-Sharifein
The Old and New Holy Masajied surround af-Haram af-5'/wrifein or the Sacred Court with
al-Ka'abah in the centre. Ancient neighbourhoods, and narrow streets surround the Complex.

4. 3. 2 al-Ka'abah's Construction Chronology
The raising of al-Ka'abah on existing foundations by Haz.rat Ihraheem and his son

Ishmael is referred to by al-Qu'ran (A. Yusuf Ali, Surahs II: 127 and XXII: 26). This
places the Building in the late Neolithic era. Some 2200 years later the earliest
recorded enlargements of the Sacred Area surrounding al-Ka'abah commenced in an
area previously held as sacred by polytheists. Its extent was marked by haram pillars
(Abdul Malik, 1990: 23).
Al-Ka'abah, al-Hatim, and al-Mataf have been renovated and re-constructed a number
of times throughout their history. According to The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
Ministry of Finance and National Economy (c 1989: 96) the last two comprehensive
restoration of al-Ka'abah occurred in 1629 CE (1039 AH), followed by the 1957 CE
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(1377 AH) one. The Building's construction and dimensions are shown in Figs. 4.2-

-4.6. Its construction chronology is fully detailed in Appendix Three.
Of the Holy Complex, al-Ka'abah is a great deal older than the Old Holy Masjid.
Although al-Ka'abah has been rebuilt and renovated a number of times, the
Building's construction, as it exists to day, is a late Neolithic model; the method of
construction and the materials used in its construction have not, or little changed,
since then. The Building is a collection of horizontal and vertical irregular geometric
shapes that correspond with of Arab culture and architecture. It does not have the
architectural components such as cylindrical and octagonal columns, pinnacles,
medallions, crenulations or Manaraat. Those are Old Holy Masjid architectural
elements.
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Information , Foreign Information (n.d.:
12) states that the first renovation of al-Ka'abah, which is also the late Bani Quraish
Ka'abah, occurred in 605 CE (-16 AH). According to Glasse (1989: 454) this
happened in 608 CE (-19 AH). Abdul al-Walid al-Azraki (in Badi, 1992: 92, 94 98101) refers to four earlier constructions. He states there were eight constructions and
re-constructions of al-Ka ' abah altogether. In this Abdul al-Walid al -Azraki differs
from at-Tabari. According to at-Tabari (in Badi), al-Azraki 's fourth construction was
the first one, that one of Hazrar lbrah eem and his sun Ishmael.
The first al -Ka ' abah according to Abdul al-Walid al-Azraki (in Badi) narrative was the
Throne in heaven constructed by angels . The second was the one of Adam, the third
construction by the son of Adam, Seth, followed by the construction of Hazrat

lbraheem and Ishmael. There were four other kabaat those constructed later by the
bani (tribe) aL-Amaliqa, bani Jurham, bani Qu'say , and bani Quraish. Those ka'abaat
belong to the pre-Islamic period, except the late Qu 'raish one which covers both the
end of pre-Islamic era and the early Islamic one.
According to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Information, Internal
Information (n.d.: 62) in At the Services of ALiah's and al-Shareef (1990: 31) other
improvements of al-Ka'abah's environment were carried out in 639 CE (17 AH) by
extending al-Fina ' (the open area immediate adjacent and surrounding al-Ka ' abah . Al-

Fina ', was cleared from encroaching houses under Khalif Omar Bin al-Khattab
followed by a further clearance in 647 CE (26 AH) under KhalifOthman Bin Affan .
These dates and events occurred after the introduction of Islam. Fire swept al-Ka'abah
in 684 CE, (64 AH), according to Creswell (1969: 4) , cracking Hadjar Aswad (Black
Stone). Subsequently the Building was demolished. The development from al-Fina' to
the Sacred Interior Court or al-Sahn is further covered in Chapter 5, section 5.4.2.
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Corrections
Chapter 4 al-Ka'abah axonomctric drawing Fig.4.2.
The access lid to the roof should be on the right hand side top, thus towards the
Hatirn corner.

Fig.4.2

al-Ka'abah and its Hatim
This axonometric figure, together with Figs.4.3--4.6, displays the different components of alKa'abah and al-Hatim.
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Fig.4.3
Source; Unknown Arab Source, Makkah Room of the al-Umrah University, 1993
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Floor plan of al-Ka'abah and its dimensions in Arabic
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Fig.4.4
Source: Eduard. Schwarz based on Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Finance and National Economy (c 1989)
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Fig.4.5

Source; Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia, Finance
and National Economy
(c 1989),
Base plan enhanced by
Eduard. Schwarz

Scale 1:2()0

al-Ka'abah; dimensioned longitudinal section

l l.03>>11.22 m

<

Fig.4.6

Source; Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia, Finance and
National Economy
(c 1989),
o<tagon,d
( o!umn,

Base plan enhanced by
Eduard Schwarz

E

three

unknown depth

Scale 1 :200

al-Ka'abah: dimensioned cross section
Corrections

Chapter 4 al-Ka'abah longitudinal and cross sections Figs Fig.4.5 and 4.6.
The walls are shown as smgle ones. In reality they consist of two layers pinned together
during the reconstruction of the building in 1957. They are about one meter thick.
Further l have accepted that the height of the building of 15 meters as quoted by a
number of authors was incorrect. It is possible they were correct. The building was
reconstructed inl 975 and the building may have been lowered in that year to 13
meters.

Under the self appointed Khalif Abdullah Ibn az-Zubayr the al-Hatim area became
part of al-Ka'abah in 685 CE (64 AH). This made the Building's floor area larger.
Under general al-Hajjaj Ibn Yusuf of bani Thaqeet, al-Ka'abah was demolished and
reconstructed in 693 CE (74 AH) to dimensions of the late Quraish except for its
height, which was increased to 27 cubits (13 meters) from 18 cubits (8. 66 meters).
The earlier Bani Quraish Ka 'abah was 9 cubits (4. 33 meters). The al-Hajjaj
construction re-established a separate area once again for al-Hatim and one for
al-Ka'abah itself, thereby re-establishing the boundary, al-Hijr, between al-Ka'abah
and al-Hatim. From photographic evidence, the increase in height from 18 to 27
cubits can be observed. The wall surface between 18 to 27 cubits shows smaller
grabbo stones in comparison to the grabbo stones between O and 18 cubits (Fig.4.7).

Fig.4.7.
Source; 2004: e-mailed web page from Christchurch, New Zealand

I
-

'

The 18 and 27 cubits heights of al-Ka'abah

This photograph is one after 1993. In that year the joints were quite irregular. In this photograph they are excessively linear. This photograph also depicts the installation of al-Kiswah
on the al-Hatim side

AI-Ka'abah throughout its history has not only been affected and damaged by fire but
also by a series of floods or say ls, particularly the 1629 CE ( l 039 AH) one, which did
considerable damage. Repairs to al-Ka'abah were carried out in 1230 CE (629 AH),
in 1282 CE (680 AH) and in 1355 CE (757 AH). In 1552 CE? (960 AH?) cracks were
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found in al-Ka'abah's ceiling followed by cracks in the wall in 1621 CE'1 ( l 031 AH'?).
The 1629 CE ( I 039 AH) flood caused some of the walls of al-Ka' a bah to fall clown
and Maqam (station or stand) Jhraheem was swept away. This led to the Building's
subsequent repair under the Ottoman Sultan Murad lJI. According to the al-Haramein
Office (1993: 78) in 1858 CE (1275 AH) the ceiling was renewed and covered with
marble. Gazanfar Ali Khan ( 1905: 174) says that in 1885 CE ( 13 3 AH) the floor was
renewed with marble. All surfaces were clad with marble in the major upgrade of
1957 CE ( 1377 AH) when the whole of the interior of al-Ka'abah was restored. To
what extent is only partially known. (Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 71ze Tivo Ho!r

1i1osq11es in the Reign of the Custodian of the Two Ho/_,· 1ifosques King Falwd Hin
Ahdu/A~.i:, 11.d.: 65-77.
Also, in the same major upgrade. the roof timbers were replaced with a reinforced
concrete. This concrete slab was finished with white marble slabs replacing green
marble slabs. Below the roof. a new suspended wooden ceiling was installed of
Burma teak. The roof and suspended ceiling are between l. 35 meters and I. 40
meters apart as was the earlier one. The existing three silver or gold clad octagonal
wooden posts were renewed. Some of the older parts may have been re-used in the
upgrade. The posts support a timber beam on which the new Burma teak ceiling joists
rest according to Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (n.cl.: 74). The Tiu, lloiY i'vlm111w1 in the

Reign 0/1/u.: Custodian of the Tlt'o lloh Mos,111es King Fuhml Bin Ahclu/A~i~.

Al-Ka'abah consists of four walls. a floor and a roof and foundations. How deep the
foundations are is unknown. There have been many floods. With the floods came the
sediments, gradually filling-in a deep seated Valley and \vadi. It can be assumed that
the foundations' depth ofal-Ka'abah correspond with the approximate depth of the
Zem-Zem well which is 13 meters deep where water enters from an underground

stream. Logically al-Ka'abah's foundations would not have penetrated the
underground streambed. The actual depth of the well is 31 meters (figs.4.8--4.10).
That depth most likely was created by the continuous falling water on greywacke
rocks, creating an irregular hole of various diameters, down to 31 meters. This
happened over a long historic time period.

Due to the steady depositing of gravel and

sand the well was gradually built-up to the present -1.00 meter level, a process that
took thousands of years. In 1993 CE ( 1414 AH) three other wells were drilled just
outside the confines of the New Holy Masjid. Water was encountered at a depth of
about 13 meters in one well. The two other wells were dry (personal observation).
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Fig.4.8
Source: Eduard Schwarz 1993:Fieldwork, based on Yahya Hamza Kushak

(1983: 228).

Plan section of the Zem-Zem well at -13.00 meters
The arrows indicate the flow of water discharging into the well. The wider parts suggest
ancient paths leading to the well. The insert displays rock material from an about 13 meters
deep well drilled just outside the confines of the New Holy Masjid. At that depth water was
encountered (personal observation). Width of the small stones is approximately l O mm.

Fig.4.9
Yahya Hamza Kushak. ( 1983: Fig.120)
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Fig. 4.10
Source; Eduard Schwarz (l 998: Drawing, based on Yahya Hamza Kushak
( 1983:228).
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The Zem-Zem well; cross section
The insert (Zaki, 1986: 46) shows water flowing into the well from a water path that
corresponds with the I 3.00 meters level. All dimensions are in meters and are subject to
verification. Scale approximately l :20

4.3.3

al-Ka'abah's Construction and Materials Used

AI-Ka'abah is constructed of heavy blocks of rough-hewn grabbo laid in stretcher
bond. The grabbo was initially quarried nearby in the Harat al-Bah area (locals
maintain) and has been re-used in subsequent rebuilding and renovations. Fig.4.9
however suggest that not all stone is grabbo, but greywacke instead. The walls are
circa one about one meter thick and consist of two layers. The exterior wall is of
grabbo and some greywacke. The interior consists

of grabbo rubble that fills in the

holes and openings of the exterior wall but on the inside (Fig.4.11).
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Fig.4.11
So urce; Kin gdo m of Saudi Arabia , General Directorate (n.d .: 70)
/
~-~

.

-

al-Ka'abah's interior walls being strengthened in 1957 CE (1377 AH)
T he wall thi ckn ess co nsists of two layers of stone, lai d adj acent to each other. The tooth -li ke
stones are inserted in the inside holes of the ex teri or wall

Fro m pe rso nal o bse rva ti o n, th e ex te ri or le ngth of th e gra bbo sto nes va ry but o n
average, th ey are a bo ut 50 to 75 c m lo ng a nd abo ut 40 c m hi gh. In 1993 CE ( 141 4
A H) th e mo rta r joints we re still of weath ered w hite ce me nt (Figs . 4.12- 4.15). T hey
we re ve ry irreg ul ar du e to th e irreg ul a r fit of th e gra bbo sto nes th e m se lves. Fig.4.15
s how s w hite mo rta r j oi nts th at a re ve ry lin ea r and protrud e unreali sti call y beyo nd th e
face of ex te ri o r wa ll. T hi s linea rity d oes not fit-in we ll w ith th e ro ug h tex ture of th e
old sto nes or with th e ge nera l irreg ul a rity of a l-Ka'a ba h itse lf. The sto ne ' s ro ugh
tex ture and ve ry irreg ul ar morta r j o ints we re o bse rved a nd to uched in 1993 CE ( 14 14
A H).

A l- Ka' a bah ' s two laye red wall s va ry little in th eir o ne- mete r thi c kn esses. Ho weve r th e
parapet wall appea rs to be a bo ut half th e thickn ess of th e wall s. Whi ch need to be
ve rifi ed . At th e base of th e Buildin g th e splayed foundati o n protrudes throu gh al Mataf 's fl oo r. It fo rm s also th e rai sed surround co nsistin g of differe nt he ig hts of th e
Buildin g. Thi s surround protrudes a bo ut 20 c m beyo nd th e wall surface of al- Ka'a bah
a nd 40 c m fro m al-Mataf' s surface o n the SE side (v is ual observation ). On the al-Hijr
sid e th ose dim ensio ns a re s ma ll e r and th e surround is lower. Burckhardt (1814: 76 )
ref erred to a 25 .5 cm ( I O inches) pro tru sion above al-Mataf floor. Thi s splay consists
of part po li shed part bossed gree n marbl e slab (observed in 1993 C E (1414AH .)
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Fig.4.12 and Fig.4.13
Sources; LH image, Abdul Sheik Gafur ( l 953: Plate 27)
RH image, Kin dom of Saudi Arabia, General Directorate (n.d.: 65)

Wcathercd mortar joints and worn out stones in about 1953 CE (1372 AH)
The worn out stones suggest the use of greywacke rocks instead of grabbo. Greywacke underlies part of the Valley.

Fig.4.14

Fig.4.15

Source: Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
Ministry of Information ( 1986: Postcard)

Source: 2005: e-mailed website

Irregular mortar joints near the Black
stone

Linear mortar joints after 1993 CE
(1414 AH)
Date of the photograph unknown
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The roof once consisted of timber beams laid across the shortest distance supported
by a wooden beam itself supported by three gold or silver clad octagonal columns of
wood. Each post is placed on a three-layered marble base. The height of the marble
frieze that once clad the walls is unknown. It is possible the full height of the wall was
covered with white marble in the 1957 CE ( l 377 AH) upgrade in which all walls, the
floor and ceiling were clad with white marble. Clad with marble infers a smooth wall
and ceiling smi'ace, obtainable by plastering or a timber lining of battens. Photographs
that came to hand

in 2005 in The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia The Two Holy Mosques

in the Reign o/the Custodian o/the Ttt·o Holy Mosques King Fahad Bin Ahdu!A:J:::
(n.d.: 70) show quite the opposite.
In the past, the ceiling was of timber that must have been substantial as marble tiles
(or slabs) were fixed to them. It is reasonable to accept that all past timbers were teak
as references to teak timbers have been numerous. Folklore states that teak came
from a stranded ship in Jeddah. A green drape bangs from the ceiling, Its extent is
unknown. Possibly it drapes partially over the marble wall surface. Built into the
parapet wall above roof level and on the inside, are concrete beams to which a

Fig.4.16
Source; Esin (1963: 212)

al-Ka'abah's al-Kiswah (cover)
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The Mahmal leaving from Cairo for Makkah
Part of al-Kiswah is inside the tent like structure (litter)
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steel girder is attached that hold the rings that hold al-Kiswah (al-Ka'abah's gold
embroidered cover of silk) in place. The inside of al-Ka'abah's parapet is clad with
white marble. Al-Kiswah 's cover (and al-Burquu, al-Ka'abah's door cover) is
renewed every year at the completion of al-Hc~jj. Previously it was made and brought
to Makkah from Cairo by caravan (Fig. 4.16--4.18). To day it is made in Makkah in
the Kiswah factory.
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 are indicative of al-Kiswah 's importance. It relates to an
extensive journey and is a procession from Cairo, via the Sinai desert to Makkah .As a
caravan it was inviolate. According to Glasse ( l 989: 228) a1,Kiswah embeds the
symbolic of Beyond-Being or the Absolute. Lane ( 1967:90, 260-61,463, 2136-37),
links al-Kiswah to the veiled woman, who has already conceived but wishes to
conceal her pregnant body. He further links the grave, grave clothing, and darkness, to
the foetus, thus establishing a correspondence between perceived fertility, the earth,
the grave, and black. These correspond with the status of al-Ka'abah as a symbolic

mater imaginaria. Instead, Young ( 1993: 296) assigns to al-Ka 'a bah the role of a
bride, protected by male and female pilgrims. The Muttal::,am gains significance in
this. On the other hand, it is quite possible that throughout al-Ka'abah's history it was
felt by the locals that the Building's rough smface needed to be covered. Some
additional references to al-Kiswah are made in section 4.3.6 of this Chapter.
The concrete roof of al-Ka' a bah is flat and drains-off towards the centre of the NW
side, which is the al-S/zamiyyah side, discharging into the golden Mi::ah. Al-Mi::,ab is a
spout that drains the roof and discharges over the graves of Ishmael and Hagar in the
al-Hatim area. The two graves as marble slabs were still in the al-Hatim area in 1993
CE (1414 AH). In subsequent photographs they are absent. The practice of pouring
water over a grave is a very old one, water substituting blood, to keep the dead alive.

4. 3. 4 al-Ka'abah and al-Hatim: Description and Dimensions.
Abdul al-Walid al-Azraki (in Badi, 1992: 97, 113) mentions the late Bani Quraish
Ka'abah dimensions. He used the iron dhira as the standard unit of measurement,
which are 56. 5 cm. using this unit al-Ka'abah's dimensions would be as follows: the
NW and NE walls each 14. 15 meters (25 cubits), the SW wall l l. 32 meters (20
3

cubits) and the SE wall .11. 89 meters (21 cubits) height 15.23 meters (27 cubits) Ali
Bey al-Abassi (1814: Plate LIV) drew an 11. 45 meters (converted from Parish feet)
high Ka'abah. Burckhardt (1814: 75) mentions a height of 10. 43 meters (conversion
from French feet). Wtistenfelt in his translation of al-Azraki used the iron dhira as the
standard unit, as did Badi in 1992 CE (1413 AH) equating the cubit with 56. 6 cm.
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Drawing-on Abdul al-Walid al-Azraki 's and on WUstenfeldt's annotated records of
1858 CE ( 1275 AH), Lane ( 1973: 169), and Rutter (1928: 219) refer to al-Ka' abah 's

height in feet which when converted amounts to 15 meters. Wen sinck (1941 : 236) al so
refers to 15 meters. However, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia , Mini stry of Fin ance and
National Economy, (c 1989: I64), refers to a height of I 3 meters. When converted to
dhiraat that amounts to a dhira of 48 .14 cm, an old fo re arm length . It appea rs

Wiistenfelt introduced an incorrect conversion that subsequentl y was acce pted as valid
by a number of authors who wrote on al-Ka' abah and the Old Holy Masjid.
Accordin g to Saudi Arabi a Mini stry of Finance and National Economy, (c 1989: I64),
and Fi g.4.4, the Ka'a bah's outsid e dimensions inclu sive of the marbl e surro und are 12.
63 meters INEs ide l, 11.22 meters ISEs ide l, 13. 10 meters ISW sid e ! and 11. 03

meters INW side). The height measured fro m the a l-Mataf is 13 meters (the
constructi on draw in g refers to 12. 95 meters) (See Fi gs.4.6-, 4.5 above). The Abdul al
Wal id al-A zra ki (in Badi , 1992), W ii stenfelt ( 1858 C E / 1275 AH), Lane ( 1967 CE I
1387 AH), Rutter ( 1928 CE I 1347 A H) and We nsink ( 1942 CE I 136 1 AH) dimen-

sions are thus at va ri ance with those of the Mini stry of Finance and Nati onal
Economi cs (c 1989) and with those of Rasc h ( 1980: 15).
Rega rdl ess the diffe rent dimensions and in consistencies quoted by the di ffe rent
so urces, what ex ists is a Building that consist a number of hori zontal and verti cal
irreg ul ar geometri c shapes that fo rm a shape close to a cube, with wa ll s of substanti al
thi ckness. AI-Ka'a bah then is not simpl y a cube as C reswell ( 1969: I and Rogers in
1976: 147) have sa id in their di sco urses (Fi g.4.19). By calling it a cube, ignorance sets

in about the immense importance of the Building to Muslims and its sy mboli c
conte nt, fo r exampl e that one of gender and Sac redness both noti ons that makes the
Building into a monad.

<

Fig.4.19

Source; Creswell
( 1969: 1 and Rogers,
1976: 147)

The staircase is in the
centre; access to the roof is o n
the E corner. North is goin g
throu gh the same corn er.
None is correct. Rogers
imitated thi s di agram.

Creswell's and Roger's al-Ka'abah
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4. 3.5 Uncertainties of al-Ka'abah's Dimensions and Plan Inconsistencies
Wi.istenfelt annotated Abdul al-Walid al-Azraki, but how accurate was al-Azraki? He
died in 864 AD (284 AH), which means that during his lifetime the al-Hajjaj Ka'abah
of 692 CE (73 AH) was in existence. The Building was not renovated during his
lifetime. The extensions of al-Fina' were carried out respectively in 639 CE ( 17 AH)
and 647 CE (26 AH) thus well before he was born, yet he described them. That
description is an annotated one confirmed by Badi who examined al-Azraki' s multi
annotated manuscript. Badi (1990: 104) refers to Dar al-Kutub and az-Zahiriyyah as
annotators of al-Azraki's book but has not supplied the dates when the manuscripts
were annotated. These annotations are in addition to previous annotations by
annotators (in Wi.istenfelt). As an annotated record it was again annotated by alKhuza'i in 992-93 CE (382-383 AH) and by Rushdie Malhas in 1967 CE ( 1387 AH).
The earliest European translation of al-Azraki was written abridged by Wi.istenfelt in
1858 / 1964 CE (1275 / 1384 AH) who incorporated also al-Fasi's, al-Fashiki's and
Qutb 'Un-din annotated works. What thus exists is an annotated upon annotated work
which Grabar ( 1985: 2J) has referred to as a fictional account, confirmed by Badi
(1992: 100) who accused al-Azrakt of inventions. This is reinforced by the drawings
produced by Abdul al-Walid al-Azraki (in Bacli) of al-Ka'abah. They do not
correspond with to-day's Building dimensions (Figs.4.20, 4.21).

Fig.4.20
Source; Abdul al-Wal id al-Azraki and MS Leiden Or 424J374
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An annotated copy of Abdul al-Walid al-Azraki's al-Ka'abah of c 850 CE
This is an annotated record by Rushdie Malhas of 1967 CE
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Fig.4.21
Source; Badi (1992: 165)
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Badi's interpretation of al-Azraki and annotators of al-Ka'abah drawing
Thus, no origina l copy or copies ex ist written by Abdul al-Wa lid a l-Azrak i him self.
What ex ist to day are descriptions of al-Ka ' abah th at lack technical detail and a
Building that is made glamorous with poetic and selective Sufi narrati ve of Samar
Akkach ( 1990: 305) and Snodgrass ( 1990: 1-7 and 410-424) . For example, Akkach,
quoting lbn Arabi, refers to the angels in heaven who c ircumambu lated the Throne.
Badi (] 992: 92) , using al-Azraki as a base, advanced a simil ar narrative; al-Ka'abah
was the Throne in Heave n. Badi also refers to al-Ka'abah 's height being 27 cubits,
whereas Samar Akkach ( 1990: 305) refers to al-Ka ' aba h' s hei ght as 27 cubits and 28
cubits when the parapet is included. That he ight he relates to a Divine Order ma kin g
use of lbn Arabi's Sufi philoso phy . Snodgrass (1990: 413) discussed al-Ka'abah in a
simil ar manner s upported by th e wrong or incomplete al-Qu 'ran refe rences.
Sufi sts , Samar and Snodgrass employed a narrative that is biased in favour of the
mystic of their description of al-Ka'abah's architecture in line with Sufi poetic
narrative and the interpretation of to-days architecture under the umbrella of
hermeneutics . Badi (1992: 108) maintained :

. . . af-ql.zraf:£ was the first yerson tfiat initiated tfie 6eginning
in th.e studies

ef th.e use ef drawings

ef arch.itectura[ h.istory ...

However, the drawing shown in Fig.4.20 is not a drawing that conveys critical
architectural data of al-Ka'abah. Further, a drawing on vellum of 820 CE (205 AH) of
the St Gall Monastery (Pesvner, 1960: 49) preceded the drawing of al-Azraki's alKa'abah of about 850 CE (236 AH) . Badi has accepted and based his thesis on the
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Old Holy Masjid construction chronological data that are of a doubtful nature, and
ignoring Grabar's (1985: J-7) negative comments on al-Azraki. It would make the
three authors post-orientalists in Said ' s (1978) view. They attached to al-Ka 'abah a
range of qualities, the Building does not have.
These inconsistencies are less pronounced when it comes to the plans of Ali Bey al Abassi 's and Burckhardt. Both plans were respectively published in 1814 CE (1230
AH) and 1822 CE (1238 AH). Bey visited Makkah in 1807 CE (1222 AH) and
Burckhardt in 1814 CE ( 1230 AH) . Possibly Burckhardt was aware of Ali Bey's
drawings. Yet the town plan of Makkah produced by Burckhardt (or his publisher) is
more accurate than Bey's plan aithough Burckhardt was not a good draughtsman and
not technically trained . The Burckhardt plan within reason corresponds with to-day 's
street pattern. For Bey there is no such excuse. He was a trained surveyor, yet hi s
drawings contain a number of inexcusable mistakes. For example, he drew an elevenmeter high al-Ka'abah , the manaraat he drew , were similar to an old Cairo Mosque
and bear no relation to the reality. His town plan of Northern Makkah is distorted.

4. 3. 6 The Geometric Ka'abah; al-Kiswah and Stones of al-Ka'abah
The exterior of al-Ka'abah is covered by al- Ki.s wah (see Fig.4.16) and empha sizes
the upward direction of the Building. It makes the building appear higher than its
width. Yet, the height of 13 m is only one meter more than its 12 m length embedding
an optical illu sion , which is confirmed by quite a number of photographs. On the face
of it, al-Ka'abah looks like a cube, in reality it is not.
This geometric visual perception of the Building is further enhanced and quite clearly
defined by its parapet, which forms a Sacred Boundary defining a Sacred Area.
Although the Building has no dome, it attempts to reach the heavens , symbolically
and poetically. This sets-up an axis mundi that links life on earth to life hereinafter,
somewhere in a heavenly mansion (manazi[), which can be accessed by the symbolic
staircase, located in the NE corner of the Building. It is closed-off with a door.
Symbolically and poetically they are the steps to heaven, a feature that Eliade (1969:
45-47) has extensively commented on for other religious buildings.,<4f
5

The door opening of al-Ka'abah is covered with a veil or al-Burquu (Fig.4.22) that is
attached to al-Ki.swah, reminiscent of the veiled woman . Its importance to the Muslim
world is undeniable in that one was given to the United- ations for permanent display
(Aramco World , 1992: 18). In the weaving process of al-Kiswah, only the right hand
is used indicating the importance of the right in Arab and Muslim culture.

When al-

Ka'abah is visually perceived as a whole, the geometric shape is the dominant feature,
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softened by al-Kiswah which itself is a masterpiece of gold embroidered textile
design. Al-Kiswah is an integral part of al-Ka'abah's architecture, reminiscent of the
Tabernacle· s tent curtain and other ancient structures. where curtains were used to
demarcate holy areas and segregate the sexes.

Fig.4.22

Fig.4.23
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia .
. ) Ministry of Information

al-Burquu

The Black Stone

4. 3. 7 The Black Stone and al-Ka'abah's Doors
There is little doubt that al-Hae/jar r'a11w11i and ul-ffwljur ul-Aswad (Fig.4.23) were
important stones in pre-Islamic times and still are. !-ladjar Yo111w1i is touched by
many, but seldom kissed, al-Hae/jar al-A.nrnd. 'the Pearl of Paradise', is both kissed
and touchecf uy both men and women. Islamic scholars cite the myth of al-ffadjar

al-Aswad having been once white in colour, before it turned into black. This indirectly
aligns with the importance Arabs attach to black and white. Generally. it is accepted
that al-Ka'abah and the Black Stone are synonymous. One is simultaneously the other.
One cannot be seen without the other. In that sense they are a 111irza111 (non-identical
twins) and with it the monadic sets in.
The Black Stone is located on the South -East corner of al-Ka'abah. It is the dominant
node of the overall Sacred Area and it points towards the rising sun. Its oval opening
is about I. 45 meters up from the al-Mataf marble floor. Al-!-ladjar Yamani is much
smaller. The stone is cemented into the Southwest corner; and is about 1.00 meter up
from the al-Mataf floor. It points towards the noon sun and the favourable winds.
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Al-Hadjar Yamani is red and black held together by three silver lodes at the top of the
stone.
The interior of al-Ka'abah is accessible by way of two sets of double doors that open
inwards, inferring a portal opening. The front double doors have been illustrated,
described, and photographically recorded by many sources always in the context of
their finish, never as a construction by itself. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry
of Information Affairs; Internal Information (n.d.: 74), At the Services of Allah's

Guests, states that the present door surface is clad with gold. Previously it was gilded
or copper (personal observation during a visit to the Kiswah factory in Makkah in
1993). The double doors (Fig.4.24) of al-Ka'abah, Bah al-Ka'ahah, are on the al-

Maa 'sa side. The sill is I. 97 meters above the Mataf level. At one stage, the door
was at al-Mataf level, but it was placed higher because of the Valley's repeated
flooding. This must have lead to a back-fill of about I. 97 meters above the present
level of al-Mataf. The composition of the fill is only locally known.
Muohammad and Salina Samar (l 998: 50) say that the sill height is 2. 00 meters
above the Mataf level and the door width as c 2.75 meters. In al-Haramein Offi'ce
Special Issue (l 993: 78) states that the sill height is 2.25 meters above al Mataf's

level. They further state that the door width is 1.68 meters. Again, there are a number
of inconsistencies.
The positive aspect of al-Ka'abah is that it was an architectural model

to a very

limited degree. It was, and is, however, quite influential as a design motif to decorate
prayer rugs, carpets and fabrics. This aspect is dealt with in Chapter 7.
Fig.4.24 Source; LH image, Mohammad Abdul Rauf ( 1978: 593).
RH image, Abdullah Abdul Sheikh Gafur, 1953: 32)

al-Ka'abah's double doors
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4. 4

THE QIBLAAT SYSTEM

4. 4. 1 Geographical Axes, al-Qiblah, and the Qiblaat System
C hapter 3, Fi g.3. 12 introduced the cosmic lin e-up line, an imaginary line which is an
axis betw een the ri sin g oval moon on the Wadi lbraheem side and the settin g sun on
the Jabal Omar side. The same line comes into ex istence when connecting the rising
sun with the setting sun . Supe rimposed on/of al-Ka 'abah floor pl an it is also one of its
di agonal s. It connects the SE corner, the al- Hadjar al-Aswad corner to the

W

corner, and the Jabal Omar corn er of al-Ka'a bah. Thi s same diagonal is also one of
the ancient locati on axes of al-Ka' abah (Fi g.4.25). The other ancient location ax is is
one between precessed North and Canopus. Thi s cosmi c line-up line a nd the
di agonals were roots fo r the findin g of geographi cal directions. Later a worl dw ide
Qiblaat system came into ex istence, a system introduced in Chapter I section 1.2.2.

But whereas the ancient location axes are dive rgin g ones, al-Qiblah radi als conve rge
onto al-Ka'aba h and are Sacred. The diverging ones are not, they are geograph ica l
axes embedded in compass roses.
The di vergin g axes th at start fro m al-Ka' abah's corners to Egy pt, Sy ri a, Iran and the
Ye men augment the ancient locati on axes. In Persian mini atures they are respective ly
ca ll ed the Egy ptian, Syri an, Persian and Ye men corners (rukun), Factually the re are
millions of di vergin g axes poss ibl e corresponding with millions of

locati ons on thi s

Ea rth. As geogra phi c non-sac red axes they connect wo rld wide locations to
al-Ka' abah (Fig.4.26).
In Makkah, the ri sing sun , on occasions, can not be seen as a disk when shrouded in
clouds, but is seen as a radiant di sk with widely spread radia ls that cover the sky over
al- Ka'a bah and the Makkah Vall ey (Fig. 4.27). Those radi als poin t to different
geographical locations, such as regions and countri es. T he sun as a radi ant disk has no
equ als; it is a pronounced and impressive cosmic feature. It is therefore quite
possibl e that the sun as a radi ant di sk may have served as a prototype o rientati on
compass that initi ally created a fo lkl ore di scipline of geogra phic directions findin g.
Thi s happened well before Islam that accords with the Arab News (8 June 2005) that
stated that settlements in wadi Fatimah date from 750.000 BC. Thi s wadi with its
three-fold pattern (Fi g.4.28) c uts across the Northern part of Makkah . O ther
archaeological finds in the same area were referred to Chapter 3 section .3.3 .1.
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Fig.4.25 Source; Eduard Schwarz based on Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of
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The two ancient location axes of al-Ka'abah
Fig.4.26

l

Diverging lines from al-Ka'abah to different countries
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Fig.4.27

l

.. _,
The sun as a radiant disk, its radiant pattern
_..

O ne locati on ax is is al-Ka "abah cantered . T he other is sun cantered. as are the sun's radials.

Fig.4.28. Source; Eduard Schwa rz ( 1996: Drawing, based on
Mohammad Sa ' id Farsi , 1986:42)
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The threefold wadi pattern and al-Ka'abah's location axes
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Other geographical directions come into being when one is facing the ri si ng sun
(facing with one's back a l-Ka'a bah 's black stone). Doing so the left hand and arm
points towards the North which is al-Shams or Syria and the Caspian Sea, the la nds
where the cold winds come from , Arabs say, and where it is dark , a darkn ess which is
black corresponding with the left direction . Anything to do with th e left in Arab and
Muslim c ultures assoc iates w ith things not so good, with in-auspi c io us ness. Standing
in the same position the ri ght arm and hand faces al-Yamaniy (th e Yemen)
correspo ndin g with the a uspi cio us, th e ri ght direction, and the land s of the full sun ,
the South where the fertile winds come. Subsequently th e following correspo nd ences
ex ists:

Right / right arm and hand / sun I white / auspiciousness / al-Yamaniy
complemented by

Left / left arm and hand / no sun / black/ cold/ inauspiciousness / al-Shams
There is however, a strea m of oth e r, also invisible axes that converge o nto
al- Ka 'a bah 's centre posts for twenty-fo ur hours per day. They are Qiblaat that
assemb le into a rather fluid but worldwide Qiblaat system. Qiblaat can be used as
geograph ica l axes. That system is fluid because the numbers of co nvergi ng Qiblaat
are not static. Worshippers world wide and the Mihraab of individual Masajied
throughout the world form Qiblaat. Qiblaat are apparent stra ight lines. In rea lity,
they are c urved due to the earth's curvature. It is a syste m ex istin g of un eq ua ll y
s paced longit udes and latitudes that are centred by al-Ka'abah. It is a n o ld ce ntred
system th at

makes use these days of th e modified Mercator grid , thus of Latitude

and Longitudes, when establi shin g th e correct Qiblah. The number of Masaji ed

Qiblaat is fairly constant. Worshippers ' Qiblaat are less constant a nd o nl y co me into
ex istence during th e five times pray per day a nd then only for the durati o n of the
prayer. Further the da ily co mpul sory prayers co rrelate with local Zenith Sun. The
prayer times, for example for Wellington, Auckland or Dunedin correlate with
minute local Zenith Sun time differences c reatin g their own very fin e time zones
betwee n these three cities within the sta nd a rd inte rnational time zone for New
Zealand (- 12 UTC).
Not all prayers are co nducted in the Masjid. Masajied are Buildings that a re
permanently connected to Makkah and al-Ka'abah via their Mihraab. A considerable
number of people pray at home , in other places and in the street. In doing so, they
must face Makkah and al-Ka'abah. If a s pecial room is set-aside for that purpose then
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one wall of that home or other venue becomes a Qiblah wall usually labelled by
calligraphy or another sign. Another way of indicating the direction to Makkah is by
an arrow on the ceiling or on the floor (see again Chapter I, Fig. 1.6). This is often
done in public spaces. Some Qiblah referents to Makkah are simple and some are
quite elaborate. Here design comes in . Whether the Qiblah direction is a wall itself, a
mark on the wall or on the ceiling, all set up a permanent connection between the
Prayer designated space and Makkah and its al-Ka'abah. Facing Makkah and alKa'abah is an al-Qu 'ran requirement.

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Finance and National Economy (c 1989:
169) states that there are 110 arched openings of the Old Holy Masjid of the interior
facades that face al-Ka ' abah As such, they are Mihraab with Qiblaat of which most
face al-Ka'abah obliquely rectified by the person who occupies the opening whilst
praying The Mihrab-like openings of the Old Holy Masjid as design are

elaborated

on in Chapter 6, section 6.3.2, Fig. 6.12. Essentially the linearity of the Old Holy
Masjid is at odds with the requirement of facing al-Ka'abah in concentric circles.
That oddness disappears the fu1ther the Masajied and line-up circles (sujuuj) are away
from the centre. Mosques well away from Makkah that cannot face Makkah use lines
(sufuuj) that run parallel with the their Qiblah wall

People facing al -Ka'abah for Prayer generate irregularly spaced concentric circles
and a radial pattern of straight lines , also irregularly spaced. For the linear New Holy
Masjid introducing a floor plan pattern consisting of series of concentric circles, the
sufuuf has solved this problem . The latter are equally spaced apart parallel lines along

which worshippers line-up during prays. This pattern is superimposed on the floor
plan of a linear and modular building and on its adjacent open spaces (Fig.4.32). The
concentric circles are made of 10 cm wide strips of black marble. These sufuuf are
inserted in between white marble slabs that are one meter long. During al-Hajj this
area can take one million prayees.
Finding Makkah and al-Ka'abah involves setting-up a Qiblah. David, A, King
(1999: 47) refers to the Qiblah as a Sacred Direction. The study of direction to
Makkah has been a discipline exercised by mainly lslamised ethnic groups li ving
outside Arabia, but also by non-Muslims. The 16th and 17th Century Persians, but
also others, are known for their Qiblah diagrams and related prayer timetables that
simultaneously indicate geographical direction. Many western institutions during the
colonial era acquired these. As an example, the forty-sector scheme of Ahmad al-
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Sharafi al-Safaqu- si 's Sea Atlas (in Bruce, 1981: Drawing and in David King, 1986:
55)) is superimposed on a thirty-two-division compass rose. Bruce's diagram is an
al-Sharafi' copy with European names (Figs. 4.29--4.31) divided in forty sections.
Forty is a number that correspond with happy occasions in Muslim culture.
There are also two extant copies, one from the Bibliotheque Nationale France (ms.
Paris B. N. F. ar. 2278, fol. 2 v) and the other at the Bodleian Library, (MS, Oxford
BL Marsh No. 294, Yol.2v). In the latter document the Syrian corner is on the NE
corner, in the former document it is on the SE corner. The two extant copies have
been reproduced in David King (1989: 55). In this Tunisian Atlas 1al-Ka'abah is
misrepresented. The Building has been made into a square so the diagonals would
intersect at the centre; neither is al-Hatim in the correct location. It should be on the

NW side.
Such inconsistencies are now being eliminated. Computer programs are available
these days that establish the Qiblah and Qiblah angle and pray timetables from any
point on this earth (Monzur, 1994:www.starlight.demon.com.uk) (see Appendix

Four). These computer programs take the !earth's curvature into account, whereas
before a flat map was often used to obtain the Qiblah angle between a Mosque or
another venue and al-Ka'abah. The difference between the obtained angles can be
large, depending on Latitudes (Figs. 4.33, 4.34). Almost all Qiblah computer
programs are based on Azimuth, Elevation, cosine angle and Declination of the Sun
(Naval Observatory Washington, D.C.,

Fig. 4.29

~~c...:..:_~~-'-"'-'-'-==~-'-'-

Fig.4.30

Source; King, David, A. ( 1989: 55) based on Ahmed a_l-Shara~i. al-Safaqusi's Atlas

Two copies from the 16th Century Ahmed al-Sharafi al-Safaqusi's Sea Atlas
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Fig.4.31 Source; Bruce (198 I: Drawing)

al-Qiblaat from different countries

al-Qiblah pattern abutting al-Ka'abah
Each path across the concentric rings is a Qihlah. The dark colours are Prayer carpets
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Fig.4.33 Source; Eduard Schwarz (2005: Labelling, based on computer programs
anAtlas and on www.starli 0 ht.dc111o.com.uk
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A Mihrah is an architectural element, which connects a prayer space (wherever it is
located in this world) with a Qiblah that terminates at al-Ka'abah's centre post. A

Mihrab and its Qiblah establishes an architecture involving direction. All
Mosques have a Mihrah; a Mosque is Mosque when its Mihrab faces Makkah. This
can be achieved in a number of ways. A Mosque in total may follow the boundary
lines of the street in which it locates. Such Mosques usually do not and cannot face
Makkah. But facing Makkah whilst praying is a must. Thus if the Mosque cannot face
l\1akkah. the prayer areas themselves or the sujiw/musr. The latter run parallel with
the Qil,lah wall. If there is sufficient site space available, all or parts of the Mosque
can be made to face of Makkah. Under those circumstances, the prayer areas
invariably face Makkah (Figs. 4.35~4. 38).

Fig. 4.35
Source; Eduard Schwarz based on a NASA satellite image

Qiblaat follow the .Earth's curvature
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Fig. 4.36
Source; An oblique Aitoff (equ al area) projection Qiblah radi als
by Eduard .Schwarz (2002)
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The worldwide al-Qiblah system
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Fig.4.37 Source; Eduard Schwarz ( 1989: Photograph)

The one entity; Mihrab and Mimbar of a Mosque on Jeddah's foreshore
Note that the single lamp is in the center of the arch, a symbol extensively used in the
decoration of the buildings of Islam

Fig.4.38
Source; Eduard Schwarz ( 1988: Photograph)

I

The Mihrab and Qiblah of the Ponsonby Mosque in Auckland
in 1988 CE(1409 AH),
based on a flat map
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When a collection of adjacent Mosques and other Buildings of Islam of one city or a
town face Makkah the street along which those buildings locate will point in the
direction of Makkah. In that sense, the street becomes a Qiblah radial. In Cairo this
is a pronounced feature (Fig.4.39). It is even more pronounced for cemeteries. As the
feet of the body in the grave must face Makkah, the pathways between the graves
become Qiblah radials. This applies to all Muslim cemeteries worldwide. Other
Muslim cities in which part of their street pattern face Makkah are Baghdad, Basra,
Kufa, Taif and Riyadh. This feature of streets being Qiblaat can be used in assessing
whether a city is a Muslim one or once was a Muslim one or is a Muslim
neighbourhood of a city.

9

Qiblah directions inherent in old Cairo's streets
Most Mosques and palaces of this map face Makkah in toto. Consequently the streets do also.
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Fig. 4.40

Source; Makkah Development Company ( 1986; Proposal)

Fig.4.41

Source; al- Shareef ( 1990: Proposal)

~•

Proposal for high-rise pilgrim accommodation and housing in radial central
Makkah in accordance with the overall plan of Makkah
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Proposal for low-rise pilgrim accommodation and housing in radial central
Makkah in accordance with the overall plan of Makkah
The 19th Century European street maps Makkah by Bey, Burckhardt and Hurgronje
do not refer to streets being Qih!ah radials, but some were in Makkah North.
European or Arab authors were not concerned with that aspect. They were interested
in the city's streets and those buildings and houses, which they thought, played an
important role in the establishment of Islam. When Bey in 1807 CE / 1222 AH,
Burckhardt in 1814 CE / 1230AH travelled to Makkah there were no plans available
(Hurgronje used Burckhardt's map in 1885 CE / 1303 AH). There was thus a need to
produce street and nodes maps. These maps indicated geographical features such as
names of districts, major roads, streets and buildings important of Islam, fortresses,
palaces, wells and the mountains, which enclose the Makkah Valley. By portraying
the location of these features the extent, but not the detail, the extent of the urban
district became known.
This not recognized feature assumed overwhelming importance in the planned
development of Makkah. Under the Makkah Region Comprehensive Development
Plans (1985) it was decided to redevelop central Makkah like a compass rose with
streets and pathways as radials, also Qihlaat, pointing to al-Ka'abah in the centre
(Figs.4.40 -- 4.42. Those areas were free from traffic when under internationally

impact traffic free pedestrian areas became popular.
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Although Bey, Burckhardt and Hurgronje

produced street maps,

observe the detail, the al-Qiblah direction inherent in clusters of
cemeteries. The

they did

not

buildings and

paths between these buildings and cemeteries were Qiblah radials

and by definition monads as Sacredness attaches. Bey before he went to Makkah,
went to Cairo, but also failed to recognize this remarkable feature. Embedded in old
Cairo's street pattern and its cemeteries are Qiblah radials pointing to al-Ka'abah
the most Sacred Building and the most dominant monad surrounded by other monads
, the city's urban elements, its cemeteries and the Old Holy Masjid. This Building is
detailed in the next Chapter.
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Notes, Chapter 4
The measurement used was the forearm length of 48.1 cm, which makes for
heights of 4. 33 meters (9 cubits) and 8. 66 meters (18 cubits).
2

The Ministry of Finance and National Economics (cl 989: 96) states that
floods occurred in 1196 CE (593 AH), 1223 CE (620 AH), 1369 CE (771 AH), 1399
CE (802 AH), 1460 CE (863 AH), 1462 CE (867 AH), 1466 CE (871 AH), 1514 CE
(920 AH), 1563 CE (971 AH), 1629 CE (1039 AH), 1645 CE (1055 AH), 1662 CE
(1071 AH), 1795 CE (1208 AH), 1871 CE (1278 AH), 1907 CE (1325 AH) and 1909
CE (] 327 AH). Badi, 1992: 114) states that damage was caused to al-Ka'abah by the
1040 AH (1626 CE) flood. The last flood occurred in 1974 CE (1394 AH).
The illustrations produced by Abdul al-Walid al-Azraki of the Ka'abah are as
incomplete as those produced for the Tabernacle (Plaut, 1981 :5).
4

Gans-Ruedin (l 973: 293), manufacturer of carpets incorporated a type of
staircase into the designs of prayer rugs, which are reminiscent of the mosaic of the
Beth Alpha synagogue near Galilee (Cambell, 1973: 205).

5

There is an Arab linguistic correspondence between al-Burquu and al-hurqa,
the veil Muslim women wear covering their face. The head cover is the hzjah.
6

Sale (1734: 13,15), Wherry, (1882: 40-43), Rutter (1928: 257,258), Doughty
(1964: 549,563), and De lacey O'Leary ( 1979: 195,196) have all referred to stone
worship. Although no worshipping of stones takes place now, there is still a tendency
to draw spiritual strength from al-Had.Jar al-Aswad.
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5

The Old Holy Masjid as an Architectural and Monadic Construct
Frontispiece Chapter 5
Sources; Muohammad and Salina Samar (cl 998: 96)

The Monadic Old Masjid in 1993 CE (1414 AH)
Numerous elements make for the overall design. To the columns auach the notion of the long legs o f
the camel and acredne s that support the arch. Those noti on make the co lumns monads.
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CHAPTER
5.1.

5

The Old Holy Masjid as an Architectural and Monadic
Building

Introduction and Chapter Focus

In the previous Chapter al-Ka'abah as an architectural and monadic construct was
examined. The entity 'al-Ka'abah' re-appears as abutting and adjacent ka"abaat
forming the floor plan of the Old Holy Masjid (Fig. 5.1, 5.2). This Building however
has a number of other features and attached notions that al Ka'abah has not. For the
Old Holy Masjid those are number series inherent in the columns" spacing, forming
special column patterns. the polished marble columns. the heavy octagonal columns
of shumaysi stone. the Arab dome. the crenellations and the medallions. This Chapter
focuses on those elements. It further details the Old Holy Masjid's construction
chronology. the materials used in its construction. the Building's function and its
architecture. For want of more reliable data, the construction chronologies adopted in
this Chapter are those of Abdul al-Wal id al-Azraki (in Badi 1992) (see Appendix

Two).
For orientation purposes the sides of the Old Holy l'vlasjid referred to in this Chapter
are: NW is the Dar al-Nachm side, '.\/E is the Bal, Nahi side, SW is the Bah

/hralzeem side and SE is the Bah al-Safa side (see Chapter I. fig.1.9).

Fig.5.1
Source; Eduard Schwarz based on Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Ministrv of finance and
Economy ( c I 989: no pp.)
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Fig.5.2 Source; Eduard Schwarz in 2005, based on Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
Ministry of Finance and Economy (c l 989: n.p.)
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The Old Holy Masjid's floor pattern, enlargement of one module of Fig.5.1
The octagonal columns are about 90x90 cm. Cylindri cal columns are from 50 to 70 cm in
diameter. This fig ure is symmetrical. In reality column spaci ng is irregular.
5.2

HISTORIC PLANS OF THE OLD HOLY MASJID

5.2.1

Some Old Holy Masjid Historic Plans

T he physical entity of the Old Holy Masjid is clearl y of great signifi cance spiritually
and emoti onall y to mil lions of peopl e, mostly as pil grims. Plans, diagrams and
representation s of the O ld Holy Ma sjid have been produced in a wide variety of
forms. For example, the first person to produce a sketch of three modules of the Old
Holy Masjid has been Abd ul al-Walid al-Azraki (Fig.5.3). He knew an O ld Holy
Masj id that was built unde r the regimes of the Abbas id Kh alifs Mohammad al-Madhi
and Musa al-Hadi in 778-781 CE ( 16 2-16'.'.> AH), a Building that existed durin g hi s
lifetime.
However, al-Azraki not only covered th at extension, he also covered extensions,
constructions and re-constructions that were bui lt before hi s birth. Some elements
were correctly assessed by way of inscri ptions, but most would have come from
hearsay and invention. Hi s record is not very accurate archi tecturally, as evidenced
by hi s sketches of the column footings, column s pacing, and column patterns of the
Old Holy Masjid (Figs.5.3, 5.4) but also of al-Ka 'abah (see Chapter 4, Fig.4.20).
They are at va ri ance with th e reality. Nevertheless, Official Saudi Authori ties use
Abdul al-Walid al-Azraki's chron ologies, which in turn a re based on ACE
Engineering documents of c l 989, (in al-S hareef, 1990; Fig.1.10) and Aramco ( 1999:
26).
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Fig.5.3
Source; Abdul al-Wal id al-Azraki and MS Leiden Or 424,f. 996

Fig.5.4
Source; Eduard Schwarz based on Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Finance and

Economy
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. _One _module of the Old Holy Masjid in 2005
This figure 1s symmetrical. In reality column spacing is irregular
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Besides the al-Azraki sketches, plans of the Old Holy Masjid have been produced as
pilgrim certificates and miniatures and as orthographic, isometric and as perspective
drawings and also as designs in fabrics such as carpets and Prayer rugs. However,
despite the Building's fundamental importance, the most extra ordinary thing is that
the Building's portrayal is often inaccurate. For example, the Bruce drawing (see
Chapter 4, Fig.4.3 \:), itself based on a Persian pilgrim certificate, shows al-Ka'abah
as a square, whereas it is an irregular trapezium (or a four sided polygon). Secondly,
the 1717 CE ( 1130 AH) Relandi perspective showed the Bab Ziadah 'sand Dar alNadwa arcaded side of the interior court consisting of forty portals, instead of the
actual thirty-six I and thirdly Hurgronje in his 1886 CE (1304 AH) plan showed
respectively thirty-seven and twenty-seven arcaded openings an error that was not
noticeable in the German translation (1889: Plate Grtindriss) by showing the roof
plan only.
On the other hand the same drawings and representations were influential in the
designs of other Buildings of Islam and are useful themselves in tracing the
chronological development of the Old Holy Masjid. Thus from Relandi it is known
that the interior court facades of the Old Holy Masjid were already domed with Arab
domes in 1717 CE ( 1130 AH). The 1807 CE (1222 AH) drawing by Ali Bey shows
the sa me domes thus indicating that no change had occurred in between th ese two
dates. From Ottoman records it is known that the domes were introduced in 1571 CE
(979 AH). 2

The 1947 CE ( 1367 AH) Egyptian Survey Department (Cairo) plan became available
in 1993 CE ( 1414 AH) (Fi g. 5.5) . It accurately indicates the ex tent of the Old Holy
Masjid inclusive of the location of its columns, manaraat, entrances, dimension s and
abutting buildings. From this same Survey Plan, the al-Madhi and al-Hadi plan of 778
CE ( 161 AH) and 780 CE (164 AH) is visible in outline. In this plan the Sacred Court
was extended in such a way, it placed al-Ka'abah once more in the centre of the
Court. Previously it was quite off-center. Al -Ka'abah itself was not touched. Under
the Ottoman Sultans Suleyman Selim II and Murad Ill this design was re- modeled in
1571-1576 CE (979-984 AH) on the Dar al-Nadwa and Wadi lbraheem sides
(Fig.5.5 and 5.11). Dar al-Nadwa and Bab lbraheem were integrated into the Mosque
proper in 897 CE (284 AH) and 918 CE (306 AH) during the reign of the Ottoman
Khalifs al-Mu'tadid Billah al-Abassi and al -Mugtadir Billah al-Abassi .
The first drawing using a drawing technique taught by the Paris Ecole Polytechnique
that to day is known as technical drawing was the one by Ali Bey al -Abassi (Fig. 5.6).
It is a rectangular drawing and differs from the 1947 drawing by the Egyptian Survey
Department (Fig. 5.7).
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The entrances in Bey's plan are numbered and are separately labeled in a schedule
(l 807: 75,Vol. 2, Plate Lill and Fig.5.8). Subsequent authors, for example , Ferguson

( 1893 : 537), Burton ( I 893: 195, 295), Sale ( 1900: Plate), Zwemer ( 1929: 84) and
Bloom ( 1987: 52), all used and re-used Bey ' s plan but re- numbered and or re-named
the entrances. Lane (1883 CE / 1301 AH) used Bey ' s plan textually . An Arab
drawing of about I970 CE (l 390 AH) , introduces entrances that are linked to districts
thus Bab Ali became Bab Suwq al-Lail and Bab Ziadah, became Bab Qa 'iqu 'an. Both

Suwq al-Lail and Qa 'iqu 'a11 are inner residential areas (haraat) of long standing. A
number of gates on the Ma'asa side of the Old Holy Masjid were linked to older
tribes, for example to the Qu 'raish. Bab Nabi once was an alley , that of Zu gag al-

Attarin, the Prophet used when entering al-Fina' from hara Su wq al-Lail where he
lived. Bab Nabi and Bab Djama 'iz (Bosworth , 1991: 160) were used to bring in and
carry away the dead from the Old Building for burial after the janazah prayers at
night. To-day's Bab Nabi is still used for that purpose. It is distinctly labeled in blue.
Like the Arab drawing, the Egyptian Survey Plan also refers to personalities, tribes,

haraat, gates and abutting buildings such as Bab lbraheem, (the gate where a tailor
domiciled) bani Hashim (the tribe of Hashim), Bab Madrassah (the gate of the
religious school) and Bab-Salam (the welcome gate).

Muohammad and Salina

Samar (1998: 60) used Bey ' s plan to explain the architecture of the Old Holy
Masjid's although the 1947 CE (1367 AH) Egyptian Survey (Cairo) Department's
drawing was available. Bey's plan itself is at variance with the Egyptian Survey
Department' s plan.
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21

20

Floor plan of the temple of Mecca, called El Haram
(Bey's phrase and spelling)

Sal e used thi s pl an and
numbered the entrances one
ahead of Bey. Bey's no.38
is Sale's no 39
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Fig.5.9
Source ; Muhammad Sadiqe Bey , an 1880 photograph (in Badr, 1997: 22)
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The Holy Complex of the Ottoman Sultans Suleyman Selim II and Murad III
photographed in 1880 CE (1298 AH)
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Fig.5.10
Source; Hurgronje (1885: Photograph)

Aerial view of al-Haram of 1885 CE (1303 AH)
Photograph was likely taken from Masjid Bilal up Jabal Qubais

and therefore Muoammad' s and Sali na Sa mar's account on the architecture of the
Holy Mosque is parti all y impa ired because of its use of Bey 's pl an, yet Bey 's plan 1s
useful in its description of columns and entrances and their vari ous locati ons at
different stages of its constructi on over historic time.
T he first photogra phs of the Building were taken by Muhammad Sadiqe Bey in
1880 CE ( 1298 AH) (in Badr el-Hagi, 1997 CE / 141 8 AH) foll owed by Hurgronj e in
1885 CE ( 1303 CE) (Figs. 5.9, 5.10). Photography has made it possibl e to achi eve a
greater acc uracy in recording what was there, what was not anymore. Id eall y thi s
photography should be supported by detail ed drawin gs. The latter are not readil y
availabl e.
5.3

MONADOLOGY; THE OLD HOLY MASJID

5.3.1

The Monadology of Shapes and Spaces of the Old Holy Masjid

In Chapter 1 , section l. l.2, the Theory of Architectural Monadology was explained
and linked to Jung and Kerenyi ' s 1954 CE (1 374 AH) ex pansion of theory of Leibniz 's Monadolgy of 17 14 CE ( 1126 AH) in Chapter 2, section.2.2. 1. It differs from
the Theory of Architectural Monadology that essentially deals with shapes and
spaces that embed attachments. To the Old Holy Masjid's spaces and shapes attach
the anthropomorphi c, the zoomorphic, the botanical, notions, stories, colours and
textures either individually or collectively. These confi gure and correspond with
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simi lar entities. Because of these attachments the Old Holy Masjid's shapes and
spaces are monads. Thus, the architecture of the Old Holy Masj id is not only
expressible, functi onally, structurally, aesthetically, material -wise, but also
monadically. The specific shapes and spaces of the Old Hol y Masjid are those of the
Arab domes, the crenellations, the pinnacles, the medallion s, the columns and column
patterns. Each of those is an entity by itself carrying attachments. As such they are
monads that collectively make for the larger whole that is the Old Holy Masjid itself.
Other attachments poss ibl e are for exampl e those of a numerical order based on the
expansion of Leibniz's Theory by Jung and Kerenji ( 1951 :24-27). Th ey maintained
that three-foldness is four-foldnes s, and that three is four. This is extenda ble into a
theme of ' three is simultaneously is four is simultaneously one ', or vice-versa, a
numerical order that applies for exampl e to the Old Holy Masj id 's two longer
facades that consist of nine bays each. Each bay is an entity consistin g of three
cylindri cal and two octagonal column s. In thi s entity, two columns may be perceived
as three coiumns and the nine bays simultaneously as one, the one facade. This theme
changes when looking at the arched openin gs. Three cylindrical columns and two
octagonal columns read, as fi ve is one. When looking at the arc hed openings
themselves they read 'one is two or three or fo ur. These entiti es cannot be seen
without the other. Puttin g it differentl y, the two octagonal columns and the three
cy lindrical columns form a community that belongs to the larger commu nity of five
columns. They are inseparately bonded as a des ign.
In the past attachments were and ha ve been made to the Old Building's columns'
shapes and spaces. These can be removed and substituted with new attac hments. T he
past attachments were zoomorphi c and botani cal ones. Under Lane' s etymology, the
column was a 'camel's leg', but new notions are that th e column is 'a log
belonging to a fo rest of trees' or the column is an 'unrolling palm tree frond ' . Those
are not unreali sti c noti ons as the columns appear to be wood grained and their capitals
are plant-like. With those attachments the columns as shapes surrounded by space
become monad s.
Other hi storic noti ons that attach to the Old Holly Masjid's shapes and spaces are for
example those of the Arab domes. Traditi onally, in Byzantine and Ottoman
arch itectures, domes represent 'heaven'. Subsequently , the col umns are supports that
hold-up that heaven, itself a new notion. Another religious notion of Islam is that
mountains hold down the mantel of the earth . This notion can be applied to the Old
Holy Masjid's columns; they are additional pegs that hold down the mantel of the
earth . According to Lane's etymology, the arch is the woman sitting astride on the
camel. This notion transmits to the columns and the dome and vice-versa. The
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combined new notion s, say that four came l legs or four palm tree trunks support one
dome. Or the domed roof of the Old Holy Masj id i s held-up by numerous camel legs
or that the Buildin g is a Hajji mana:il. All make th e Building into a larger whole and
a dominant monad but not as dominant as al -Ka 'abah spirituall y.

5.4

THE OLD HOLY MASJID, A CONSTRUCTED ARTIFACT

5.4.1

Construction Chronology of the Old Holy Masjid

Obviously, the Bu il ding i s not on ly a monadic one. It is also a structural one; the
columns carry the weight of the roof. T o do so successfull y they must be strong
enough, a function of slenderness, to withstand buckling. The load-bearing surface
must be large enough to accommodate the ma ximum allowable compress ion. Those
thin gs will have had quite some influence on the Building 's shape and detail
throughout its hi story of renovati ons.The Old Holy Masjid has been subject to man y
renovati ons and extensions (Table 4) . The last renova ti on was undertaken in 1571 1576 CE (979-984 A H), und er the Ottoman Su ltan s Soleyman Selim II and Murad

!!! , { Es::~ . ! 985: 228). Tl,e renovati on superseded the 647 CE (26 A H) Othman lbn
Affa n desi gn. the 685 CE (66 A H) the Abd ull ah l bn az-Zu bayr des ign, the work
carri ed under th e Umayyacl Kha/if Abel al -Mali k Marwan that consisted of ra ising of
the wa ll s of the Old Holy Masjicl in 694 CE (75 A H). covering the ce ilin gs of the azZubayr extension wit h tea k and the cladding of the column capitals with gold

( Fi g.5.11 ).
Further extensions we re carri ed out in the 709 CE (9 1 AH), the Umayyacl Kh alifa lWaleecl lbn Abdu l Malik the 756 CE ( 139 A H) Abbasi cl Kha/if Abu Ja 'fa r al -Ma nsour des ign. the 776 C E ( 160 A H) Abbasid Kha/if\' Mohammad al- Mahdi and Musa
al-Hacli designs. the 897 and 9 I 8 CE (284 A H and 306 A H) Abbasid Kha/ifs
al-M u' tadid Billah and al - Mugtadir Bi ll ah additions and the 1207 CE (604 A H)
Mamluk Sultan al - as ir Faraj l bn Bargouf renovati ons necessary because fire and
fl oods had destroyed the arcades and col onnades on the Suwq al-Saghir and al-

Ma 'asa sides. Under the al -Mu ' tadid extension Dar al-Nadwa became part of the
Mosque. A I-M ugtadir added an area to the M osque, whi ch was located betwee n tw o
houses that belonged to Z ubaydah th e wife of Harun al - Rashid. It in vo lved the
shifting of Bab lbraheem , also know n as Bab Kheyatyn , outwards and the
demoli shing of Bab al- Ha:urah and Bab Jamah (Muohammad and Salina Samar, c
1998: 50)
In the above chronology a fundamental difference occ urs, that is both the Mini stry of
Muni cipal and Rural Affairs ( 1992: Poster) and Muohammad and Salina Samar
(c 1998: 44) exclude al- Wal eed from any extensions. Muohammad and Salina Samar
state that in 709 CE (9 1 AH) al-Waleed renovated the Old Holy Masjid but not
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Fig.5.11
Source; Aramco World ( 1999: 26, based on ACE Engineering c 1989
and al-Shareef, 1990)

Chronology of the Old Holy Masjid's construction
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No

Year

Description

6

1

604AH

al-Fina' extension by
the Quraish

2

638 CE
(17 AH )

al-Fina' extension by
KhaLif Omar Ibn
Khattab

646CE
(26 AH )

al-Fina' extension by
Khal~f Osman Ibn
Affan

3

No

684CE
(65 AH )

Extension by self
appointed Khalif
Abdullah azZubair.
Colonnades and
columns constructed

5

694CE
75AH

Enwalling of azZubair' s extension by
Khalif Malik Marwan

709 CE
(91 AH)

Description
Columns and
colonnaded
extension by
Abbasid KhaLif alWaleed Ibn Abdel
Malik

7

754CE
(137AH)

Extension by
U mayyad Khalif
Ja'far al-Mansur.
First manaraat
(al-Umrah) built
on the NW corner

8

777
CE
(161 AH)

Colonnaded
extension by
Umayyad Khalif
Mohammad alMahdi and Musa
al-Hadi AlKa' a bah once
more in the center
of the Holy
Complex. Three
more manaraat
added.

and
780 CE
( 164 AH)

First colonnades and
columns introduced

4

Year

9

897 CE
(284 AH )

Extension under
Umayyad Khalif
al-Mu 'tadid
Billah. Dar alNadwa becomes
Mosque proper.

10

918 CE
(306 AH)

Extension under
Umayyad Khalif
al-Mugtadir Billah
al- Abassi
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Fig. 5.12
Edu a rd Sc hwa rz (2 005 : Coll age b ase d o n Kin g do m of Sa udi Ara bi a,
Ministry of In fo rm ati o n , c 19 8 9 pl a n a nd Mu oh a rnm ad a nd S alin a S am ar

••

~\~

~

Octogonal shuma) i columns
Cylindrical col umn s of pol ished
marble

The region of Abbasid columns also co ntains
non-Abbasid columns

.~

111'(/\-/o _.. :_;.n.)~~~ ~\.:

..:.-lfw

-r~"""J\~l/\/4 ~ .1\l~/lirt.ii
The different columns, column capitals and column bases
of the Old Holy Masjid
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expanded it. Yet a wall picture, observed in 1993, at the Hadj Research Center at the
Umm al-Qura University in Makkah refers to an al-Waleed extension. In the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Ministry of Information (n.d.) Expansion of a/-Harame_\'11
al-Sharifeyn, al-Waleed is not mentioned. A poster by the same Ministry does not
mention him either, yet the same Ministry (n.d.: 62), in At the Services a/Allah's
Guests, states that al-Waleed was involved, an extension which occurred in 685 CE
(66 AH). Badi (1992: 122) states that al Waleed did not extent the Old Holy Masjid
but demolished the work of his father, Abdullah Ibn Zubayr, contradicted on page 128
where Badi refers to an al-Waleed extension. Aramco (1999: 26) and al-Shareef
(1992: Fig 1.10) also refer to an al-Waleed extension.
Referred to in Chapter 1, section 1.5.2 this thesis has incorporated the al-Waleed
extension and maintains that the heavy columns of the Old Holy Masjid. rebuilt and
relocated under the Ottomans were introduced by al-Waleed. Badi ( 1992: 49)
referring to Mas'ude, the historian who died in 9.56 CE (346 .AH), maintained that the
Abbasid Kha/if al-Mutawakkil, who reigned from 846-862 CE (232-247 AH).
introduced a new type of building, that is Abbasid architecture, a continuation of
Umayyad architecture, known for its heavy appearance The first such a building was
the Dome of the Rock (Q11bhat a.,-Sakhrah) in Jerusalem, constructed under the
Urnayyad Khali/Abd al-Malik lbn Marwan in 688 CE (69 AH), al-Waleed's father.
AI-Waleed thus was familiar with heavy construction previously carried out by his
father. Of the al-Waleed and al Mahdi and al-Hadi designs a number of arcades,
colonnades. columns and arches, rather scattered, arc still in existence today
(Fig.5.12) .. Where, and what. is unknown except for those who have access to the Old

Holy Masjid's plans. A Karachi engineering firm has recorded them.
More extensions were carried out during the respective regimes of the Urnayyad and
Abbasid Kho/if,. and the Ottoman and Marnluk Sultans. However, there are
differences in the chronological data on the Building's construction. Thus
Muohamrnad and Salina Sarnar refer to an 894 CE (281 All) al-Mu'tadid al-Abassi
extension whereas al-Shareef ( 1989: 31 and Aramco l 999: 26) state that the extension
occurred in 897 CE (284 AH) corresponding with Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Ministry
of Information, Internal Information (n.d.), in At the Services of Allah's Guests. All
sources agree on the 918 CE (306 AH) date of al-Mugtadir al-Abassi addition.
The 1571-1576 CE (979-984 AH) renovation under the Ottoman Sultans Soleyman
Selim II and Murad lll saw the introduction the camel hump type domes, the Arab
dome. Muohammad and Salina Samar ( 1998: 51) state that Mi mar Simm the architect
was involved. Esin ( 1985: 225-242) also refers to Sinan, but as the designer of the
Interior Court only. Esin (1963: 179) quotes Mehmed Thaw~ as the executor of that
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desi gn. Yet, in 1963 Esin referred to a Mehmed Aga as the executor of the renovation
of the same Interi or Court using Sinan's plan. T hat renovati on li kely consisted of
building a two-tiered oval al-Mataf of green and white marbles with black patches of
marble in some pl aces. In that sense Mimar Si nan got in volved supported by
Goodwin 's ( 1993: 122 and 123) chronology. There is a gap in Goodwin 's
chronological account of Sin an's work between the years 1569- 1576 (979-984 AH).
It is possible that a recent trend has developed to link Mimar Sinan to the Ol d
Building, infe rring a Building with more status.
The crenell ati ons of the Old Holy Masjid seen today ap pea r to be of al-Mahdi's time,
thus of c 850 CE (236 AH) and are made of stone. It is possible they may be of an
earli er date. The domes are constructed of bri ck and pl astered extern all y and
internally. The Saudi Arabia Ministry of Info rmation, Info rmati on Affa irs; Internal
Info rmation (n.d.), in Al the Services of Allah's Guests, states that sin ce KhaiifalMu ' tadid Billah's renovati ons, no change occurred until the 1571 CE (979 A H. This
was the reconstructi on of Ottoman Sultans Selim II and Murad Ill that disp laced the
decorated teak two layered ti mber roofs (Kingdom of Saud i Arabia, Mi nistry of
Info rmation) with Arab domes, constructed of bricks.
T hu s to day we still obse rve some minor parts of the construction of al-Mahdi and
al-Hadi of 78 1 CE ( 16 1 AH) that was upgraded in 1207 CE (604 AH) under the Burji
Mam luk Sul tan lbn Bargo uf ma inl y on the al-Saghir side. T he al-Mahdi and al-Hadi
des igns fo llowed past constructi on and architectural style that must have been a
mi xture of az-Zubay r's, al-Waleed and the al-Mansur' s designs with ceili ngs of
decorated teak. The timber roofs and ceil ings were replaced with Arab domes. Jn this
hi storic process the column capitals changed fro m gold or gilded ones or non-g ilded
to Ottoman ones. Creswell and Abd ul al-Walid al-Azraki (in Badi) also refer to
gilded column capitals.
From 1576 CE (984 AH) unti l 1955 CE ( 1375 AH) the building with its interi or
facade of Ottoman architecture remained unchanged. However the heavy octagonal
columns are not in harmony with tradi tional Ottoman archi tecture but akin to the
Mansur and al-Waleed des igns. T he al-Waleed Old Holy Masj id was started 7 1 I CE
(9 1 AH). The column design is close to those of the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem.
The column shafts are of poli shed marbl e, fini shed with a Corinthian ty pe of capital.
T he Old Holy Masjid's interi or cy lindri cal columns capitals are sim ilar but of a lesser
fini sh. Likely it was al-Waleed who introduced the Old Holy Masj id 's heavy and
octagonal columns, a heav iness influenced by the heav iness of exteri or of the Dome
of the Rock. T he octagonal columns constructed of shumays i stone are not
representative of Ottoman archi tecture. Further, the cy lindri cal columns of poli shed
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marble of the Old Holy Masjid bear no relationship to the cylindrical Ottoman
column capitals that make-up the interior front facade the Old Holy Masjid. 3
Commenting on the shumaysi columns Esin (l 985: 229) says that to every three
marble columns a fourth 'ornamental' column was added in the 1571-1576 CE
renovations, from stones that had been cut from the solid rock of shumaysi. Esin
does not refer to heavy columns. As the Building had already acquired its maximum
length and width nothing could be added to it. In fact, Muohammad and Salina Samar
(1998: 46, 56) maintain that the 1576 CE (984 AH) extension was somewhat smaller
than the previous one. This infers either a replacement of cylindrical columns with
shumaysi stone columns, which would have involved a complete, rebuild of most of
the Old Holy Masjid. More likely a number of existing Abbasid heavy columns were
demolished and their shumaysi stones re-used to build new columns of shumaysi
stone in new locations. Some would have been left untouched. Some shumaysi stones
would have been quarried to construct new columns and replace damaged stones of
the older columns. There is no certainty whether the earlier Abbasid heavy columns
were octagonal , although the present ones are.4 Thus, the Old Holy Masjid then has
had a long history of reconstruction . The most drastic one has been the adaptation of
the Old Building's exterior perimeter with the New Building's interior perimeter.
From personal observation the open space surrounding the Holy Complex was still
under construction in I993 CE ( 1414 AH) (Fig. 5.13).

Fig.5.13. Source; Muohammad and Salina Samar (c 1998: I 06, I 07, 164)

The 1994 CE (1415 AH) completed Holy Complex
The picture on the left depicts the roof of the new Building. The picture on the right depicts
the open area at ground level adjacent to the Safa-Marwa corridor. Superimposed on the Holy
Complex is a pattern of concentric circles or sufuuj (rows) consisting of black marble
highlighted by red carpets (dark colour in this photograph).
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5.4.2

The Old Holy Masjid; From al-Fina' to al-Sahn

According to G.R.D Kin g ( 1986: 24) under Orthodox Khalif Uthman l bn Affan in
646 CE (26 A H) the co nstructi on of the Ol d H oly M asj id started by erectin g arcades
around al-Fina' confirmed by ( Bad i, 1992: 123, 124).

oth ing is known about the

type of column s used. Those authors assert that the O ld H oly Masjid bega n by the
erecti on of the Affan colonnade on the al-Ma 'sa side. contradi cti ng Bloom,
( 1989: 52) w ho shows an extension on the Suwq al-Saghir side. T his Chapter ad heres
to the view that the ex tensio n occurred on the al- Maa 'sa si de.
Accord ing to Abdul al -Wa l id al -Azraki (in Badi. 1992: 123) unde r the se lf appointed

Kha/if A bdull ah l bn az-Zubay r i n 684 (65 A H) a roof, inferring arcades and columns,
was constructed. In 7 11 (93 A H ) under A bbasid Khalif al- Waleed arcades were also
constructed, inferri ng the use of colu mns, (a l-S hareef, 1990: Fi g. I. I 0), confi rmed
by the Bosworth

( 199 1: 147) w ho refers to ga ll eri es built around al-Ka'abah.

T heir construction or hei ght is unknow n. Badi and al-Azra ki did not desc ribe w hat
the col umn s were li ke. o r w hat they were made off.
T he O ld H oly Masj id that exists today bega n w ith a peri sty le of colon nades, or
arcades. that in 1955 CE ( 1375 A H) varied from one to five bays deep, the bays are
approximate quadril aterals. T hi s peristyle created and defi ned an i nterior open space
that is the Sacred Co urt or a/-Sa/111. Esi n ( 1985) says that this area was renovated in
c 1573 CE (c 981 A H). What was renovated, Esin does not state . However, the date,
w ithin reason. accord s w ith L ane 's ( 1973 : 142) accou nt that states that al-Mataf's
upper step, a large flat area. was laid-out in marble in 1573 CE (98 1 AH), T he two
tiered ova l al -Mataf rema ined in exi stence up to c 1957 CE ( c 1377 A H) when i t was
rep laced by a fl ush su tface of w hite marble, the al -Mataf.
T he Old Holy Masj id 's arcades, peri sty les and colonn ades have been depicted since
the 17th century in a num ber of fl oor pl ans together w ith it i ts entra nces by the
di ffere nt sources and authors menti oned above. W hen the constructi on of the
Building started. al-Fina' w as a fl at and a 5 meter wi de paved area of marble that
surrounded al- K a'aba h on its fo ur sides. It was the ea rl iest circumam bul ation area,
or al -M ataf, under Isl am. In 647 CE (26 A H) under Khali/Osman l bn Affan

al-Fina ' was enwall ed w ith a l ow wall of fi ve cubits in height. H ouses, accordi ng to
the 1986 Makkah D evel opment Plan surrounded al-Fina'.

In between the houses

were narrow and wi ndin g al leys that gave access to it. Constructed accesses and
entrances of the Old Holy M asjid graduall y di splaced these. What the des igns were i s
not know n.
Over time al-Fina' became bi gger until it reached the stage of an al-Sahn, the larger
interi or court, that one of the O ld H oly M asjid. The fin al ex tension was brought
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about under Abbasid Khalifs Mohammed al -Mahdi and Musa al Hadi between
778- 78 1 CE ( 16 I - 164 AH) who extend ed the Sacred Court on the Wadi Ibraheem
and the Dar al-Nadwa sides, placing al-Ka 'abah once more in the center of the
extend ed al- Fina' (Bad i, 1992: 127). The court beca me an irregu lar four-sided
polygon in which the crenellated facad es defined , and define, the extent of the Sacred
Court, creating a Sacred Boundary. The chamfered corners of al-Salm were
introduced between 1955 CE (1375 AH) and 1957 CE (1377 AH ) (Figs.5.14, 5.15).
Almost all of the Sacred Co urt is taken up by the renewed 1957 CE ( 1377 AH) alMataf that is the circumambulatory area with a diameter of 64.8 meters. The area is
skirted by 2.5 meters walkways on the al-Shamiyyah and the Wadi lbraheem sides
(ACE Engineering c l 989: 165). Its area inclusive of the wa lkways is 4154 square
meters and it can accommodate 14,000 persons during al- Hajj.
AI-Mataf's upper step was laid in marble in 1573 CE 98 1 AH) (Lane, 1973: 142).
The lower step and the area between al-Ka 'abah and al-Hatim were laid in marble at
an earli er date. T hus al-Mataf was two tiered. Both th e lower and raised part wi:..,e
irregul ar ovals. The new circular Mataf consists of one flu sh area of whi te marble
made up of a series of concentric circl es. It occupi es most of the Sacred Cou rt. An
expanded concentric circle pattern covers all of the Holy Complex. Thi s was not
always so. The extent of the old Mataf has been indicated by Qadr ( 1965: 98) 5 and
by Relandi

in a I7 I 7CE ( 11 30 AH) isometri c non-dimensioned drawing that also

showed a number of small er bui ldin gs.
The edge and rim or the upper step of the old Mataf was once occupied by a number
of buildings and other fixtures. They were the Maqaam of the Imams of Maliki,
Hanbali, Shafa'i Hanafi Maqam lbraheem, al-Madje11, the Mimbar, the steps to al-

Ka'abah' s doors, Bab Sha'ba, and the Zem-Zem House. Adjacent, but outside thi s
upper step were two domed square buildings, Qubbat el Abbas and Qubbat el Saab
(Relandi, 17 17: Drawin g). All those structures located inside the Sacred Court.
Outside this court many buildin gs abutted the Old Building. On the al-Ma'asa side
was a curved street, al-Ma'asa, which dipped in the center. It was di splaced by the
two storeys Safa-Marwa corridor in 1955 CE ( 1375 AH ). A l-Ma'asa itself was a wadi
that discharged into the larger Wadi lbraheem As a street it was mostly used by
pil grims undertaking al-Sa'y. It was al so a shopping street used by pil grims who
bought reli gious souven irs, gold and jewellery. By 18 14CE ( 1230 AH), the street
was a prestigious one occupied by fo ur to fi ve storey lodgin g houses accommodating
and catering for pilgrims. At ground fl oor level were the shops. From al-Ma'asa
narrow lanes (zugag) in between pilgrim lodging houses lead to the Ma'asa side
entrances of the Old Holy Masjid.
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Fig.5.14
Source; Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (1988: n.p.)

Sa'ud extension
2
al-Mataf 1
Source; (2004: Web

al-Mataf 2
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5.4.3 The Old Holy Masjid's Columns
The arched and domed colonnades of the Old Holy Masjid consist of tw o types of
columns: the irregular octagonal and the cylindrical ones. Whil e the former are heavy
in appearance, the latter are not; they rest mostly on chamfered square marble bases.
Their hei ght inclusive of the capital is 4 .85 meters (Kin gdom of Saudi Arabi a,
Mini stry of Finance and Nati onal Economy, c l 989: 169). According to Abdul alWalid al -Azraki (in Badi , 1992: 132) the column height of the al -Mahdi and al-Had i
design was 5.60 meters. Whether thi s includes the column capital Badi does not say.
The present column height including the column ca pital is 4.25 meters. If the 5.60meter dimension is correct, the al -Mahdi and al-Hadi design was hi gher, a poss ibili ty
as the building had a doubl e roof co nstructed of teak timber. Between the roof and the
ceilin g was approx imate space of 1.55 meter. The columns were held together with
timber beams laid on top of the arches and in between arches at the same height
from fl oor level. The arches may have bee n simil ar to those of the later Ottoman
designs of Selim II and Murad Ill.
Most of the irregul ar octagonal columns rest on octagonal bases of shumaysi stones
and are circa 90 centimeters wide. Th e height of the fa cade octagonal columns
correspond s with the height of the facade up to the crenell ati ons, approximately 9.80
meters. T he height of the interi or irregul ar octagonal columns correspond s with the
height of the cylindri cal columns thus 4.85 meters. Some irregu lar octagonal
columns measure 2 meters long x 1.20 meters wide, they are irreg ul ar polygons, and
some of these ha ve also built-in arched openings. Likely these types of columns were
once pa11 of the old entrances. Although Bloom and al Azra ki refer to square columns
al-Azraki did not di sc uss the al -Mahdi and al-Hadi Old Holy Masj id 's column s and
their capital s in detail (Badi ( 1992: 136).
Column capitals and bases and al so the locations of the red and black columns are
shown in Figs. 5.16--5.26. The columns are close together; they create the impress ion
of a forest. Their cl oseness conceals the entrances and exits from a direct vi ew.
Because of the use of vertically veined marbl e, most of the Old Holy Masjid 's
cylindrical column s appear wood grained. The wood grain of some co lumns is more
pronounced than on others. Those columns that do not show that grain are invari ably
of granite. They stand out because of their whiti sh, grey-black, black and red colours.
Inherent in the Old Holy Masj id 's column patterns are patterns that consist of
irregular tri angles, rectan gles, hexagons and abuttin g and adj acent kabaat. These
embed directions th at spread from the center and form radial patterns. The octagonal
column s embed eight directi ons. When linked to heaven nine directi ons come into
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existence, corresponding with the Shi'i Islam that knows nine heavens. Sunni Islam
knows seven heavens corresponding with the seven layers of the rainbow.

Other

geometries inherent in the Old Holy Masjid are the irregular four sided polygon
Sacred Cour{ the circle, the square and the octagon inherent in the columns and
column bases. the ma11araa1, the sphere of the Arab domes. the circles that decorate
the exterior arches as medallions. There is further the horizontal banded pattern over
the arches of the court facades and one now demolished exterior wall between Bah

'Ali and Bab Abbas, both three portal entrances.

Fig. 5.16.
Sources: Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Ministry of Finance and National Economy. (c
1989: no pp.). Column numbering by Eduard Schwarz in 2005.
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The Old Holy Masjid's floor plan as an index
for the column figures used below
This image of the Old Building is one with adjusted exterior perimeters ;ind the new al-Mataf.
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Fig.5.17 Sources; Source: Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Finance and
National Economy, (c 1989: no pp.). Labeling by Eduard Schwarz
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1993 CE (1414 AH) record of columns, columns capitals and medallions
Using the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia's plan, together with field notes. three types of
medallions were observed (they arc shO\\·n also in fig ..5.19). The facade columns arc of two
types, the muqarnas one and the triangular one.

Fig.5.18
Sources; Saudi Arabia !Vfinistry of Information (cl 989: no pp. and Stierlin, 1996: 12)

An Old Holy Masjid and a Dome of the Rock (Qubbat as-Sakhrah) column
On the left is a column of the Old Holy Masjid with a palm frond capital similar to that of the
Dome of the Rock.
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Fig. 5.19
Source; Mohammad Amin (1967:73)
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Part of the Old Holy Masjid's facade, Dar al-Nadwa side
The Dar a!-Nadwa side of the Old Holy Masjid. The black column in this figure indicates
geographic North. The facade column pattern is one of a triangular (T) capital in the center
flanked by two muqarnas (M) col urnns. From the arches once lamps hung.

Fig. 5.20
Source: Goodwin ( 1993:221,
Plate 212)

Fig. 5.21
Source: Kiel (1990: 438 and Plate XVI 2)
•
·

"

The Siileymaniye Masjid in Istanbul,
Tabhani courtyard, a muqarnas
capital
This Mosque was built in 1551-1558 CE
(959-966 AH). The muqarnas capital in
this illustration is similar to the Muqarnas
capped columns of the Old Holy Masjid's
front facade of 1571 CE (979 AH)

Mustafa Bey Mosque,
Macedonia,
a triangle capital
This Mosque was built in 1519 CE (925 AH).
The triangular type of column capital in this
illustration is similar to the triangular capped
columns of the Old Holy Masjid's front facade
of 1571 CE (979 AH)
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Fig. 5.22

S o urce: Kin gdo m of Sa udi
Arabia Mini stry of Information ,
Riyadh , c 19 89.

In thi s fi g ure th e pa lm fr o nd
capital is used as a column base. It
is pl aced o n a typ ical sq uare a nd
c hamfered ma rble base. T he use
of what normall y is a capital, as a
colu mn base is atypical. T here are
five of such colu mns located near
the Yamani entrance.

A column base 1, of the Old Holy Masjid

<

Fig.5.23

So urce ; Kin gdo m of Sa udi Ara bi a
M ini stry of Info rm ati o n , Ri yadh , c
1989

A ty pi ca l white ma rble cy lindri cal
column pl aced o n an atypi cal bl ack
gra nite base. The surro undin g fl oor is
of bl ack and white marbl e. Previo usly,
the fl oo r was o ne of basalt co bbl e
sto nes acco rdin g to Rutte r ( 1928 :
Photograph)
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Fig.5.24
Source; Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Ministry of Information, Riyadh, c 1989

l

An octagonal column

A typical irregular octagonal column of bossed shumaysi stone. The height of each stone is circa l 5
ccntimctcrs, the joints being of black mortar. According to a photograph by Rutter they were plastered
in 1928 CE (1347 AH).

Fig. 5.25

-

Fig.5.26

Source; Kingdom of Saudi-Arabia Ministry of Information, Riyadh, c 1989

A column base 3
There arc two types of bases for the cylindrical columns, one is cylindrical, and the other is a
chamfered square one. This figure depicts the cylindrical column on a cylindrical base, which
transforms into a square as it reaches the black marble floor surface. The strap between the cylindrical
part and the chamfered square base is a hinged metal strip connecting the base to the column. The joint
between the marble surface and the metal is lead filled.
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5.4.4

Domes, Crenellations, Colours, Pinnacles and Geometries

The Old Holy Masjid was entirely built under the regime of Islam, whereas
al-Ka'abah was not. The Old Holy Masjid has a number of features, which are
unrelated to those of al-Ka'abah and which typify the Old Holy Masjid as a Building
of Arab Islamic and Muslim architecture connected to Umayyad and Abbasid and
Ottoman architectural elements. Those features are the domes, the kabaat patterns
that embed in the Old Holy Masjid's floor plan, the irregular geometric patterns
created by the octagonal and cylindrical columns, the horizontal banded pattern of the
interior facades the slightly pointed arches, crenellations, the pinnacles, medallions
and colours (Figs. 5.27--5.33). Al-Ka'abah typifies Arab architecture, which was
detailed in Chapter 4.
The domes facing al-Salm are of the Ottoman Sultans Selim II and al-Murad III
designs, the Arab domes referred to in Chapter 1, section I. I. I. At the base they are
square with substantial rounded corners and pitched at the top that is finished with a
pinnacle. The difference between this dome and the Ottoman one is that the Ottoman
dome has either a hexagonal or octagonal base. With some exceptions the domes of
all other colonnades in the Old Building are shallow ones, little more than bulges
made of brick.
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Fig.5.28
Source; Vooht-Golklnil

ttoman dome on an octagonal base surmounted by a pinnacle
Part of the Sultan Suleymaniye complex in Istanbul

Fig.5.29
Sources; left image, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Ministry of Pilgrimage and Waqaf and
Mohammad, Tahir, Abdul Qadr ( 1965: 311 ). Right image, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
Ministry of Information, 1990, Riyadh (n.d.: no pp).
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Fig.5.30
Source; Eduard Schwarz ( 1996: Drawing based on the Kingdom of Saudi-Arabia
Ministry of Information, Riyadh, c 1989)
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Interior court facade; the Arab domes, medallions, crenellations and a
horizontal banded pattern of stones
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The banded horizontal pattern of the
exterior wall between Bab 'Ali and Bab
Abbas emphasized by the crenellations
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The horizontal banded exterior facade between the Bab 'Ali and Bab Abbas entrances
was further emphasized by crenellations. This is less so for the banded horizontal
pattern of the interior facades as the arched openings dominate this pattern
(Fig. 5.32) off-set by the linearity of the rows of domes and the crenellations. The
Building's crenellations resemble those of figurines or vases and have been imitated
in many Buildings of Islam such as Masjid Sultan in Singapore and the Quba Masjid
in Madinah. Mostly the crenel lation s have no significant colours.
In Arab cu lture black and white are the dominant colours. All present colours of the
Old Holy Masjid are subdued against the dominant black Ka'abah and the dominant
white al-Mataf. The interior and exterior of the double-bricked and cement-plastered
domes are whitewashed. Previously, the interiors of the domes were decorated with
painted flowers typical of Ottoman flower decoration as it occurred in Madinah,
Edernie, and Bursa domes. The exteriors and interiors of the Old Holy Masjid's Arab
domes are now painted white and are surmounted by new orange-red pinnacles
(Fig.5.33).

The shapes of the domes are emphasized by the white washed plaster reflecting the
sun ' s rays . The octagonal columns and the interior facades of the Old Holy Masjid
are brown in colour. Although wide use of calligraphy could be expected ,
calligraphy is barely used and scattered throughout the Building. The cylindrical
marble columns range from white to grey-black. The black and red columns consist
of textured
granite , which is quite different from the veined smooth polished marble column s
(which look like wood grain). 7

<

Fig.5.33

Sources; Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia Ministry of
Information (n.d.), in
Expansion of al-Harameyn alSharifeyn Frontispiece and
Guellouz, 1979: Photograph)

In Arab culture, particularly
etymologically, the dome and
hump are synonymous. In this
figure the domes are surmounted
by male figurines (not all domes
are). Arab and Muslim Islamic
architecture made use of black,
white, and red colours. The
domes are white, the pinnacles
are orange, and the facade is
brown. The last colour is not
often used.

The white Arab domes of the Old Holy Masjid
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5.4.5

The Manaraat of the Old Holy Masjid

At one stage the Old Holy Masjid had seven manaraat. 8 According to Abdul al-Walid
al-Azraki (i n Badi , 1992: 124) the first manarah 9 was built under the Abbasid Khalif
Abu Ja 'far al-Mansour in the 755 CE ( 138 AH) extension of the Old Holy Masjid
(See Appendix Five). Badi states that thi s was the first time Abdul al-Walid al-Azraki
mentioned a manarah. He di ed in 864 CE (254 AH). AI-Azraki and Badi say it was
located near Dar al-Shiba and Dar al-Nadwa and o n a corner, but they do not say
exactly which corner. The location of Dar al-Nadwa is known , it is on the Dar al-

Nadwa side . According to the al-Haramein Office ( 1993 : 78), the Bani Shiba entrance
located near Bah Salam that is on the corner Dar al-Nadwa and the Ma 'asa sides.
Muohammad and Samar ( 1998: 47) refer to a Bah dar al-Shiha's location but do not
state its location either o n the left or the right side of Dar al-Nadwa.
Bloom ( 1989: 47, 51) says that a sin g le manarah stood at the meeting of Abu Ja 'far
al - Mansur's two new e ncl osure walls at the point furthest away from al-Ka'abah ,
presumably the

W co rn er, the Suwq al-Sagh ir side as Bloom mentions the

construction of three other manaraat, one near the co rn er of Bah Bcmi Hashim (Bah

Ali), which is the SE corner, one on the

E corner and one on the SW corner.

M uohammad and Salina Sa mar and G. R. D. King, ( 1986: 25 and 1998 : 47) report that
the first manarah was located near Bah aL-Umrah thus on the NW corner and state it
was built in 755 CE ( 137 AH). It wa s renovated and repai red respective ly in 1524 CE
(93 1 AH) and 1572 CE (980AH) according to Esi n ( 1985: 229, 230). Muohammad
and Salina Samar further refer to three other manaraa/ built as part of the al-Mahdi
extens ion , thus between 777 CE ( 160 AH) and 780 CE ( 164 AH) . Those three

manaraal were located near Bah Ali , Bah Salam , and Bah Wi'da (Fig .5.34).
According to Rutte r ( 1928 : 258) , manarah Salam was built in 778 ( 162 AH) and
rebuilt in 1407 CE (8 10 AH) under Burji Mamluk Sultan Faraj Bin Bargouf (Esin,
1985 : 230). The School of Oriental Studies ( 1951: 43) in London refers to an al-' Adil
al-Mata ' who reigned from 1406-1412 CE (808-8 15 AH). Muohammad and Samar's
account corresponds with Rutter 's and Bloom' s, but not with Esin as far as the
construction of the last manarah is concerned, the Sultan Suleyman one of 1565 CE
(973 AH). M uohammad and Salina Samar ( 1998: 51) refer to a 1553 CE (96 1C AH)
date. Later on pp.57 they infer a 1629 CE ( 1039 AH) date.
The manaraat are hi storically known , starting from the SE corner, the Wadi lhraheem
side, then clock-wise as manarah Ali, manarah Salam, manarah Wi'da' and

manarah al-Umrah . Manarah Ali was rebuilt during the 1520- 1566 CE (926-974 AH)
reign of Suleyman I (Esin 1985: 230). In 1369 CE (771 AH) manarah Wi'da'
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collapsed. It was rebuilt in 1572 CE (980 AH ) as part of the major reconstruction of
the Old Holy Masjid under the Ottoman Sultans Selim II and Murad III. Under the
Ottomans three more manaraat were added. These were each about 35 meters hi gh.
Rutter and Esin (1928 : 258 and 1985 : 230) state that manarah Qaytabey was built in

1475 (880 AH ), on the NE that is the al-Maa'sa side. Thi s manarah was not attac hed
to the Old Holy Masjid. It was part of the Bu1ji Mamluk Sultan Qay tabey madrassah ,
which abutted the Old Holy Masjid and was accessed from al-Maa'sa. Muohammad
and Salina Samar ( 1998 : 57) refer to the manarah Ziadah, whi ch was located near
Bab az-Ziadah, the entrance to the Dar al-Nadwa on the Dar al-Nadwa side.
The last manarah, the as-Sulaimaniyya and th e tallest one, was built in 1629 CE

(103 9 AH) acco rdin g to Muohammad and Salina Samar ( 1998: 57) near the
madrassah Sul ta n Soley man, thus under Sul ta n Mu rad IV, a lso on the

W side

between the Mu ' tadid Billah ex tension and th e Law Court. Es in ( 1985: 230) reports
on a 1565 CE (973 AH) date fo r thi s manarah thu s a manarah built durin g the reign
of Ottoman Sultan Sul ey man I.
The difference between these dates acquires signifi cance when exa minin g

Persian

and Turki sh mini atures show in g seven manaraar. They mu st have bee n made either
after 1565 CE (973 AH) or 1629 CE ( I039 AH).
Esin ( 1985: 230) refers to the 1434 CE (838 AH) constructio n date fo r the manarah
Ziadah . Thi s manaraar was a donati on of the Burj i Ma mluk Sultan al-Ma lik ' ul Ashrad Barsbay . Imagin ary axes conn ected manarah Wi 'da' with manarah Salam
and manarah Ali with manarah al-Umrah, their axes intersecting (Fig.5.34) at an
o blique angle at al-Ka' abah' s center post. Pro-ac ti ve pl annin g must have made thi s
possibl e.
Up to 1955 CE ( 1375 AH), the 1576 CE (983 AH) version of the Old Holy Masjid
(with some elements of al-Mahdi and al-Hadi des ign) had remained intact inclusive of
the seven manaraat, structures which had been remodeled and renovated over
centuries. The best known of all of the manaraat was, and still is, manarah 'Ali and
its three-a rched entra nce Bab 'A li. Manarah 'A li was a typical Ottoman minaret, but
not long nor slender. However, Bab Salam, the welcome entrance was more
important from a reli gious point of vi ew than manarah Ali. Bab Salam was used by
al-Hajj pilgrims coming-in from Arafa h and Mina and by pil grims parti cipatin g in
al-Umrah. Both groups carry o ut the Tawaf al-Wi 'da', the fa rewell circumambulation
of al -Ka 'abah. But whereas al-Hajj pil grims left the Holy Compl ex by way of Bab-alWi 'da', the al-Umrah pil grims left via Bab al-Umrah.
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Fig. 5.34
Source: Egyptian Survey (Cairo) Plan (cl989) in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Ministry
of Finance and National Economy (cI989: no pp.). Labeling by Eduard Schwarz.

I
The location of the Old Holy Masjid's manaraat
The seven 111a11ara£lf of the Old Holy Masjid. Four were placed in such a way, their axes
intersected obliquely at a!-Ka'abah's center.

The Old Holy Masjid was carved out of abutting buildings but also gradually
crowded-in by abutting buildings, a process that evolved over centuries. By 1955 CE
( 1375 AH) little could be seen of the old massive walls of the Old Holy Masjid except
that part between Bah and manarah Ali and Bah Ahbas consisting of a 7.6 meters
high exterior wall (Rutter, 1928: 252). Invariably, all photographs related to that area,
that obliquely portrayed the Old Holy Masjid, were taken from the slope of Jahal Abu

Quhays (372 meters) a mountain on the Ma 'asa side. From this mountain or from the
balcony of the manarah itself, Bab Ali and Bab Ahhas area were easily observable.
Thus this area and its minaret were more accessible than the other manaraat and
therefore were drawn, sketched and photographed more often than any other part of
the Old Holy Masjid (Fig. 5.35).
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Fig. 5.35
Source: Esin (1963: 208)

The most photographed part of the Old
Holy Masjid near the now demolished
Bab Bazan and Bab Ali and manarah Ali

This has been the most photographed manarah
of the Old Holy Masjid. Taking of photographs
was possible as this area was not abut ted by
buildings. In the foreground is manarah ' Ali in
the background 111a11arah Suleyman

5.4.6

Construction of the Old Holy Masjid; Materials Used

The Old Holy Masjid of al-Mahdi and al-Hadi consisted of rows of colonnades
between one to five quadrilaterals deep. The 1955 CE ( 1375 AH) adjusted Old Holy
Masjid had colonnades three to four quadrilaterals deep. All quadrilaterals are
domed consisting of interior and exterior plastered bricks constructed in two layers.
Only the pitched domes are finished with a pinnacle. The pitched domes are
confined to the facade. Four arches that rest on four columns support a pitched or a
shallow dome. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Finance and National
Economy (c 1989: 169) states there are at present 432 domes, confirmed by
Muohammad and Salina Samar (1998: 117).
Most arches are slightly pointed, in some instances sharply pointed due to irregular
spacing of some columns that do not conform to the general spacing between the
columns of 4.70-5 .00 meters. The arches are constructed of shumaysi stone
(Figs. 5.36, 5.37) that rest on 206 irregular shumaysi stone octagonal columns and
432 cylindrical marble columns. There are further 75 columns made of reinforced
concrete clad with mosaics, all according to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry
of Finance and National Economy (cl 989: 169). As the exterior perimeter of the Old
Building had to be adjusted to fit the exterior of the New Building, quite a number of
old columns were re-used in new locations. New columns were also introduced. The
location and relocation of the columns has been recorded. That record cannot be
accessed.
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5.4.7

The Old Holy Masjid's Entrances

According to both Bey and Sale 111there were a total of 18 entrances, 19 according to
Lane (1973: 157,158) (see again Fig. 5.8 above and Appendix Six). Lane textually
split Bah Ba~a11 into two separate entrances, those have Bah a~-7.ew and Bah al-

Ashra whereas Bey and Sale refer to Bab a/-Ashra as one entrance. Sayed !dries Shah
in 1957 CE ( 1375 AH) reported nineteen entrances. Most of the entrances' names
mentioned by both authors differ slightly.
Bey starts numbering the entrances from 20 to 38 (see again Fig. 5.8). Sale from 21 to
39. Thus Sale's numbers are one in advance of Bey: Bey's no. 28 is Sale's no. 29.
Bey" s p 1:in was used by Sale ·s publisher in the l 900 CE ( 1318 AH) memorial
edition . .~ane went about it differently. He listed the same names but as text only
starting from the SE corner (Bab 'Ali) and ending at NW corner (Bah Dernbe) of the
Old Holy Masjid a clock-wise movement. following Bey's number pattern which is
also a clock-wise one (probably Lane was familiar with Bey"s plan). Rutter
introduced a number of additional entrances labeled 'two parts' in Appendix Six. It
is possible there might be additional ones referred to over and above those of Bey's.

They could have been unimportant ones in the eyes of the different authors or they
might have been private entrances. A 1987 CE ( 1408 AH) difficult to read plan by
Abdullah Magmud Bin lsaq that shows twenty-eight entrances points in the direction
of importance and non-impor'tance.
In general the names and numbers of entrances and exits have remained more or less
constant since 1576 CE (984 AH), the completion date of the renovated Old Holy
Masjid. Lane has given some ancient names over and above those of the other
authors. Most have relied on Bey's version in 1807 CE ( 1222 AH), which accords
with 17th century Persian material acquired in the 19 and 20th century by western
scholars. Bey's plan has remained in authority up until now. Few professional people
know about the existence of the 1947 CE (1367 AH) Egyptian Survey Plan.
The l 576 CE (984 AH) entrances of the Old Holy Masjid were of Ottoman
architecture and were an integral part of the Old Holy Masjid. Entrances were built in
tandem with the expansion of the Old Holy Masjid. There is uncertainty about which
entrances were built when. It is likely the al-Mansur extension had a lesser number of
entrances than the al-Mahdi and al Hadi one. To go by some 16th and 17th century
Persian material, all entrances were in place, which were later described and shown
by Bey in 1807 CE ( l 222 AH).
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An axonometric view and a cross section of a domed colonnade of one module
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Fig.5.37
Source; Muohammad and Salina Samar (1997 : 96)

The Old Holy Masjid's colonnades
The co lumns create the impress ion of a stand of fo rest trees or an asse mbl age of ca mel legs. That way
they fo rm the monadic co ntent of the Old Holy Masjid . Note the differences in the co lumn bases. The
columns on the ri ght hand side locate near the Yamani entrance. The closeness of the co lumn s has been
repeated in a number of modern Masajied, fo r exa mple in the Abbas Masjid in al-Taif. Co lumns help to
fi nd the way out of the Building or they sel\, as soc ial meeting poin ts.

2 10

5.4.8 Other Aspects of the Old Holy Masjid
Using the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Finance and National Economy,
(c 1989: 218) data, the Sacred Court on the side of the setting sun and on the side of
the rising sun are respectively 166. 16 meters and 168.55 meters long. These sides
consist of nine bays each, making for a total of seventy-two arched openings for both
sides 11 Both shorter sides, the al-Ma'asa and the Suwq a!-Saghir sides are
respectively 107.50 meters and 103.00 meters long (Fig.5.38). They consist of six
bays each making for a total forty-eight arched openings. The columns are linked to
each other with flat iron bars that birds cannot rest on (Fig. 5.39). Those of the front
facade were removed in c 1957 CE ( l 377 AH).
All structural bays are quadrilaterals or irregular four-sided polygons, which differ in
size. The distances between the quadrilaterals differ from 4.74 to 5. 00 meters.,:
Clusters of columns, colonnades, arcades, and quadrilaterals surrounding the four
sides of al-Sa/111 obliquely face al-Ka'abah. resulting in a series of rather oblique
geographical directions (these geographical directions are not Qi/,/aat) that spring
from the center of the quadrilaterals. They add to the overall system of geographical
directions inherent in the Building particularly emphasized by the manaraat.

Fig.5.38
Source: Egyptian Survey (Cairo) Plan (cl947), in Kingdom ofSaudi Arahia in
Ministrv of Finance and Nario11a/ Economr. ( c 1989: no pp.). Labeling by Eduard
Schwarz in 2005.

l 6~_55 m Sidt· nf tltt' r-l"<in~ :o.tm

The Old Holy Masjid's dimensions and the Building's relative location
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Fig.5.39
Source; Al i Bey al-Abassi ( l807: Plate)
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Part of the Old Holy Masjid's facade on the Suwq al-Saghir side in 1807 CE
The obliqueness itself adds to th e overall irreg ularity of the Building. Many of the
columns the Old Holy Masjid are out of ali gnment; no two column s are equal in size
or height. Simil arly for column bases, arches and arch openings.
Lookin g dow n from the New Holy Masjid 's second fl oor, and fo llowi ng with the eye
the perimeter of the Old Bui lding's roof, the line of crenel lati ons weaves.
Supeificiall y, the Old Holy Masjid appears to be one of med ieval modular design; yet
its construction conforms to and corresponds with Arab cultu re, one that embeds
irregularity, particu larly those irreg ul ar geometric pattern s. Out of a range of these
irreg ul ar patterns a number of paral lelogrammatic and other centered shapes became
dominant geometric pattern s: Other geometri es inherent in the Old Holy Masj id are
the irregu lar parall elogram of the Sacred Court; the circ le, sq uare and octagon
inherent in the manaraat, the sphere of the Arab domes, the square and hexagonal
column bases, the circle and the circle decorating the exterior arches.
An interesting characteristic of the Building is that the cylindrica l columns are joined
to the capitals and bases with wrought iron hinged straps; the joints betw een the face
of each marble column and its wrought iron strap are back fill ed with lead. Some
columns are constructed in three or four drums, suggesting past breaks in the overal l
length of the column or the columns were intended to be constructed in drum units.
Capitals surmount all columns. Two different capita l types facin g the Sacred Court
are alternately ordered with some exceptions, they start with a muqarnas capital,
followed by a triangle one, and again a muqarnas one. The capitals of the second and
subsequent rows of columns are of the pseudo Corinthian type simultaneously
suggesting palm fronds. Some bases are circular others are tapered and others again
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are like unrolling palm fronds. These and the tapered ones are also used as column
capitals. Some capitals are used as bases. The previous cobble stone pavement
(Rutter, 1928: Photograph) was replaced with a black and white marble floor in the
I 9SO's. Floor levels vary: hence some bases appear higher or lower than others as
measured from the floor level.
Pinnacles placed in the center of the dome surmount the Arab domes. Each pinnacle
faces al-Ka'abah setting-up Qiblaat. Orange-red coloured pinnacles surmount these
domes. The shapes of the domes are emphasized by their white washed plaster.
Calligraphy in gold is sparse and scattered throughout the Building. Those elements
recur in illustrations. miniatures and so forth. The Old Holy Masjid and al-Ka'abah
have been depicted in an extensive range of drawings, miniatures, textiles. metal and
copper work. Those two Buildings served as architectural models and as design
motifs for other Buildings of Islam and in the media referred to above. The next
Chapter discusses this.
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Notes, Chapter 5
The Relandi drawing is useful in that it shows the two smaller domed
buildings, which were to become the haram library and the store for cleaning
materials. A Sadiqe Bey 1880 CE ( 1298 AH) photograph shows the same two
Buildings still standing.
2

Harlinger produced a drawing in 1804 CE (1219 AH), which is held by the
British Museum, emphasizing the Safa and Marwa buildings.

3

Al-Waleed was responsible for the 712 CE Qusair Amr Mosque, the 715 CE
Damascus Mosque, the 725 CE Sarrakah Mosque and the 728 Qasr al-Hair Mosque
(Creswell, I 958: 103).

4

In general the Ottomans did not use heavy octagonal columns, again as a
general observation Abbasid, Seljuk and early Ottoman architecture is heavy in
appearance, the latter changed under Mimar Sinan.

5

There is a difference between these dimensions and the ones indicated by
ACE Engineering (cl 989: 165).

6

Most plans are drawn as rectangles. The Old Holy Masjid's Sacred Court is an
irregular trapezium.

7

The different coloured columns serve as social meeting place and function as
direction finders

8

A small rectangular building along the Madinah-Makkah road is fitted with a
short square chimney-like stack, which serve as ventilation shaft.

9

Likely the first manaraat were short stack ventilation shafts.

10

Sale's book was published first in 1734 CE (1147 AH), thus before Bey's plan
of 1807 CE (1222 AH). It was republished in 1887 CE (1305 AH) and 1900 CE
(13" S AH). Bey's plan appeared in the last edition and must have been added on.
II

Many well known authors have used Bey's plans

12

European and Arab sources ascribe the Old Holy Masjid's irregularities to
land becoming available on an incremental scale. Rather, irregularity is an Arab
cultural trait.
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CHAPTER

6

The Old Holy Masjid's and al-Ka'abah's Dissemination

6.1 Introductions and Chapter Focus
In the last Chapter it was shown that architecture is expressible as a series of monads
or entities that make for the whole. The whole is the envisaged design or the actual
built building. This chapter continues with this monadic theme and applies it to a
limited range of arts that portray the Holy Buildings and the Safa-Marwa entrance.
That range consists of carpets, prayer rugs , ceramics, metal and copper work. The
application of the monadic theme to wood panels of the rawasheen and mashrabiyaat
(screened windows) was shown in Chapter 2, Figs 2:22 and 2.J3 .
The same Holy Buildings were also depicted in different types of drawings. Those
Buildings, besides their stylized physical representation convey also their symbolic and
monadic content. In this Chapter, the focus is on the dissemination of the Old Holy
Masjid and al-Ka 'abah as stylized pictures with monadic content. Although both
Buildings are overarched by Sacredness, the symbolic content of the Old Holy Masjid
differs from that of al-Ka 'abah in numbers of roof supports, and in its anthropomorphic content. For example, the anthropomorphic inheres in the Old Holy Masjid
by way of its pinnacles, and its crenellations, and the zoomorphic in the Arab domes.
The Old Holy Masjid had between 19 and 29 entrances, of which the Safa one was the
largest and the most integral one to the Old Holy Masjid. Bab Safa' s architecture is one
of Ottoman design . As a design motif, Bab Safa has been quite influential.
Consequently, this Chapter discusses this major exit to al -Safa (also an entrance to the
Interior Court) and its architecture, particularly its dissemination as an architectural
model for other Buildings of Islam and as a design motif of art objects of Islam . In
this Chapter the location of the Holy Complex is expressed in wudjun, abutting hi storic
buildings, sun directions and names of residential districts.

6.2

ART MONADOLOGY

6.2.1

The Old Holy Masjid and al-Ka'abah as Architectural Models and
Design Motifs

In this thesis, a finished or an envisaged design of art fo llows the same rules as
discussed in the previous Chapters for architecture, which is a number of monads, make
for the whole. The whole here is the Old Holy Masjid and al-Ka 'abah as depicted in
numerous designs, from souvenirs to pieces of art of considerable merit such as a set of
glass-in-lead windows in an al-Madinah hotel that depicts al-Ka'abah . Attached to this
portrait is the notion 'Sacredness', but also the anthropomorphic. Those notions make
the glass-in-lead design a monad to which additional attachments can be made. Those
translate into symbolic content.
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Fig.6.1
Source: 16 or 17th Persian tile

Features of al-llarameyn al-Sharifeyn in the 17th Century
No.

Description

No.

Description

1

al-Ka'abah

10

Zem-Ze111 House

2

Inner step of al-Mataf

11

Stairs to al-Ka'abah

3

al-Hatim

12

Mm1wn lhraheem

4

Surround of bronze posts and
lamps

13

Mimbar

5

Maqam Maliki

14

Part of the Minbar

6

A1aqwn Hanafi

15

Bab Sha'ba

7

Maqam Hanbali

16

Movable Steps to al-Ka'abah

8

Quhhat al-Ahbas

17

Outer step of al-Mataf

9

Quhbat al-Sa'ad

18

al-Madjen
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During their trip to and from Makkah, pilgrims would and will have mentally structured,
re-structured and modified their symbolic and monadic impression of the Holy
Buildings. As monads the pilgrims transferred a mystic-to-them Building, to their
hometowns and vi llages. The result was often a distorted view of the Holy Complex.
What was transferred, and unknown to them, was a monadic structure (Fig. 6.1).
With it, they created new or partiall y new architectures, not only in Makkah itself but
also architecture outside and well beyond the City of Makkah. Thus the pilgrims'
impressions of al-Ka'abah and the Old Holy Masjid and their symbolic and monadic
content became quite important in the production of local architecture, but above all
important in the production of local ceramic, metal, and textile arts. Specific skills
flowing from the mastery of these arts imparted a specific sous entendu to the localities
where those objects of art were made or manufactured.
6.3

THE HOLY BUILDINGS AS ARCHITECTURAL MODELS AND
DESIGN MOTIFS

6.3.1

The Dissemination Process

Referred to in Chapter 3, the Arab News of 27 March 2005 reported that more than
two million pilgrims, 1.3 million of them from abroad, performed the 2005 CE ( 1426
AH) al- Hajj. Almost all pa11icipants would have carried back to their hometowns
generali zed impressions, wrapped in mystic, of the Holy Complex. Those impressions
are stored as fixed knowledge that is on recal l. Over a longer period of time the detai ls
are not always cl early remembered and a subsequent simplifi cation occurs and has
occurred. Those generali zed impressions often form the basis of a design of a Mosque
in the pilgrims' home-tow ns.
But a Mosque is not a Mosque unless there is a Mihrab or a logo that indi cates
direction to Makkah thus al-Qiblah. Thus, when designi ng a Mosque, the question
needs to be asked what are the Mosque essential s. Those are the Mihrab and al-Qiblah,
together a mir::,am, and in most instance the wall or wall s they are part of (Figs. 6.2). In
that integrated form there is numerous designs worldwide but occasionally there are
also freestandin g ones such as the Mihrab in the Umm al-Qura Uni versity students'
Mosque in, which had a circular fl oor plan.
Al-Qiblah and the Mihrab return over and over again in many objects of art as do the

Old Holy Masjid and al-Ka 'abah themselves. Thus the Imam's Prayer rug in Kam pong
Bata Satu, Kota Tinggi, Johor, Malaysia holds an al -Ka'abah picture and therefore
al -Ka'abah 's symbolic and monadic content is involved but far away from the point of
ongm.
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,I

}1

Location near al-1 awmah
Road in Jeddah

A Mihrab and Mimbar of a Masjid in Jeddah
The Minbar in this figure is on the right side of the Mihrab, emphasizing
the importance of the
right in Arab culture. The Milzrab sets up an invisible axis between the Mihrab and al-Ka'abah. which
is a/-Qib/ah.

6.3.2

The Old Holy Masjid as an Architectural Model and as a Design Motif

Parts of the Old Holy Masjid and al-Ka'abah

have been used as models for the

physical design of other Buildings of Islam, which automatically involves
al-Ka'abah's and the Old Holy Masjid's symbolic and monadic content. The Old Holy
Masjid as a physical architectural construct was not acquired in total by other cultures,
but some of its components were. For example, the Old Building's close column
spacmg.
This close spacing is a feature of the Cordoba Mosque in Seville built in 786 CE
( 170 AH) and in the Alhambra in Granada built in J309 CE (709 AH). Those are not

the only Mosques with columns that are close together. The columns of the Abdullah
Ibn Abbas Mosque, a modern Masjid in al-Tai}; are also closely spaced, to such an
extent they impair the view of the Mihrah and the Mimbar. Thus the Old Building's
close spacing of the columns served as an actual model for architectural design of the
Abdullah Ibn Abbas Mosque Masjid.
What was acquired from the Holy Complex in Makkah by other architectures were
physical architectural elements with symbolic content that are embedded in al-Ka'abah
and the Old Holy Masjid. Elements with symbolic content translate into monads. Parts
of the Old Holy Masjid were also used as design motifs, particularly for carpets and
Prayer rugs .. They embed the Building's symbolic content. However, all of the
Building appears in a number of drawings such as in the inaccurate Ali Bey drawing,
discussed in Chapter 5, section 5.2.1 and the accurate Egyptian Survey Department Plan
of 1947.
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Thus physical parts (as mental ideograms) of the Old Holy Masj id were acquired by
Muslim communiti es to build their own Mosques. The two Buildings were extensively
used as design motifs and al-Ka 'abah was more u sed

than the Old Holy Masj id. The

physical al- Ka 'abah as a repeat pattern of ka'abaat return s in the fl oor plan of the Old
Building. The plan consists of series of abuttin g and adjacent kabaat modules (Fig.6.3).
These modu les are also monads as each mod ul e ca rri es the notions embedded in alKa'abah itse lf, but al so, using the language of the o ri ental carpet manufacturers and art
con noisseurs, the notions, a logenze, a rhombu s or a medallion. The logenze, the
rhombu s or the medallion i n reali ty represent a rhombus shaped al-Ka'abah and, as
al ways, with monadic content. It seems from reading ori entali st literature, a1t hi storians
have not been aware of that.

Fig.6.3
Sou rce; Ed uard Schwarz based on Kingdom of Sa udi Arabia, Ministry of Finance and
Economy ( c 1989: no pp.)
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al-Ka'abah and its symbolic content as a floor pattern of the Old Holy Masjid
The monadic returns in the columns, in that three is simul taneously four
This rhombu s shaped al -Ka ' abah recurs in

di scourses on carpet design by

Erdm ann ( 1970: Plate 45) and by Curatola ( 1983: 132) (Fi gs.6.4 and 6.5), wi thout both
authors recognizing it as al- K a'aba h. This sa me al-Ka'abah as a rhombu s motif is al so
present as wall decoration in the A lhambra, on the exterior wall s of the

ew H oly

Masjid and on the ex teri or walls of the King Saudi Masjid in Jeddah. As decoration,
thi s shape is also a monad in that it represents al -K a'abah with all its symbol ic and
monad ic content.
Reiterating, the fl oor plan pattern, medallions, Arab domes, crenell ations and pinnacles
characterize the Old Building as an edifi ce of Arab Muslin architecture. Except for the
columns, pinnacles and the domes, crenellations were extensively copied, often in a
modifi ed form , for example decoratin g the rawasheen of houses (see again C hapter 2,
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Fig. 2.22), and the Sultan Soleyman Palace or Turkish barracks in Makkah, the Quba

Mwjid near al-Madinah and Masjid Sultan in Bugis, Singapore (Figs. 6.6--6.9).
Crenellations are more than just decoration; they are also shapes to which notions attach
such as a Sacred Boundary defining the Sacred Court, the direction of up-and-down by
way of positive and negative images, akin to Vernon's ( 1966: 44) vases and faces theme
used in his discussion on the psychology of perception. The crenellations of the Old
Holy Masjid as vases and faces are almost identical in shape, and further one shape
determines the other (Figs. 6.10-6.12).

< Fig.6.4
Source: Erdmann
( 1970: Plate 45) held by
the Staatliche Museum,
Berlin and
graphically emphasized by
Eduard Schwarz

al-Ka'abah as a repeat pattern
together with its three posts,
became a motif for design,
evidenced in this 19th century
carpet.
Previous analyses refer to flower
patterns, to composition, and to
the decorative qualities
generally, but not to al-Ka'abah
as a repeat pattern with symbolic
content.

D
This prayer rug can be used in
both directions.

al-Ka'abah as a repeat pattern 1
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<

Fig. 6.5

Source; Cura to la (1983: 132)
This Prayer rug can be used
in both di rccti ons

D
al-Ka'abah as a repeat
pattern 2

<

Fig.6.6

Source: Mohammad
Tahir Abdul Qadr and
the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, Ministry of
Pilgrimage and
Waqaf,Jeddah, 1965

Crenellations on the
now non-existing
exterior wall. They
served as design
motifs for other
Masajied.
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<

Fig.6.7

Source: Eduard
Schwarz
(1993:
Photograph)

Crenels like those
of the Old Holy
Masjid but now
decorating a
palace. This figure
indicates further
roots of Arab
architecture in the
form of the
parallelogram and
oval shapes that
decorate the
facadc.

renellations of the Sultan Soleyman Palace
in Makkah
Fig. 6.8
Source: Eduard Schwarz (l 993: Photograph)

Crenellations; Masjid Sultan, Singapore
The Old Holy Masjid's crenellations were imitated beyond Makkah.
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<

Fig.6.9
Source: Vernon ( I 966:44)

Crenellations embed the direction up and
down by way of positive and negative
images. akin to Vernon's vases and faces
theme. used in his discussion on the
psychology of perception.

Vases and crenellations

Fig. 6.10
Source: Fletcher ( 1954: 952. enhanced by Eduard Schwarz. in 1997).

Out /up /heaven

In/dovn/earth
Crenellations and their directions
The crcnc\latiuns point upward and do\vnwanJ. When put horizontally, they hccomc Qiblaat.
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The pinnacles
The domes arc surmounted by male figurines (not all domes are)

Optically th e pattern of li ght and dark coloured vases can be seen as lamps and
incense burners. Esin ( 1963: 212) remarked that th e incense burner as a motif became
common in all Seljuk Mihraab in Iran and Turkey. This was influenced by Surah

XXIV: 35 (codified by A.Y usuf Ali (1982), " .. .. is as if there were a Niche within it the
Lamp ... " The s in gle lamp 's importa nce is witnessed by a numbe r of Prayer ru gs

that depict a Mihrab with a si ngle lamp han gi ng from the center of the Mihrab arc h
(Fig. 6.12) . Applying this notion to the cren ellations the solid crene l is the sin gle lamp,
the open crenel the incense burner; one complements the other, a mirzam amongst

mirzaam, or a monad amongst the community of monads.
With these notions the shapes of the crenellations gain significance as monad s. Each
crenel makes its own contribution to the greater whole not unlike the pinnacles. As with
the crenellations the sy mbolic and the monadic returns in the pinnacles. One pinnacle
surmounts each Arab dome of the Old Holy Masjid. They represent male and female
figurines not unlike those that are placed on two side-by-side graves in the grounds of
the Kuala Lumpur Museum. Placed on one grave is a male figurine on the other a
female one.
Also similar male and female pinnacles indicate a number of graves of the Sultan of
Johore Maqam in Kampong Maqam in Kota Tinggi , Johor, Malaysia. While the
pinnacles of the Old Holy Masjid seen to day are different from those of the late 19th
century, nevertheless their shapes remain distinctive. All , except for one, face
al-Ka'abah. That way they are thus a part of the Qiblaat system.

1

Most of the female
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Fig. 6.12

Source: Hopf ( 1967: Plate, 3A )

The design of thi s prayer rug of
Ghi ordes, Iran, represents the Safa
entra nce and ex it, transformed into a
Mihrab with one lamp at the top
and three vases at the bottom. From
thi s stepped muqarnas entra nce, a
seri es of lamps are hanging. The
built in theme of thi s fi gure is one
of up and dow n. The bl ack colour
is symbolic of al-Ka'abah. The top
of the muqarnassed openin g is the
direction Makkah when the rug is
used for pray in g, simultaneously
establi shin g geographi cal direction.
Thi s Prayer ru g can be used in one
directi on onl y.

D
pinnacl es are located on the side of the Cou11, where the sun sets, the Dar al-Nadwa
side, whi ch is also the inauspi cious side of the Sacred Cou11. Other fe male fi gurines are
located over the area of the two red columns. The pinnacl es' di sseminati on has been
small , if any.

evertheless, as monads they make their contribution to the greater whole

of the Old Holy Masjid.
A s a design motif, the Old Building has been codifi ed in total in the designs of woven
material , in ceramics and in wood carved panel s. Detail s were often mi ssing due to the
limitations inherent in the baking, weaving and carving processes and due to the
simplistic remembering of the individual Buildings. Media containing the Buildings
were mainly manufactured outside Makkah, in Anatolia, Turkey and Iran. Initially the
total Building was hidden and subsequently portrayed in a stylized form. These days in
the design of prayer rugs and other textiles, the Hol y Complex is openly di spl ayed.
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A number of authors and art connoisseurs, such as Hopf (1967: I04), Gans-Rued in
(1978: 326), Erdmann (1970: Plate45) and Curatola (1983:132)hmewritten about
'oriental' textile design. Their studies show that al-Mataf and the Old Building are
invariably depicted in different colours by way of colourful flower patterns surrounding
the central design in black that represents 'al -Ka'abah'. The center of the rug as
al-Ka'abah is often depicted in a dark colour, al-Mataf in contrasting and lighter
colours. The Old Holy Masjid is often in a darker colour but not as dark as the center.
Occasionally by way of a range of colours and patterns, the Old Building is depicted as
the decorated edge of the rug. Those aspects are linkable by way of monadology , in
that a number of entities make for the whole. What the lozenges and medallions, and
fields of flowers mean needs to be taken into account when viewing old and modern
rugs, carpets, miniatures, and other objects of art. Invariably they depict elements of
Holy Complex (Figs

' 6.13, 6.14).

6.3.3 Babus Safa Gate as an Architectural Model and as a Design Motif
When Babus Safa was built is not known, but most likely it was part of the 1571 - 1576
CE (979-984 AH) renovation . The exit, also an entrance, is a Muqarnas one of late
Ottoman architecture. It is designed as a Mihrab and is similar but not identical to the
Mihrimah Mosque entrance in Istanbul , built in 1540 CE (947 AH).
Esin ( 1963: 132, Plate 76) referring to a Persian Mihrab miniature made of tiles of
about 1300 CE (700 CE). states that the Mihrab design is an old one. Another
interesting example of an early Mihrab designed entrance is the 1271 CE (670 AH)
Gok Madrese in Sivas, a Seljuk design (Goknil, 1966: 133). An earlier elementary

Mihrab entrance is the one of the A lad in <;ami in Konja, Turkey. It was built between
1116 -1156 CE (510-551 AH) under the Seljukid Sultan Kilcarslan II. This <;ami was
rebuilt in

1219CE(616AH)underKeykvas l (Rice, 1961: 154, 197, 199and Plate

3). Possibly, that Mihrab was built 1219 CE (616 AH). In the al-Mahdi and al-Hadi
design an al-Safa exit also existed , but of the design nothing is known , except that the
same number of entrances existed on the Wadi lbraheem side as under the 1571-1576
CE (979-984 AH) renovation (Muohammad and Salina Samar, cl 998: 47). The Safa
exit was thus built well after the first similar designs appeared in Anatolia
(Figs. 6.11--6.16).
A pre-1955 CE (1375 AH) photograph by the Kingdom of Saudi-Arabia, Ministry of
Information (n. d.), in Expansion of al-Harameyn al-Sharifeyn, shows Bab Safa in all
its glory amongst crumbling buildings and the Old Holy Masjid. Babus Safa
discharged into al-Ma'asa a curved street fairly close to where it once crossed Wadi

lbraheem as a wadi.A Royal Decree to demolish al-Ma'asa and build the two-storey
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Safa-Marwa corridor as part of the Saudi Extension was passed in 1948 CE ( 1368
AH). 2 The result has been the visual obstructi on of the five-arched Safa entrance as the
new columns of the New Holy Masjid are about 50 cm away from the face of Babus
Safa. Nevertheless, the old entrance has been skillfully restored except fo r the pilasters
that were once there on either side of the central opening. They were not included in
the renovation. Mohammad Tahir Abdul Qadr has recorded them (Fig.6.17) The Safa
exit still remains an important feature in that from al-Safa's covered and domed rock
outcrop al-Ka'abah can be observed through the fi ve openings of the Safa entrance.
The arches of the Safa exit are semi-elliptic and constructed of black and white marble
stones, three dimensionally interl ocked. They create the impression of vases and
incense burners, a design motif which has come to the fore in texti les particularly in
Prayer rugs. Measured from the exterior open wall surface the Safa entrance is about
four meters deep. Its ceili ng is flat and corresponds with the height of the adjacent flat
roof of the Old Holy Masjid. The muqarnas part of

the actual entrance and ex it

extends well above that near the entra nce raised roof.
The muqarnas of the Safa ex it fini shes step-Ii ke on the exterior facade (Fig.6.17).
Those steps reoccur in the des igns of other Buildings of Islam, and in texti le designs
s uch as in some of Gans- Rueclin prayer ru gs, in the windows of Masjid Darul Makmur
in Yi shun New Town, Singapore (Fig.6.18) and Masjid En-Na'eem in Tampenes also
in Sin ga pore. Their 111a11araar windows are also fi ni shed step-like.
A lthough Ba bus Safa was of a later design than the Gok Madrese of 1271 CE (670A H)
o r the Mihrimah Mosque, Babus Safa was ex ited daily by many pi lgrims. Millions over
centuries exited it, whereas the Seljuk and Ottoman Mihraab entrances were not. It is
therefore reasonabl e to assume that Babus Safa was more influential as a model on the
design of other Bui ldings of Islam and as a design motif fo r prayer rugs, carpets and
ceramics then the earli er buildings of Seljuk and Ottoman designs.
By far the greatest influence Babus Safa had was as a design motif fo r prayer rugs,
carpets, cera mics and woodcarvings. Vi sually the entrance is a prayer rug designed as a
Mihrab. 3 It attracted the attention of lay peopl e, graphi c artists, weavers and potters

alike that used al-Safa as a design motif, often in a stylized form. Al-Safa as a Mihrab
became a symbol or logo expressive of Islam from the 16th Century onwards. Al-Safa
then is loaded with symbolic content, which needs to be taken into account when
viewing media that depicts this exit.
The Babus Safa exit is made up of a series of entities that make for the greater whole.
Those entiti es are show n on the rug in Fig 6.13, which is the stylized al-Safa exit with
its stepped opening from which lamps are hanging. Gans-Ruedi n refers to the center of
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the rug as a flower shaped polygon linked to arabesque. In fact, the dark field in the
center is al-Ka'abah with its four directions. The arrowed part is the al-Qihlah. The
whole is surrounded by al-Mataf. The lighter area is the Old Holy Masjid. Monadically
al-Ka' a bah, the entrance, and the lamp are entities that make the whole, the design of the
rug. AI-Ka'abah here is a monad amongst a community of monads, but not the
dominant monad.
Another example that p011rays a stylized al-Safa exit is shown on the rug in Fig 6.14
referred to by Gans-Ruedin as 'an arabesque inside a medallion', with the rest of the
field being a field-without- names- flowers. The reality is that the design depicts the Old
Holy Masjid in a lighter colour surrounding al- Ka'abah. The Building is shown
complete with entrances, lamps, and the direction to Makkah. The stylized Ka'abah with
its four directions forms the center of the design. surrounded by al-Mataf. Both are in
black. Muqarnas Bahus Safa is depicted as steps, a feature present on both sides of the
design. Thus the prayer rug is two directional. Both. the long and the short sides can be
used to face Makkah whilst praying. Monadically al-Ka'abah, the entrance, and the
lamp are entities making up the whole of the design.
Fig. 6.13 Source: Gans-Ruedin
Fig.6.14 Source; Gans-Ruedin

(1978:326)

AI-Ka'abah and the Old Holy Masjid
as an imprint 1
This Prayer rug can be used in one
direction only

( 1978: 277)

Al-Ka' a bah and the Old Holy Masjid
as an imprint 2
This Prayer rug can be used in
two directions

D

D
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Entrance and Mihrab 1
On the left is a Mosq ue entrance in Sivas. It is designed as a Mihrab. It dates from 1279 CE (678 AH)
and may have se rved as a design motif for other carpet s. On the ri ght is the Safa entrance and exit. It
was parti cularl y influenti al as a des ign moti f for the designs of Prayer ru gs.

Fig. 6.16
Sources; Hopf (carpet) ( 1967: 104) and Goodwin (The Green Complex , Mausoleum of
Mehmet in Bursa) ( 1977: Plate 18)

c-~,-~~-~~

On the left is a carpet influenced by Safa entrance. On the right is the Green Compl ex or the
Mausoleum of Mehmet in Bursa. It dates from 14 13 CE (8 16 AH). The entrance was designed as a

Mihrab.
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Fig. 6.17
_Source: Qadr (1965: 310~

.

.

.
>

muqarnas
The muqarnas decorating the Safa entrance and exit. The onset of the palm tree fronds in thi s fi gure i s
on either side of the oval.

6.3.4 al-Ka'abah as an Architectural Model and as a Design Motif
Although not encouraged, limited imitation of the Ka 'a bah did occur, usually in a hidden form particularly in textile designs. For those who wanted to portray al-Ka'abah,
the Building's floor plan was fairly easy to remember namely as a stylized square with
four pronounced corners. The latter were represented as small circles. As such , it
recurs as motifs of design in woven material and ceramics. However, the Building was
also used as a model for designed and built buildings in the Islamic world . A wellknown pseudo real imitati on is the one in Sana'h (Lewcock, 1983: 78). A si mplified
design is evident in the floor plans of forts and birkah (co nstructed well) were designed
as squares with buttresses and turrets on each corner.
A number of these buildings have been recorded by Knudstad (1977 : 41 ) along the

Darb Zubaydah (road from Baghdad to Makkah). In the European context, Richards
( 1966: 184) recorded a Moldavian church built as a square with four walls and turrets on
each corner. They resemble those of al-Rabadhah. The King Saud Hospital in Makkah
is also a square emphasized by four corners not unlike those of the Dar al-Makmur
Masjid in Ang Mo Kio, Yishun New Town, Singapore (Figs. 6.18 and 6.19). In this
design four entities make for the whole, the design that is a square Prayer area to
which symbolic and monadic content attaches (Figs. 6.20 and 6. 21). The plan forms of
those buildings are remarkably alike to the designs of prayer rugs that show the
al-Ka'abah as a square with four emphasized corners.
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Fig.6.18
Eduard Schwarz (1993:Photograph)

""

Fig. 6.19
Source: Eduard Schwarz (2004: Schematic drawing from field notes)
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Schematic layout of the Darul Makmur Masjid in Yishun, Singapore
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Fig.6.20

Source: Sa'ad bin' Abd
al- 'Aziz al-Rashid,
( 1984:23,35)

This floor plan shape has
stamped on it an imprint of
al-Ka'abah's floor plan.
Although a fort. it would
also have been used as a
Prayer area. As a Sacred
Arca, the four corners
support the flat roof of
hem en.

,:_
al-Ka'abah's imprint; al-Rabadhah, site 4

< Fig.6.21
Sources: E.F.Schwarz
( 1993:Photograph, and
Zaki, 1986:Map)

al-Ka'abah's imprint; King Saud Hospital
The King Saud Hospital has a shape, not unlike al-Rabadhah.
The difference is that the corner turrets are opened up

ocation of the Kf ng
Saud Hospital
in Makkah
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Fig.6.22

Source; Fehevari ( 1973: Plate)
al-Ka'abah emphasized
Eduard Schwarz

by

The fi gure in the centre of the di sh i s
al-Ka'abah with its four directi on

al-Ka'abah and its four directions 1

<

Fig.6.23
Source; Courtney-Clarke ( 1994: 61)

al - Ka'abah emphasized by Eduard Schwarz

al- K a'a bah on the exteri or wall o f a house in
Oualaba, M auritani a. Courtney-Clark e refers to thi s
fi gure as an arabesque.

< al-Ka'abah and its four directions 2
As a design motif for prayer rugs, ceramics, and metalwork (Figs. 6.22 and 6.23), al Ka'abah was depicted in isometric and perspective drawings from the 16th century
onwards. In most modern prayer rugs and wall carpets al-Ka'abah occurs as part of the
overal l Holy Complex or in association with Masjid Nabi in al-Madinah . Occasionally
the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem or a Mihrab is drawn into the design. In metal work
and pottery , Fehehari's work (1973: 36-39 and 1976: Plate 154) stands out.
Courtney-Clark (1994:6 1) has drawn the attention to al-Ka ' abah as a motif that is
displayed as a figure on the exterior wall of a house in Oualaba, Mauritania. She refers
to this figure as an arabesque, although it is al -Ka'abah with its four directions radiating
from each corner. Some of the misunderstandings created by art historians and
orientalists of the last one hundred and fifty years, will be discussed and in the next
Chapter
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Notes, Chapter 6
1

The shape of the male pinnacle corresponds with the pommel of the camel saddle.
which is invariably stored in the male quarters of the tent.
2

The Safa-Marwa corridor is 394.5 meters long and 20 meters wide. The height
of the first floor is 12 meters. The second floor JO meters high according to Kingdom
of Saudi-Arabia, Ministry of Information (n.d.), in Expansion ofa/-Hcm11ney11 aiShariji.:y11, no pp.
'

The question here is whether the design of the Prayer rug preceded the design of

Mihrah-like entrances such as the 1271 CE (13 I I AH) Gt)k Madrase.
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At\1aJor issue that rut1s throughout the thesis is the lack of ut1derstat1dit1g at1d
ut1derestitMatiot1 by westen, societies about the itMportat1ce that MuslitMs hold for their city
Makkah at1d it1 particular for its al-Ka'abah. The Suildit1g is a sit\1ple architectural artifact,
yet as a trat1scet1det1tal syt\1bol of Muslit\1 belief, its itMportat1ce is beyot1d belief to Muslit\1s.
As such, at1d as a t\10t1ad it is far frot\1 sit\1ple, quite the opposite! AI-Ka'abah, it1 ot1e fortM or
at1other, is everywhere it1 this world, all hours of the day at1d t1ight, at1d it1 the hearts at1d
t\1it1ds of sotMe ot1e billiot1 plus Muslit\1s. It is everywhere world wide, it1 the architecture of
lslat\1, cot1cealed or direct as Mihraab, at1d as Qiblaat to t\1et1tiot1 the two tMost itMportat1t
cot\1pot1et1ts of Mosque architecture. This by itself warrams a t1ew approach it1 the
at1alyses of the architectures of Muslit\1 coutttries, thus viewit1g shapes at1d shapes as
t\10t1ads.
The adtMiratiot1 at1d adoratiot1 of al Ka' abah by Muslit\1s is it1tet1se, at1 it1tet1sity that for
westen, people is hard to perceive, let alot1e to accept with syt\1pathy. Yet, for Muslit\1s the
tertMit1al poit1t of al-Ha}/ or al-Umrah is, at1d ret\1ait1s, al-Ka' abah with its Slack Stot1e at1d
its al-Mataf. To reach that tertMit1al poit1t is a life lot1g atMbitiot1 for t\1at1y MuslitMs at1d
requires quite sotMe effort by the it1dMdual, the would-be Ha/Ji or Ha}Jah. This it1tet1sity of
adoratiot1 of al-Ka'abah is the outcot\1e of IMt1g-up to the det\1at1ds it\1posed ot1 at1y Muslit\1
by al-Qu'ran to adhere to the fifth pillar of lslat\1 that it1directly states:

You shall visit Makkah once in your life time, if you have the means to do so'.
That the City of Makkah is an old one is also beyond doubt, it is considerably older in
continuity as a religi ous city than Rome or Athens. Makkah , according to Islam ic
Authorities, associates with lbraheem, thus to an era of c 2000 BC, which roughly
coincides with the era of Mesopotamian civilization which was followed later by
those of Athens and Rome. Western scholars have extensively and with success
examined the architecture of both two cities. Makkah was also intensely studied, yet
because of its inaccessib ility, a number of western scholars relied on hearsay that had
come from adventurers who had visited Makkah. The narrative of adventurers
translated into information of/ covers centuries.

Much westen, kt1owledge ot1 Makkah recurs as culled western accout1ts
that cot1tait1 guesswork, set1satiot1al at1d erotic elet\1et1ts. They are t1ot
accout1ts that reflect at1 acadetMic disciplit1e. These elet\1et1ts, if t1ot rejected,
t\1ay itMpair at1y research ot1 the City at1d its Suildit1gs yet to be carried out.
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Not surprisingly therefore, different accounts by different a uth ors do not correlate, yet
philologically and with the occasional touches of excel lent adventure-oriented
narrative, they appear on the s urface to ma ke se nse, even to day. What the different
European authors and commentators

brought into existence was a climate of

lai ssez-fai re or near enou gh is good eno ugh, in their studi es of the Holy Complex a nd
the City of Makkah . That does not mean that thi s narrative has gone unchall enged.
The challenge has co me from Edward Said. The diffe rent hi storic and non -hi storic
di sco urses have been criticall y reviewed by Said ( 1978), in hi s Orientalism , to th e
joy of hi s students and to th e wrat h of so me of to day's orientalists, for exa mple ,
Bern ard Lew is (1956). Said ex tra cted the Europea n bias over non -Europeans from
a numbe r of publi cations they wrote and w hich he sc rutinized . The res ult was recast
in the theme 'Us and Them' .

Uttder ittfluetice of Said' s Orientalist\1 this the~e was further developed itt
this work as the thet\1e the 'Otherness of Others'. fnis was dotte by
highlightittg so~e cultural traits of Arab culture attd its subsequettt
architecture attd sous entendu of place.
On the oth e r hand useful informat ion on the Ho ly Complex a nd the City of Makkah
has been provided by , and is ava il abl e from the Semitic Museum at Ha rvard
Uni versi ty and The Saudi Ara mco Organization of Houston in Texas. Both
Organizations have a large coll ection of photographs coverin g th e C ity of Makkah
and th e Ho ly Complex . They can be accessed via the web.
Arab scho la rs a nd a uth ors of today hav e a lso produced academi c documents a nd
journal articles but their strength li es more or less in website images of the City and
its Holy Complex. Those convey information that was not available befo re. A good
example of practi ca l a document produced by th e Kingdom of Saudi Arabia National
Economy and Fina nce (c l989) is, His Majesty King Abdul Aziz Project/or Extension

and Construction of The Haram Sharif: Documents, Data, Statements, and
Engineering Drawings of the Project, Issued During the Reign of His Majesty King
Khalid Bin Abdul Aziz.
Other useful documents are the 1947 Egy pti an Survey Plan and Abdu l Malik Bin
Abdu ll ah Dehaish (1996 CE / 1417 AH), document on the hi storic boundari es of
Makkah. This new information still stands rather isolated from previous and current
European published material on the Orient and from the material held by the Semitic
Museum a nd The Saudi Aramco Organization respectively at
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www.saucliaramcoworld.com/ and www.fas.harvard.edu/-semitic/ The non-access
provisions to the Holy Area by non-Muslims do not help this isolation.

Att attei\tpt tteeds to be i\tade by Uttiversities attd other Orgattizatiotts who
are ettgaged itt research attd teachittg related to literature attd the
architecture of lslai\1, to itttegrate the differettt publicatiotts i\tore
effectively. This will overcot\1e the access problet\1,.
7 .2

The Theory of Monadology

Monads and the monadic

figured extensively in this thesis. Under the Theory of

Monadology , buildings, architecture and cities are explainable as monads of larger
monads of even larger monads. This particular applies to design and the buildings of
Islam and objects of art of Islam.
In this thesis the Theory of Architectural Monadology or the Theory of Architectural
Entities is I used to examine of the architecture of the Buildings of Islam, and in the
examination of the impact of the cosmos and landscape on that architecture.

This is seett as att alternative t\1ethod of attalysis to those used by other
western scholars whose work det\1ottstrates ittadequate uttderstattdittg of the
cottttected ttature of Muslit\1 architecture.
Invariably , the dominant monads al-Ka 'abah and the Old Holy Masjid with the
landscape surrounding it and the cosmos over it, play a major role in this . They serve
as referents with specific monadic content for other Buildings of Islam. As the two

dominant monads they have been very influential. They can be found around the
world , in architecture, in souvenirs, in trinkets , in ceramics, in illustrations, and in a
wide variety of objects of art (Fig.7.1).
Both the Dominants' shapes and spaces are loaded with attachments hence all are
monads. Combined, they make for the greater whole, which is also the dominant
monad. That dominant monad transfers all , or some of its attachments, to other
Buildings of Islam for example the Aya Sophia Mosque in Istanbul. This transfer of
monads, an opus operandi

of the Theory of Architectural Monadology, is

expressible graphically. This was shown in Chapter l , Fig. 1.5. That figure shows
the Aya Sophia Mosque as a disassembled whole. In the same way a design of a
building, a prayer rug or another object of art or a piece of machinery can be
ex pressed graphically.
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The Theory of Architectural Monadology is a theory that stands by it, but not alone.
It is used

in conjunction with other examinations and analyses of the architecture of

Islam in use today. Critically, the Theory of Architectural Monadology involves a
series of entities or monads that make for the larger whole. Shapes and spaces become
monads once attachments are made to them. Attachments can be many. In this thesis,
from the pool of attachments, notions, stories, the anthropomorphic, the zoomorphic,
the botanic, the irregular geometric, colours, textures were selected.

Fig. 7.1
Source; a purchase in Singapore in 2004

al-Ka'abah is everywhere
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The Buildings of Islam always involve a Qiblah and a Mihrab. In this work,
al-Qiblah and Miraab were explained as functional units and as monads. They are

monads as their contents embed some of al-Ka 'a bah monadic content. The impetus
for the Theory of Architectural Monadology has come from Leibniz's 1840 Theory of
Monadology and Jung and Kerenji 's ( 1951: 24-27) extension of it, in which , for
example, three -foldness can be seen as four-foldness, or three is simu ltaneously four.

Jung and Kerenji' s dictu~ was applied to the Old Holy MasJid' s colu~ns of
the interior court. It can be applied to all rows of colu'Mns of the sa'Me
Suilding.
The Theory of Architectural Monadology embeds the greater whole. Euro centrically
the greater whole often is the universe , but in Arab Muslim culture the greater whole
is always the Holy Comp lex that spiritually and transcendentally is connected to the
universe. The Holy Complex is absolutely dominant of which al-Ka'abah is the most
dominant monad . It is alw ays the greatest whole by definition and by Muslim
consensus. This greatest whole is always the point of departure of anything that has to
do with the design of any Building of Islam or religious art designs involving Islam.
To Muslims, the Holy Complex is always greater in spirit then anything el se built in
this world.2 Those are attached notions that make

for monads that make for the

overall architecture of the Holy Complex.

Of all possible attach~ettts the notion Sacredness' is the do'Minam one.
Attach'Ments and attaching involves an indMdual or indMduals (consensus)
who select attach'Mettts fro~ the stock of attach~ettts that e'Mbed in alKa' abah and the Old Holy Masjid
1

The Old Holy Masjid Building is also the greater monad amongst the community
of contributing monads but never greater than al-Ka'abah . The community is the
built-in irregular geometries, Arab domes, pinnacles, crenellations, and medallions.
Thus the Old Holy Masjid stands by itself as the greater monad of Arab Islamic and
Muslim architecture together with the entities and monads of the Safa-Marwa rock
outcrops and entrances, the al-Mataf buildings, abutting and adjacent buildings and
the architecture of these buildings. Together, and with al-Ka'abah, they make for the
Holy Complex or al-Harameyn al-Sharifeyn. AI -Ka'abah's simplicity, the materials
used to construct it and the manner of construction, but particularly as a monadic
referent, is a Building of Arab architecture.
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Al-Ka' abah is guilding of Arab architecture, the Old Holy Masjid one of Arab
Muslit\1 architecture. The latter et\1beds architectural elet\1ents of alKa' abah and with it al-Ka'abah's Arab architecture.
A specialty of the Theory of Architectural Monadology, not covered by Leibniz or
Jung and Kerenji 's ( 1951: 24-27), is the configuring and corresponding of monads
and the way they make fits with and to each other when configuring or corresponding.
For example the Old Holy Masjid and al-Ka'abah are both the dominant monads
consisting of a number of contributing monads. These contributing monads
correspond and or configure with other contributing monads nearby or somewhere
else in this world (Fig.7.2, 7.3).
The configurations and correspondences of monads with other monads range from
perfect (which are usually geometric fits) to impe1fect fits (heteromorphic and random
fits). Configurations involve the geometric and the irregular geometric.
Correspondences occur when the botanical, the anthropomorphic, the zoomorphic,
colours, textures, stories and notions are involved 3 .

Applying the Theory of Architectural Monadology accounts for the
specialties 'eot1figurations, eorrespot1det1ces and fits'.
Fig.7.2
Source Eduard Schwarz (2005: Schematic drawing)
\

"'.

A configuration between two non-identical monads
The fit is an imperfect one, as the perimeters of each figure do not match
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Fig.7.3
Sources; Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Ministry of Information (n.d.: no pp.)
Gauthier(l981 : 31).

and

A correspondence: the Arab dome (a monad)
and the camel's hump (a monad)
The fit is a random one, as the centers and the perimeter of each figure do not match
Attachments make for monad s, but the numbers of attachments that can be

made

are almost infinite, like phenomena , and will lead to the absurd if selection does not
takes place. In thi s work from the immense large stock of general knowledge, the
stock of architectural knowledge, and to a lesser degree, the stock of social knowledge
was selected. From the latter the' sous entendu of place 'was abstracted and from the
former, the geometric and the irregular geometric, the botanical , the anthropomorphic,
the zoomorphic, colours, textures, stories and notions , attac hments that embed also in
al-Ka'a bah and the Old Holy Masjid.

fhe social phenotHenon 'sous entendu of place', translates into the idettttty
of the Arab place, the genius loci of the Arab place and the character of the
Arab place. 4
Once attachments are made to spaces they become monads that must abut or be
adjacent to shapes that make for the architecture of Islam. As entities, they are also
inseparable from its parts. As spaces are synonymous with shapes, it follows that the
larger space or the whole, is made-up of contributing spaces that transfer their
attachments to the larger space(s). To these whole and contributing spaces new
attachments are possible. Thus to Orion ' s geometric field, the dominant constellation
over Makkah , the new notion to Orion 's geometric fie ld as a 'wudjun cum road field'
was introduced and attached (Chapter 2, Figs.2.11 and 2. 12). That new attachment
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co-exists with the existing notions, such as Orion being the central area of the zodiac.
From this it follows that the monadic

also inheres in the cosmos. The three

constellations over Makkah are connected by al-Majarrah (the Milky Way) consist of
a number of shapes to which old stories attach, for example the manazil that was
illuminated by a single lamp (the full moon), to become the Mihrah of heaven, or
that Orion was a wide open field grazed by Ra's sheep, or that Orion was an
image of al-Ka'abah. Consequently, Orion embeds al-Ka'abah's attachments. These
make Orion into a monad. As a monad its monadic content is enlarged when the
story of the mighty giant al-Jahar whose blindness was cured by looking into the
sun is attached.
The monadic is not only confined to the architecture of Islam or the cosmos. It also
holds for landscape shapes but it is much less dependent on al-Ka'abah or the Old
Holy Masjid as attachments referents. Nevertheless, it is possible to understand the
landscape of Makkah as monads, for example, to each of Makkah 's five low-rise
grabbo mountains attach a story that makes them into monads. From Jahal Abu

Qubais, Ibraheem called the people for al-Hajj. That by it itself does not excludes
restructuring of the monad. New stories, notions or a correspondence such as
involving the zoomorphic can be attached. To Jahal Thabeer for example, attaches
the notion being a camel hump. The attachment of stories is not only confined to
mountains. Numerous pilgrim stories attach to the ii·udjun, the pilgrims traverse to get
to Makkah, those of hardship for example or those that refer to profits made during
the trip to finance the stay in Makkah.
The shapes inherent in the landscape are quite variable. Unlike architectural shapes
and spaces, landscape shapes seldom make for heteromorphic fits, even less for
geometric ones. By hearsay and maps the most well-known landscape shape to
Muslims is the actual Makkah Valley or Wadi lbraheem. Its shape is now almost
unrecognizable. It is entirely built over. Yet without this invisible-to-the eye Valley
shape with its mystic loaded stories, the other immediate adjacent landscape shapes
would be insignificant, in comparison (Figs.7.4).

rhe stories attached to the Valley's adjacent l\1ountains col\1plel\1ent the
center as a religious center and reittforce its spiritual centrality as well as
the quality of its architecture. Otte is the other.
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The shape of the ancient Makkah Valley without al- Ka'abah
7.3 The Sous Entendu of Place
The sous entendu of place is not a simpl e or a strai ghtforward concept. It invo lves the
character of place, also the ge nius loci of th e place (No rbe rg- Schulz, 1980: 180 a nd
1988: 23 , 87-126). Those are my stic referents; they invol ve meanin gs on which
scholarly agreement is not clear, he nce the differe nt interpretation s s uc h as the ' spirit
of place ' and ' the feel of the place'. When considering it as a construct, the mystic is
reduced. As a construct or an assemb lage, it has an infin ite number of contributing
elements. Simplification must occur to avoid the absurd. Simplified , for Makkah thi s

sous entendu construct is the Holy complex , the local landscape and the cosmos
overhead .

!his Holy Cot\tplex, the local landscape and the locally visible cost\tos have
been highly influential in the forn,ation of its earliest sous entendu without
lslat\1; one that has evolved in today's sous entendu of Makkah that
transferred in part to other cities of lslat\1.
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T he importance of the O ld Holy Complex and its arch itectu re and its contribution to
the sous entendu has been discussed throughout this work. That importance is beyond
dou bt, but the Makkah landscape and beyo nd, are also qu ite important in the overa ll
context of the Holy Complex and as a significant and major contributor to the sous

entendu. T hat landscape is a Sacred One by way of religious rites and contains a
number of landscape features that cannot be isolated from overall perception of the
Holy Complex. Those are the three Holy Mountains, two in Mina and one in Arafah,
respectively Jabal Nur, Jabal Thawr, Jabal Rahman.

The three Holy Moutttaitts are ittdispettsable to the religiott of Isla.., attd
pro..,ittettt culturally attd ..,ost pro..,ittettt as cotttributors to the local sous
entendu.
From the very beginning, landscape and cosmos shapes , cosmos objects and specific
shapes of the human were very important. They were permanent shapes and physical
roots that anchored Arab culture and subsequent Arab and later Arab Muslim
architecture. With those roots on hand the first versions of Ka ' abah were built. That
specific culture had its beginn ings some 600.000 years ago. In that environment the
important geometric shapes were the circle, derived from the sun and the moon, and
the triangle, together with a series of irregular geometric fields derived from patterns
of the cosmos. The importance of the land based triangle, formed by the rock outcrops
of al-Safa and Marwa and the area now occupied by al-Ka'abah cannot easily be set
aside.

This lattd-based triattgle is a pemattettt feature that helped to fomat the
geo..,etric co..,pottettt of the Arab cultural cottstruct attd that part of its
architectures that ittvolves the geo..,etric, recurrittg as geotHetric patterns
of Isla..,
The shapes and spaces embedded in Arab and Arab M uslim cu lture are terrestrial
and cosmic, besides the anthropomorphic and zoomorphic ones. T he agents of Arab
culture divided the cosmos in to manazils, and into a reas abutting and adj acent to
these heavenly mansions. The cosmos functioned as a never fai ling mirror, it-mirrored
life on earth and the specifics of land on earth. Likewise cosmos features return in
land features such as names of vi ll ages a nd places. Arab vi ll ages with their
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elementary stone and mud constructed houses surrounded by land and land scapes
were ideograms fo r an idea lized cosmi c portra it. The countryside dotted with black
tents has the sa me effect. The cosmos images on land and the geography of land in the
cosmos were

each other' s mir::,am. Th e loca l sous entendu on earth became the

literary and poetic sous enrendu of heaven.

l/111111-al-Qura is ttot sitMply a geographical ttatMe ott earth; it is the Mother
of all Villages, another ttatMe for Makkah alottg the al-Ma}arrah a wide
track for Arabs, the Milky Way or the furrow of heaven for Europeans.
Of the cosmic objects, the first and last ph ases of th e moon with nea rby Zahrah were
of equal importan ce (Zahrah is also a pronoun for femal es and is in dai ly use). Very
important is the first phase of the moon. That importance is emphasized by the
pronoun al- Hila!. Together with Zahrah, they are a worldwide symbol of Islam, a
one-off feature extracted from a system of apparent reg ul arity. Al-Hila! is eve n more
important in the ca lculati on of yearl y and monthly times. Al- Hila/'s rise signals the
start of a new Islamic month . It does so twelve times per lun ar year. 5 During the
month of Ramadhan the moon is visually sighted, a worldwide exercise. T he fi rst
moon shape, like al-Ka'abah, is everyw here as an object of coll oq ui al art in the
Mu slim world.

6

Besides the terrestrial. cosmi c and landscape shapes. Arab culture used also
anthropomorphology and zoomorphology to describe shapes. The anth ropomorphi c
and zoomorphi c shapes important in Arab Muslim culture were the oval
(representing fertility), and above all the camel's hump. Both are one-off feat ures also
extracted from systems of apparent regularity. However, as a mammalian feature the
camels hump stands out. In vari ab ly the oval and th e hump are monad s, attachments
to the oval and the hump have been many and varied and keep changing, which means
that each monad is inseparable from its parts, the parts are insepa rable from the
whole.

AttthropotMorphic attd zootMorphic shapes by thetMselves and as tMottads are
cotttributors to the sous entendu of place construct. fhey pertMattetttly
tMaitttaitt the sous entendu of place.
Design and bu ilding construction are, have been and remain important contributors
to the sous entendu of place. Foe example, the type of foundations used in bui ldings
can be considered as a cultural activity that imparts sous entendu . In old Amsterdam
the constructi on of foundation s is different from the construction of fo undations in old
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Wellington (in New Zealand) or old Makkah. In response, different skills are needed.
In Makkah the adherents to a polytheistic or a monotheistic religion nevertheless had
skills in common that were necessary for the constructing of buildings. The
development of skills needs time and depends on what materials are locally avai labl e
or readily imported. In earli est Makkah , those skills were a response to the materials
on hand such as bones, stones and small logs that were used as building materials.
The early-acquired ski ll s went hand in hand with the earliest acquired weaving skills.
In the local Arab culture weaving and setting-up of tents was the women's job; the
men undertook construction. In the weaving process, the single threads combine into
an 'in and out pattern " that correspond within reason with the 'in and out' patterns
that come about by laying blocks of stone in single bond . With those skills
polythei sts and monothei sts built a number of kabaat to which both the agents of
polytheism and monothei sm attached notions , stories, the anthropomorphic, the
zoomorphic, the botanic, the irregular geometric, colours and textures, amongst many
other attachments, in design and construction. Polytheists and monothei sts used
similar or the same skill s to erect kabaat.

The early kabaat of the polytheist ultit\1ately lead to an 'al-Ka'abah with
syt\1bolic content being everywhere in this world'.
AI -Ka 'abah ' s polythei stic sy mbolic content and the sy mbolic content acquired under
Islam were central to both . The Building was the center of daily life ; a daily life
centered the Building. One was the other. The manner in which it was used and for
what purpose made an important contribution to the sous entendu of place of
Makkah. It anchored and rooted two specific cultures. Thus integral to Arab cultural
history and later Muslim religious culture, al-Ka'abah and later the Old Holy Masjid
were of utter importance. As artifacts with specific symboli c content they deeply
penetrated into some non-Muslim cultures to become Muslim ones in due course. In
this process al-Ka'abah and the Old Holy Masjid served as vehicles convey in g their
monadic content and their share of sous entendu.

This conveyed t\1aterial led to a t\1odified sous entendu for places with a
predot\1inat1t Muslit\1 population, the sous entendu for exatMple of Cairo.
Shapes and spaces, their attachments that make shapes and spaces into monads, and
the configurations and correspondences of monads do not stand by themselves. They
are for example also contributors to the Makkah 's sous entendu. They go hand in
hand with Arab aesthetics that was derived from human and animal forms, to which
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Only Lane (1874 CE) understood this aspect by way of his etylftologically
oriented Arabic-fng/ish Lexicon. fhose, who wrote discourses on lftatters
of lslal\1 and on the ~uildings of lslatM ignored Lane and by doit1g so failed
to recognize the roots of Arab culture and the way these roots anchored
that culture.
According to Lane, Arabs used anthropomorphology to compare areas of good land
with the areas encl osed by the arm -a rmpit, shoulder joint, the shoulders, the
buttocks, the forehead. the area betwee n the pubes, and the navel. They used zoo
morphology when describin g co lumns. They were

seen as the long legs of a camel.

The arches make a fit with these long legs. A nthropomorphologica lly, the arch
represented the woman sittin g astride on a camel. That Arabs had about seven
hundred names for a camel. whi ch is suffi cient ev idence th at the etymological figured
large in Arab cu l ture. That architecture was procreation conveys a lucid picture about
the importance of fertility in th e sa me culture. Arab cultu re had on hand, besides th e
noti ons attac hed to shapes and spaces correspondences and associations. Th ese were
detailed in C hapter 2. Par. 2.3.5. Arab Spec ialties: L eft and Ri ght and B lack and
White.

7 .4

Chronologies and I nconsistcncics

The penetration of non -Mu slim cultures that eventua ll y became Ara b Muslim
cultures had th eir ow n agents who became in vo lved in the constructi on of
al -K a'aba h and th e Old Holy Masjid. It was a continuation of kabaat bui lding that
had gone befo re. Thi s is expressibl e chronologica ll y. A lthough architectura l scholars
rather recently have tended to set aside architectural chronologies in favour of the
poetic and th e hermeneutic, in thi s work chronologies have been fo und useful. W ithin
reaso n, it has been possible to establ ish wh ich build ings of the Holy Complex w ere in
ex i stence w hen, and where, and are not there by comparing images, drawings,
illustrati ons and ph otographs ove r differen t time periods. For examp le, the Reland i
drawin g of 1717 CE ( 1130 A H) shows four-domed 111aqaam on the upper step of the
circumambulatory area. T hey were still in exi stence according to Hurgronje's
photograph of

1885 CE ( 1303 A H) and

a photograph by The Kin gdom of Saudi

Arabia in The Expansion of the al-Harameyn al-Sharifeyn. In a postca rd of about

1958 CE ( 1378 AH) they are not there. They w ere removed to make way for a new
and larger al-Mataf without steps that had become necessary to accommodate the
increased numbers of pi l gri ms participatin g in the circumambul ation of al-Ka' abah
(Figs. 7.5 --7.6).
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attachment have been made for centuries. Only Lane (1874 CE) understood this
aspect by way of his etymologically oriented Arabic-English Lexicon. Those, who
wrote discourses on matters of Islam and on the Buildings of Islam ignored Lane and
by doing so failed to recognize the roots of Arab culture and the way these roots
anchored that culture.
According to Lane, Arabs used anthropomorphology to compare areas of good land
with the areas enclosed by the arm-armpit, shoulder joint, the shoulders, the
buttocks, the forehead, the area between the pubes, and the navel. They used zoo
morphology when describing columns. They were

seen as the long legs of a camel.

The arches make a fit with these long legs. Anthropomorphologically, the arch
represented the woman sitting astride on a camel. That Arabs had about seven
hundred names for a cameL which is sufficient evidence that the etymological figured
large in Arab culture. That architecture was procreation conveys a lucid picture about
the importance of fertility in the same culture. Arab culture had on hand, besides the
notions attached to shapes and spaces correspondences and associations. These were
detailed in Chapter 2, Par. 2.3.5, Arab Specialties: Left and Right and Black and
White.

7 .4

Chronologies and Inconsistencies

The penetration of non-Muslim cultures that eventually became Arab Muslim
cultures had their own agents who became involved in the construction of
al-Ka'abah and the Old Holy Masjid. It was a continuation of kabaat building that
had gone before. This is expressible chronologically. Although architectural scholars
rather recently have tended to set aside architectural chronologies in favour of the
poetic and the hermeneutic, in this work chronologies have been found useful. Within
reason, it has been possible to establish which buildings of the Holy Complex were in
existence when, and where, and are not there by comparing images, drawings,
illustrations and photographs over different time periods. For example, the Relandi
drawing of 1717 CE ( 1130 AH) shows four-domed maqaam on the upper step of the
circumambulatory area. They were still in existence according to Hurgronje's
photograph of 1885 CE ( 1303 AH) and

a photograph by The Kingdom of Saudi

Arabia in The Expansion of the al-Harameyn al-Sharifeyn. In a postcard of about
1958 CE ( 1378 AH) they are not there. They were removed to make way for a new
and larger al-Mataf without steps that had become necessary to accommodate the
increased numbers of pilgrims participating in the circumambulation of al-Ka'abah
(Figs.7.5 --7.6).
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Fig.7.5
Source; Unknown Arab source (c 1958: Postcard)

al-Haram in about 1958 CE (1378 AH)
Except for the Mimbar, all the smaller buildings are not there. Al-Mataf is now one flush
surface and extended area surrounded by the older lzawasi. The smaller buildings in this
postcard are the control building on the right middle and the Imam's maqam on the left
middle. The tower like structure is the Mimhar.

Fig.7.6 Source; The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (n.d.: no pp.)
in The Expansion of the al-Harameyn al-Shari/eyn.

al-Haram in about 1955 CE (1375 AH)
In the middle foreground is Maqam Maliki standing on the upper level of al-Mataf, which is
surrounded by hawasi consisting of sand and gravel. The lower level of al-Mataf is the
circumambulatory area.
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Comparisons of and between the different media, photographs and drawings, led to an
investigation of: construction dates, the dimension s of al-Ka 'a bah and the Old New
Masjid construction phases, and the material s that were used in these constructions
and th e location of the first four manaraat. In that investigation a number of
chron ologica l in consistencies were found in different documents that cover
construction itse lf, construction dates, dimensions , and the persons involved in the
design and construction of al-Ka'abah and the Old Hol y Masjid , which are in need
of remedy.

Kegardless of their appet1ded bibliographies, ot1e root of these it1cot1sistet1cies
has beet1, at1d is, the lack of a cot1sultatiot1 at1d subsequet1t agreet\1et1t or
disagreet\1et1ts be1Weet1 the differet1t authors who wrote treatises,
discourses, books at1d papers ot1 the Holy Cot\1plex. lt1 this the acceptat1ce of
al-Azraki 's historic record t1eeds to be seriously questiot1ed
7.5

Al-Azraki's Legacy

In cons istencies occ ur in al-Ka 'a bah ' s dimen sions. Most of the informat ion avai lab le
to western sc holars on the Holy Buildings has come from the ann otated upon
ann otated acco unt of Abdu l al-Walid al-Azra ki , further annotated by Wtistenfelt' s
1858 CE / 1275 AH).
In thi s inc onsistencies theme Abd ul al-Wal id al-Azra ki gove rns fairly large,
emp has ized by num ber of mid - l 9th Ce ntury onwa rd s- until -to clay commentators on
the Holy Comp lex. They all , inclu sive th e Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, have used
al-Azraki 's chro nolog ica l incons iste nt account. AI-Azra ki died in 850 CE. Durin g
hi s li fe time al-Azraki knew the al-Mad hi and al-Had i Building that was built in 77878 1 CE ( 16 1- 164 A H) and the 693 CE (74 AH) al-Hajjaj Ka 'abah that was built
before hi s birth . He described those two Buildin gs but he also covered prev ious
extensions. These accounts were questioned in Chapters 1 and 5. Most would have
come from hea rsay, guesses and specul ation , but littl e, if anything, from
archaeological find s or epigraphs. As he was an Imam (theologian ) architectural
matters would have escaped him , witnessed by the lack of detail in hi s descriptions of
columns and hi s flaw ed drawings of column footings , column spacing, and column
pattern of the al-Mahdi and al-Hadi Mosque and al-Ka ' abah (see Chapter 4, Fig. 4.20
and Chapter 5, Fig.5.3). Moreover, no original copy of his discourse is in existence.
Thus, al-Azraki 's chronologi cal record and the way he depicted the Buildings is
impaired. Wi.i stenfelt tran slated and abridged an impaired document based on Arab
annotated upon annotated copies. Wi.istenfelt, although abridged, extended the
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annotated manuscript by drawing-in other Arab annotations, those of al-Fasi, al Fahiki
and Qutb'Uddin 'Un-Nahravall. This aggregated annotation was again annotated in
1964 CE (1384 AH) by Rushdie Malhas and in its final form accepted as valid
chronological record by the Official Authorities of Saudi Arabia.

The acceptance of al-Azraki's historic accouttt as a valid ot1e has created an
excuse for orientalists, lslat\tists and art historians to continue their
laissez-faire interpretation of the t\\Ost it\1portat1t &uildit1gs of lslat\1, the
Holy Cot\tplex it1 Makkah
That lai ssez-faire attitude returns in the inconsistencies that covers al-Ka' a bah' s
dimensions and other inconsistencies of a number of authors that dealt with the Holy
Buildings. Thus Ali Bey al -Abassi ' s 1807 CE (1222 AH) plan of the 1807 CE Holy
Complex was used as late as 1984 CE and 1992 CE respectively by Bloom and by
Muohammad and Salina Samar, although the 1947 CE Egyptian Survey Department
plan was in existence. Matched against that plan , Bey's plan contains a number of
inaccuracies that were continued by the same authors in their respective discourses .

That these it1consistencies cot1tinue usit1g the Ali &ey Abassi plan was
recogt1ized in this work. They do not need to contit1ue if use is t\1ade of
the 1947 plan of the Egyptiat1 Survey Uepartt\tent of Cairo.
However, for the want of anything better Abdul al -Walid Azraki's chronological
record of the Old Holy Masjid's construction chronology up and including the
al-Mahdi and al-Hadi one, needs to accepted for the time being until there is
agreement amongst to-day ' s Muslim and non -Muslim scholars on who was involved
and when in the construction of the Old Holy Masjid , under who's regimes the
Buildings were constructed and or demolished and or renovated . This can be done
with the help of the London School of Oriental Studies, the Rijks Universiteit of
Leiden, the Topaki Museum in Istanbul and the Authorities that published the report
by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia National Economy and Finance (c1989), His
Majesty King Abdul Aziz Project/or Extension and Construction o/The Haram
Sharif Documents, Data, Statements, and Engineering Drawings of the Project,
Issued During the Reign of His Majesty King Khalid Bin Abdul Aziz.
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The King Abdul Aziz Project docotMentation, which includes the 1947
Egyptian Survey Plan, on the tMost Holy Soildings of lslatM is reliable. This
should be of help in solving inconsistencies in ditMensions, in construction
dates, in persons involved in the construction of the Holy Soildings and in the
correct location of manaraat realizing that the transliteration of Arab and
Turkish into English or another western European languages has its own
difficulties.
7.6

Worldly Aspects of al-Ka'abah and the Old Holy Masjid

AI-Ka'abah and the Old Holy Masjid are edifices with monadic content, but there
is also an al-Ka'abah and an old Holy Masjid that is the absolute urban core of
Makkah , set in a landscape of pronounced grey-black rocks that are visually sharp to
very sharp in outline and glitter in the sun . In between these rocks are the wudjun
that run towards the center. They

emphasize the center as a center. That same center

or the urban core, for that matter a Sacred One, consists of five irregular geometric
shapes, those of al-Ka ' abah, al-Hatim , al -Mataf and the Old Holy and New
Masajied.

What exists is a Sacred Urban Core that is under re-construction to
accotMtModate 13 tMillion pilgritMs annually by 2014 CE (1435 CE) (Arab
News of 2 Jone 2004)
That urban core had its beginnings since circa 2000 / 1700 BC, From than Makkah
has grown into, what it is to day a city of about 560,000 inhabitants, augmented
temporarily by more than 2 ,000,000 participants in the 2004 CE (1425 AH) al-Hajj
(Arab News, 6 January 2004). That temporary increases of the local population by
non-permanent residents happens every year but at different times of the year due to
the use of the Islamic calendar. Pilgrims stay between two to four weeks in the city. It
involves a mass movement, mass accommodatio n and mass feeding about two million
people.

This scale is an unprecedented one and will be even greater when 13 tMillion
pilgritMs arrive annually.
The increase in the number of pilgrims will involve a massive building program to
accommodate and transport these numbers. The recently announced re-construction
of thejamaraat structure in Mina (Hadj & Umrah Magazine via Arab News at
www.arabnews.com of 1 April 2004 has signaled the start of that extended
construction and reconstruction program. At this time this proposal is still
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di sconnected from the development proposals contained in an e-mail web image
shown in Chapter 3, Fi g.3.19.

How it will affect traditional architecture of Mina and Makkah is an
urgent issue that needs to be itwestigated. fhe loss of traditional Makkah
architecture has been serious. Controls are necessary to prevent further
losses.
Durin g al-Hajj , pil grims are on the move for three days in both directi ons between
Makkah and Arafah . Th at mass movement takes pl ace within a symbolic reli giou s
environment controll ed by the Makkah Emirate and the Makkah City Co uncil. Th e
Makkah Emi rate's area is buil t-o n in pockets, but land sca pe-w ise it is not very
different from oth er non-urbani zed wadi areas in side its territory. Thi s is quite
different fo r Makkah. Thi s City is an agg lo merate of low ri se gra bbo mountain s
covered by ho uses that spill over the rid ges in to th e adj ace nt vall eys to ri se upward s
aga in to neighbo urin g rid ges and vall eys. In so me ways it is fo rtunately th at some of
th e roc k areas are too steep to built on yet th ey create interested visual breaks th at
ex tent towa rd s th e wucljun below . Th ese are wedged-in betwee n the rid ges of gra bbo
rock th at surface as low -ri se moun tain s in parall el fo rmati ons above the wucljun.
The compos iti on of the wudju n themse lves is one of firm sand and grave l, ce rtainl y
not dese rt sa nd s.

fhe visual breaks in the landscapes need preserving. fhey are 'welco~es'
that interrupt an unsightly sea of houses.
T hrou ghout hi stori c time ho uses and other buildin gs were built on thi s th ese bare
grabbo rocks. Th ese roc ks ha ve a hi gh load bearin g ca paci ty. Th e houses had
fo undati ons th at consisted of the same materi al but as rubbl e pil ed on top of other
similar rubbl e. Wall s, some fo ur stories, hi gh were built of the sa me material , held
together with small di ameter logs in a lon g and cross-wi se like fa shion . Thi s type of
construction has bee n di spl aced by reinfo rced concrete constructi on. Hou ses and the
Holy Compl ex abutted by more houses form a conglomerate of stones and rocks.
For Muslims, that conglomerate is the center of their world , which is kept in focus
by al -Ka 'abah and the Old Holy Masjid. High -ri se hotels have been built that
overlook the Holy Complex , thereby reducin g the importance of the Holy Complex
as the central focu s. The same hi gh-ri se con structed buildings of recent date have
di splaced large areas of traditional Makkah architecture.
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Although Makkah's background is a polytheistic one, beyond the slightest doubt
the Makkah Haram of now associates with the origins of Islam sustained and
emphasized by the one specific rite of the center, the circumambulation of al-Ka'abah
or al-Tawaj, which does not take place in any other Harcun. The rites conducted in
Mina, Muzdalifah and Arafah are each of quite a different kind.
According to Arab and Muslim scholars that center or the urban core of Makkah
commenced by the raising of the foundations of al-Ka'abah on existing ones by

Ibraheem and Ishmael. Those existing foundations were Adam's ones according to
the same sources. It follows that the Valley must have been settled before Ibraheem
and Ishmael era.

Pre-Ibraheem and Ishmael settlement must have occurred, but the

Valley was found abandoned when lbraheem and his family resettled it. To prove that
an earlier settlement was in existence is archaeologically out of the question.
According to Mohammed Sa'id al-Farsi (in al-Shareef 1992: 31) the earliest
settlement occurred by the building of houses along the edges of the Valley (see again
Chapter 3, Fig.3.5).

Sa'id al-Farsi contradicts the general belief by Muslit\1 scholars that the
first houses were erected in the center of the Valley. fhey were built along
the edges of the Valley.
AI-Ka'abah has been rebuilt and renovated a number of times more often than
generally is realized by Arabs and Europeans alike. Al-Ka'abah of to day has
dimensions that correspond with the late Quraish one, which are close to lbraheem's
and Ishmael's al-Ka'abah. Throughout history a number of kabaat were built. What
is seen today is a 1957 CE (1377 AH) restored al-Ka'abah of late Quraish dimensions
that is covered with al-Kiswah, fitted with a new ceiling of Burmese teak,
strengthened interior walls that are and the floor clad with marble.
'

I

Worldwide, more than a billion Muslims face the Building, during the five daily
prayers setting up five billion invisible axes per day over a period of circa 15 hours
near the Equator. That period increases, the further the Prayee is from the Equator.

7

During Fadjr (the morning prayer) and the other four daily prayers, individual's
set-up invisible axes, Qiblaat, that links the individual to al-Ka'abah. Thus alKa'abah itself is kept in focus and centered by way of an invisible very large Qiblaat
system by worshippers and the Mihraab of Mosques worldwide.
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fhe Mihraab worldwide are the pert\ianent tert\iinals of the Qiblaat
systet\1 that encotflpasses the world. 8
What exi sts today is an al -Ka' abah centered Qiblah system that uses Latitudes and
Longitudes. The latter two estab lish the locati on of any Mosque on the globe. Us in g
Latitudes and Longitudes, The Islamic Finder Organization (http// www .islami c
find er .org ) run s a web program that covers Latitudes and Latitudes and subsequent
Prayer times for six million places. The Qiblah system is temporaril y but hugely
ex pand ed durin g the compul sory fi ve times per day praye rs that are conducted in
Mosques, in houses, in work places and on th e street.

Individuals not attending the Mosque fortfl tetflporarily a lucid Qiblaat
systet\1 during the five daily prayers. Pointing away frol\1 al-Ka'abah a
Qiblah becot\ies a geographical axis augt\ienting the sun's radials that can
act as geographical axes.
T he ve ry fac t that Prayees mu st fa ce Makkah and al-Ka'a bah infers subordin ati on
to th e ce nter. Ma kk ah and its al-Ka'a bah together is the absolute domin ant node of
a Q iblaat system 9 co rres pondin g with a soc ial hi erarchi ca l orga ni zed loca l soc iety.
As the ' mag net' of th e Qiblaat system, al-Ka'a bah is a fun cti onal Building that
att racts Qiblaat. It is furth er a fun cti o nal Buildin g in that the shadows it casts on
al-Mataf fl oo r we re used, and still ca n be used, in th e determinati on of day times,
parti cul ar praye r times.
In Ara b culture, th e sun , the moo n and the stars helped th e loca ls in findin g of
directi ons on land and on sea. Directi on returns in th e fo rm of a Qiblah but also as
geogra phi c constants. A L-Qiblah is particu larl y ev ide nt in Mosques. No matter wh at,
th e Mihrab of all Mosques mu st face Makkah, an al- Qu 'ran requirement. If that is
not poss ibl e the sufuuf mu st. A suf uf is a li ne on the Mosque's fl oor or is part of th e
Mosque's carpet or woven into a carpet lines that run parall el with the Qiblah wall
along whi ch the prayees line-up durin g prayer.

Westem scholars do not always recognize that the il\iportance of al-Qiblah
is all-pervasive.
AL-Qiblah is of critica l im portance in the design of any Mosque. It affects the overall

design of the Buildi ng. When a num ber of adjacent Mosques and other Bui ldings of
Islam all -together face Makkah, the street along wh ich those buildin gs are located wi ll
point in the directi on of Makkah. In that sense, the street becomes a Qiblah rad ial.
T he Qiblah radial is inherent for example, in the street patterns of Makkah , Cairo,
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Baghdad , Riyadh , al-Taif, Basra and Kufa . 10 To the Qiblah attaches the notion of a
Sacred Directi on, which makes it into a monad. The Qiblaat system is the dominant
monad amongst th e co mmunity of al-Qiblah monad s. Moreover, in addition to styles,
the poetic the phenomenolog ical or the monadic in arch itecture, al-Qiblah embed s
the architecture of direction , an epigraph that inheres in all buildin gs of Islam and is
the most obv ious feature of al l Mosques, epitomized by th e Mihrab and the Qiblah
wall, or simpl y as a directional sign on the cei lin g or a praye r rug on the fl oor
pointing towa rd s Makkah and al-Ka 'abah .

11

Other critical cotMpot1et1ts it1 the desigt1 of a Mosque are separate tMale at1d
fetMale Prayer areas at1d separate Whu'du at1d toilet areas.
7.7

Al-Ka'abah and the Old Holy Masjid as Architectural Models and Design
Motifs

This thesis introduced th e theme 'a l-Ka' aba h is eve ryw here' . That is not a surpri se.
Both al -Ka'aba h and the Old Holy Masjid served as models in the creation or
modification of other arc hitectures and as des ign motifs fo r man y objects of art. Their
use as design motifs in objects of art has been, and still is, very large, their use in
arc hitecture less so.

evertheless arc hitectural elements belonging to the Old Holy

Masjid have been used in other arch itectures spec iall y its crenellati ons. AI-Ka'aba h' s
u e was as mod ul es that return as a series of kabaat modules that make for the floor
plan of th e Old Holy Masjid . Al- Ka' aba h return s in a number of square forts. The
corn ers of al-Ka ' abah are the fo rt 's four turrets , one turret on eac h corn er. Two such
now demolished fo rts occ upi ed tw o hill s in Makkah. Hurgronj e in 1885 CE ( I 303A H)
reco rded them in a drawing. One fo rt was

photographed by Sadiqe Bey in 1880 CE

( 1278A H) (see agai n Chapter 5, Fig.5.9).

Al-Ka' abah' s itMprit1t at1d it1fluet1ce ot1 other buildings of lslat\t at1d ot1
textiles has beet1 at1d is greater that1 is get1erally realized.
AI-Ka 'a bah ' s four corners corresponded with

fo ur geogra phical directi ons, the

Egyptian, the Yemen and Iraqi corners. It is quite possibl e the turrets of the forts in
Makkah and along the different routes to Makkah referred to different geogra phical
direction s, in wh ich one turret indicated

the direction to Makkah , for exa mple, like

the circu lar pl anned city of al-Mansur near Baghdad that had four gates, one facing
Makkah. In that hermeneuti c way al -Ka 'abah was imitated, as there was structurall y
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no need for the turrets and they were too s mall as we ll in su1face area at the top to
serve as watchtowers . Possibly one rib of the ribbed domes of many Buildings of
Is lam faces Makkah. It is possible, s ubj ect to research, that one turret of all turrets a nd
o ne rib of al I the ribs of ribbed domes were used as Qiblaat or as finders of
geograp hi ca l directions.

This thesis also explored the possibility that the physical al-Ka' abah with al-Hatitfl Joined
together were used as tttodels for those Arab arches that ruropeans refer to as horseshoes.
That the so-called horseshoe is a plan view of al-Ka' abah cotttbined with al-Hatitfl. It is
generally not recognized as such. Together they becattte an idea, then an ideograt\1, hence a
design tttotif that lead to the proto-type Arab arch. This now fatflous Arab arch reappears
in the Cordoba Masjid but also in Masjid Jatflek in Kuala-Lutttpur, a Mosque built during the
~ritish colonial era, and in a tttoden, Masjid along Jeddah' s foreshore and tttany others
(figs.7.7-7.8).
<

Fig.7.7

Sources;
Eduard Schwarz
( 1993: Drawing and
Jong-Vissc her,

1948 :207)

Plan view of
al-Ka'abah and alHatim and the
Cordoba Mosque
arches
J!idjr

In re ality, th e Hat im 's
to p surface is of white
marble. The a uth or has
introduced the black
parts to hi ghli ght the
influen ce of the Hati m
had o n a rches genera ll y
in the world of Is lam .
We may refe r to it as the
Arab arch .
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Fig.7.8
Source; Eduard Schwarz ( 1993: Photographs)
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.
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The Arab arch retur11i in the Mihrab and Mimbar of
a foreshore Mosque in Jeddah

al-Ka'abah as a design motif woven into rugs
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The statet"Kettt 'al-Ka'abah is everywhere' is evidettt fro.-., the fact that al-Ka'abah at1d the
Old Holy Masjid were very extensively used as desigtt t"Kotifs for textiles (fig.7.8, 7.9).
That this wettt ut1recogt1ized for so lot1g is altttost ut1believable. There are a ttut"Kber of
discourses that deal with carpets attd prayer rugs, but t1ot1e of these cot1tait1 recogt1itiot1
that the desigt1s are portraits of al-Ka'abah with or without the Old Holy Masjid. Usually,
it1 the cettter of the rug is al-Ka'abah as a desigt1 in black or dark colours surrout1ded by the
Old Holy Masjid alottg the rug's edges, separated by al-Mataf it1 a lighter colour.
The al-Safa entrattce attd exit also served as a desigt1 tttotif evidet1t frottt the t1Ut\1ber of rugs
at1d carpets that portray the al-Safa and its lat\1ps as a Mihrab. fhis Safa Mihrab
desigt1 woven it1to carpets or prayer rugs is alt\1ost it1stat1tly recogt1izable as a stepped
arch frot\1 which sittgle lat\1ps hattgs. The orthodox it1terpretatiot1 of carpets and prayer rugs
it1volve phrases such as 'arabesque' 'Moorish',' tttedalliotts', 'lozenge', followed by a
descriptiott of colours, the itl'lpact of these colours ott the overall desigt1, their it1tensity attd
hues attd descriptiotts of flower patterns as enhancers of the design attd their it\1pact on
the overall desigvi. That it is al-Safa's exit attd entrance with latttps is t1ot recognized
although sotttetitttes the rug's function is, by referring to 'direction'. ii The Mihrab desigt1
was also used as an architectural t\10del for entrattces to the ~uildings of lslat\1. It was
applied it1 the G-ok Madrese it1 Sivas, and the Aladin Cat\1i in KonJa, followed by the actual alSafa entrance and exit.

That al-Ka'abah the Old Holy MasJid and its entranoe as
unreoognized design motifs for a range of textiles is an Important
finding of this work.
at1d

That the Arab aroh is a plan view of al-Ka'abah oombined with
al-Hatim and not a honeshoe as often are referred to by European
sources another important finding
attd

That a/-Qib/ah emphasizes al-Ka'abah beyond the European
oonoeption of al-Ka'abah being a simple building.
attd

The floor plan of the Old Holy Matjid is not a simple horizontal grid
plan. It oonsists of a series of kabaat modules abutting and ac.tfaoent
to eaoh other
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8 Final Overview
This thesis analyzed the Old Holy Masjid and al-Ka'abah using the Theory of
Architectural Monadology. Under its umbrella the conclusion is that the Old Holy
Masjid is an architectural co nstruct procured from heaven with anthropomorphic,
zoomorphic and botanical content. The Buildin g is also an imago mundi, an
imaginary world, corresponding with Arab and Muslim views of their world. The
loca l world of Makkah is embedded with a specific so us entendu, a religious one,
assoc iated with providing accommodation for pilgrims. This is an indu stry by itself.
Further, the Old Holy Masjid and also al-Ka'abah co nsist of spaces and shapes that
embed numerou s attachment. Both are monadic referents .
Of a ll poss ible attachments an d to avoid the abs urd , th e a nthropomorp hi c, the
zoomorphic, the irregular geometric, th e botanical, notions, stories, colours , and
textures were selected as s uitabl e attachments. No empiricism, episte mology or
scientific theories were attac hed except when exam ining shapes on their function
and strength. A simil ar approach li es embedded in phenomenology . From the infinite
range of phenomena those phenomena are se lected that make sense to the hypoth esis
raised or the proposition advanced . The Theory of Monadology fo ll ows a simi lar
path . From the infinite range of attachments th ose attac hment are selected that make a
combi nat io n of shapes and spaces into a successful arc hitectural or art design , a
design that makes se nse.
This work has shown that it is possible to assess arc hitecture nomadically, which is
akin but not id enti ca l to the phenomenological assessment of architecture (NorbergSchulz, 1980). Nevertheless , th e practical side of architect ure cannot be set aside,
which mean s that buildings need also to be assessed on their strength a nd other
physical aspects such heatin g, noise, internal and external movements of people and
goods, internal lighting , cleaning, the extent of fire risk, water supply, wastes
disposals and electronic communications.
Both al-Ka'abah and the Old Holy Masjid have been repeatedly renovated , added to
and partially rebuilt. The addition of 1951-1993 CE (1371-1414 AH) known as the
Saudi I and Saudi II extensions has been a major one and incorporated many of to
day 's technologies and technological innovations. Those are extensively covered by
Muohammad and Salina Samar (c1998: 191-200).
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7.9 Avenues for Future Research.
Throughout the thesis a number of direct and indirect references have been made
that could lead to fruitful further research. For example, the provision of
accommodation for pilgrims and the extensions of al-Mataf have detrimentally
affected early Arab and Arab Muslim architecture. A case in point is the
architecture of the four now demolished Maqaam. They were of Ottoman design.
What were the earlier ones? Those and other Ottoman architectural imports would be
a worthwhile

project to study, as would be the study of one module of the New

Holy Masjid , including its column patterns and some of the wall decorations, which
associate with that module. In the first instance, this should be a pilot study, followed
by a full assessment of all of the Holy Complex, but in particular the Old Building.
As the Old Holy Masjid is a historic Building, such an assessment could be used to
prepare an enforceable public conservation policy to ensure the Old Holy Masjid 's
survival. The Old Holy Masjid is a building of the Arab Islamic and Muslim
architecture and should be see n as an endangered species. 12 This is particularly
necessa ry in view of the ever-increasing number of aL- Hqjj and Umrah visitors who
will need more circumambulatory space. This will involve an extension of al-Mataf
for which there is no space except by demolishing the Old Building ; This Building is
already se riou sly affected by the adjacent and abutting new construction . Many
columns of the Old Holy Masjid were placed in new location s
A detailed recordin g of the areas of Bah Safa, Bah Ali, Bah lhrah eem, and Bah aL-

AjiaLa is also required. Each of these areas and entrances are an integral in the
understanding of the Old Holy Masjid . Further information is required regarding the
design advice that was provided by the consulting architects of the New Holy Masjid.
Architects from different Muslim countries attached to Universities advised the
Kingdom of the Saudi Arabia on the design of it. Some features of the New Holy
Masjid resemble the Alhambra in Spain but others do not. It is desirable to know and
record what the thinking was behind the design. The design brief and the resulting
recommendations are somewhere, and should be made accessible and available. The
virtual non-existence of an interloan system from Saudi Arabian libraries has created
another barrier.
The cosmos figured large in the 1993 CE ( 1414 AH) fieldwork, but a new local check
is required on the accuracy of the 1993 observations. An assessment of the DecemberFebruary night sky needs to be made for the Mina and Muzdalifah Valleys and the
Arafah plain. Folklore related to the cosmos need to be further assessed and clarified.
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7.10 Postscript
This thesis was an inquiry into architectural shapes and spaces used in Arab and
Arab Islamic and Muslim architectures. The roots of shapes and spaces, their
attachments, their differences , their simi larities, their correspondences and their
configurations were explored under the umbrella of the Theory of Architectural
Monadology with the Old Holy Masjid and al-Ka'abah as monadic referents. The
following themes run through the work: The 19th century intellectual s created a 20th
Century disposition in which the analysis and presentation of the architecture of the
Buildings of Islam were pursued and presented in a laissez-faire manner. Under it,
the roots of Arab culture and architecture were subdued or not recognized at all.
Cultural insen sitivity

has led to an architectural dominance by western countries

over non-western countries, which considerably influenced the architectures of these
countries, inclusive of Saudi Arabia. This country

rather uncritically welcomed the

modern architecture that with some adaptations has evolved into European Islamic
architecture that has substantially displaced traditional Arab Makkah architecture of
rawasheen and masharabiyaat. A Symposium on the Arab City highlighted this
aspect in 1981 and 1983 that took place in al-Madinah. The conference dealt with a
multitude of issues, the dominant one that stressed the havoc caused by the
introduction of western architecture and planning philosophies on the traditional
architecture of Arab cities and on the built environment of those cities. The
consensus body of conference conveyed the message that a conceptually different
(no grid iron subdivisions) and a more culturally se nsitive approach (no more
European Islamic architecture) are needed when designing houses and buildings of
Islam and when designing an Islamic built environment (irregular street patterns).
This thesis has been supportive of that aim throughout by referring to the destruction
of the Makkah's traditional architecture and by drawing the attention by labeling the
Old Holy Masjid a threatened specie needing world wide attention to prevent further
damage by future extensions of the New Holy Masjid
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Notes Chapter 7
For its application and operation see Chapter I, section 1.1.2 and Chapter 2,
section 2.2.1.
2

This by itself is a reversal of the Theory of Architectural Monadology in
which the smaller entity makes for the larger whole. That reversals of theories occur
is evident for example from the 1st Law of Thermodynamics.

3

These elements form the nexus enhanced by specialties.

4

Merleau-Ponty perceived the local world as a perceptual phenomenon of
fields , figures , and backgrounds. Merleau-Ponty emphasized fields , figures, and
backgrounds as objects of meaning and the impact of that meaning on the ' place ',
imparting a meaning or a sous entendu of place. Fields, figures , and backgrounds
readily correspond and configure with shapes and spaces, which are the subject of thi s
thesis . Like attachments that are made to shapes and spaces, attachments can be made
to fields, figures , and backgrounds, which subsequently make them also into monads .
5

The Islamic month is about 29.5 day s. The time difference between the lunar
and solar year is about I 1.3 days. (The Islamic calendar shifts backwards in relation
to the Gregorian calendar). For Makkah itself the lunar month consists of 28 visible
moon phases and two dark days . This is due to the City deep seatedness in the
Va ll ey and it's surrounding by mountain s. The rise of al- Hila! on the Red Sea's
horizon cannot be seen in the Makkah Valley.

6

This visual sighting has lead to confusion , particularly as the moon ecliptic is
not constant. The Arab News of 15, Apri l, 2005 recognized this by reporting that
Saudi Arabia together with some Islamic countries are working on a pioneering
project that wil l launch a sate llite, which wi ll be used for moon sighting to decide
accurate dates of religious rituals and festivals in the Islamic ca lendar.

7

Singapore is located close to the Equator at Latitude OIO 17'
and
Longitude 103° 51' E. For Singapore around 22 June the time span between Fadjr
(morn ing prayer) and !shah (evening prayer) is circa 15 hours. On about 22 December
it is about 15.5 hours. Wellington in New Zealand locates Latitude 41 ° 17' Sand
Longitude 174° 47' E, quite some distance away from the Equator, the time span
between Fadjr and !shah is abo ut 12.9 hours arou nd 22 June. On about 22 December
it is 19.1 hours. Both dates respectively correspond with the winter and summer
solstices.

8

This system preceded the Cartesian and Mercator division of the world.

9

Once Longitudes and Latitudes are used, a connection comes into existence
between the Qiblah system and the Mercator grid.
JO

This feature of streets as Qiblaat can be used in assessing whether a city is a
Muslim one, was once a Muslim one or had a Muslim enclave attached to it, or sti ll
has a Muslim enclave.
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11

The function of the rug is the finding of the direction to Makkah. By the very
fact that a textile is a Prayer rug its use and therefore its function is known.
12

Although a record is available, it is inaccessible. If made available, the
research suggested for one module of the Old and New Holy :vlasjid would be less
critical (Drawings 2121 ·· 2123 for example).
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Appendices
Frontispiece Appendices
Source; Ismael Ibrahim Nawwab (2002: 21)

.

r"' :-.~

al-Ka'abah and the Old Holy Masjid Photograph by Muhamad Asad of 1927?
The Ka'abah in the center of the Sacred Court with three facades of the Old Holy M asj id and its two 36
meters hi gh minarets those of al-Wi 'da ' and al-Ukmrah . In the foreground are the Zem-Zem House and Bab
z/-Shaba. On the ri ght is Maqam Hanbali.
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APPENDIX ONE
The CE / AH Conversion Table
Source; Facey (1990: 90). See also Islamic Finder Organization (2005) for CE to AH
conversions (http//www.islamicfinder.org
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APPENDIX TWO
Correspondences between birth and death dates of historians and the dates
of construction, renovations of and additions to the Old Holy Masjid and alKa 'abah
Dates of constructions and reconstructions are based on the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of
Finance and National Economy (c l989), Reign dates are based on those of the London School of
Oriental Studies ( 1951: 4 1-45). References to the Sheriffs of Makkah are those of de Gaury ( 1951 :
289-294). CE stands for Christian era, AH for after Hegira.

Year of
construction
or
renovation

Khalifs, Sultans and others
They
during whom's reign the
reigned
Old Holy Masjid began,
from--to
was rebuilt and / or
renovated or added to

No

1

639CE
(17 AH)
Aramco
638 CE

2
647 CE
(26 AH)
Aramco
646CE

3

al-Fina 'extension by Kha/if Omar
lbn Khattab

634-644
CE
( 13-24
AH)

al-Fina ' extension by Kha/if
Osman lbn Affan and introduction
of colonnades partially
surrounding al-Ka'abah

644-656
CE
(24-35
AH)
13AH
Glasse
26AH
Aramco

al-Fina ' enwalled

685 CE
(65 AH)

Self appointed Kha/if az Zubair
extension of al-Fina'

Aramco
684CE

Colon nades surrounding
al-Ka'abah built. Colonnades
infer columns

Historians
who were
alive when
certain parts
of the Old
Holy Masjid
were
constructed

They
lived
from-to

683-693
CE
(64-74
AH)

T he az-Zubair Ka'abah built
No 3 is at variance with the Hadj
Research Center plan. This plan
show a n extension on the NE side
o nly

4
692CE
(73 AH)

The az- Zubair
Ka'abah demolished

692-? CE
(73-? AH)

The al-H~ii~i Ka'abah and alHatim built

5

694CE
(75 AH)

Ummayad Khalif Abd al- Malik
Marwan
Exterior enwalling of az- Zubair' s
extension

684-705
CE
(65-86
AH)
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6

709CE
(91AH)

Ummayad Kha/if AI-Waleed Ibn
Abdel Malik colonnaded extension
Some Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
documents does not refer to a
al-Waleed extension and is at
variance with the Hadj Research
Centre that shows an al-Waleed
extension

705-715
CE
(87-97
AH)

This plan shows an extension on
the NE side only

7

755 CE
(137 AH

Ummayad Kha/if Abu Ga'far alMansur extension
Introduction of the first manarah
on the NE corner of the extension

8

778-780 CE
(161-164
AH)

Colonnaded extension by Abbasid
Kha/if Mohamad al--Mahdi /
Musa al-Hadi . on the NE, SE and
NW sides

754--775
CE
(136-158
AH)
775-785
CE
( 158 - 169
AH)

a l-Azraki
wrote

Akhbar
Makkah in c

Died in
(860 CE
(246 AH)

850CE
(236 AH)

AI-Ka 'abah once more is located
in the center of the Hol y
Complex. Three more manaraat
rl:nl

The Zem -Zem
House was reroofed during
al-Azraki 's
time

The Mohamad al--Mahdi / Musa
al-Hadi Building existed when
al-Azraki and al-Fahiki were
alive, but it was built before both
were born

a l-Fahiki
wrote

Akhbar
Makkah in
885 CE
(272 AH)

9

897 CE
(284 AH)

Extension under Abbasid Kha/if
al-Mu'ta did Billah
Dar al-Nadwa added to the
Mohammad al-Mahdi / Musa alHadi extension on the NE side the
-al-Shamiyyah side-- becoming
part of the Mosque proper

892-902
CE
(279-290
AH)

918 CE
(306 AH)

Extension under Abbasid Kha/if
al-Mugtadir Billah
The open area on the SW side and
Bab lbraheem become Mosque
proper

Jami alBayan Fi
Ta/sir alQu'ran

839-923 CE
(224-311
AH)

Republished
in 1983 CE
(1404 AH)

The buildings in this column
existed when az-Tabari I was alive

10

at-Tabari
wrote

908-932
CE
(295 -320
AH)

al-Khuza'I
992CE
(382 AH)

The building in this column
existed when al-Khuza'l was alive

'.
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11

1399 CE
(802 AH)

The Mamluk Sultan Ibn alBargouf renovation and a small
extension on the NW side added to
the al-Mahdi / al-Hadi design

13821399 CE
(784-801
AH)

Sheriff of Makkah
Hassan lbn Ajilan

13941425 CE
(794-829
AH)

The buildings in this column
were built when al Fasi , azZarkashi, at-Tabari 3, Ibn
Hisham, and al-Ferozabadi were
alive
12

1571-1576
CE
(979-984
AH)

Renovation by Ottoman Sultans
Selim II and Murad III.
Introduction of the domed facade

Restoration of the Sacred Court
by Mehmed Aga
(Esin, 1963: 180)
or
Mehmed Tchavush
(Esin I 985: 226)

Sheriff of Makkah
Muhammad Abu Nomay

al-Fasi

1373-1429
CE
(775-832
AH)

az-Zarkashi

1344-1392
CE
(745-794
AH)

lbn Hisham

?- 1359CE
(761AH)

al-Ferozabadi

1413 CE
(816 AH)

Selim II
15661574 CE
(974-98

Wiistenfelt
German
Abridged
orientalist
translation in and historian
German of al- 1808-1899
Azraki, al-Fasi,
CE
Murad Ill al-Fahiki and (1223-1317
other Arab
1574AH)
writers in
1595CE
1858 / 1964
(982CE
1003AH
Esin / Topaki
Museum ,
Istanbul. AcOttoman
count written
1524111
historian
1963 CE
1584 CE
CE (AH)?
( 1383 AH)
(981-992
and
AH)
1983 CE

(1404 AH)
12

13

The Buildings and Court in
this column all existed
when Wiistenfelt, Sabri ,
Esin, were alive. Esin
visited Makkah in 1955 CE
(1375 AH).
1955 CE
(1357AH)

Commencement of Stage l of the
New Holy Masjid
1955 CE (1375 AH)
Renovation of Selim II and Murad
III partially changed
Commencement of Stage l of the
New Holy Masjid
1955 CE (1375 AH)

Custodians of
the Holy
Complex

Eyyub Sabri.
He wrote Mir'at
al-Haramein, in
1883 CE
(1301 AH)

Ottoman
historian
CE (AH)?

Badi Yusuf
al-Abed
Abridged
translation of
al-Azraki in
English and
Dutch
1992 CE
(1413 AH

Turk and
Arab
historians
still alive
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13

Stage 1 and the renovation of
Selim II and Murad III Building
commenced when Esin, Badi and
Muohammad and Salina
Samar, Turk and Arab
historians still alive / were
alive

Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia,
Ministries
A series of
publications
during the
construction
period

1955-1993
CE

(1375-1414
CE)

14

The Saudi extension I and II were
built and completed
when Esin, Badi and
Muohammad and Salina
Samar were alive

Muohammad
and Salina
Samar
Elementary
account on the
completed
Holy
Complex

Arab
historians
and
architects

The chronological development of the Old Holy Masjid up 1576 CE (984 AH)
No.s 1-8 is covered by Arab sources. The Ottomans hi stori ans acq uired their materi al when M akkah
ca me under their control. Some of this material is held by the Topaki Museum in Instanbul. No 9 is
covered by Esin ( 1985: 225-232) from materi al held by the same museum . The design of M osq ues is
covered by
az-Z arkashi , 1344- 1392 CE (7-+5 -794 AH) , accord in g to Badi ( 1992: 93).
Wi.istenfeld ' s account is of 1858 CE ( I 275 AH). Accounts of Arab hi storians / lex icologists are of a
earli er date, such as lbn Hi sham, 1359 CE (761 AH ) and al-Ferozabad i, 141 3 CE (8 I 6 AH ). Likely
these hi stori ans were familiar with the small er buildin gs. There were further the Ottoman hi stori ans,
such as Eyyub Sabri who covered the hi story of Makkah during late Ottoman times .
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APPENDIX THREE
Chronology of the Construction and Renovations of al-Ka'abah
Dates of constructions/ reconstructions are based on Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Finance and
National Economy, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (cl989), His Majesty King Abdul Aziz Project for Extension

and Construction of The Haram Sharif: Documents, Data, Statements, and Engineering Drawings of the
Project, Issued During the Reign of His Majesty King Khalid Bin Abdul Aziz, Makkah and Karachi. CE
stands for Christian era, AH for after Hegira. Reign dates are based on those of the School of Oriental
S tu d.1es (195 I : 4 I- 45) . R e f erences to t he Shen.ff 0 f Ma kk a h are t hose o f d e Gaurv (1 9 51: 289-294)

No

Khalifs, Sultans
and others involved in the
design of the Old
Holy Masjid
Reigned from--to

al-Ka'abah
Year built/
renovation I recon
struction

Sources

Notes

1

In heaven

?

al-Azraki
(in Badi,
1992: 92-94 )

The first Ka 'abah was built in
heaven as a Throne around
which the angels
circumambulated
Akkach / al-Arabi / (1990 : 305,
307) advanced a similar theme.

2

Adam

')

al-Azraki
(in Badi , 1992:92)

3

Adam's sun, Seth

')

Dar al-Ka'abah built of mud and
al-Azraki
(in Badi, 1992: 93) stones, washed away by a flood.

A tent of ruby.
al-Azraki states that alKa 'abah's height was 28 cubi ts
which is 13.48 metres based
on the forearm dhira

Glasse (1989: 214)
4

Makkah Valley
settled

?

?

Makkah Valley settled

5

Settlement
abandoned

?

?

Settlement abandoned

6

Hazret lbraheem

2000-1600
BC
according to
Werblowsky,
R. J. Zwi and
Wigoder,
(1997: 5,6)

c 2000-1600 BC

C

Qu 'ran / Ali
The Official Saudi Arabia
Authorities
adhere to Hazret
(Surah II : 125).
/braheem
and
his sun Ishmael
al-Azraki states
al-Ka'abah
that
was built on
this was the eighth
existing
foundations
(which
construction of alwere larger than the Quraish
Ka'abah, the
Ka'abah) . Hei ght 9 cubits. Esin
fourth according to
( 1963 : 180) states that the
at -Tabari in Badi
foundations could be of
(1992: 93, 94).
greenstone. AI-Ka'abah is
The first according
located in the center of alto Official Saudi
Fina' . AI-Ka 'abah has six
Arabia Authorities
posts?
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7

Bani al-Amaliqa
descendants of
Noah

?

al-Azraki
(in Badi, 1992: 9294)
Glasse (1989: 214)

8

Bani Jurham
descendants of
Noah

?

al-Azraki
Dar al-Ka'abah thoroughly
repaired; al- Ka' abah 9 cubits
(in Badi, 1992:
high. Al-Ka'abah in the center
92-94)
Glasse (1989: 214) of al-Fina '. Al-Ka'abah has six

al-Ka'abah in the center of alFina'. AI-Ka'abah has six
posts?

posts?

Lane (1973: 163)

9

Makkah statesmen
and Qu 'say lbn
Kilab

"I

al-Azraki
(in Badi, 1992: 98)
Lane ( 1973: 163)

10

Bani Quraish
(pre-Islamic and
Islamic)

604CE
(-14 AH)

al-Azraki (in Badi , Pre-Islamic Dar al- Ka'abah (the
Qusay one). Height 9 cubits
1992: IOI )
al-Shareef
(1990: 32)

Glasse
( 1989:454)
and
Creswell
(1969: 1),
refer to
608 CE
(- 15AH)

11

Khalif'U mar lbn
al-Khattab
634-643 CE
( 13-23AH)

638 CE
( 17 AH)

Dar al-Ka'abah rebuilt. Houses
in existence around al-Ka'abah.
AI-Ka' abah in the center of alFina'. AI-Ka'abah has six /
three posts?

The Saudi Arabia
Ministry of
Information in His
Majesty King
Abdul Aziz Project
(c 1989 : 28).

with an al-Fina' of unknow n
extent around it. The Black
Stone put back into its present
position by the Prophet (pbuh).
AI-Ka'abah in the cen ter of
al-Fina'. AI-Ka ' abah has six
posts?
AI-Ka'abah in the service of
Islam. After a fire al-K a'abah
demolished and rebui lt. Height
increased from 9 cubits to 18
cubits. Floor plan dimensions
are those of Hazret lbraheem.
AI-Ka'abah in the center of alFina' . AI-Ka'abah has six
posts?

Kingdom of Saudi AI-Ka'abah ( 18 cubits) with a
Arabia, Ministry of low wall of 5 cubits around
al-Fina '. AI-Ka'abah in the
Information in
center
of al-Fina'. AI-Ka' abah
At the Service of
has six posts?
Allah's Guests,
(1990: 62) and in
His Majesty King
Abdul Aziz Project
( C 1989: 96).
al-Shareef
(1990: 32)
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12

Khalif Uthma n
O sman) lbn Affan
(643 -655 CE
(23-35 AH )

647CE
(26 AH)

King , G.D .R.
( 1986: 23 )
refers to 643
CE
(23 AH)

13

Self appointed

Khalif Abd ' All a h
lbn az-Zubair
Killed in 692 C E
( 7 3 AH )

684CE
(64AH

Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia , Ministry of
Information
1990: Poster

al -Shareef,
1990: 32)

Creswell ( 1989: 4 )
Glasse
( 1989: 214, 457)

Steward
( 1980: 162
refers to
c 6 8 3 CE)

La ne( 1973 : 167 )
Es in ( 1963 : 135 )

Mu o ha mma d a nd
Sa lina Sama r
( 1998: 4 3)

14

G e n e ral al - H ajjaj
lbn Yu s uf of

693 CE
(74AH

Badi ( 1992 : 92-94 )

bani Thaqeet.
S e lf appo inted
692CE
(7 3 AH )
Rutter (1928 : 220)

Small extension and rebuilding
of the wall s on fo ur sides of
al-Fina'. First colonnades
(covered porti co, Glasse, 1989:
2 14) erected but type of
columns, column capitals and
bases unknow n. T hi s
construction signals the fi rst
stage of development of the Old
Holy Masjid. AI-Ka'abah in the
center of al-Fina'.
AI -Ka' abah"s roof sup ported
by six posts?
Fire; the Bl ack Stone broken
into three pi eces. AI-Ka'abah
demoli shed. Extensio n Lo
al-Fina' on the al-Maa-la side.
War damage to al-Ka'abah ,
Buildin g subseq uentl y rebuilt.-·
AI-Hati m incorporated into alKa'abah proper. Height
increased from 18 to 27 cubits.
AI-Ka' abah in the center of alFina'. Additional colonnades
erected. Type of columns,
column capitals and bases
unknown . Black Stone repaired.
Pave me nt of al-qussah
sto ne la id aro und
a l-Ka'aba h fo r the
co nducti o n of al-Tawaf.
Ce ilin g clad with a l- Balaq
m a rbl e fro m Sa n ' a .
Ka'a ba hs roof s uppo rted
by three posts?
AI -Ka'abah restored to the
dimensions of the late Quraish
Ka 'abah, except fo r the height
whi ch increased Lo 27 cubits
from 18 cubits. Second door in
the SW wall , al-Misfalah side,
cl osed off. T he main door on
NE side--the Maa 'la side--raised
to 1.97 metres above Mataf
level . Ex tension on the NE
side,al-Maa 'la side,puts
al-Ka'abah off-center .
The Building remained off
center until the 2sd stage of the
al-Mahdi extension thus from
693 CE (74 AH) to 778
CE l61AH). Al-Ka'abah's roof
supported by three posts.
(observed by al-Azraki in c 850
CE ( 236 AH). Three posts
have remained until to-day.
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15

Abbasid Khalif
Mohammad alMahdi al-Abbassi
775-785 CE
(158-169 AH)

778CE
(161AH)

Kingdom of Saudi
Extension of the al-M ansur
Arabia Ministry of plan carried out in two stages.
Extensions on the Wadi
Information ( 1990:
/braheem and on al-Maa'la side.
Lane (1973:
62, 63), in At the
166) refers to Service of Allah's Stage two pl aces once agai n alK a'abah in the center of the
AH 163
Guests.
Holy Compl ex.

Muohammad and
Salina Samar
(1998: 53 )

16

17

18

19

Abbasid Khalif alMutawakkil
847-861 CE
(232-247 A H)

855 CE
(241 AH)

The Qarmati ans

930CE
(317 AH)

The Qarmatians

Abbasid Kha/if
al-Qa ' dir
99 1-1031 CE
(38 1-422 AH)

Lane (1874 / I973:
139, 166)

Abbasid Kha /if
al-Qa ' im
1031-1075 CE
(422-467 AH)

Space between al- Hijr and alHatim paved with marbl e.
Graves of Ishmael and Hagar
marked by two slabs of
verdeantico.

Gl asse (1983:76,
460)
Rutter (l 928: 221)
Steward
( 1980: 162)

The Black Stone removed and
taken to al-Hasa or Bahrayn.

950CE
(339 AH)

Lane ( 1973: 167)

T he Black Stone returned to
Makkah in two pieces set in a
si I ver boss.

Steward
(1981 : 162)
refers to 951
CE

Glasse (l 983: 76)

1022 CE
(4 13 AH)

Lane (I 874: 1973:

1031 CE
(422 AH)

Esin (1963 : 166)

168)

Lane refers to
Hakim b' Amr lll ah

20

AI-Ka'abah's floor coni stin g of
thirty-six tiles ot w hi te, red and
green marble of w hi ch one red
tile was used fo r praying by
Prophet Muhammad
( Esin 1963: ??).

Muohammad and
Salina Samar
(1998: 47)

T he B lack Stone split into
two parts.

Attempt to destroy the Black
Stone. Three pieces kn ocked
off. Pieces grounded to dust
and mixed with gypsum pl aster.
With thi s mixture the damaged
parts were filled.

Ka'abah lit by fo ur alabaster
entablatures placed close to the
cei ling. Esin states the alabaster
was replaced by glass ..
T hey are show n in Fig.4.7
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21

Ottoman Sultan
Orghan
1325-1360 CE
(725-762AH)

1355 CE
(757 AH)

and
Emir of Makkah
Ajilan lbn
Rumaitha,
1344-1375 CE
(745-777 AH)

22

Ottoman Sultan
Murad II

Saudi Arabia
Ministry of
Information
(1990: 62, 63), in
At the Service of
Allah's Guests.

AI-Ka'abah renovated.

de Gaury
(1951: 288)

1422 CE
(826 AH)

in al-Haramein
Office Special
Issue (1993: 78)

The interior of al-Ka'abah
refitted with white marble.

and
Emir of Makkah
Hasan Ibn Ajlan
1394 --1425 CE
(796--829 AH)

23

Ottoman Sultan
Murad II

de Gaury
(1951: 289)

1423 CE
(826 AH)

Lane (1973: 138)

and
Emir of Makkah
Hasan lbn Ajlan
1394 --1425 CE
(796--829 AH)

24

AI-Ashrof Nasir
1363- 1376 CE
(764-778 AH)

de Gaury
(1951: 289)
1365 CE
(767 AH)

and
Emir of Makkah
Ahmad lbn Ajlan
1360-1386 CE
762-788 AH)

25

Burji Mamluk
Sultan al-Ashrof
Qunsuh al-Ghuri
1500-15 16 CE
(906-922 AH)

Pavement below the Mi zab
laid . Uncertain whether thi s
new pavement replaced the
marble pavement of 855 CE
(24 1 AH) or Lane may be
incorrect.

Ministry of
Information in His
Majesty King
Abdul Aziz Project
(c 1989 : 96)

Flood waters reached the door
sill of al-Ka 'abah. Ex tent of
damage not known .

de Gaury
(1951: 289)
1511 CE
(917 AH)

Lane ( 1973 : 140)

Walls of al-Hati m decorated.
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25
and
Emir of Makkah
Barakat II
1495-1524 CE
(901-931 AH)

26

Ottoman Sultan
Suleyman I
1520-1566 CE
(926-974 AH)

de Gaury
(1951: 289)
1524 CE
(931 AH)

in al-Haramein
Office Special
Issue (I 993: 78)

Crack found and repaired in alKa' abah's ceiling.

and
Emir of Makkah
Muhammad 'Abu
Nomay II
1524-l 584CE
( 931-992 AH)

27

Ottoman Sultan
Suleyman I
1520- 1566 CE
(926-974 AH)

de Gaury
(1951: 289)
1552 CE
(960 AH)

Lane
(I 973: 169)

Es i n ( 1963: 179) states that
once the roof was covered with
green marble, but no date is
given.

and
Emir of Makkah
See no.26 above

28

Ottoman Sultan
Murad III
1574- 1595 CE
(982-1003 AH)

Crac ks in al-Ka'abah's roof.
Roof and ceiling repaired.

1575 CE
983 AH

de Gaury
(1951: 289)
Esin ( 1985: 229)

Al-Ka'abah fl ooded. Thi s date is
not menti oned by Mini stry of
In formation in His Majesty
Kin g Abdul Aziz Project ,
(c 1989 : 96).

and
Emir of Makkah
See no. 26 above

29

Ottoman Sultan
Murad III
1574-1595 AH
(982-1003 AH)
and
Emir of Makkah
Hassan Ibn A bi
Nomay
The al-Haramein
Office
refers to Sultan
Suleyman Khan

1583 CE
(991 AH)

de Gaury
(195 l : 289)
Al-Haramein
Office, in Special
Issue (1993: 78)

AI-Ka'abah's doors covered
with gold plated silver sheets
fixed to the doors with silver
nails.

de Gaury
(1951: 289)
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30

31

Ottoman Sultan
Ahmed I (Khan)
1603-1617 CE
(1012-1036 AH)
and
Emir of Makkah
Idris Ibn Hassan
1601-1624 CE
(1010-1034 AH)

1611 CE
(1020 AH)

Ottoman Sultan
Murad IV
1623-1640 CE
(1032- I 049 AH)

1629 CE
( 1039 AH)

Emir of Makkah
Ahmad Ibn Talib
al-Hassan
1628- 1630 CE
( 1038- 1040 AH)

32

33

34

Al-Haramein
Office, in Special
Issue (1993: 78)

Cracks found in Eastern and
Western walls; cracks and
repaired.

de Gaury
( I 951: 290)
Kingdom of Saudi Flood; three walls of al-Ka'abah
Arabia, Ministry of fell down. Building demolished
and rebuilt to bani Quraish
Information (c
dimensions.
Lane (1973:
1989: 96) in His
169) refers to Majesty KingAbdul
1626 CE
Aziz Project
(1036 AH)
and
in al- Haramein
According to the Kingdom of
Gazanfar Ali
Office Special
Saudi Arabia (nd), The Two
Khan
Issue ( 1993 : 78).
Holy Mosques in the Reign of
(1905: 167)
the Custodian of the Two Holy
refers to
Mosques King Fahad Bin
1627 CE.
de Gaury
Abdu/A ziz, p.65 the last
( 1037AH)
comprchcns i ve restoration of
( 1951: 290)
al-Ka'abah occurred in 1630
CE ( 1040 AH).

Ottoman Sultan
Murad IV
1623 - 1640 CE
( I 032-1049 AH)
and
Emir of Makkah
Ahmad Ibn Talib
al-Hassan
1628- 1630 CE
(1038-1040 AH)

1629 CE
(1039 AH)

Ottoman Sultan
Murad IV
1623-1640 CE
(1032-1049 AH)
and
Emir of Makkah
Zaid Ibn Mushin
1631 - 1666 CE
(1041-1077 AH)

1634 CE
(1044 AH)

Ottoman Sultan
Murad IV
and
Emir of Makkah
Zaid Ibn Mushin
163 1-1666 CE
(1041-1075 AH)

1635 CE
(1045 AH)

Al-Haramein
Office, in Special
Issue ( 1993 : 78)

Cracks found and repaired in alKa 'abah 's ceiling.

de Gaury
(1951: 290)

al-Haramein
Office, in Special
Issue ( I 993: 78)

Sultan Murad Khan, Governor
of Egypt ordered a new door for
al-Ka'abah.

de Gaury
(1951: 290)
al-Haramein
Office, in Special
Issue (1993: 78)

Cracks of 1629 CE
( I 039 AH) repaired

de Gaury
(1951: 290)
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35

36

37

Ottoman Sultan
Mohammad IV
1648-1687 CE
(1058-1099 AH)
and
Emir of Makkah
Zaid Ibn Mushin
1631 - 1666 CE
(1041-1077 AH)

1661 CE
(1072 AH)

Ottoman Sultan
Mustafa II
1695- 1703 CE
( 1107- 1115 AH)
and
Emir of Makkah
Said lbn Sa'ad
1687- 1716 CE
(I 099-1129 AH)

1697 CE
(1109 AH)

Ottoman Sultan
'A bd al-Hamid I
1773 - 1789 CE
( 1187- 1203 AH)

1787 CE
( 1202 AH)

al-Haramein
Office, in Special
Issue (1993: 78)

Renovation of al-Ka'abah. Door
renewed. Post broken, ceiling
completely revamped and
covered w ith marble.

de Gaury
(1951: 290)

al-Haramein
Office, in Special
Issue (1993: 78)

Completi on of al-Ka'abah door.

de Gaury
( 1951 : 291)

al-Haramein
Office, in Special
Issue ( 1993 : 78)

AI-Ka'bah's three pillars
covered with gold or si lver.
AI-Ka'abah 's noor retiled

and
Emir of Makkah
Sarur lbn Masaad
1773- 1789 AH
( 1187- 1203 AH)

de Gaury
( 1951 : 292)

al-Haramcin Office
refers to Ottoman
Sultan Abdulhamid

38

Ottoman Sultan
Mahmud II
1808-1839 CE
( 1223- 1255 AH)

1816 CE
(1232AH)

Lane ( 1973 : 170)

Damage caused by the Wahabis
repaired.Extent of damage not
known.

and
Emir of Makkah
Y ahya lbn Sahur
1813-1827 CE
(1229-1243 AH)

de Gaury
(1951: 292)
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39

Ottoman
Sultan'Abd alMasjid I
1839-1861 CE
(1255-1278 AH)
and
Emir of Makkah
Abdul Muttalib lbn
Ghalib
1852- 1856 CE
( 127 1- 1273 AH)

40

Ottoman Sultan
'A bd al- Masjid I
1839- 1861 CE
( 1255- 1278 AH)
and
Emir of Makkah
See no.39 above

41

Ottoman Sultan
'A bd al-Masj id I
1839-1861 CE
( 1255-1278 AH)
and
Emir of Makkah
Muhammad lbn
Abdul Muin lbn
Aun
1856- 1858 CE
( 1273- 1275 AH)

42

Ottoman Sultan
'A bd 'Aziz Khan
1861-1876 CE
(1277-1293 AH)
and
Emir of Makkah
Abdullah lbn
Muhammad lbn
Aun
1858-1877 CE
(1275-1294 AH)

1853 CE
( 1270 AH)

Rutter (1928:220)

The Sultan gifts the golden

Mizab (ar- Rahma).

Rutter refers to
'Abd al- Masjid I
being Sultan
Abdul Masjeed
Khan

de Gaury
(1951: 292)

1854CE
(1271AH)
al-Haramein
Office refers to
Ottoman Sultan
' Abd al- Masjid I
being Sultan
Abdul Masjeed
Khan.

1858 CE
( 1275 AH)
al-Haramein
Office refers to
Ottoman Su ltan
' Abd al- Masjid I
being Sultan
Abdul Masjeed
Khan.

1864CE
( 1281 AH)

al-Haramein
Office, in Special
Issue ( 1993: 78)

The Sultan gifts a decorated
gold surround for the Black
Stone.

de Gaury
(I 951: 292)

al-Haramein
Office, in Special
Issue ( 1993: 78)

AI-Ka'bah's inside and ceili ng
covered with marble.

de Gaury
(1951: 292)

al-Haramein Office
in Special Issue,
(1993: 78)

Sultan Abdulaziz Khan gifts a
sil ver surround for the Black
Stone.

de Gaury
(1951: 292)
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43

Ottoman Sultan
'Abd al-Hamid II
1876-1909 CE
(1293-1327 AH)

1885 CE?
(1303 AH?)

Gazanfar Ali Khan
(1905: 174)

Al-Ka'abah's marbl e floor
renewed?

and
Emir of Makkah
Aun-al-Rafiq Ibn
Muhammad lbn
Aun
1882-1905 CE
( 1300-1323 AH)

44

Ottoman Sultan
'A bd al-Hamid II
1876-1909 CE
(1293-1327 AH)
and

de Gaury
(1951: 292)

1899 CE
(1316AH)

Emir of Makkah
Aun-al-Rafiq Ibn
Muhammad lbn
Aun
1882-1905 CE
( 1300-1323 AH)

45

Ottoman Sultan
Abd al-Hamid II
1876- 1909 CE
( 1293 - 1327 AH)

al-Haramein Office
in Special Issue,
(1993: 78)

Cei lin g affected by rai n.
Maintenance work carried out.

de Gaury
(1951: 292)

1905 CE
( 1323 AH)

Gazanfar Ali Khan
(1905: ??)

Observation: Interi or of
al-Ka'abah clad with red vel vet.

and
Emir of Makkah
Ali lbn Abdulla
1905- 1908 CE
( 1323-1326 AH)

46

Ottoman Sultan
Mohammed
Rashad
1909-1917 CE
(1327-1336 AH)
and
Emir of MakkahAli
Ibn Abdulla
1905-1908 CE
( 1323- 1326 AH)

de Gaury
(1951: 292)

1912 CE
(1331 AH)

al-Haramein Office
Sultan Mohammed Rashad
Khan gifts a silver surround for
in Special Issue,
the Black Stone.
(1993: 78)

de Gaury
(1951: 292)
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47

Ottoman Sultan
Mohammed
Rashad
1909-1917 CE
(1327-1336 AH)
and

1913 CE
(1332 AH)

Emir of Makkah
Hussein lbn Ali
1908-1924 CE
(1326-1343 AH)

48

49

Sa'ud lbn Abdul
Aziz
1953-1964CE
(l372-1384AH)

Sa'ud Ibn Abdul
Aziz
1953-1964 CE
(1372-1384 AH)

al-Haramein Office
in Special Issue,
(1993: 78)

Wooden posts inside al-Ka'abah
repaired.

de Gaury
(1951: 292)
Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, Ministry of
Information, in
the Extension of
al-Haram
af-Sharifein, n.d. I
no pp.

Cracks discovered in the ceiling
of al-Ka'abah. Royal Decree
issued for its repairs.

Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, Ministry of
Information, in
At the Service of
G lasse (1989:
Allah's Guests
215 ) states
pp. 67
the cracks
were found in
and
1957 CE
( 1377 AH)
in the Extension of
al- Harameyn
al-Sharifein, no
pp.

Cracks in the ceiling of alKa'ab repaired.Timber beams
removed. New reinforced
concrete roof installed. Internal
walls re-cladded w ith white
marble. Inside stairs to the roof
repaired. Replacement of alKa 'abah's wooden hangers
with steel ones (To hold
al-Kiswah on the inside of
the parapet wall) .

1953 CE
(1372 AH)

1955 CE
(1375 AH)

and
al-Haramei n
Office, in Special
Issue, (1993 :78

:

Painting and renovation of the
inside of al-Ka'abah

50

House of Sa'ud
Custodians of the
Holy Complex
1925 CE-?
(1344 AH-?)

1957 CE
(1377 AH)

Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, Ministry of
Information, in At
the Service of
Allah's Guests, pp.
68

Renovation and restoration of
al-Ka'abah. Existing white
marble floor of al-Ka'abah
upgraded. Marble slabs placed
on a layer of lead. Ceiling
timbers and the marble slabs on
top of the roof timbers of
al-Ka'abah replaced with a
reinforced concrete slab
finished with white marble
slabs.

51

House of Sa'ud
Custodians of the
Holy Complex
1925 CE-?
(1344 AH-?)

1976CE
(1397 AH)

Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, Ministry of
Information
(1992: Poster)

A Royal Degree authorising a
new sheathed with gold
al-Ka'abah door and authorizing
a new door to al-Ka'abah's
interior stairs.
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52

53

House of Sa'ud
Custodians of the
Holy Complex
1925 CE-?
(1344 AH-?)

1976 CE
(1397 AH)

House of Sa ' ud
Custodians of the
Holy Complex
1925 CE-?
(1344 AH-?)

1997 CE
(1418 AH)

Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia Ministry of
Information,
in At the Service of
Allah 's Guests
(1990: 74)

Doors to al-Ka'abah renewed.

Part of the Ka' abah roof
restored.

APPENDIX FOUR
Qiblaat for different cities See also Islamic Finder Organization (2005)
(http//www.islamicfinder.org) for Qiblaat of 6 million other cities
Place

Bagdad
Basra
Cairo
Cordoba
Granada
Istanbul
Jeddah
al-Kufah
al-Madinah
Riyadh
Sevilla
al-Taif
Tunis
Wellington

Longitude
degrees

Qiblah from
true North at
Location

Magnetic
declination at
location

44.417
47 .817
31.035
-4.767
-3.583
28.950
39.167
44.383
39.583
46.767
-5 .983
40.417
10.217
174.127

200.00
220.2
136.2
100.3
100.3
151.6
97.2
220.2
175.8
244.4
99.0
285.8
112.7
256.4

3.54
2.97
2.70
-2.96
-2.96
3.63
2.50
2.97
2.70
2.35
-3 .36
2.46
0.79
22.00

Latitude
in decimals of
degrees

In decimals of

33.350
30.483
30.005
37 .883
37 . 167
41.033
21.500
32.017
24.50024.650
37.400
21.267
36.833
41 .857

The Islamic Finder Organization operates a system that covers a number of Long and
Latitudes for the same city
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APPENDIX FIVE
Construction Chronology of the Manaraat
R / stands for renovation, r / for rebuilt. CE stands for Christian Era. Reign dates are based on those of
the School of Oriental Studies ( 1951: 41-45), London. References to the Emir of Makkah are those of
de Gaury ( 195 l: 292-294).

No

Name

Location

Year
built

1

Manarah
'Umrah

NW corner
alShamiyyah
side / Bab
lbraheem

755 CE
(138AH)

During the reign
of
Abbasid Khalif
Ja'far al-Mansur
754--775 CE
(136-158 AH)
Emir of Makkah
?

r I 1524
CE
(931 AH)

Ottoman Sultan
Suleyman I
1520-1566 CE
(926-974 AH)
Emir of Makkah
Muhammad 'Abu
Nomay II
1524-1584 CE
( 931-992 AH)

2

Manarah
Salam

NE corner
Suwaiqa
lane / alMaa'sa

Between
777-785
CE
( 161 - 164
AH)

Abbasid Kha/if
Mohammad alMahdi
775-785 CE
(158-169AH)
and
Emir of Makkah

Reference
Bloom
(1989: 47, 51)
Badi
(1992: 124)
Esin,
1985: 229,230

King, G.R.D.
1986:25

de Gaury
( 1951 : 290)

Muohammad /
Salina Samar
(1998: 47)
(Esin 1985: 230)

?

3

Manarah
'Ali

SE corner /
wadi
lbraheem I
al-Maa'sa
side

Between
777 CE
(161 AH)
and
780CE
(164 AH)

Abbasid Khalifs
Mohammad
al-Mahdi/
Musa al-Hadi
775-785 CE
(158-169 AH)

Muohammad /
Salina Samar
(1998: 47)
Esin (1985: 230)

Emir of Makkah
?
r/ 15201566 CE
(927-974
AH)

Ottoman Sultan
Suleyman I
1512-1520 CE
926--974 AH
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Emir of Makkah
Barakat II
1495- 1524 CE
(90 1-93 1 AH)
4

Manarah
Wi'da'
Collapsed
in 1369 CE
(771 AH)

SW corner
wadi
lbraheem I
Bab
lbraheem
side

Rebuilt in
1572 CE
(980 AH)

Between
777 CE
(16 1 AH)
and
780CE
(164 AH)

Abbasid Kha/if
Mohammad alMahdi
775-785 CE
(158-169 AH
and
Emir of Makkah
?

R / 1572
CE
(980 AH)

Ottoman Sultan
Selim II
1566- 1574 CE
(974-98 AH)

de Gaury
(1951: 290)
Muohammad /
Salina Samar
(1998: 47)

Esin (1985: 230)

or
Ottoman Sultan
Murad III
1574-1595 CE
(982- 1003 AH)
Emir of Makkah
Muhammad Abu
Nomay
1524- 1584 CE
(93 1-992 AH)
5

6

Manarah
Ziada

Manarah
Qaytabey

On the alShamiyyah
side
Attached to
the
Mu'tad id
Bill ah
extension
near Bab as
Ziada

1434 CE
(838 AH)

On
al-Maa'sa
side
as part of
madrassah
Qaytabey

1475 CE
(880 AH)

Mamluk Sultan alMalik ' ul-Ashrad
Bars bay
1422-1438 CE
(825-842 AH)

de Gaury
(195 1: 290)

Esin ( 1985 : 230)

reference to location
by

Muohammad /
Samar ( 1998: 57)

Mamluk Sultan
Qaytabey
1468-1495 CE
(873 901 AH)

Rutter (1928: 258)
and
Esin
(1985: 230)
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7

Manarah
Sulaiman1yya

On al1565 CE
Shamiyyah (973 AH)
side near
Sultan
1553 CE
Sulaimaniy- (961 AH)
ya
1629 CE
madrassah
and Dar al- (1039 AH)
Nadwa
Who's error
?

Ottoman Sultan
Suleyman I
1520-1566 CE

Esin (1985: 230)
An error in dates

(926-974 AH)

Ottoman Sultan
Selim II
1566-1574 CE

Muohammad /
Samar (1998: 51)

(974-998 AH)

An error in dates

Ottoman Sultan
Murad IV
1623-1640 CE

Muohammad /
Samar ( 1998: 57)

(1032-1049 AH)
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No

Bey-1
19

Rutter-1928
23 entrances
No. of gates
not stated
Rutter
s ellin

No

20

Beb es Selem

21

Babel Salam

Bab es '-Salam

B. es Salam

21

Beb enNabi

22

Babel Nabi

Babel Neby

B. en Nabi

22

Beb el Abbassi

23

Babel Abbas

Babel Abbas

B. el Abbas

23

Beb Aali

24

Bab Ali I Bani

Bab Ali

B. Ali

Bab el Z.ayat I el

Bab el-Zeyt I Bab

Bab Bazan

Asharah

Baum

Hashem

24

Beb Litoun

25

1\vo
parts

Bab el Ashra I
Bab Bazan

25

Beb el BaRala

26

Babel BuRhlah

Bab el BaRhle

B.el BaRhla

26

Beb Saffa

27

Babel Safa

Babel Szafa

Babes Safa

27

Beb Arrahama

28

Bab el Rahama

Bab Sharif

B.er Rahma

28

Beb Modjahet

29

Babel Jiyad

Bab Medjahed

B.Jiyad

29

Beb Zeliha

30

Bab l 'jlan

Bab Zoleykha

B.Ajlan

I el Sheriff

30

Beb Omhani

31

Bab l'Umm Hani

Bab Om Hany

B Umm Hani

31

Beb el Oudaa

32

Bab H 'idan

Bab Wodaa

B.al Wida

32

Beb Ibrahim

33

Bab lbraheem I the

Bab Ibrahim

Bab Ibrahim

tailor

aditio
~

33

Beb el Aamara

34

Bab Beni Saham I

B.ed Dadiyah
B.al Omrah

el Omrah

34

Beb el Aatik

35

Babel Atik

B.Amr ibn el Aas

Bab Ateek

aditional

B.ez Z.amamiyah
B.el Bastida (old

aditional

name; new gate
entrance
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35

Beb Bastia

36

Bab Ajlah I

Bab Bastye

-

el Basiriyah

36

Beb Koutoubia

37

Bab Kutubi

Bab Kotaby

B.el Qutbi

37

BebZiada

38

Bab el Ziyadah I el

BabZiyade

B. ez Ziyada

Nadwa

alltional

38

Beb Douriba

39

Bab Paraybah

Bab Dereybe

B.el Mahkama
B.ed Duryba

Jn general the names and numbers of entrances/ exits have remained within reason constant since 1576 CE
(984 AH), the completion date of the renovated Old Holy Masjid. Lane has given some ancient names over
and above those of the other authors. Most have relied on what Bey conveyed in I 807 ·
CE (1222
AH) , confirmed by 17th century Persian material acquired in the I 9 / 20th century by weste.-n society. Bey's
plan has remained in vog ue up until now. Few professional people know about the existence of the 1947
CE ( 1367AH) Egyptian Survey Pl an. Further as a follow-up of the Egyptian plan a firm of engineers has
recorded all columns and entrances and their location before part of the Old Holy Masjid was demoli shed to
make way for the new Building. The old columns, which were affected in the realignment of the exterior
edge of the Old Holy Masjid,were re-used along the abutting edges of the new Building.Their new locations
were also recorded. To-day accurate plans are available but are not readil y accessible.
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1

5 meter wide pavement
of al- qussah stone laid
around al-Ka'abah

684 CE.
(64 AH)

Self appointed Kha/if
' Abd ' Allah Ibn azZubayr reigned
between
883-893 CE
(270-280 AH )
according to Stierlin
(1996: 230)

Muohammad and Salina Samar
(1998:43)

Area east of al-Ka'abah
and steps into the Court
laid out in polychrome
marble

r 837 CE
(222 AH)

Ummayad Khalif
'Abd ar-Rahman III
822-852 CE
(206-238 AH)

Esin (1963: 150)

2

Area surrounding al Ka 'aba h laid out in
marble

r 855 CE
(241 AH)

Ummayad Khalif
Muhammad I
852-886CE
(238 -273 AH)

Lane ( 1973)

3

The area below
Mizab renewed

r 1426 CE
(830 AH)

Ottoman Sultan
Murad II
1421-145 I CE
(824-855 AH)

Lane (1973)

4

Pavement renewed

r 1451 CE
(855 AH)

Ottoman Sultan
Muhammad II
1451-1481 CE
(855-886 AH)

Lane ( 1973: 166)

s

Restoration of the Sacred
Court under Ahmed Beg
according to a plan
prepared by Mi mar
Si nan earlier.

r 1571CE
(979 AH)

Ottoman Sultan Selim
II
1565-1574 CE
(974-982 AH)

Esin ( 1985: 226) refers to
Ahmed Beg

al-

Esin ( 1963: 180) refers to
Mehmed Agi
Restorati on of the Court
corresponds with Lane below

Upper step of al-Mataf
re-laid
in
marble.
Uncertain on what was
there before, perhaps it
was part of the Hasawi

r 1573 CE
(98 1 AH)

7

A tw o tiered al-Mataf
with a sufuf pattern in
existence

r 171 7CE
(1 130 AH)

Ottoman Sultan
Ahmad III

Relandi ( 1717: Isometric
drawing)

8

A two tiered al-Mataf
with sufuf pattern in
existence

r 1807 CE
(1222 AH)

Ottoman Sultan
Mustafa N
1807-1808 CE
( 1222-1223 AH)

Ali Bey (1807: Drawing/ Plate
and pp.74,Vol. II)

6

Ottoman Sultan Selim

II

Lane ( 1973: 142)
Corresponds with Esin above

1703-1730 CE
( 1115-1143 AH)
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9

A two tiered al-Mataf
wi th sufuf patternin
existence

r 1857 CE
(1274 AH)
1879 CE
( 1299 AH)
1893 CE
(1311AH)
It is poss ible
the drawing
only occurred
in the last
edition

Ottoman Sultan 'Abd
al-Masjid I
1839-1861 CE
1255- 1277 AH)

lbn Saud al-Aziz of alNadj takes control of
M akkah from the
Hashemite
1925 CE-??
House of Sa' ud
Custodians of the
Holy Compl ex
1925 CE-??

10

A tw o ti ered al-Mataf
with sufuuf pattern in
existence

1925 CE
(1344AH)

11

A tw o ti ered al-Mataf
with sufuf pattern 111
ex istence

1955 CE

12
1

Th e two ti ered al-Mataf
demolished, a new alMataf co nstru cted with

sujuf
13

Sujuf pattern change

R 1955- 1957
CE
( 1375-1 377

AH)
r 1986 CE

(AH)

Burton (1893: Drawing)
Drawing divides and labels alMataf upper and lower step.

and
Ottoman Sultan
Abd al-Hamid II
1876-1909 CE
( 129-1307 AH)

House of Sa'ud
Custod ians of the
Holy Compl ex
1925 CE-??
House of Sa' ud
Custod ian of the Holy
Compl ex
1925 CE-??

De Gaury ( 1951 :276)

Kingdom of Saudi Arabi a,
Mini stry of Informati on (n. d.:
no pp. / Photograph), in

Extension of al-Harameyn
al-Sharifein.
Kingdom of Saudi A rabi a,
Mini stry of Information and
Umm al-Qura U ni vers ity.
Photograph obtained in 1993.
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
Mini stry of In formation and
Umm al-Qura University.
Photograph obtained in 1993.
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APPENDIX EIGHT
Construction Chronology of the Maqaam
R / stands for rebuilt. r / stands for renovation . CE stands for Chri stian era, AH for after Hegira.
Reign dates are based on those of the School of Oriental Studies ( I 951: 4 1-45) . Names of and Emirs/
Sheri fffs of Makkah came from de Gaury 1951 (289-294).

No

1

Year built/ During the reign
reconstrucof
tion

Maqam

Maqam lbraheem
domed

1407 CE
(8 10AH)

2

Four Turkish kiosks

(Maqaam) bui lt An inconsistency between
2 and 3
3

4

Four Maqaam built
An inconsistency
between numbers
2 and 3

Maqam Hana.ft
bui lt
This should be a rebuilt

s

Maqam Hanafi rebui lt
There is a difference in
dates between Esin and
Lane

6

Four Turkish kiosks
(Maqaam) built
An inconsistency in
dates when the kiosks
were bu il t.See no.7. It is
possible they were
rebuilt

7

Maqam Hana.ft and the
other three jurist ' s
maqaam bui It anew

8

Four Turkish kiosks

(Maqaam) in existence
MaqamHanbali locates
close to the Zem-Zem

1426 CE
(830 AH)

1434 CE
(838 AH)

151 7 CE
(923 AH)

1540 CE
(947 AH

1586 CE
(994 AH)

Ottoman Su ltan
Su laiman I
1402-1410 CE
( 805-813A H)
Ottoman Sul tan
Murad II
1421 - 1451 CE
( 8 14-844 AH

See further Appendix Ten

Ottoman Sultan
Murad II
1421-1451 CE
( 814-844 AH

Es in, ( 1985: 230)

Selim l
1512-1574CE
(9 18-982AH)

Lane ( 1973: 142)

Selim l
1512-1574 CE
(918-982AH )

Lane ( 1973: 142)

Murad lil
1574-1595 CE
(982- 1003 AH)

Es in ( 1963 : 180)

1663 CE
( 1074 AH)

1807 CE
( 1222 AH)

Sources / References

Es in ( 1963: 180)

Es in ( 1963 : 166)

Lane, ( 1973: 142, 169)

Mustafa IV
1807-1808 CE
( 1222- 1223 AH)

Bey (1807 CE / 1222: AH
drawing)

House
9

Four

Turkish

kiosks

(Maqaam) in ex istence
but Maqam Hanbali
reloc a ted

1880 CE
( 1298 AH)

Sadiqe Bey
( 1880 : Photograph)

opposite

MaqamHanafi
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10

Four Turkish kiosks
(Maqaam) in existence.
Maqam Hanbali sti I/
opposite Maqam Hanafi

1885 CE
(1303 AH)

11

Four Turkish kiosks
(Maqaam) in existence.
Maqam Hanbali still
opposite Maqam Hanafi

1955 CE
(1375 AH)

Custodians
Holy Masjid

of

the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
Ministry
of
Information
(cl 989: Photograph)

12

All Maqaam demolished. Maqam lbraheem
re-built in the same
location in quite a
different shape

1955 CE
(1375 AH)

Custodians
Holy Masjid

of

the Kingdom of Saud i Arabia,
Ministry
of
Information
(c 1989: Photograph

Hurgronje
(I 885: Photograph )
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APPENDIX NINE
Construction Chronology of the Zem-Zem House
R / stands for rebuilt. r / stands for renovation. CE stands for Christian era, AH for after Hegira.
Reign dates are based on those of the School of Oriental Studies (I 95 I: 41-45).

No

Zem-Zem House

1

Zem-Zem well

2

Zem-Zem House roofed
over

3

4

Year built/ During the reign
reconstrucof
tion

Sources / References

?

?

A Paleolithic well

841 CE
(227 AH)
The House
was reroofed
when al-A zraki
was alive

Abbasid Khalif
al-Wasiq
841-847 CE
(227-233 AH)

Lane ( 1973: 166)

Abbasid KhalijalMustahdi I 170-1 180
CE (566 - 576 AH) .

Muohammad / Salina Samar
( 1998: 50)

Ottoman Sultan
Ahmad II[
1703-1730 CE (1 11 51143 AH)

Relandi ( 1717 Drawing)

Ottoman Sultan
Mustafa Ill
1757-1773 CE (1171I 187 AH)
Ottoman Sultan
Mustafa IV
1807-1808 CE
( 1222-1223 AH )

Lane ( 1874/ 1973: 169).

Between
l 170- I 180 CE
(566-575 AH).
Z e m - Z e 111 House a
1717 CE
square domed building
(1130 AH )
Dome added

5

A rectangular addition to
the Zem-Zem House

1758 CE
( 11 72AH)

6

No change.
in existence

Kobbateyn

1807 CE
( 1222AH)

7

No change. Kobbateyn
still in existence

1880 CE
( 1298 AH)

Ottoman Sultan
'Abd al-Hamid II
I 876- I 909 CE
( 1293- 1327 AH)

Sadiqe Pasha
( 1880: photograph)

No change, but no

1889 CE
(1307 AH)

Ottoman Sultan
'Abd al-Hamid II
1876-1909 CE
(1293-1327 AH)

Hurgronje
( 1889: Plate II)

?

House of Sa'ud
Custodians of the
Holy Masiid

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
Ministry of Information
( c 1989: Photograph)

8

Kobbateyn

9

Semi circular extension
added to the rectangul ar
part

Bey ( 1807: Plate LYII)
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APPENDIX TEN
Construction chronology of Maqam lbraheem and the
Qobbateyn al-Abbas and al-Sa'ad
No

1

Maqam lbraheem Year built/ During the reign
and the Qobbateyn reconstrucof
tion
al-Abbas and
al-Sa'ad
Initi all y a two step
stone, I ater Maqam

Maqam lbraheem swept
away in a flood

Maqam Jbraheem
located where it is today
3

Maqam lbr aheem
embellished with gold

4

Maq am Jbraheem redecorated

Maqam lbraheem placed
in a permanent
over chamber

s

roofed

lbraheem 's stone gilded
and pl aced under a wooden copula

6

The two step stone on a
lead cladded cha ir likely
under the copula

7

Maqam l braheem
redecorated

8

Between
632-634 CE
(ll- 13AH)

Orthodox KhalifOmar
lbn Khattab
634-644 CE
(13-28 AH)

Muohammad and Salina Samar
( 1998: 42)

638 CE
( 17 AH)

Khalif 'Umar lbn alKhattab
634-643 CE
(13-23 AH)
Abbasid Khalif
M ohammad al-Mahdi
775-785 CE
( 159-169AH)

KSA Engineering Report,
(c 1989:.174)

Between
775-785 CE
(159- 169AH)

Muohammad and Salina Samar
( 1998: 48)

795 CE
( 179 AH)

Muohammad and Salina Samar
(c 1998: 48)

810 CE
(I 95 AH )

KSA in al-Harimeyn
al-Sharifein (n.d. no pp.

837 CE
(222 AH)

Esin ( 1963: 150)

850 CE
(236AH

Muohammad and Salina Samar
(cl 998: 48)
Abbasid KhalijalMutawakkil

The lead surrou nd of
lb raheem 's foot stone
replaced by a si l ver one

855 CE
(241 AH)

's

ornamentation removed

869 CE
(256 AH)

Muohammad and Salina Samar
(c l 998: 48)

domed Maqam
lbraheem built

1407 CE
(810 AH)

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
Ministry of Information in

Maqam l braheem

9

Werblowski / Wigoder (1997:
5, 6)

C 2000-1700

BC

lbraheem
2

Sources / References

A

Expansion of al-Harameyn
al-Sharifein, n. d. I no pp.
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10

11

12

's
d o me

M a q a m lbr ahee m
ceiling
renovated

and

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
Ministry of Information in

Expansion of al-Haramey n
al-Sharifein, n. d. / no pp.

Qobbateyn al-Abbas and
al- -Sa 'ad built

1540 CE
(947 AH )

(Lane 1973: 145).

M aqam l b r a h e e m

1740 CE
( 1153 AH )

Esin?

18 10 (CE
( 1225 AH)

K SA in al-Harimein alSharife in, ,n.d. no pp.

1862 CE
( 1279 AH)

Kin gdom of Saudi Arabia,
Ministry of Informati on in

renovated

lb ra h ee m 's foo t stone
made observable

13

1494 CE
(900 AH )

M aqam Ib ra hee m

's

dome rai sed

Expansion of al-Haramey n
al-Sharife in, n. d. / no pp.
14

Maqam lbraheem demoIi shed re l oca ted and

1964 CE
( 1384 AH )

rebui It. Th e two stone
step put under glass and
in a golden enclos ure
15

Maqam lbraheem
unveiled

Kingdom of Saudi Arabi a,
Mini stry of Inform ati on in

Expansion of al-Harameyn
al-Sharife in, n. d. / no pp

1967 CE?
( 1387 AH ?)

Kingdom of Saudi Arabi a,
Mini stry of Inform ati on
( 199 1:74)
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GLOSSARY

A bronze depicting the names of Allah and Mohammad
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Glossary
Not~$ : At'.llii•~ 1.1se,l for 1"1.l.1;~ 11.1.m.~5 ~r~ tb.o5e 1.1se,l b!f Zllki_; At;.,.bii: 1.1se,l for 5t~f 113.m.es ~i: tb.os~ 1_15,d l,y
Al•ill•hl.: At'.l1ic 1.1Sed for r~~·,fo11s tmr1s ~f~ tb.ose ,i.sed l•Ir F~.nt•ii. At·;,l, 11.,.mes 1,r,,;,d.e,l l,y ·~1-· ;,fe EwDpe;ui.
;;Jp:h.,.betic~lly ,:,r,li:re,l.

Description

Transliteration

Notes

nevlly urbariised ,@a of 1·11&.kkah.
Pttrt of t.he old pilg).i:m route to I·1Iin;;,

.A.

0
AiIJ

,.j,

.• 'l'LL
I,,.++

A_i.Mtl

J~'l
++

+

c11·u1

M uzdalifal

Gill ior prn.yer. The cell prece,ies e,7e:iy
compul::ory prn.yer
Eye . A i17ell; it. goo,1 spot (in tr1e
,iesen) . A.i.•1 is also }mo,;:;ln c1.s a terof.
An inner residential &re;i or .b,m1. A
n3noi17 ;md sm;3Jl penin.sul;3r con.sistrng
of gra.b tn::i . I~ prntD-1.,ies into tJ1e I···IaJ!..k,:1h
y;3Jley t.i:iv.rards ;3l-Ka.'at1;311 ;3Itd i3 ;m
extension of tle MisfoleJ-1 iidge . S0inetimes it i'. refeffed to .3.s t1"1e :~;3JJ1el' s
tongue .TI1e pen.insular 'lla.s occupied
t,y ,m CHtorn.;3Ji c;3;::tle , no,;:;.r 1iemorut1e,1

af-Ahmr._YB

A mirrnvl ro;3.1i t,etveen .A.rnf;V1;m,i
1·,Ju.zdalifa.h, nov.r >:1. tligJ1':.ray

Appertiti.on

Le.tin. TI1e property bei£ig: a. pert tJ-1at
t,elon:~s to t11e ittlole

al-Amb/y

TI1e ii.rabiar1 Continent

Aiafah*

A plain at,out 16 }an East of r·,faJu:.v1.
Signific8r1t m Isla.n1 a.s the 'Place of
Star1.1ii11g . d1.11tcig ,Y-l#i/ TI1e stilruiing
occurs near aru1 on .fo'l...i/ ,i.1'-.h'1tlml..w

a/-Amab

w.,; .J YI

TI1e rabbit; the constellation of Lepus

J"""' y I

Tiie constel.l.ation of ttie Lion; also an
ancient t-.rab tiibe

+

al-Asad

hatiB

~L.ul
++

al-~

e-11~

Cob.unru of poruhed marble
Tiie late afternoon pray"eI occurs

when the shadow of al- Ka'abah
cast on al- Mat.8! is equal or twice
al-Ka.'abah's height.
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• .. I I

~.

0 ++.J'":"!._r-1'--1

iII-Ba/1

'-1LJ I
+

.!!... door

•

or art entraru::e ..il.. threshold

An entraru::e nani.ed after Abbas . a
member of the s. :§,1...1dl1.t/J

Ba/I iII- ~ bbv

•.::..n entr3nce on the SE comer of the Old
Holy J. .fasjid, narried after b,t11iA.li

Bab Ali
Bab aJ-As./Jr.t

A modem residential ;:!Je3. of I·113}'J;.ah
1Tuu.urrg parallel -z.l:ith the Mina valley.
A ,F,n:tiroute. tha.t by-p3z.ses Mina

:;._,,Ju 'i I '-1L....
. .

illl.J
. I '-1L....
..

J;.n entraru::e refened

to

by Larte

(1874: 157)

Entr3nce no . 25 of Bey's pkm
Heferred 1D by F:u.tter ( 1928 : Floor plan
()Hr·iI). Ho .24 of Bey·s plar1

I~

.J I •

+

t_ I ! ,·:·JI
.-·

Bab.DeJl'!_y{Je

••

~

+++ ·J

.J

I
(_ii....;
+

+

. ::..n entr3nce referred 1D by Lane (1874 :
157). Entrance no. 38 of Bey-·s plart

.?1.n.otJier mi.m.e for tJie entraee of
E..tll .J'"~{tb.i

Bab .l}fii.llla 'iz
_:J

Bab a.1-Hazam/J

oI J _jl. ~.J I i...;J ~

.,::,.n old entr3nce 1D the Old Holy J·.foz.jid
replaced by .E.ib Ili..•,tfl,..,..JJJ
Anottier naifi.e for ttie entraru::e of E,ib

Bilb H8idlim

Entrarice no .32 of Bey's plart

Bab .laIJia./J

Bab a.I-Ka '/Ja./J

~ '~!
ol..o~. . .

'-1~

t ..... d.SJ I '-1. L..

An entrance of the al-Mahdi ,' al-Ha.di
design. Displaced possibly by
.8,tb ,t! HJ'·if,t /
The doors tD al-Ka'abah

Another name for the entrance of
Bab K./Je_yaty.B

.lhtb Ilu-:.W..*1J}]
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BabHabi

,_._:.
':?·

'-'~
+

+

•I
••
I
iJ ~ J '-''-'
• •

A SE side or the lif..t ·;i.:,,t side_. entr:mce
of the Old Holy I·,fa2-jid nam.ed after
Prophet Mohamma.d
f!.tfl .2:i.111,tlJ of Bey's plan.The entrance
tD Din1.J-A-:1d·w~t . Ho. 34 of Bey's

plan

l.,; 1 0 II

.

(_j~

The five g8.te exit ,' entrance to the rock
outcrop of al-Saia on the H~.:t/

Ili.,o;t.~~~m side

F..ItOther mme for E,tli Safa
Tii.e 1.relcon1e entraru:e for ,v'-1h// arui
8. l-U:B11,t!.J pilgruns on the NE comer of
the () 1d Holy I·,fasjid _. tti.e If,-i !t:,',-i side

• •

Entrance to the ciff1Jmanbulatory area.

Die enti:aru:e for ttie inr.1.8.bit.=u"Lts of

~
.. I
l·.n exit of the Old Holy I·,'132-jid on the

Bab 81-lfmm/J

1-rN cm.Ti.er foi ,t/-[{m..1.w visitDrs on

the ..::~ltX-1'-~~~~}1.LJ•· side

.

.

(_j~

t'~~,
Bab 81-Ze-_yt

i ..

~j.J I~½

Bab u-Z.iada

Bw

th.e ()ld Holy I·.fasjid_; the fare1,rell exit
for .tl-.lf..t,i pilgruru on the Hftdl
~rl11.RihfL~..l side
.6.n entrance referred to by Lane (1874 :
157).Entraru:e no .24 of Bey-'s plarl

The entr8nce 1D the Mu:'m.did B:i.lll:lh
extension on tl"ie .D..~·-.~1-.1\{idi·':.-i side

~½
c:,~

JJL.u..ll
,·
BtuliH8S.Aim

.i:..n exit ,1 entr3nce on the ~:'. ~N corner of

A uibe, soni.etilr.1.es refen-ed tD as barLU
_e._

pre- Isl.8Jilic tdbe of MakkaJ-1

~·

~~-~½

A pre-Ilsl3mic tribe of MarJ.3h

·r~~ -~c:,½

A pre-Islamic tribe of Makk3h
A pre and post Islamic tribe of Ma.kk3h

Btuli (Jlmfi3A.
~-
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-~

B.mi ()11 ~a_y

~~~
..
.-·

A pre-Islamic ti.ibe of Ma}&:.aJ-1

B.mi Tlldeet

~ l j ~~

A pre-Isla:mic ti.ibe of r·.fa};.kah

Be_ytAUa./J

4..UI

...
...

~

-~

Be_yt Jt./;1 '.mlU

~

P.l-Ka 'abaJ-1 in heaven arourui "=\1Jtlch the
angeb circ1J.JJ13mbuli:i.ted

A o;:;rate1ing phce. /.:.. large con.strncted

Bir.ktlb

basin in the desert "'i'rhich holds dnru;.ing
1.r;:i.ter for the o;:;ratering of animals and
humar13 . u.su.ally of circular or
rect:mgular shape

.l/-B llnJil

The "'i'roman's head 1•.-eil. See al.so l1{rifl1

.l/-B l1nJ 1111

,,....w~I

The bla.ck and gold woven cover over
al- K3.' ;:1.baJ-1's ,ioors_:it IS sep;:1J3.tely
a.11:3.ched to d.l-l(i.,;v;tl1
Tili: J-.u::.irn.e of an orgc11t:i.satiDn or t.he

home of a. buz.iness home

Home of tJ-1e [hu.u.,1.t/:1
Du Slli'b.1

..4

•

,,:/,

I

.J J

-~
..6 ,J-;!-!.J
• '-:-1 .) IJ

.l/-.Dav.l

.6. no~l ,iernofutie,i hou.se on the .D.ir
.rl-}lifi.l':Fi.f si,ie oi the Old Holy I·,fo.sji,i

A pilg:1im rout.e from Darnascu.s tD

Basra arLd Kuia
Tii.e constelkl.tion of Peg;;i.se1J.s _. tJ-1e Af8.b
bucket

An unit of mea.surement consi.sting of
an iron rod_. irtrich is 56 .5 cm long .
.Dl1f,•i:fi.--tt is the pl1J.ral of .Dllil~
O.A117-.l/-H.fjfall

.,,

4. ? " II~ Jj

.D.f}l{ 1-..u-.li'.fllil,~ i.3 the la.st lunar month
of the Islamic year. TI1e 9th, 10th and
11 th of dlm 1-,-y,'-Hfi;,WJ are the three
days of ,t/-H..i.t/. .DlmJ"'i.tl-Hj{/iW is follo~.red by Muhar.ram_. the first month of
the Isklmic :,sear
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A priva.te a.ccess 1ray to 8. numbe! of
11 'v.relliri;;::s . 1.'J..•1i\i.U is tJ1.e plural tor
drib.i

Dnba/dnmt

A festilrol

./!.id

J!jd al-Ad.ba

.

'->

Festi~rol of fhcrifice vrhich occurs ;:1fter
tJ1.e completion of ,tl-11~1{/

')

Festi,.ral after the coru::lmion of
J?./Ji:tB.1Wd,t11

./!..MMosque

.J.c.,110:11!.0
.. +

A I·.,Iosq 11.e vrh.ere all the local I·1Imlim
v1ill meet durin'.c'. the celebration of the
rv.ro E•~f.:.{ TI.ii3-m.ay in1.rol1re J-1uruireds
of people
Greek. i::,.n entity which c;m be chang:e 1i
by God A urtit ·,.rith a soul according: to
Leibniz

Fad/I

J·1lorning Prn~rer. In Mahy.::i;~_it is
k.ilD v,.Tft
uh

as Sub

A. rnodern residential area of I·1Ial'J:.kah
TJ-i.e vert.e brae of ,v'-..f.mz.w
A. f1.anov,.r iwdi entering fri.e I·1lak}:..:J-1
V;:1ll.ey ( H{rdifb,o.t.~L~L~.l~ from the

Jeddar1 side
a/-F.illa.,

~I
++~·

~

-~

Th.e aru::ient open area smTourtding: alK;:1.'a.bah
+

-.J ~

Chivalry
.Ll.r1 inner residential disti.ict ( ..b.:t.·~

of

Makkah.

.
Greater HaRllll

Hadjt/J

Arab na:m.e for Procyon, tti.e bligJ1test
star of G;:1nis I·1Iinor.

Toe area •iefined bv the out.er J4iq,"t..if
Sta.temen.ts, not revelations, by Prophet
Mohammad

TI.Le Black Stone set in tt.ie SE comer of
al- Ka' abah. It faces tt1e l.isirig s1m
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A ::;tone ::;et in the ~-!W corner of
al-Ka'abah indicatirig tt.ie assen:ibly area
for pilgrims coming: :in from Southern
Arabia_. particular from the Yen1en

iil-H~tl

Hit_[ii

A male pilg:1im
••&.'

++

.

~

H~iii muui/

._..

I.•~

~~-)

A female pilg:rifn

Colloqu..;1_. tJ:ie Olr1 Holy M8.3Jl!1 is .;_
.i"iifi~r·.J.~~rdit'ii.t.?Jl

A noiot demolisJ-1e1i (}over11ment

bu.ilding: ::i.t t.he Ivfon.7::l. en,i of tJ:ie Old.
Holy r·.fo.sjid
F ++

~1 I 6..F'
H.m1 N.i..-r.fii/;UJ

H.tr.t iif-{JfmlfllA

++I+

I

491!1 l

I ..6 , r

o_) ~I o..F-

6_)-~.

Hiir.t iif-{J.'I ~.'I 'iu_

• I ++

••

'-'~
..4....i...o ~I
..6 r .
•
..,v

H.tr.t iif-..'UMJB.f_Y..ffl}J

+

++

6)~

Ham ~"'u'Ffl iil-Lw

JlJI
HiUiUJJ/ik
iil-H.t.nl.IIl IHiir.tiUil
HanuIJ pillars

.:l
++

A residentir:il 1iistrict(s). l:kiw8tis I•limtJ
of

/Ail~

.~. re;::i,1enti.-;1 ,ii.stJict t.h,-:i.t loca.te;:: in the
lo11rer p;:iJt of I·,foJ;J:;:iJ-.
An inner re;;1i,ientfal d:iJtJict i:n1rr1e,ifo.te
No:i,.J-1 of t.J-1e Old Holy I·,fa.sjid
An inner resi,ienti;:11 diJtJict i:mme,ifate
'Ne;::t of t.J-ie Old Holy Ma.sji on t.J-1e ;::i,1e
iolJ-1ere t.J-1e sun sets
An inner resi,iential ,ii.stJict im:me,iiate
'Nest of t.J-1e Old Holy M::i.sji,i 1.rJ-1ere t.J-1e
sun set.s

An ir111er residenti.81 di.stiict immediate
North of th.e Old Holy MMji

(.J,Y""

,d.zlo~

,11,~1
' ~ ,LSJ-'-

The female ::trea of th.e tent or th.e house

Sacred Tenitmy. H."tl"&Wl is th.e plural
for H.w.tw

Pillars which define th.e extent of a
11:inw.1 8rea
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8.1-Hu.uIJ(ep)

The Holy Complex

S/J.uir{ep )

HtlRlt al-Bab

..

~L.JI ~ I ) ~

The · horr.e-;::hoe' 3h3.ped i'ntll on the
North-TNest side of al-Ka'a.bah. It is
1. 60 metres high t,y 1. 60 metres tJ-iick.
It is finished of iv·tiite nwble. Th.e stl.8.pe i.3 one of 3n Ar;,.b arch

al-Hatim

H.1 F.l:ll.

Haz.mr Ib.m/Jee.m

~1 .J ~

-~

•I
·..I

H.(/ilb

•

a.1-H.ila.I

Are3.5 of gr.:1vel 31.1JID1mding 3J-!",fat3i.,
divided by eleven paths

..::.i I J ~

Hejaz

al-H.1_ir

Hesidenti.,l d:i3t.rict on the .Jeddah side
of I·,fa.ktah. Once a City gate tD
!':latkah.

•

..' •:>

.!!... i>lOffrut ' s

++

,,

~

/... mount:lin r.:1nge Eaz.t of Matk3.h.
AJ-T[iif is a ph:u::e 1lfiich is located in
the H..'!/;t.,

I

JJl+J I

veil

The t,oundary beTI.reen 3l-K3.'3.D3h and
al-Hatim areas

Tiie first n:1oon phase .::ignal.l.ing tJ-ie
st3rt of a. ne-;;;r fala1Tiic montJ-1

Hi/

~

Non-sacred land adjacent tD sacred land

Him

I?

The cave on top of ..flb,iJ'f.fu:r The c::ive.
·wtiere propti.et Mot1.a:mm.ad receiv""ed the
revelations

Hu_ilIB

Ilml/Jee.m

A loir 1i.se mount.an and a residential
area near the .M..1 ·;-w cemetery

The Patriarch IbJ.t~.m(Ab:raha.m) and
father of f.'{fl)J].it'.l_. both laid tJ-ie foundations of al-Ka'abah, M1.1Blim schol.8.rs
maintain

Special clothirig male pilgrims ivear

dunng ,tf-H..1[.i
I.maro .m11.Btli

Latin. An im.8ginary world
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.al.ol

Imam

I

A religious leader

.•

I

.•

~~I
++
:=
JalM/ / Jabalaat

The son of Patii.arch Il1..•1W~'lli.'

~11~

A mountain. .1f..l1~,t.fott is the plural foi
•.ftb..'t.!

~, ~
+

+

A mounta.in on the E3.stern side of
I···Iak.kah . fonnely occupied by ,.'l:,~t~iid

+

.f.'.f,{t,'

++

u11 • , sa
... +

A substantial rock outrrop prorwiing
in1D the I·,fa}:J:3.h V3lley i' NE side_. once
occupied by a castle of OnDm.an

.faba/Afmd

.;Jchirec.nxre
.fabal HiJJdi

/~.• n-J.Ount.ain on the North eastern side
of the r·.faJ:Jrnh Y:,lley
A. 10,v mountci.in near the or.Gess 1D the
.f(.!Jd-li1.f Ill.n iil-fHlL1:l Street, an old
pilgrim route 3till in u.se

Jabal iJl-Ka 'ab.J.IJ

~LS.JI
.

The mount:oin ne3r Mimi. 1'.ith the c3.ve

.fabal iJl-Nu.r

of l:lim neaJ the sumnl.it
A n-J.Ourttain on tJ-i.e Vlesterit side of tJ-i.e
r·,fa}:J:ah Valley in .lJ,t.",t .t.1-SlHrfl,~1:f::..th
na.rri.e,1 after I(./J,·!lil 0nm Ibn Khatt:1b

.fabal 0.mllI

Ele 1,;-;,.ted p:ut of the inner residenti3l
aJea of ,t.'-Sll,tm{ryIW

Jabal al-.Ra.Jun.m

·~
t.J

.r' I ~
+

+

A. J-J.Oly mountain in the plairl of Arafah

A camel hump-liJ~e mountain enclosing

tJ-i.e .M..--1 ~-t.~ vista
The Arabic r1.ame for 01ion

One of the tJ-u-ee pillars in Mirta representing the de 11il. •«r1.1,.·~.n1;.Uis the plural
for iw..\--11~

6 ·~~
.)

+

A pra:yer for the dead
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al-.1811Za.b

...
~ .... II
6 _) . ~

.b.ra.bic name for B~telgeuze,
som.etiffi.es referied to as tJ-i.e a:t1iipit of
.tl-..furu/J. The armpit is a. pivot,
pivoting tJ-i.e cosmos
Bla.ck morble laced i',ith i'thite ~reirn.
A. d.i:::emba:d:..ir,g place for pilgrirm on

the Red Sea

al-Ka' a.bah*

~l.SJI
+

t.J-Ka.-·a.bah is Islam's most significant
Buildi.I,g. A pre-Islamic building: vlti.ere
the sun and the moon god Hu.bal 1rere
once 1v·orst.iipped_; ar1 anci.ent sh.:iine for
wurship of relics . Since 8:30 CE ( 215
.;'.IJ-I) a ::mall I~~t:;:ifvlhid1 i.3 locatesd
in the cent-e of the I··'laJu~a.h V::illey.

~l.SJI
+

(_!ls.Ji
+

The biggest dog_; tJ1e i·..ra.b name for the
constellation Cari.is I·,fa.jor

al-.Kalb al-A...v-.bu

Toe smallest dog_; the .t...ra.b mme for
the star constellation of Cani.:; I·,·Iinor

r:!.;S

.Klla.lid IbJJ al- W'alid
street

.K./Ja.Iff

Generosity

Lo~

Notdlity

L~

Dignity

JJ u t

,)-~

•
J.:-!I ~ I '-~
,..

An ancient nano"",T entrance to the
Mal'.kah Valley; a route where tt1e
trn.ditional archi1Bctui-e of Makkah has
been displaced by modem
architBCtl.U"'e.

An U)It.ayyad, Abbasid, or Ottoma.:i1
ruler, preceded by the three orthodox
K.h,wJS· Muslim scholars recogri.ise as

the right guided ones
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The institution of G·mrernm.ent of -vrhich
the l(lKlfil° :is trJe head.

A n101J1ttain range on ttie Eastern side of
t.he I.,.Iakka.h Valley
K.llja./J

Delhrernnce
.tJ-KJi.'at,;;i.h's g:ohi ernbrni,ieid cover
"'irhich :i3 rene-.;;red everf ye,:ir at the
condwiDn of /?:.v.u,1dll.iBat &. cost of SF:
10 million ( 1990)
.?

,~~I
- ._,

Tiie foot.stool in heaven
A pre-Islamic goddess_: one oft.he three
1itor.ilupped daugr!t.ei3 of tti.e pre-l3lan1
.tJl::i.h a.t. .1\T;i..t{t.~ near IZtil

ill-Lilt

."'JI. oprn are:, ne:,r the old road to I···lina
u.sed in tJ-ie past as a earn.ping area for
G3I3.~.1'3rt.3

An 1Jrbani3ed ::irea. irnmeda.te 3.dja.cent to
d.l-h~iRWJ ,il-l~(t.,7d road, NortJ-1 of
,tl-ff..t1:tu1 A tenti:';~J11p for t.t1e ~.l;,-1iM1
Cfff;:\ll3.fl

A cUived street displBced by tJ-.i.e
modem Safa-I·,fonl'8. corridor
Tiii: tJ.uoug:h at the foot of al-Ka'bah

.J.f-Nadjc.11

near the doors 1rhere t.he mortat i<i3.S
ffiade for the building: of al-Ka'ab::1J-1

/:,. rellgiDw scr10ol v.rr.i.ere Islam arui
,il-(w ),ill are ta.11ght.
al-Madinah*

~JJ.I
++

The second most impornnt pilgrim

p1:ice in Sauiii ivabi.a for I·,·Iu.slims.
It v.1'3.3 }:;noim as Y8.trib in pre-Islamic
ti:tnes.: art important trade centre along
the major North-SoutJ-1 trade route of
ARw.{v.
The Milky Y'lay
The centre of the world for Mwlims.

Mallah

Mallah al-Mukarra.m.ah

Note ··ma' stands for -v...ater. Mekl,.a. or
Mecca for Eumpearis. Meccae in Latin.

Makkhah., the blessed city
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~1 fa.).:~

Miriaret. Plural for »..'.-t',WRi!J i..3
_r11,.i.,•i.:mt.rt

The nD'Y demolished .JJ..w.11,-t•,t/J of the
tdbe of 'Ali on the SE side, tJ-.i.e
.t.l-fi:f..1,1 :;,t side of the Old Holy I·,fosjid
A _u..w.1li.t1,tl1 atttt.ched to the _1.,1.,wd.1.t.-.:.,,t.!1
Qaytabey on tl"li: .If,i,'l ~,·,1 side

er.~
..
~)L.u l!,.)~

TI.ie :fuj'i:.r demolished ff1iriaret on tt.ie HE
side., the fif.1,1 :,,t side, of the Old Holy
I•,fasjld

I

JJ,f;uJ.u.J/J ;u-.._\...lIRlima-

.t.. mirnret am.ched to the Old H,1ly

;,

.Jliyya

,0
++

.. l •
1

c;

Ma5jid tt1:1.t once 1.ra.3 tt.ie ,3.1-Mu't:uiid
exten310n, the i«r,tl-f.f..tdw~t side
A ftD'\il demoh3J-ied. ..ill,V,\V,tb,~~hich on
rhe 1,PN comer of the Old Holy Masjid

A no1.r demolished _axw,tRtb on t.he SE
:::h1e of tJ-.ie c)M Holy M::12-jhj on the
.\.i.'l.r:.1l Lll-..:~~~ilir sid.e
.. . I• ++ I •
6..
~ 6 .J 1.....4...e

•8• _a,1.-t•J,i.. ,tb ;3_
tt;:1.died t.o tJ-1e ;:1l- M1_1.t;:,. •di,i
externion on the 1.?.t•-.t/-.A~iu-1~~ :::i,je
1

A ~,:id.dess ;3_nd one of the three i17orshipped ,fo.u.g:ht.er.:: of tJ-1e 1ire-Iskumc
P.Jl;:ih .. ;H [Uf,~ ~:ou.th-East of Mru:bJ-1
A sm,:1] 1,erm,ment Etrea for those held
i:n high reg-:;r,j 1lrn11 If,t1I,tm Iif.i..!J.lfi
1la3 the pem1..·=1nent pr1:;3f Ping a.re;:i. of
.li,'lLtW Malik Bi:n Ana!:, one of the four
Islarnic jurist.s

~~~~
Kaq8..IB Hilllbali

c.,

I f •CO:
+

+

..,

A-JI-A
\

TI.ie once permanent area of liu..tw
..~~'t','.ill iruMe the Sacred Court on the
H'Mifb.RWr:1f..1}] side
The once pennanent :uea of l t,J\tm
H..wA.'fii inside the Sacred Court on the
.D.lr ,'ll-N..it!~ side
The Jif."111,w which holds flu.t~r.J..us
foot steps :1et m stone. They are

encased in a stand with a golden screen
Tiw .lef..-,q,w i.3 located inside the
Sacred Court
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The once pennanent area of .ktWB.l
I,1:wki inside t.he Sacred Court, no'v.r
demolished on the .S'l,'w~r ,t,1-...'~-?.f:,u•-side
Tiie perm.ari.ent area of lB.NWJ Sl1.-L(r i
inside the Sa.cred Gou.I1
.b..n ::,re::,. Viiere 3. I8nge of rules go 1rern

coruiu.ct arui betiaviom, nc•i,T
demolished
.6..n irregul3r geometric st::ir p::ittern
I+~

~-J

I·,.Ietaphoically, a m.arLSion or JJJ,iB,d:'.
visited ::i.t reg1Jlar intervals by the n1oon
as tJ.i.e lamp of J-ie;=,ven

rock ou.crnp J-ield sacre,i . NOi.1J1 of t.rie
Old Holy I·,fosjid, noi't p::,rt of the
Sitfa.-I·,far'v.ra. conidor

.iJ..

u.l-MllYll*

.N8il.llmb.i_r,1 I
Jitf£.<rll.mbi_r,1a t

+•+1

I

/

~'..r""'~
-.::i I

1

/ .1,::,,,11,0
++ +

, j 4 :,,.,

I·,fosq1J.e i' Mosques

I II r0

+

++

A screeri.ed 1.:iruio-z.l set t1ush 'vlith t.rie
w::,11 surface (Madji, 1988:44).
I:.~t.'illRrli./r'."fir,U i3 tJ-ie plllial io f
LJ};,r;,:.'L Lf l!J.{~·i.tb

A I·,'losq u.e on demolished .fab::,l
Qub;ty·s .

J~
++

.~~1

,1

II

t:::.+

Ill 0

Tiie Holy Complex

++

I II A

The on.ce 01.ral rt0,,:-.; circular platfom1
surrounding al-Ka'abah on 'vthich
,¾1'- T.i !Viti{ circurn.ambulation) is
cond.u.cted .

u.I-Mataf*

Latin. A.n irnaginfil-y Mother
Latin. An inrnagirlfil;l Mother
~'l'L..o

••

Ij U I

A narrow road betv.v"een Arafah and
Muzdalifah, now a highway

3'"1.,I
I

+

Mina*

.N.imbu

~

.JI •
+

A

• ,0

++

A pl8.ce 5 km East of MakJ.'.11h. Significant irt Islam. tt.S ,:t. place -zv·here the
_1'i.taN1,',i',i't a.re stoned du.ring ,t/-.li..'f,:~;,
The pulpit in 3. Mosq 1.1.e ..8• pla.ttom1
from vlr.ticl1 tr.te .lm.w.. delivers tri.e
Fiid8.y tHtb,i' (sermon) .
1

One of tJ-i.e three stars of 01ion's center
field

Mintaka

A ph.ce where the 1..ould-bei:f.i'l~·
changes his 117orldly garment to iJ..') RW1 .
There 3.re nine such s"to.tions 3ro1md
Makl~1 located on the edges of tr.te
1

Miqat ,1 Miqaat

~11

inner :md 01.1.te.r /.J;-1,•,itu1 Access to t.he
Greater 1.li.iRilll is via tr.te /~~~T,Mt TI.te
l,;.t:t:er i.5 the pl1.1I8l for }ifli_,r,rt

Kiqat Pllilt--IRJ

Entfy

JJ1,~T.1t to

•.:::.Jl outer

Kiqat PJJu'l ~-HuJe_y.fa.lJ

o

_:J

,i:> II

tr.te Greater 1:l,tRW.l .

BLt.tt

Entry B1.t,,mo the Gre0.t.er lli:i.mm ne3r
I·1ladin.ah most pilgrim.s vlill visit
before viz.iting M3J;}~;:1.h
Entfy JJll~T,u tD tti.e Greater 1l,tRWJ .
?Jl outer ff,trii',13lso },now-n as
~~UJJ} ·.:t../-./~~ilil.'tZi/

Entry Jlll~T.-rt tD tr.te Greater h';.v,w1 .for
pilgrunz. of Irnn 0nd Northem Ind 13.
•.:::.Jl unofici31 lif...t,ift 15 }::m South of
i'tl)~\.TtJ;d,1~:~~ Oit tr~ F~ed Sea. fo!

Kiqat ilf-Jllilra

pilgrimz. of Northern P....rabia_. ~jyria._.
Palestilte and Egy'Pt
++

r-9
Jjt..;UI

station fo r pilg1ims ente1ing
the Greater ff..iRtm from Eastern and
Central .Arabia. {lllJJJ ,-u-.lif..w,izil is also
referred to a:: Qam 8.l-Manazil or Umm
al-Mari.azil

.b.. JJll~T,_ft

An u11official entry miq.tt used by
seaborn pilgrims from North-Africa and
Egypt to Greater Hi.tRWJ. It i:3 located
on the Red Sea, North of Jeddah

Also kno'l')Tfl as ftfilj.tt {)tWJ ..tl-.l:!..v1i.'lZ.il
See abov-e . l1iq,'fr for pilgrims entering
the Greater H..w.w1 from Eastern

Gentral P...rabia_. Iraq and Iran
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..

,l

+·•

"1I I I....L.ICl 1 11#dl

I

_6.n outer .mii},~t for pilgrims entering
ttie Greater 1:t,v:w.1 from Ji:'d1.klll

BJ..t,tton t.he Northern
bourulHy of I·,fakkah. TI.ie station is
u.sed b:, chonge into 1i'lf},W.l by the
pennarient irtJ.!B.bitants of I·,fak.k.a.h and

"6.n inner

N.iqat al- TiJJJeem
1r
\

C :t;

•f ••4 11

++

bJ Ions :.t,Jr Y~itor:; in~nding to

pei.ionn tt.ie minor l:J~,y;~· 'Fhich i..3
ifl-[{,'.1.lJitf.z

N.igat F.Jd.i Anlll.lll

.6.rt inner

ni.odem .tuiq,it.n,·~,:trl~~t:.,~.~'i,f
il,Wk?.m on t.he 1Nesten-t side of ttie
A.Rtti.t,§ phin for pilgrims of '\~'este.m
Arabia

N.iqat vadi KiIHlln

An unofficiol outer .m,~r;U t.o'i.10.rds
,tl-17.iiftD the Greater 11;-.~1:W.l for
pilgrims of fa.stem i•.rabi.o.

The entr;l BL'i].ttto the Greo.1.e.i l:l;t1cw1
for pilgJiim of Southern Arabi;,.

·~I ~ ._:rA
I

K.isfva.11

++ 11 +

4,_J ..9i

I! ' .0

A non-identi.c::d o.dult tt-rin.
.tJ-K.a'abaJ-1 arui al-Hati.ri-1 are a .11111::,WJ
A residential area at ttie loiiler end of
I·,foJ:J~::ih

TI1e gol,ien rnin 3pou.t drn.inirc~: t.rie roof
of i:d-L,.'.,.t,:,J-1 on the NYv iilftll. TI1e
1'!-fl.,~li point;:1 tD"\lrar•i3 prece::::::ed Nort.J-1

Ki::ab

Th.e wall area. on ttie left of
oi-K.;. 'abaJ°!'s 1ioors

Muzdalifah*

I

j

•
4....9..J J ._:rA

•• +

A place East of I',fa.kk.ah vrtiere pebtiles
are gathered mstDne the /WJA'll'/.t..'ttin

Mina.
Nilflr

A cosmic river. Constellation of
Eridanl1.3
A valley of t.he godess ,'l,·'-L,'tt near
;1..l-T..ul
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Nev Holy Masjid*

.. . ···11

~
ill-N.ikuB

The nevr Building suJIDunding the Old
Holy Masjid Mtd al-K.a'abaJ-1

~

.~~,
"' I

\

+

I

TI1e centre str:ir of Orton' s belt ::i.rrnrdmg to Ho11Dn (1969:52) t,ut not

I

,·

::i.i::cord:ing to Ab~ndM ( 1985 · 89) '1rho

says tlJ.c.t ,v'-,·1~nu.- is tJ-.lf c,:, itual star of
Orion's belt.

iJl-Nitu

~

One of three centre sta.rs of Orion's
belt. See ;:ll-Ni,{-wi It i3 ilio 3pel.led

I

a.)

Alnitak.

The 1.~ney of the pre-lsla.Jlllc goddess

i_;zza.
Old Holy Masjid*
The Building suJIDunding ::il-K::i:'::ib::ih
:.

..

~

ill-{Jilfb

+•+

I

..,~

I

(_jliJ I
+

TI1e ht3rt_; n.3.me for P..nta.res, or
Scorpion.13 . .~.:ntares iras tJ-.i.e mulatto
vi"3.:mor hero of ont of the g_older1
nm'a.lk<J::at a fa.n-.lDus poem "Flll.Ch ilas
r:illegedly displa.yed ir1 al-K::i.' a.b::i.h.
The moon

al-{Jfblilb I {Jfblaaf

I
·~
·T l...l-.l..3
i._.. . ..

Qu'ba

Direction to ::tl-K :f·.~_k1J-1 m h:,i:.fa.~
(I·:Iecc,:1). -{/.1i'l.,{~i,'i:- the plural for -(·1l/.,{w
0

A can-.i.el's hump expressed as a don-.i.e
.t.. domi:
+

••

++

~

Dom.ed small buildings

..

Cw.3
+

(Jabbar al-Abbas

The domed building of al-Abba,
deonilish.ed ben."'een 1880 and 1885

..

~

•

(Jabbar a/-,)-.,, 'ab

~w I

The domed building of al-Sa'ab,
deom.lish.ed between 1880 and 1885
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Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem
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TI.i.e Holy Book of Islam
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Fnda.y's :!era10n delh~t::11::d by tJ-.i.e
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The Holy Month. of fasting The 1.az.t
lurlfil" n-runth of tJ-.i.e I.::l.arrric calendar
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al-Safa*
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ron-Jorr. Orion

Rigel of Orion.Orion's leg B.nd foot

The capiwl of the Kingdom of Saurti

.c...rabi.a
,h.. screened 1nr11io"v.r 1rou1-1dirtg
bevond the exterior 1ro.ll surf::1.ee i1I1d
31J.N1orte1i tiy cortiels .t;'dJW;JlJ~t'Jl tJ-.i.e
plural for R7 ~,y.Jii.w

rock au.crop heh:i J;:ti~fe•i _. f:~ou.tJ-1 of the
Old Holy r·,fo;:~ii11. nov.r p;~It of tJ-1e
S;:1fo-IvfoJ'\lt;:1 1))'ffllior
,6..

A ::it::ir i' tJ-1i> :::~.ror,i) of the ,x,r~t,:- ll~tion

Cinon

.h.. !1c:Gd.
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A 1ite consisting of goirig seven tirnes
u.p arui seven time:?. do'i'ro. betveen

al-Safa and 81-Mar'\l.ra. The rite starts {1.t
Safa
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The Prophet's companion!l
The sun, Syria, the North.

An old inner residential area on the
slopes of •.fffl.i/Hi11di. This mountfl.in is
located m the ,if-,._'\b..v.11.,r_'n«ll district

A road
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Once a n1a.rket stieet on tti.e ;~~N .:ide,
the Hftdill>Rtl:Jt't'Ll...' _. si,1e of t.t1e Old
HolyM33jid
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a/-,..\Yli/NJ stream

iu1 ancient nairo1.r stream cct:3cading:
from tht'- rod:;z. of .,fib,~'("cf tI;·w1rhen
it Ihli!S

,I!.. I·. Iuz.lim sect p::i.ric1Jl:,rly prev-:,lent in
Iran
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Sbi'b 'Amir
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An inn.er residential area on tr.i.e east.el.T1
side l':foJ:J:.::ih up the hill .Sl1f"l1 st8nds
for a IG:t.ffO'vl rrruuntoin p;:c.tJ-1
P..n irui.er residential area on tt.i.e Ea3t.effL
hill side of Ma}'J,..:th. S/1•11 st8nds for a
nai.Tov.r ffiou.ntain patJ-1
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A prn.ying position

....."'mlfud

French S@:i.etJ-iir1g i:mph.ed or uru1erstoori but not e:-:pressed . o hidden
n~ard.r~:. Tiie ieel o the phre
A line :,long .;.rhich prnyees line-u.p

,..~ata / ,..\"'atutd

•

dmirig: pray_. in tt.i.e sa:m.e tirn.e facing:
I·:foJJ;.8.h_ .SutimfJZ.. the pluI3l for Stlllt
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W.J,,S.~
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J.:nw
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Siriuz.
Th.e cosmic groimds of Siriuz. @d or
CaitDpus

An older residential area of MaJ;ka.t1
A .r;;-w11.•1 verse or ay~r
An ancient narrow stream ca.scading

from tti.e rock face of .1o.W1,.'i/{~ 'qi ~"t.'1
vrhenitrnins
AIB8rket
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/!.~ l1l8I}~t ;jJor~gsid.e FKrdi..·?~R-lll.~~111 ru1ii
opposit.e t.he South wall oft.he Old Holy
Masjid

The night market im d a lkUif
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A non-existing sm.,ll marJr..et on t.he SY.l
side of the Old Holy Masjid
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al-Taiff'

A place iIL the highlands of the .lf..~,r,.~
East of M1;1.kk.a.h

...Jt.b.J I

Tii.e circurr.lfilnbulation of al-Ka'abaJ-1
Tav.tf a/-W'i'tla ·'

t IJ ,_,J I ...J I._,3
-..~' I

The fa.revrell circu.manibulation
The cor1Stellation of Taurus

,.).~

A pre-falam:ic sanctu.ary of t.he goddess
,U-ll"zz..i Soutr.i-East of Ma1',kah

;,

AL

Mother. TIJ.is word recurs in geographical names of villages and in WJJ.l'lJ.."tll a
governirig body of r,'lusliriiS
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U.llHll ilf-{Jllr.l

The governing body of t.he place

A name for MakkaJ-1; the Mother of all
Vill8,ges; the mme of t.he [{_1J1JJ1 .:t/-{)u.1.r
Uni.1rersity vlhid1 is located h1 the
modern residential 1:1rea of
~--4.:.~JZ.{JY .w
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The rninor pilgrilnage b:i I·,fakka.J-1

al-U.lllnllJ
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A goddess, l:lnd a one of the three
daughters of the pre-Is.Ironic Allah.TI.i.e
goddes ·'Jocation ""uo.3 at aw
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The Yem.en
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A dry ri'v-er bed
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.6.n Uibanised ~"8fii that rum from <li··M,WltrJ MU2dalifaJ-1. A v.1d.l that nmz
parrallel to t.he fifi11;.t V8.lley

The m3.in wi.tlii of t.he A.rnf1;1h plain
·:o::,-:,
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n.ie "vlest.ern access (lD Jeddar1} tD tJ-.ie
I.,.Ia.JtJ~.h Valley
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W&diHaFaTid
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A Jwili tlla.t connect5 Jeddi.t!J and iY.lef..tdilli.UJ "ylith Makkah and of tt.ie truee
'l'7,'{{.tlll1 t.hi;i.t drains the Iifa.kk.8.h
Region

major

One of the tree major w7,r{/ll1J tha.t
drains the MakkaJ-1 Region

c:5J ,.J
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The a.ctul I··-Iakkah VaJJey

Tr.ie -,s1:.'tl.i enteririg the Mar.kah Valley
from Mina
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The ~t.f leaving t.he I··fohlr..ah Valley
tt:f,..u""ards the direction of l1liqat

One of t.he tree major Wl,'i.:/tw that
drains the Mak.kar1 Region
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A 19th Gentu.xy religious sect vlhich
accepted .-u'-{iu 'j~w and the authentic
l11:tditb..,· only as the ba!l:is of Islam,
therey rejecting sufism
+
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A religious gift

? ?

A compulsory w"'8Sh before any pra:,ot:r.
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al-Tad al-Tlllllll8

<..s
al- YeJBU.
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Plu.rnl for 'fnllfi
The right hand (of Orion)
The Yemen; a derivativ-e of ,'11-Yllllll,\~.
the right (hfilld); South

Arab na:me for Venus. Also a name for
a pseudo modern inner residential area
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Ze.JB-Ze.Jll vell

The Yi-ell in the centre of t.he MarJ':.,J.h
Valley. Esi11 states it mearJ.S lurmn:,..i:ftg
(of the 1,rell)

Z.IJ,lflor
TIJe ~life of Ha:run al-Rashid vtho
instigated t.he comtru.ction of 3n
aq ued net v,;J-iich supplied 1-.rater to tri.e
,iifierent bili:,i.1rof I·1IarJ~c111. It
cm)rffi.ences at .i:...rdiaJ-1 at the foot of tri.e

H~itZhills

A nanmr pa.ved 13ne vrit.h the na.me
al-i,.ttarin
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